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high-end hi-fi show, held at the end of March
in Santa Monica's BayView Plaza Hotel. Some
felt it to be presumptuous, but in all truth, I
felt that that aim distinguishes the "real" hi-fi
industry from mass-market audio. If ahigh-end
manufacturer doesn't feel deep inside that his
product makes an attempt at the best sound,
then why is he in business?
Enough of the preaching. Who was voted
as having the best sound at our show? Of the
almost 3000 visitors, 175 filled in the voting
form in the showguide; Iallocated three votes
for a"best sound," two for a"second-best,"
and one for a "third-best," which gave the
following ranking:
Exhibitor

Percentage of votes cast

Optimal Enchantment (Martin-Logan/Audio Research)
19.2%
Apogee (Duetta II/Meitner MTR- 100)
17.6%
The Mod SquadNandersteen
7.4%
Conrad-Johnson (Sonographe/Synthesis)
6.6%
Stax
4.5%
KEF (R107/Threshold/Linn/Meridian 207)
4.5%
Onkyo (Grand Integra/Infinity)
4.5%
Upscale Audio (Infinity)
4.0%
Carver (" Magic" Loudspeaker)
3.3%
Newport Audio (Thiel/Mark Levinson)
3.2%
SOTA/Sumiko
3.0%
Mirage
2.5%
GNP
2.3%
Adcom/Dahlquist
2.1%
Celestion
1.9%
Audioquest/Vandersteen
1.9%
Mondial (Aragon/ESB)
1.8%
VTL/Gold Aero/Ron Reznick
1.8%
Fostex (master tape)
1.5%
Kinergetics
1.3%
(The remainder of the exhibitors scored 1% of the
votes or less)
Our congratulations to Santa Monica dealer
Optimal Enchantment and Apogee, who were
neck-to-neck as the votes were counted; Optimal finally edged ahead at the finish. And
thank you to all those who exhibited and
made the show asuccess. We hope you all get
as good asound at our Manhattan show in October (see p.80 for details).

AS WE SEE IT

IS IT
REAL?
OR
IS IL.
John Atkinson

Enid Lumley accosted me in the corridors of Santa Monica's BayView Plaza
Hotel in March: "That doesn't sound
like a real piano!" Iwas taken aback. The
sound to which the redoubtable Ms. Lumley
was referring emanated from a seven-foot
Steinway we had hired for James Boyk to play
at the Stereopbile show. Jim was conducting
aseries of tutorials on how the sound of areal
piano is constituted, so Enid's criticism, on
the face of things, seemed absurd. As my face
obviously showed this conclusion, she hastily explained that, of course it was a real
piano, but the fact that it overloaded the 40seat room in which it was being played caused
it to sound different from the sound of a
real piano played in aconcert hall. To lead
visitors to the show to expect piano records
to sound similar to what Jim was producing
was dishonest.
Well, though it didn't sound much like any
recorded piano on any system Ihave heard, it
was nevertheless areal piano, something alis-

Illustrafion J,m Wood

tener could determine from the shortest
exposure. Similarly, when walking the corridors, you knew immediately that the sound
of the guitarists in room 206—when you
could hear it above the din from one of the
nearby video surround-sound dems—was
real.
What is it, therefore, that distinguishes real
sound from reproduced so
unambiguously?
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At last, high-performance audio
comes down to earth.
High-performance audio by Rotel has arrived. With remarkable sonic quality you've previously associated only with
esoteric equipment selling at other-worldly prices. Now,
however, at prices you'll find very down-to-earth.
At Rotel, our engineers avoid gimmicks and flashing
lights Instead, they concentrate on audible performance
All critical parts are carefully hand selected on the basis
of how they sound when producing music. Direct signal
paths -from inputs to outputs -assure highest accuracy
and resolution. And our renowned amplifiers, for example,
use massive power supplies, along with discrete output
transistors rated many times their actual load. As a result,
they can produce high-current output continuously -not
just for afew milliseconds. Our 50-watt amplifier actually
plays louder and sounds better than many with 100 -watt
specs -and 100-watt prices
This pursuit of affordable sonic perfection may explain
why Rotel outsells most other specialty hi-fi brands in
Great Britain. And why hard-to-please British audio critics
consistently give Rotel compdnents rave reviews.
For reprints of these reviews, and abrochure on our receivers, Compact Disc players, tuners, integrated amplifiers,
power amplifiers, preamps, cassette decks and turntables,
just send your name and address to Rotel Audio of America
Inc., Department ST, PO. Box 653, Buffalo, NY 14240.
Or call us at 14161297-0599.
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Loudness has something to do with it. The

cal high-end system, second-order problems

14 x37ft. room in which Jim played was on
the large side for adomestic system. As Enid
Lumley noted, however, the piano had no dif-

are more important.
Second-order effects? What is JA talking
about? Does he mean harmonic distortion?

ficulty in over-driving the room acoustic,
something beyond the capabilities of the Klyne
SK5/Krell KSA-100 /KEF R107 system Iwas

that if harmonic distortion consists predominantly of low orders—second, third, etc. —

using for my own demonstrations in the same
room. Yet measurements of sound-pressure
level indicated that this excellent system, capable of sustaining 113dB peaks or so, would
have no difficulty in keeping up with the real
thing. A major difference, of course, and one
which has always invalidated live-vs-recorded
tests, is that, with the exception of omnidirec-

Not really. It has been known for decades

and is not accompanied by musically enharmonic intermodulation products, listeners
can tolerate surprisingly large amounts without feeling that the music suffers. Rather, by
second-order Imean resonant problems, inaccurate imaging, and alack of transient—ie,
phase—integrity. My experience has been that
deficiencies in these areas can be fundamen-

tional or quasi-omnidirectional models (such

tally destructive of the real illusion once tonal

as the Ohm Walsh 5 reviewed by DO this
month), aloudspeaker puts out its energy in-

inaccuracy and harmonic distortion have been

to arelatively restricted solid angle to its front.

varying for different people).
These errors which /think important have,
in general, been regarded as benign. Inaccurate

A real musical instrument, however, puts out
energy in all directions. Although the system
above is probably putting out two acoustic

reduced below the threshold of tolerance (this

stereo imaging? As Iindicated in As We See

watts into the room at full output (assuming
the speakers to be around 0.5% efficient at

It" in Vol.9 No.8, nearly all commercial classical recordings lack an accurate stereo image,

converting electrical power into acoustic),
which is around the same acoustic power be-

though only ahandful of us nitpickers appear

ing put out by the piano, the way in which
that power is fed into the room is far more
complex with the live instrument. In addi-

to be disturbed by such spatial distortion. But
as the human ear/brain is excellent at determining where sounds come from in real life,

tion, live piano sound features ahigh ratio of

preserving the directional information intact
on arecording must surely have some impor-

peak-to-mean levels, whereas even apurist

tance.

recording will compress those peaks somewhat, not to mention the inability of even

UGH has often argued that the fundamental
problem with stereo imaging, and one echoed

superb conventional loudspeakers to avoid
peak compression at realistic playback levels.
Another first-order way in which repro-

in this issue by DO, BS, and John Sunier, is that
two-channel reproduction folds the reverber-

duced sound differs from real—one considered to be of primary importance by reviewers for the mainstream hi-fi magazines—lies
in the way that instrumental timbre is pre-

ation enveloping the real-life listener into the
frontal image. Iwouldn't argue with the fact
that this occurs, but Iwould point out that
this is inescapable with stereo. Of the systems

served. In inexpensive systems, this will be a

that tried to do more, only Ambisonics was
based on acorrect theoretical model of what

significant fault—on my car radio the other

information needed to be recorded/replayed,

day Iwas astonished to find that what Ihad
taken to be a somewhat thin-sounding

but even that failed to be generally accepted.

soprano saxophone was in fact aclarinet—

raphy: effective three-dimensional photography has been around almost since the time of

but on atrue high-end system, such timbre!

Why? An analogy can be drawn with photog-

distortion should be minimal, perhaps dilut-

the daguerrotype, yet virtually all photographs

ing the difference between, say, French and

taken are flat; the (in theory) more limited
medium actually provides sufficient informa-

German bassoons but otherwise allowing
generic instruments to be differentiated. In a
thought-provoking article in this issue, con-

tion. Such, Ifeel, is the case with stereo vs surround-sound. LA, however, would argue with

trabassoonist Lewis Lipnick argues even with

this, feeling it only to be true if the aim of pho-

this assumption, but Ithink that with atypi-

tography was similar to sound reproduction,

Stereophile
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IMW
Nikko audio/video.

As audio and video technologies merge, exciting new possibilities
in home entertainment present themselves to the discriminating
listener. Turning these possibilities into reality demands more than
adding token amplification to avideo tuner, or VCR inputs to an
audio receiver.
Nikko's creative engineering delivers more. Our AV R-65 is atrue
audio/video receiver that adds full stereo reception and remote
control to any TV or monitor. It incorporates a139-channel video
tuner with built-in MTS/SAP, an AM/FM stereo tuner, plus carefully
engineered audio preamp and amplifier circuitry. Our NA-1050 is a
comprehensive audio/video control center with extensive mixing
and switching functions. And both components exemphfy Nikko
technology, bringing out the best in audio and video.

Nikko
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echnology

Asti Nikko Technology Corporation of America
5830 South Triangle Drive, Commerc e, CA
(213) 721-1168

te, to recreate the original visual field of the

tect even gross phase distortion. If the high-

observer. The aim of photography is sharply

frequency components of asquarewave in the
midband are rotated several times through

different from that, however, even making
use of deliberate distortion to create the desired artistic effect.)
Resonant problems? Recent work by Floyd
Toole, of Canada's National Research Council,
presented in a workshop on loudspeaker
measurements at the recent London AES Con-

360 °, the waveform is no longer recognizably
square, yet the sound is apparently unchanged.
As it appears that the ear/brain acts as awave
analyzer, not as awaveform-shape detector,
am Iswimming against the tide of scientific
opinion here?
Agenuflection to Fourier aside, music is not

vention (reported on later in this issue), supports earlier research 1that loudspeaker reso-

made up of the continuous waveforms beloved

nances cause audible problems only when of
low Q. If of high Q, they fail to be sufficiently

by test-bench engineers. Rather, it consists of
an instantaneous sound pressure level which

excited by music to reach full amplitude when
they ring. The evidence as presented by Dr.

changes according to the logical demands of

Toole seemed incontrovertible, but Imust admit that Ifind it hard to believe, as it runs con-

way in which music is structured in time and

trary to my own experience, particularly of
tonearms. Ishall retreat into pointing out that,
except for performances in unsuitable halls—
and via typical PA systems—music in reality
reaches our ears without the modifying effects
of such resonances.
Phase distortion? Iremember Quad's Peter
Walker telling me that phase errors did not

two things which have no physical reality: the
pitch, and how that structure is ordered by the
composer/musician. The causal relationship
between the sound-pressure level at any one
instant and the next is thus considerably more
complex than that typical of continuous test
waveforms. The waveform which one sees on,
for example, an oscilloscope screen, is merely
the necessary physical carrier, the continuouswaveform "scaffolding," for the musical reali-

matter—while demonstrating to me that his
ESL-63 was sufficiently phase linear to produce asquarewave with its shape intact! How-

ty. Engineers measure the properties of this

ever, in general, Ifeel that to deny the impor-

by definition, cannot in itself carry any infor-

tance of an undeniable aspect of live sound—

mation, the properties of the music must be
more than the properties of the carrier. This

its time integrity across the whole audio band—
is treading on dangerous ground: it cannot be
denied that the transient impact of real sound
is always lacking in reproduced. In real life, all
the frequency components making up awaveform arrive at the ears at the same time. In the

waveform, assuming that if the carrier is perfect, then so will be the music But as acarrier,

will be self-evident if you consider that you
could measure every physical aspect of aperformance of, say, aBeethoven piano sonata,
but even if you spent the next ten years analyzing the data, you would still not know
whether the performance was outstanding or

bass, listening tests have shown that changing
the time relationship of alow-frequency fun-

merely competent.

damental with respect to its harmonics—by a
high-pass filter, for example—is audible. In

the reproduction of music described by Rich-

Ifirst heard this multidimensional nature of

fact, KEF's Laurie Fincham has hypothesized

ard Heyser, loudspeaker reviewer for Audio

that it is the cumulative effect of all the highpass filters between recording microphone

magazine, President-Elect of the Audio Engineering Society, the onlie begetter of Time De-

and playback loudspeaker that leads to the
fundamental difference between live and re-

lay Spectrometry, and fulltime physicist/

corded sound. At higher frequencies, however, whenever listening tests have been car-

cancer in March. Ihad not known that Heyser

ried out using continuous waveforms to investigate what happens when the time relationship between afundamental and its harmonics

papers from his hospital bed at the Los Angeles
AES Convention last November, but was puz-

is changed, it is found that people cannot de-

which his ideas were being taken up and ex-

1By, among others. Peter Fryer. now at B&W Loudspeakers

panded upon by other workers. Now, sadly,
his impatience is only too understandable. A

Stereophile

mathematician at JPL, who tragically died of
was terminally ill when he presented two

zled by his impatience at the tardiness with
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With aworldwide reputation for sonic excellence,
the new Luxman Receivers also deliver more power than even before.
For over 60 years. Luxman audio components have been internationally
recognized for their superb sonic quality.
However, the recent introduction of compact discs with wide dynamics and
high-accuracy loudspeakers with low impedance ratings has created aneed
for receivers with "real - output power.
With the tremendous dynamic power of the new Luxman receivers, our reputation for 'ULTIMATE FIDELITY - is likely to change to "ULTIMATE POWER -.

UXMAN

ADivision of Alpine Electronics of America. Inc. (213)326-8000

talk presented by Heyser to the London branch
of the AES in March 1986 had been aformative

hearing, is distinguished by unambiguous im-

experience: Ifelt like achild who had been

any recording system. When you read that
one or all of these things is not important to

led up to aclosed door by an adult and then
made aware of the existence of incomprehensible wonders on the other side. Richard
Heyser will be sorely missed.
In his London talk, Heyser had explained
that when it came to correlating what is heard
with what is measured, "There are alot of
loose ends!" When it comes to examining why
recorded sound is fundamentally different

aging, and has adynamic range greater than

reproduced sound, Isuggest you look at the
reasons why the author has said what he's
said. Accept it on atemporary basis if there is
no alternative—hardly any loudspeakers are
phase-coherent, for example—but reserve
judgment regarding its ultimate irrelevance.
If there is to be any chance of reproduced
sound getting closer to the real thing, we

from live sound, Ifeel that inconvenient loose
ends should not be ignored. Live sound is free

should preserve ahealthy scepticism. To para-

from high-Q resonant problems, has phase in-

scientist states that something doesn't matter,

tegrity from DC to above the limit of human

he is very probably wrong."

phrase Arthur C. Clarke, "When adistinguished

.remarkablei
Every once in agreat while
aproduct comes along that
offers performance which rises
above the current variety of
clever designs and marketing
hype When this occurs the
new level of performance
achieved can be readily heard
by both the ardent audiophile
and the novice listener.
Paradigm is abreakthrough
loudspeaker that provides e
level of musical truth that
simply must be heard.
Oh yes, the price for such
glorious performance? Well
that's even more remarkable

music. . above all.
In the US.: AudioStream Corporation, Btu 1099, Buffet NY 14210
in Canada: Paradigm Electronics Inc. 4141 Weston :le, Weston. ON M9L 2S8

KAPPA: THE DEFIN

K

For the frequency

appa is aconcept and a
group of products. Five
unique

drivers

range of 85 Hz
to 700 Hz we

and

developed a

four loudspeakers that incorpor-

unique trans-

ate them. Kappa speakers differ
radically

from

conventional

ducer which we call
Polygraph'.

This 5"

dome-shaped

for high frequency
response beyond 44kHz.
The second, our new
SEMIT" supertweeter is
employed only in the flagship 9k low
speaker and has a smaller
aperture for maximized

speakers in appearance, under-

driver is made of very thin poly-

dispersion in the

lying design

propylene supported by an extremely

top octave.

philosophy,

and

certainly in performance.

light,

stiff lattice of graphite.

Its

Conventional engineering wis-

transient response in the midbass and

All four Kappa series loudspeaker.

lower midrange — the area of most

utilize computer optimized crossover

dom has it that asingle element

musical fundamentals — rivals that of

networks that are hard-wired witl-

loudspeaker is theoretically ideal.

the most expensive planar drivers. Its

audiophile 12 gauge cable and the finest

Theoretically,

yes; practically,

no. Our extensive research has

power handling and dynamic range

passive components. All cabinets mini-

surpass them.

mize diffraction with curved edges,

A low mass, highly

on the front baffles. And our top rated

special grills and absorptive treatments

convinced us that an array of
purposely

bandwidth-limited

drivers, when properly crossed
over, yields superior results.

8k and 9k speakers radiate sound front

damped 3" dome

and back in the higher frequency

constructed of soft

ranges for optimal imaging and deptF

polypropylene

presentation.

handles the midrange.

The Kappa
woofer

Its edge wound voice coil contributes to

cone is

high electrical efficiency. This driver not

arigid,

only

yet inert,

Polygraph, but can go very low in our

mates beautifully

with

the

composite

3-way systems and provides asense of

structure that's

utter coherence through the critical
midrange.

injection molded from
graphite fiber and polypropylene. It is

At Infinity we've never let reliance on
traditional materials confine us to traditional designs. With the help of
modem technology and some rather
revolutionary manufacturing processes
of our own devising, we've succeeded
in overcoming the cost /performance
limitations of established designs.

extremely low in distortion, even at

Two new EMIT" drivers complete the

maximum excursion, and exhibits a

ensemble. The first, a considerably

remarkable absence of midrange color-

improved version of our famous EMIT,"

Coltrane or Streisand, we know you'll

ation. It provides the most accurate

features reduced diaphragm mass and

find that Kappa provides the definitive

ion-servo bass reproduction available.

ultra-high gauss neodymium magnets

performance.

Whether your tastes lie with Mahler,

We get you back to what it's all about. Music.
Infinity Systems, Inc. 9409 Owensmouth Avenue, Chatsworth, CA 91311 (818) 709-94(X)
H. Roy Gray Ltd., 14 Laidlaw Blvd., Markham, Ontario, Canada L3P1W7 (416) 294-4833
A Harman Internatomal Company.

More than
just a
loudspeaker...
acomplete
musical
experience.
SIGNET
SUMO

Many speakers offer areasonable
illusion of simple left-right stereo.
And some can also provide wellbalanced, full-range sound. But the
new SL-100 loudspeaker system from
Signet goes asignificant step further.
It reaches beyond the speakers'
physical location to precisely
recreate the spatial dimensions of
the original recording.
This three-dimensional accuracy
is achieved by apatented breakthrough in directivity control: the
Ferrallipse Acoustic Lens.* A remarkable dual-ellipsoid sonic reflector,
it was originally presented to the
scientific community at the Audio
Engineering Society Convention on
October 14, 1985. A reprint of the AES
paper is available on written request.
The Signet SL-100 loudspeaker is its
first commercial audio application.
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The Ferrallipse Acoustic Lens
combines and focuses the output
of two precision 1" high frequency
transducers to achieve truly uniform 120° dispersion coupled with
uncommonly high power handling
capacity.
Before you select aspeaker system,
visit your Signet dealer. Bring your
most demanding analog or digital
recordings, and your memories of
how music really sounds. Then sit
down, relax, and close your eyes.
You'll be transported by aremarkably
convincing sonic illusion. The new
Definitive Image Loudspeaker,
only from Signet.

siig not

•Ferrallipse

is aregistered trademark

Phase Coherent Audio,

Inc

4701 Hudson Drive, Stow, OH 44224
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LETTERS
We regret that time does not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment puchases. Were we to do this, a significant service charge would have to be
assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all are read and noted, only those of general
interest are selected for publication.

It is? It is!
Editor:
May Itake the liberty to correct Mr. Anthony
Hologounis, Jr. ("Letters," Vol.10 No.2)? It is
1955.
Robert Mayberger
Rosedale, NY

for aone-year subscription to Stereopbile.
Shawn Williams
Detroit, MI

Yahoo?
Editor:
Yahoo! Now Stereopbile includes eye tests!
(Vol.10 No.2, p.36.)
Colm Boran

A Musical Revelation
Editor:
Be it known that I, Shawn Williams, have
newly concluded a journey to the Hinter-

Kalamazoo, MI
We aim to please.

lands of Audiophile. Recently blessed with an
affection for the Symphony No.9 of Schubert,

We Pulled it off

Ihad found myself afflicted with a stereo
system of ten years (bought with money

Well, you did it! You pulled it off. From my
viewpoint, your Hi -Fi Show in Santa Monica

obsequiously siphoned from the patrons of a
newspaper route). In my search for an audio
cure Idredged the cheap wisdom of news-

Editor:

was agreat success. Ireally enjoyed it, and so
did my friends.
I'm in the audio/video business. For three

stand tomes and the immoderate sales-pitches

years Iwas advertising art director for The

of music salons. Iwould have abandoned my
quest in unenlightened mediocrity had not
the melodies and syncopations of the lieder

Federated Group (I know, Iknow—not the
best reference to you guys). For the past

haunted my dreams and cast me into the unfrequented recesses of the bibliotheca of the

for Paris Audio (the references are getting better, right?). In addition, Ido some graphic
design for Nalcamichi (that's heading in the

State University of New York at Buffalo, where,
initially unaware of the magnitude of my
discovery, Ihefted from the shelf abound set
of Stereophile (Vol.8).
At length Iwas caught up in ecstasy. JGH,
LA, DO, and ST (especially ST) pointed me
toward a revelation in reproduced music.
Following your sagacity in "Recommended
Components" (albeit the coffers of arising
actuarial assistant can do no more than bankroll Class C miracles), Isought out previously
neglected shopkeepers in the Hinterlands of
Audiophile and tasted the charms of precise
imaging and awide soundstage.
Ihave since witnessed the thunder and the
lightning and the trumpet blasts smoking

seven years I've been doing all the ad work

right direction). And since their beginning,
I've done all the advertising for Soundstream
Technologies/Car Audio (have you heard
their Nelson Pass-designed pure class-A car
amp? Very sweet!).
Enough tooting my own horn. My point is
that I've been closely associated with hi-fi
equipment for 10 years. I've been to Consumer Electronic Shows. I've listened to
demonstrations. I've read reviews. I've talked
with manufacturers' reps. I've been to most
of the retail stores around town.
Still, Ifound your Santa Monica high-end
show especially enjoyable. While the display
format of the hi-fi gear in the suites was very

within the performances of the sonatas of the
Neglected Bohemian. In gratitude for the

similar to that found at CES, the attitude of

epiphany granted me with the aid of your

people were interested in good music and the

tutelage, Ipresent you with my tithing of $24

best possible fidelity. At CES Iget the impres-

Stereophile

the demonstrators was very different. These
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Enjoy the Music
as Well as
the Convenience
The SONOGRAPHE SDI
features analogue circuits by
conrad-johnson to bring musical
accuracy to the compact disc
format.

the conrad-johnson group
2800RDOIT Avenue
Fairfax, Virginia 22031
(703) 698-8581

sion that music and fidelity are secondary to
selling features, price points, and profit margins—even in the high-end suites.
Maybe the most pleasant feature was the
fact that Ididn't have to wear aname badge
which boldiy proclaimed that Iwas not a
buyer. (At CES the folks in the booths and

Bang, Barroom, & Harp
Editor:
Icould not just return my ballot from the Hi Fi Show without commending all involved
for the presentation. My wife and Idrove up
on Sunday from San Diego for agood portion
of the day's offerings. Judging from the hotel's

suites first scan your badge when you walk in

full parking lot, and the occasional crush in

to see if you are worth talking to. The retail
buyers seem to get the best treatment from

the hallways, it would appear that attendance
was what you'd hoped it would be.

the manufacturers. Hey, Iwould think that hi-

Ifound that an occasional break was neces-

fi equipment reviewers get the royal treatment, too. Or does it depend on whether or

sary in order to concentrate on equipment
being demonstrated. Imust rave about the

not your last review of that company's pro-

Apogee room—and Mr. Bloom's control: the

ducts was favorable?) It was nice that every-

wait to gain entrance to the room was certainly
worthwhile. And those people listening with

one got to run around with an identical pink
dot stuck to his chest. The retail people and

me were quiet—and we all got the best from

manufacturer reps demo'ing the equipment

it. Your very descriptive show booklet prom-

seemed equally cordial to everyone. Good

ised recordings out of the ordinary, and I, for
one, was not disappointed. Mt Bloom's inclu-

show, guys!
Regarding my vote for the best sound at the
show—there may have been some other
setups that sounded as excellent as the Apogee
system, but the controlled listening situation
they presented made it possible to know I
was listening to extraordinary music repro-

sion of "Bang, Barroom and Harp" was terrific. Iwas the only person (old enough?) in
the room to know it, and only wish my copy
had not been destroyed in an Alaskan flood
20 years ago.
Another word about your booklet—Mr.

duction. Iclosed my eyes and the music

Kessler's article deserves mention, and Ihope

swept me away.

show-goers not familiar with high-end read

The Infinitys at Upscale sounded great, as

it. Along with JGH's welcome article, the

did the $10,000 Stax surprise, and the Vandersteens were atreat. But all these suites, like

stage, as it were, was set.
By its very nature, ashow of this type will

many others, had too many people talking
and standing around in front of the speakers.
Iwas sorry Icouldn't get good auditions. I

have demonstrations going on in rooms with
people listening, talking, and moving about,
distracting listeners' attention from the sound.

realize the turnout was much greater than ex-

And one must be patient to wait for, or re-

pected. Even at 5:15pm on Friday, many of
the rooms were crowded. (Good news for

quest, aparticular type of music to be reproduced. Still, this was afine opportunity to see

those who had been biting their fingernails

many high-end manufacturers under one
roof. It helped my continuing formulation of

about the $3000 they'd committed for asuite)
Ithink amore ideal arrangement would be to
have adjoining suites—one for sitting and
listening, one for standing and gabbing. Or
would that be prohibitive? The serious people should at least do what Apogee does:
admit alimited number of listeners to fill up
the available seating, then close the door for

strating piano sound and all that goes with it.
He was at once informative, humorous, and
at all times (with Mr. Atkinson's help at the
door) in control of avery receptive audience.
Please don't let another 15 years go by
before offering us another show. The education and pure enjoyment you afford through

a15-minute demo.
Thanks.
James Lee Needham
Apples Advertising & Design, Canoga Park, CA
For afull listing of what visitors to our show
thought to be the best-sounding rooms, turn
to p.4.
—JA

Stereophile

plans to enter high-end hi-fi. Also especially
worthwhile was Mr. Boyk's seminar demon-

Stereopbile and the recent show are certainly
worth continued subscription and support.
Bruce N. Forbes
San Diego, CA
Thanks for the plaudits; East coast readers
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Previewing at the 1987
Consumer Electronics Show
In Chicago
APOGEE ACOUSTICS
35 York Ave.
Randolph, MA 02368

May 30 -June 2

(617) 963-0124
Telex 928121

Americana Congress

APOGEE RAND.

Plaza Room
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are hereby alerted to the New Ibrk City HighEnd Hi -Fi Show, scheduled for the Omni

hoped for. That is adeadly trap and, speaking

Park Hotel, October 16-18, 1987.

go very hard on our fledgling little company.

Is JGH Literate?

an old fart. Ihope not, but the possibility
seems distinct. Funny thing, though. Just the

first hand, were Ito fall into it, things would
Perhaps JGH is right. He may have become

Editor:
In "Canned Heat" (Vol.10 No.2), JGH correctly
apprised readers that it is the "savage breast,"

day before Iread the article, Iwas at the

not "beast," which is soothed by music's

Society of Oregon. Abe Most, as the guest

charms. However, if he had paid more attention to his high-school English teacher than

performer, brought his magic clarinet, and all

monthly meeting of the Traditional Jazz

to the nubility sprinkled throughout the classroom, he would have more fittingly attri-

the society members who usually get into the
jam were up and playing. Couple of really
young ones, too. And they had company. A

buted this quote to William Congreve rather

good 40% of the audience were kids from

than to Shakespeare.

local high schools and the university. Imagine

"Here we will sit, and let the sounds of
music

that, jazz being enjoyed by people under the

Creep in our ears: soft stillness and the

age of 30. Classical, too. Isee the same faces
every time the University Symphony plays,
which is quite often. Or for concerts at the

night
Become the touches of sweet harmony."
The Bard
Daniell Ebeling
Washington, DC

Huit Center. Or to hear the Scorpions play at
Mac Court.
Diverse tactics,

exhibiting

themselves

through all age brackets. Funny, isn't it? I
often wonder why so many kids can be found

IsJGH an Old Fart?

at the vet's Club on Friday and Saturday night,

Editor:

swinging. Or why so many people my parents'

Iread "Canned Heat" in Von() No.2 the other
day. Has JGH recently been exposed, and

age can be found in the local rock hot spots.
If Iwere an old fart, I'd have the sneaking

presumably heavily, to large numbers of

suspicion that I'd grossly underestimated the

screaming teenagers at close quarters? Or

mindless hoards.

perhaps kidnapped and held hostage next to

Steve Nelson

a pair of trashy speakers in the basement

Superphon, Eugene, OR

party room of a raucous fraternity? These
seem reasonable possibilities, considering the
utter sense of futility he expresses in the
article.

The Mystery Arm
Editor:
In response to Mike Baker's letter in Vol.10

Personally, 1am adiehard cynic. Murphy

No.2, the "Mystery Arm" is aJH Reproducers

was an optimist, no doubt about it. Nonethe-

of Australia. It is not, however, the Formula IV

less, after 15 playings of Berlioz's Requiem, I

Unipivot, but agimbal design called the Audio-

still recognize that it should sound like a
mess. Shame, shame that asnot-nosed lowly

lab. Iam well acquainted with both of the
above-noted arms as Iwas an assistant to the
Canadian JH distributor some ten years ago.
Israel Blumenkranz

sales kid like me should feel forced to point
out that nothing is ever experienced the same

lbronto, Ontario

after the first time.
Do you really think that some of us don't
recognize what they are trying to do to us

Great Shakes

through the overhead sound systems in the

Editor:
Out here in the middle of this nation it is
often difficult to indulge in some of life's finer

supermarkets of America? Really, now. We
are, all of us, consumers. To be certain, some
not make the faulty assumption seemingly

things. When Stereopbile recommended that
Iupdate my front end, it was hard to order a

made by most marketing wizards: that the
consumer is as stupid as can be possibly

$1000-plus turntable from an unknown person. In search of alocal dealer, Ifound ahigh-

are more astute than others. But kindly do

Stereophile
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end store approximately two farmyards away.
This store carried everything from those
silver cones to $1200 MCs, and featured a
knowledgeable and trustworthy owner. I

Suppose we consider achapter in the recent history of the study of the visual arts as
potentially illustrative of my concerns in ask-

have since purchased afront end and visit

ing the first question. During the '50s, afellow named Van Meegeren made quite agood

Great Lakes Audio on aregular basis. Hi-fi has
become adisease, but Ilove the side effects.

deal of money from the sale of anumber of

Jim Keller

unknown prior to Van Meegeren's discovery
of them. As it turns out, the paintings were
forgeries. They were unknown before their

East Lansing, MI

Amplifiers & Mind Sets
Editor:
No doubt you've at least heard of Stereo
Review's attempt at adefinitive establishment
of the sonic equivalence of all amplifiers
under the sun (SR, January 1987). No doubt
you do not think much of it. Having heard
important differences between components
of relatively similar design, you are liable to
be baffled by their subjects' inability to tell
the difference between NYAL's Futterman

paintings by Vermeer, paintings which were

discovery by Van Meegeren simply because
they had, in fact, been painted by Van Meegeren. These forgeries were not passed off to
ignorant dupes. Rather, they went to experienced collectors following careful examination by well-qualified experts. In short, members of the art world looked at the paintings
long and hard, and concluded, based upon
all the visual evidence they could want, that
the Van Meegerens were Vermeers.
Ultimately, Van Meegeren confessed to the

OTL-1 and the Pioneer SX-1500 receiver. If

scam (a confession prompted by other legal

you bothered to read the Stereo Review report

difficulties—a sketch of the case can be
found in S. Schuller's Forgers, Dealers, Ex-

you can probably point to several places
where you think that they went wrong. I perts; Iuse N. Goodman's discussion of the
have written to the editors of SR, detailing
case in Languages of Art as aphilosophical
several logical problems with their procedure
source). As even the experts were fooled after
which may not have been seen, or articucareful examination of the paintings, one
lated, by anyone else, and Ithought that you
might suppose that the Van Meegeren paint-

might be interested to hear of them.

ings were aesthetically equivalent to Ver-

What follows, therefore, is the text of my
letter to the editors of Stereo Review:

meers, or at least that differences between the

Iread your report "Do all amplifiers sound
the same?" with great interest. Imust confess

two groups of paintings were chiefly historical rather than visual; that differences did
not concern quality of color, texture, com-

that Ifind your conclusion that "distinctive

position, and so forth, as evident in the paint-

amplifier sounds, if they exist at all, are so

ings. One might make such asupposition, but
one would be wrong if one did. Subsequent

minute that they form apoor basis for choosing one amplifier over another" to be more
than alittle dubious. Others will doubtless

to identification of the forgeries, it became
rather easy to identify Van Meegerens. All

question your equipment choices, testing

sorts of people became well versed at point-

procedure, and so forth. The physical setup

ing to stylistic (visual) characteristics of the

and testing procedure were as well conceived

forgeries that identified them as Van Mee-

as one might reasonably expect, yet one
might still question your conclusions. Ishould

gerens. Differences that had been invisible to

like to question two points. First, Ido not see
that you have shown that there are no impor-

the most acute experts became readily, and
consistently, visible not only to those experts
but to agreat many others. Ishould like to

tant audible differences between those ampli-

suggest that those long-unnoticed differ-

fiers tested under the physical conditions of

ences were not only real, but of great aesthetic
significance. And if that is so, then we can see

the test (consisting of listening room, ancillary equipment, and recorded music). Second,
Iquestion your insinuation that your tests
were scientific, as suggested by the penultimate paragraph of your report.
20

how differences of great aesthetic import
might escape detection for agood long time,
irrespective of our care in trying to detect
them.
Stereophile

Affordable Excellence.
The conrad-johnson
PV7 vacuum-tube preamplifier offers musical
accuracy, elegant styling,
careful workmanship,
and reliable circuitry
Suggested retail price
Is $695.

For information write:
the conrad-johnson group
2800R Dorr Avenue
Fairfax, Virginia 22031
(703) 698-8581

F.E.T. Accompli
motif ms one hundred
Astereo power
amplifier by
conrad-Johnson
design, inc.
Conservatively
designed for durable
excellence, the
unique all-f.e.t.
circuitry achieves
remarkably natural
reproduction of
recorded music.
Finished in an
elegant brushedaluminum exterior.
Another
American Beauty
by motif.
For information, write:
conradlohnson
design, Inc.
2800R Dorr Ave.
Fairbx, VA
22031
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What does all of this say about audible dif-

visual characteristics have been recognized.

ferences between amplifiers? Well, as Ihave
said, Ibelieve that your testing methodology

We should also understand that no amount of

contained—as it was bound to—problems
analogous to those faced by the various people who had been duped by Van Meegeren.
There are, of course, ways in which the cases
are not analogous. First, you are dealing with
the perception of acoustic events rather than
instances of visual perception. Second, your
tests provided listeners with an opportunity
to hear test music before blind testing (in a
sense giving them achance to hear the ori-

"just looking" and seeing no difference between two works can prove that the befuddled viewer will not subsequently be able to
see real differences with genuine ease and
assurance. Likewise, Ido not see that any
amount of listening to varied program material
through various amplifiers can prove that
subjects will never come to hear important
differences between the amplifiers in question, even if ancillary equipment, program
material, and listening room are to remain

ginals as originals and the forgeries as for-

forever constant. Ibelieve that these morals

geries before being asked to decide which

are applicable to your procedure and that
they constitute a logical problem for your

was which solely on the basis of perceived
sonic differences—an opportunity denied to
the duped art critics). And, of course, there
are other differences. But there are important

methodology. You assume that your test
(reproduced several times, by independent

lem in telling Van Meegerens from Vermeers

testers, etc.) can show that if people cannot
ascertain sonic differences over some "reasonable" length of time that those differences

had to do with early critical mistakes. Once

must be very slight. Suppose we substitute

similarities as well. Part of the original prob-

several paintings were in circulation and con-

"subtle" for "slight." Would you be comfor-

sidered to be authentic Vermeers, their qualities became part of the Vermeer canon. Like-

table in claiming that subtle differences in the

wise, having made one mistake about whether
he were listening to aPioneer or aLevinson,

character of agroup of sounds cannot be of
musical importance?
This is not to say that my own claimed

alistener would be more prone to be confused

perception of an important difference be-

in the future; the memory of that instance of
sound from the Pioneer would become part
of what the subject invariably searched for in

tween two amplifiers is going to be correct in
any particular case. It does say that Imight be

subsequently trying to find the Levinson.
And surely some early mistakes would be expected even by those who assume gross sonic

right in making such a claim and that no
amount of your own listening and hearing
nothing can prove otherwise. You probably

differences between amplifiers; what goes

ought not to buy the supposedly better amplifier until you can hear the difference. But you

into one's judgment of aparticular passage in
aparticular piece of music as being, say, crisp

again, come back another day, and so forth,

or bright, sharp or clean, strident or shrill, is

and not just dismiss my judgments as bunk.

far too complex to avoid such confusions.

Imust confess to being abit put off by your
condescension toward those who resort to

(Consider such complicating factors as equip-

may want to ask me about what Ihear, listen

ment, the listening room, the momentary

"somewhat.. .um.

psychological state of the listener, and so
forth. And consider such factors as those
derived from the character of the piece, its

describing the sonic characteristics of ampli-

.
poetic"

language in

fiers. Icontrast this condescension with our

performance, etc., especially as exacerbated

apparent approval of those "who are more
conversant with engineering terminology."

by considering moments of arecorded per-

What's the message here, that engineers have

formance out of the context of acontinuous

better-trained ears than poets?

recreation of the piece in its entirety.) In the
short run, mistakes are bound to occur.

This brings me to my second fundamental
complaint about your report: Ido not like

Itake it that one moral we might draw from
the Van Meegeren case is that no amount of

your implied claim that science can now
show us how to settle the great amplifier

"just looking" at something is sufficient to
prove that all of its aesthetically important

scientific one. Let's be careful here. You might

Stereophile

dispute. Neither do Isee that your test was a
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take it that ascientific test is one that mimics

sions different from their own. By isolating

certain features of testing procedures used in
some legitimate branch of science Well, your
test certainly does that (if you take it that
those tests in experimental psychology that

themselves from the existing group of researchers in the field, they disqualify their

you seem to have mimicked are, in fact, ex-

work as scholarship, laying bare its true purpose: propaganda.
—LA

amples of sound method in alegitimate branch

Loudspeakers & Lists

of cognitive science). But your tests are not,

Editor:
As in such other glamour/fun fields as pho-

in themselves, examples of such sound methodology in some branch of science or other;
there is no science of amplifier appreciology

tography, boating, and flying, many people
have decided to make acareer out of what

or anything like it (or are you trying to give

they love; in this case, high-end audio. The

birth to such ascience?). Neither is it the case
that your testing procedure can be derived

many audio salons that advertise in the back
of Stereophile and Audio are often run by

from some well-established theory of aural

such aficionados, who continually listen to

perception (I do not know of such atheory,

and evaluate new equipment. They, like everyone else, want to carry the "best to their ears"

at any rate).
Science and engineering do provide us

in each price range. They attend the same

with agreat deal of information about what

AES and CES conventions that you do, for

we are trying to do in reproducing amusical

largely the same reasons.

performance. They also provide us with a
great many guidelines for building and testing

Wouldn't it be great if you could get their
consensus on equipment recommendations?

equipment that is to facilitate such reproduction. But they do not provide definite and

Instead of going by one review by MC or
AHC, you could use advice supported by a

comprehensive methods for those who wish

hundred dedicated audiophiles!
Ihave been working on documenting a

to build or evaluate such equipment. Some
intuition inevitably goes into the design of an
electronic component, and some ill-defined

system that does exactly that—gives acon-

listening and introspection inevitably figure

recommend. Since 1977, Ihave been totalling

sensus of what the high-end audio salons

in its evaluation. We do not do science or

the different brands of products as advertised

engineering any favors by claiming for them

in the back of Audio magazine. In 1985 I
added Stereophile (the results were largely
the same). As aquick summary, below is a

more than their due. There are things which
cannot yet be described in scientific language.
Ibelieve that we can get at some of these
phenomena through figurative language, so I
am inclined toward the side of the poets,
even in such mundane matters as the evaluation of amplifiers. And agood engineer ought
to share at least this with agood poet: asense
of where his art may not apply, as well as a
sense of where it may.
Daniel Gilman
Chicago, IL
Many complaints bave been made of the
Stereo Review amplifier test. One of the most
telling is made by SR themselves: they refuse,
just as they did in the infamous speaker
cable test, to publish any letters significantly
critical of the tests, whether from manufac-

table of the top loudspeaker manufacturers:
1977

1981

1. Dahlquist
Rogers
2. Rogers
Dahlquist
3. Fulton
DCM
4. Acoustat
Polk
5. Spendor
Acoustat
6. Infinity
Snell
7. Magnepan
KEF
8. Quad
Magnepan
9. ADS
Pyramid
10. Beveridge
Quad
11. KEF
B&W
12. Pyramid
3-D Acoustics
13. Ciuk
Vandersteen
14. DaytonWright
Beveridge
15. RTR
JR

1986
Spica
Acoustat
Vandersteen
Meridian
Apogee
B&W
JSE
Rauna
Spendor
Quad
KEF
Dahlquist
Fried
Spectrum
Celestion
Infinity & DCM

turers, dealers, or consumers. Nor do they, in
their original article; mention the significant
literature, referred to frequently in these
pages and elsewhere, that documents concluStereophile

Notes: Rogers, Fulton, Beveridge, Pyramid,
Cizek, Dayton-Wright, RTR, and 3-D Acoustics have either gone out of business or are
25

not nearly as popular as they once were.

of this letter, Irecently learned why awell-

Spica, Meridian, Apogee, JSE, and Rauna have

known reviewer—I won't mention names,
but his initials are Julian Hirsch—speaks so

just recently become more popular. Spica, in
fact, is now the most common brand loud-

highly of equipment you wouldn't be caught

speaker carried by high-end shops!
Why have Idone all this? Because Iwanted

dead using. Iused to believe that the glowing

to know what speakers sound best to others.

pressure from advertisers, etc. During arecent

My fantasy is to have my friends come over
and exclaim "That's the best-sounding sys-

visit to one of our local high-tech stereo
emporiums, however, the owner told me that

reviews were due to editorial policy and

tem I've ever heard!" The list above is essen-

he had been on ajunket to Japan with anum-

tially aconsensus of what other people like.
Of course, Iwouldn't buy anything Ididn't

ber of luminaries, including the aforemen-

like myself. This just narrows down the field.

so highly of mediocre equipment, Mr. Hirsch

The point of my letter is that the emphasis

confided that he had never (bothered?) listened to any of the true "connoisseur" equip-

you place in Stereopbile does not correlate
with some of the apparent preferences of

tioned Mr. Hirsch. When asked why he spoke

ment! No wonder he has such low expec-

your peers. Of course, one of the reasons for
Stereophile's existence is to point out equip-

tations.
The primary reason for this letter is to add

ment that might be otherwise missed. Yet, it

perspective to the continuing debate over the

seems that many commonly carried brands

merits and demerits of Compact Disc as a
viable hi-fi medium. The essence of the reviews and comments in your magazine is that,

are overlooked by you, and some brands you
seem enamored with almost no one carries.
For example: Meridian, B&W, JSE, and
DCM are very well represented, yet unless 1
have missed an issue, you have not reviewed

when listened to with the highest-quality
equipment available, and with atruly educated
ear, the analog LP usually sounds better, more

their top models, and don't use them when

lifelike, etc., than the CD. While that may be

making comparisons with other speakers. On

very true (and necessary to keep the pressure

the other hand, Wilson Audio, Sound Lab,

on the producers of CDs), it misses an impor-

Watkins, Fourier, and Phase Tech are carried
by virtually no one, yet you regard them

even above-average, hi-fi consumer. This

highly.

tant and significant point to the average, and
"upper-middle" class hi-fi consumer usually

How do you explain this discrepancy? Do

does not, and often cannot, spend the kind of

you feel that the majority of audiophile stores

money on LP playback equipment required

don't choose from the best available speakers?

to discern audible improvements of the LP

Your comments will be welcome.

over the CD. And this assumes the remainder
of his electronics and speakers are of above-

Scott Lycliard
Houston, TX

average "fi."
With the typical turntable and cartridge

This is afascinating approach, but, we think,

setup, the LP, even when new, will not exhibit

a seriously flawed one. However we think

the kind of frequency response, dynamic

readers will get more fun responding than
we will. On the other band, we are definitely

range, and surface noise available with even
the most reasonably priced CD player. The

behooved to review the frequently carried

subtle nuances that delineate "analog" sound

speakers Mr Lydiard mentions.

are masked by a less-than-state-of-the-art
turntable and cartridge, particularly when

CD as aViable Medium #1
Editor:
From the viewpoint of anew subscriber, your
articles, reviews, and editorial comments are
a refreshing change from the hackneyed
drivel espoused in the newsstand "glossies."
As an aside, and before moving to the object
26

either or both may be several years old. Many
of my friends are literally "blown away"
when they hear their first CD on their own
systems; it represents that much of an improvement in signal-source quality over what
they are used to.
From apersonal perspective, there are two
other reasons why Ihave switched entirely to

Stereophile

The affordable
new hybrid
from Audio Research

It's no secret that the Audio
Research SP11 hybrid preamplifier
has secured its reputation in esoteric
music systems around the world.
Now, Audio Research introduces
some of the SP11's acclaimed hybrid
technology in asimpler, less costly
format.
The new SP9 hybrid preamplifier
combines the essential controls and
pure musicality listeners want most,
with the robust construction Audio
Research is noted for. Using just two
6DJ8 vacuum tubes and proprietary
FET-based circuitry, the SP9 provides
more than enough gain (66 dB) for
popular moderate-to-high output
moving coil phono cartridges (loading
may be set internally). High-level
circuits have been optimized for
overload-proof reproduction from
compact discs. Two tape inputs /
outputs, plus automatic /manual
muting, add convenience and
protection.
HIGH DEFINITION* MUSIC REPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

With phono noise (IHF weighted)
measuring 72 dB below a1mV input,
the SP9 allows music to bloom
dynamically from anear-silent
background. Staging is broad and
deep, with focus of individual voices
both palpable and rock-steady. In the
end, the new SP9 is true to its
heritage: it sets surprising new
standards of musical accuracy at its
price — and invites comparison with
the most expensive competitors.
Audition the SP9 soon at your
nearest Audio Research dealer.
Abbreviated Specifications
GAIN: Phono, 66 dB (RIM ± .25dB).
NOISE: Phono, IHF weighted 72 dB below
1mV input.
DISTORTION: < .01% at 2V RMS output
10 Hz to 30 kHz.
DIMENSIONS: 19"W x5.25"H x10.25"D.
26 lbs. shipping weight.

audio research
corporation
6801 Shingle Creek Parkway
Minneapolls, Minnesota 55430
Area Code 612/566-7570
Telex -291-583
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The No 23 announces anew generation of technical refinement in dual
monaural amplifiers. The N923 amplifier has apower output of two hundred
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allowing you to realize the full potential
of your system at all times.
Experience alevel of craftsmanship
that sets the standard for technical
artistry and stands the test of time.
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CD purchases, notwithstanding my very adequate and satisfactory LP collection. First, the

CD as a viable medium #2

very act of playing an LP causes minute de-

Editor:

struction of the groove walls. Admittedly, if

As usual, Anthony Cordesman's latest review
of CD players (Vol.10 No.1) was both erudite

one is atrue perfectionist, uses aquality car-

and practical. He has, however, gone abit into

tridge with precisely the right tracking force,
and provides correct care and handling, the

Harry Pearson's camp of late in his fixation
on some of the player's flaws. To be specific,

deterioration of the sound quality is minimal.

Irefer to his complaints about how many
machines poorly resolve or distort low-level

But it is not nonexistent. My 30-year-old
records are still listenable, but certainly not
up to the quality of anew LP (or CD). The second reason is that we are in the beginning of
anew age in digital recording and playback.

signals. Ido believe there exists room for improvement here, but has Mr. Cordesman lately
tried to listen for the same details in an analog
LP? There's alot of grundge down there also!

Given that alight beam on aplastic disc does
not measurably degrade anything, the CD I

What with the ticks, pops, swishes, rumbles,

buy today has the potential of major audible
improvements because of signal processing

much of what is heard—albeit imperfectly—

in playback and other technological ad-

Now before you launch into a lecture on
record care, you should know that Iclean

vancements within the next ten years (or

and plain old groove-modulation noise,
on CDs is buried totally on the average LP.

your XYZ CD, but keep on listening to the

every record Ibuy on my VP! HW-16 before
Iplay it. Iuse LAST, an electronic stylus

music—that is why you are in this thing any-

cleaner, STYLAST, an antistatic gun, acarbon-

less). You may not like the sound today from

way, isn't it? —and as new advances occur,

fiber brush before playing each side, and store

you can listen again with new enjoyment and
insight because the information recorded on
the CD hasn't changed or degraded from the

all my albums in antistatic Mobile Fidelity
sleeves. Sure, there exist afew LPs which do
resolve low-level detail, due mostly to the fact

day it was placed there, no matter how often

that they were carefully mastered and pressed

you've listened to it.

on quality vinyl. But the majority? No way! So
Isay: Let's knock CDs abit less. They're far

Please recognize that none of the above is
a put-down of your combined abilities to
perceive differences between LP and CD. I
believe you. After 30 years in the pursuit of

from perfect when compared with live music,
but they are getting the edge (no pun intended)
on the average LP.

audio excellence, Iactually let myself be talked

Chris Ossanna

into auditioning apreamplifier in the showroom. It was my belief that, given two quality

Minneapolis, MN

electronic devices from reputable manufacturers of basically equal specifications, selec-

LP as a viable medium

tion should be based on cost and features.

For four years Ihave been the happy owner of

Editor:

No more! The Conrad-Johnson tubed preamp

aSOTA Sapphire turntable that delivered great

revealed information that was missing or

sound. With the arrival of the Star, complete

masked by aPS Audio solid-state preamp. I

with vacuum platter, I had always won-

now have to go back and listen to all of my
LPs and CDs all over again! That should keep

dered if such an approach really was worthwhile, and if one could hear the difference,

me busy awhile, and prevent me from writing

especially at $1600. The review of the Star by

aletter to the editor for another 30 years.
Wayne B. Howard

Anthony Cordesman prodded me into listen-

Torrance, CA

sound was excellent, but Imust say that the

For the record, Julian Hirsch did review a
pair of Levinson ML-2s a couple of years

ing further. Iwas ahappy Sapphire owner, its
advances contained in the Mark III model are
the best argument Ihave yet heard for the
analog vinyl disc.

back, but possibly be did not, in fact, listen to

The roaring, gut-shaking, low-pedal notes

tbem; your dealer's contention may still

from huge pipe organs are all clear. One can

stand.

even locate the positions of pipes on well-

Stereophile
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CARNEGIE
ONE

Clearly. ..
The best seat in the house!

recorded material. The mids and top end are
also exceptionally detailed, with richer har-

somewhat influenced by the politics and per-

monic development. linage, depth, and sound-

sonalities of the high end. No matter how
charming Al van den Hul may be, there is no

stage are all revelations. Digital, which Ihappen to like, will have to go some to match the

excuse for rating his top of the line cable as
the best in the world, based on the audition

open quality of an analog front end. The SOTA
is proof that the vinyl disc is still valid. We have

of apre-production prototype. This sort of

suspected all along that the traditional record
had more information than we were hearing.

ter how good the cable.
If Mr. Olsher wished to report on the

As good as the four-year-old SOTA was, the

merits of the pre-production prototype of

newest product, not yet widely reviewed,

the van den Hul cable, then he should have
made the comment at the end of the article,

shows how good it can be.
A friend, whose opinion Irespect, advised
that Ishould not even spend $600 to modify
and update my Sapphire. He ate his words

printed report is really irresponsible, no mat-

possibly under the heading "What the Future
May Hold." A published review should be
based on actual production samples, prefer-

tom end of my most demanding organ records

ably selected at random from the manufacturer's shipping stock. In fact, atruly useful
review would be based on the audition of

is equal to CDs, and the top end is superior to

several samples in order to identify any varia-

completely when he heard the delightful and
shocking difference in the Mark Ill. The bot-

tions from sample to sample that might be
other turntables of comparable quality, but I due to quality control problems.
Mr. Olsher should know that it is dangerous
cannot imagine more music coming from
present digital technology. There may well be

them.
All honor for those who can transport us

to draw conclusions based on one or two

beyond the electronics and format and into the

samples of anything after his experience with
the Dahlia speaker kit first presented in Vol.9

wonders of our music!

No.l. J. Gordon Holt commented on the actual production models in Vol.9 No.5 (p.50),

James E. Brackett
Royal Oak, MI

where he states, "They sounded really God-

JGH will be reviewing the latest SOTA Star

awful—not remotely like the way DO's prototypes had sounded." Mr. Holt's comments are

Sapphire turntable in Vol.10 No.5

consistent with the experience of one of my

DO Hits a Homer

enthusiast.
Mr. Olsher also reports in his article on his

customers, an accomplished DIY speaker
Editor:
Iwas delighted to read Dick Olsher's insightful
essay on soundstag,ing in Vol» No.2 (pp.97-

conversations with David Salz of Straight
Wire. Mr. Salz can come on quite strong,

99, within the Jadis review.) Soundstaging is

especially when trying to educate someone

widely misunderstood. It's no wonder that so

about the subject nearest to his heart, le, wire.
My experience with Mr. Salz has been that he
is knowledgeable and sincere. Ido not always

few audiophiles have systems, or have even
heard systems, which present areasonable
illusion of alive performance. Irecommend
that Stereopbile readers carefully reread that

agree with him, but the folks at Straight Wire

essay.

have good ears. Reading the complete review,
Ken Stevens

Convergent Audio Technology Inc., West
Henrietta, NY

really do listen to their products—and they
Ican't help but wonder how you reconcile
Mr. Olsher's ratings with Mr. Cordesman's
assessment of Straight Wire LSI on p.63 ("I
constantly mix and match interconnects, but

DO Strikes Out

the Straight Wire LSIs have consistently emer-

Editor:
Iam a dealer for both van den Hul and

ged as the most neutral and musical.").
My own opinion (based on extensive listen-

Straight Wire interconnects, and Ican't resist
a few comments on Dick Olsher's cable

ing, and consistent with Mr. Salz's letter of

review (Vol.10 No.2). Mr. Olsher seems to be

strongly influenced by the components they

Stereophile

response on p.170) is that interconnects are

31

connect. Ihave heard the van den Hul D102

For those interested in an explanation, Iam

Mk.II make vast improvements in a wide

the fellow who chided Stereophile in Vol.9

range of systems, and Ican make the same

No.8, about the encoding of subscription in-

observations about Straight Wire LSI and

formation on their mailing labels. Since my

Flexconnects.

letter did not produce any change in practice,

A potential buyer should definitely listen to

Idecided to expand my protest of Stereopbile's

the available options before he buys. We all

concealment of subscription information by

have different taste in the presentation of our

employing anewly developed gremlin that

music; what one person likes may not please
another. Also, what sounds good in one system may not sound good in another. There

travels on aspecial digitized frequency that I
first learned of at aDr. Judith Reilly seminar.
What more can Isay? Minnesota to New

are no absolutes when rating interconnects,

Mexico ain't bad on afirst try!

except that there is absolutely no substitute

DuWayne Kloos
DuWayne Kloos Recording, Golden Valley, MN

for the audition of candidates in the privacy
of your own home. This is most often possible when you deal directly with a good

That Sony Problem

local dealer.
Glen E. Johnson PhD, PE.
Franklin Audio Consultants, Franklin, TN

Bludner Dept.
Editor:

my CDP-55 also exhibited amysterious in-

I'm sure that some of your readers were both
surprised and confused to find my name erroneously appearing in areply toi. Roy Guin on
p.23 of Vol.10 No.2.

ability to track discs that played flawlessly on
earlier, less sophisticated players. After returning afew discs and realizing no change (groan),
Idiscovered that the difficulty always occur-

E

Coherence One Preamplifier

Editor:
In response to Mr. Genovese, ("Letters," Vol.
10 No.2), and to aid other Sony CDP-55 owners who have experienced "mistracking ills,"

v

E

ROWLAND 1 ),RESEARCH

red at approximately the same time into the
disc, but not exactly at the same point in the

zing mesh cages, from my local dealer.
Iplaced the Brick on top of my Conrad-

music.
Upon further investigation, Ifound that

Johnson MV-45A1 power amplifier and sat

Sony had made it quite easy to remove the
entire laser/servo module (three screws), and

detail, and the whole soundstage seemed
closer. But with more time, Inoticed some

that after acleaning of the nylon rack and pinion (to remove any minute crumb that might

wasn't listening after awhile.

have jammed at the same point each time), and

back to listen. There was more apparent

stridency in the midrange, and Ijust plain
Itook the VIP Brick off and, Wow! The real

after removing aplastic strap which seemed

soundstage returned, with all the depth that

to unnecessarily bind the bundle of wires

the C-Js are famous for. All the sweetness was

leading to the pc board, the problem vanished.

back. Instruments sounded like instruments

Similar tracking problems in almost any make

again.
What's going on here? Ithought the weight

of player may also be cured by simply inspecting the mechanics and by allowing the
"pickup" wires their full length of travel. ..you

of the Brick on the cage might be doing some-

know, like we used to do beneath turntables!
Ron Fenton

transformer, outside the unit. Same degrading
sound. Sounded like atransistor amp.

Fenton Audio Component Technology, Yellow
Springs, OH

The Return of the Brick

thing wrong, so Iplaced it next to the center

Is it those stray magnetic fields around
transformers that lend tube amplifiers that
silky sound and incredible depth? Is this
possible?
Siegfried P. Duray-Bito
Littleton, CO

Editor:
A most curious thing happened when Iborrowed aVP! Brick, purported to control buz-

PS: Isn't uncolored sound white?

N

A

20-C Mountview Lane

Colorado Springs. Colorado 80907
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303-528-8388

THE STORY OF ATHOUSAND
DESIGN DECISIONS,
CORRECTLY MADE.

Introducing The Monitor Serie
NAD's product philosophy has always been to build no-nonsense components of the highe
possible audible performance for the lowest possible price. We've implemented this philos(
phy by using clever, cost-efficient designs. By eliminating alot of "features" that we felt
provided questionable benefits.
By ignoring certain laboratory measurement techniques that we deemed
irrelevant. And—most
important—by making
athousand thoughtful,
careful and (we think)
correct design decisions.
Nag à NM/ .we Srms haler
cumgarro
`011,141r , Pr.rmgreller

Three years ago, we embarked on aproject that
would produce the ultimate extension of that
product philosophy. The
NAD Monitor Series. A
group of ultra-high performance audio components that will challenge
anything on the market,
regardless of price.

Vdà

Plà

lurer
In,ree,f1 runpl.fià,

Some of the components in the series include innovative, highly useful features. And some
establish new standards of performance in the industry. But what really makes the Monitor
Series great can't be summed up with afew words. It's the latest in high technology blende
with proven ideas we've used for years. It's athousand subtle design decisions combined
with anumber of major technical innovations. A very few examples ...
•The amplifiers and receiver use NAD's Power Envelope technology which allows them to
produce useable, dynamic power far beyond their continuous power ratings. For example,
the receiver is rated at 150 watts per channel, but will put out 600 dynamic watts per
channel into four ohm speaker loads.

.
The preamplifier has aspecial "null" circuit which electronically
iubtracts any monaural information from an incoming signal. This
eature lets you align your cartridge for perfect electrical balance,
r to adjust your FM antenna for minimum multipath distortion.
.
The remote controls (for the receiver, cassette deck and CD
)layer) are the ultimate in ergonomic design—easy to grasp with
he controls logically arranged for easy use. Plus they're designed
obe operated in an upright position (so you can see the buttons
while you're pushing them).
-The CD player includes acompression circuit for when you want
olisten to compact discs as background music—or when you
want to make acassette copy of aCD.
.
The cassette deck is the world's first to combine the Dolby* HX
Pro system with Tandberg's DYNEQ" "dynamic equalization" circuit. It will record a
3tronger, more distortion-free signal than any other cassette deck we know of. It also
features an NAD exclusive
circuit that will equalize
and compress your tapes
specifically for use in
an automobile.
Innuered tam. ol DothP
and re..?,d tesnotrurh ol Tarottent Audio

— Panned

•The tuner and receiver
combine the accuracy of
digital tuning with the
convenience of atraditional analog tuning
knob. We find that most
people much prefer spinning aheavy flywheel
to holding down alittle
button. The tuner also
uses aspecially-designed
NAD-exclusive front end
with aswitchable IF circuit. Its useable sensitivity is unequalled.
In short, what makes the Monitor Series great ... is along story. If you'd like to know more
about it, write us for our Monitor Series brochure. Or visit your authorized NAD dealer—
and hear the result of athousand design decisions, correctly made...

The Monitor Series From NAD
k
oon tecel thn coupon .0
NAD IUSAI INC.I575 UNIVERSITY AVENUE IPO .Box 98 INORWOOD.MASSACHUSETTS 02062
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DOWN TO
ABSOLUTES
George M. Graves asks if it is valid to compare
hi-fi equipment to the real sound of music?
The redoubtable IQ, well known editor and
publisher of The Resolute Noise, guru, mentor, and final arbiter of what's hot and what's
not in the field of audio, was on his way home
from aconcert.' He had just enjoyed aglorious evening of Leroy Anderson and Ferde
Grofe favorites, splendidly played by the

of music fresh in my noggin." He dug out his
trusty Mercury Living Presence copy of The
Music of Leroy Anderson with Frederick Fennell and the Eastman Rochester Pops Orchestra and gingerly placed it on his $25,000
Goldbrick Reference Standard turntable. He
lowered the stylus of his $6000 Kungphu

visiting Albanian People's Symphony, con-

"Diamond Grade" cartridge carefully into the

ducted by that amazing 13-year-old prodigy,

lead-in groove and, with notebook in hand,

Ozzie Seijawa. Avery Fisher Hall had never

sat back to do some critical listening.

sounded better, and all was right with the
world of live music.

This is the methodology that many "Subjective Reviewers" say they use when asses-

Back home, at his palatial 17th century

sing components. Just how valid is it? How

house in Seaswamp, New Jersey, IQ decided

well can we remember the sound of music?

to strike while the iron was hot. "Now," he

What are these people really comparing when
they use live music as their reference?

thought, "is the perfect time to test that new
Jaded tube amp, what with the absolute sound
1Any resemblance to any real person is entirely coincidental, Harry. Honest!

3()

No one at Stereophile (or any other qualityoriented audio magazine) would argue the
fact that all people, whether reviewer or just

Stereophile

system, then go out to dinner. When you
return, substitute his turntable/CD player for
yours. Now, play the same disc. Compare
what you are hearing now with what you
heard on your machine before dinner. If either
of you can say more than "I think they sound
different," or "I think yours has more bass,"
I'll eat my Sibelius collection!
Let's go back to our magazine editor for a
moment. IQ decided to test the jaded amplifier while the memory of the live performance was fresh in his mind. The first thing he
did was to take out a recording of similar
music and place it on his turntable. Now,
aside from the facts that a) the music on the
recording is similar to that heard at the concert, and that b) both the live and recorded
performances are of asymphony orchestra,
the recording and the live concert have virtually nothing in common. Have you ever
heard even two recordings which sound alike?
Ihaven't. Even the great Mercury team, using
the same orchestra, hall, and equipment,
couldn't pull it off. (Nor could I. After using
the same equipment the same way to record
dedicated listener, need to "recalibrate their

the same orchestra in the same hall for years,

ears" to the sound of real music every once
and a while. The problem with such "ear

no two of my tapes sound exactly the same.)
If all recordings sound different, which is

calibration" is that this aural reference, de-

closest to the real performance? Not having

pending as it does on our memories, can't
really be used to test equipment. You can't

been there, we can't say. The best that we can

bottle that live performance and take it home.
Once it's over, it's over. Time dilutes the
memory even more. The longer it has been
since the live event took place, the less likely

do, when comparing live with recorded music,
is make some superficial, first-order-effect
observations. Using this to judge the accuracy
of audio equipment is impossible.
But the ears must be calibrated, neverthe-

you will remember anything well enough to

less. We all have certain biases and eccentri-

make any comparisons.

cities of taste when it comes to reproduced
music which will, if given half achance, run

To be sure, you can concentrate on asingle
parameter of any specific live event, such as
the string sound, or how the orchestra really

amok. Iknow dedicated audiophiles who

images, but the overall sonic picture is just

usually with afat, boomy bass and atop end

have expensive systems which sound terrible,

too complex for the brain to break down,

that makes your ears bleed. Almost invariably,

categorize and file away. All you will come
away with is an overall impression of the

Ifind that the owners of these systems haven't
been to alive, unamplified concert for years

sound of live music. You will generally be
able to tell that your system errs, when you

seem to naturally gravitate toward this kind of

compare it, but Idoubt if you can tell by how

sound in ahi-fi system. "More" must be "bet-

much.
Here's an experiment to illustrate this point.
Have an audiophile friend bring over his turn-

ter," right? "Listen to that bass!", they exclaim.
Or, "Get aloada that detail!" One trip to the
symphony would show these guys that real

table or CD player (make sure it's abrand dif-

music doesn't sound like that! All of us need

ferent from your own). Listen carefully to a
good record or CD in its entirety on your

to brought back to center occasionally or we

Stereophile

(if ever)! Left to their own devices, people

will find ourselves without areference point
37

Write or call for a brochure and the name of your nearest dealer.
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VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116 West Fourth Street
Hanford, California 93230
(209) 582-0324
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for our stereo systems; as they say in electronic-engineering circles, we will be running "open loop."
The avowed aim of the High Fidelity industry since its inception has been to recreate
as accurately as possible the illusion that you
are listening to an actual performance while
sitting in your living room. It seems that
somewhere along the way this ideal was lost
among the profit-and-loss statements of the
large Japanese electronics conglomerates and
the test equipment of the Julian Hirsches of

system. Only if the reviewer has maintained
a fairly neutral reference system will this
methodology be valid for comparison with
live music. And it is only the continually
refreshed memory of the live musical event,
as imperfect as it is, which allows the reviewer
to keep his reference system neutral.
What we have learned here is that: a) a
reviewer cannot directly use the sound of real
music to evaluate audio components; b) live
music can only serve to keep the audiophile
on the straight and narrow; c) irrespective of

this world. It is up to the subjective reviewer
to make heads or tails from the plethora of

what some reviewers may say, test compo-

new equipment released each year. If you

in a system, and, apart from the live feed
situation as explained by James Boyk in Vol.9

listen to those who follow Julian et al, you
would never need anew amplifier or preamp
because, for over a decade, they have all
measured the same, and, like all modern
amplifiers, contribute nothing of their own to
the sound of music.
All subjective reviewers have areference
system. This is simply the reviewer's own
system. It is not necessarily an expensive
system, and it doesn't have to be state-of-theart. Its reference qualities come from the fact
that the reviewer is intimately acquainted
with the sonic characteristics of the system as

nents are evaluated against other components

No.6, it is almost impossible not to do so.
The question remains: how can areviewer
test components directly against real music?
Well, he can't. But note that Isaid "almost"
impossible above. It is possible to do it indirectly, and fairly accurately, if the reviewer
makes master tapes of live music and use these
tapes as his "test signal." Of course, one cannot use master tapes to test phonograph components, CD players, or FM tuners, but such
tapes will be ideal for assessing preamps,
amps, and loudspeakers. There are even ways

awhole, and of its component parts. Replac-

to calibrate your reference phono system and

ing any reference component with acompo-

CD player with the master tapes to make
evaluation of even those troublesome com-

nent to be evaluated will yield asound different from that of the reference system.
Since it is obvious that these differences are

ponents more accurate.

attributable to the component being tested,
its contribution can thus be evaluated. This is

ence tapes (it doesn't matter if they are open-

the core of subjective evaluations.
There are some pitfalls here which the

note the difference between the sound coming off-tape (through monitor headphones,

reviewer must take into account. There can
be amismatch between the output imped-

and they must be good ones) and the sound

ance of the preamp and the input impedance
of aparticular power amp, not to mention

easily when you are there. Make notes if you
must, but Ifind it unnecessary. The differ-

speaker/amplifier interface problems. It is
therefore necessary for the reviewer to be

ences are not subtle, even with the best of
recording equipment, and can be easily re-

able to distinguish component incompatibility
from performance aberrations in the unit

What is necessary when making these referreel, cassette, or digital) is that you carefully

of the live music. This can be done fairly

membered. This done, you can compare any

under test. This knowledge comes from ex-

amplifying component or loudspeaker by
mentally adding the colorations of the re-

perience and alittle electronics knowledge

cording and the reference playback system,

(which hopefully, the successful reviewer has).
Rather than compare acomponent under

then noting how the unit under test differs
when it is substituted in the reference system.

test with that elusive chimera, "live music,"
therefore, asubjective reviewer will actually

The result of this is, alas, still far from per-

end up noting how it changes the sound, and
in what direction, when inserted in his or her
Stereophile

fect, but it is closer than relying on your
memory of aconcert that grows dimmer by
the moment.
39
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that produces an expansive stereo image
to give you pure uncolored sound. In fact,
Altec Lansing loudspeakers are so uncompromising, so revealing, they prompted
J. Gordon Holt of Stereophile magazine to
write, "1 have been hearing more going on Carbon Fibers in Woofer cone
in (the mid-range of) old, familiar recordings than I
have ever heard
before... instrumental sections are suddenly resolved into many
individual instruments rather than amass of instruments, - and they
compelled him to add that Altec Lansing's speakers have "high end
sweetness and openness...with astounding inner detail."
What's more, our woofers provide unparalleled low frequency
definition that beautifully complements the flawless performance of
our mid and high frequency drivers. How? With woven carbon
fiber cones that are rigid yet lighter than paper or polypropylene to
virtually eliminate breakup, flexing and distortion.

LIT-EC
NJ SING

ALTEC LANSING.

LOUDSPEAKERS FOR THE
WELL-TRAINED EAR.

•

Listen to Altec Lansing loudspeakers for yourself and hear how
much detail you've been missing. Call I-800-ALTEC88 for information and the Altec dealer nearest you (in Pennsylvania 717-296-HIFI).
In Canada call 416-496-0587 or write 265 Hood Road, Markham,
Ontario L3R 4N3, Canada.
©
lam.% Consumer Products Mao, d. PA 18337

the

REAL
Lewis Lipnicki describes one musician's
approach to music vs. audio
In their never-ending quest for the musical

world of high-end audio. While this doesn't

truth, the more seriously afflicted victims of
audiopbilia nervosa seem to be consumed

surprise me, it is more than alittle depressing.
So, in response to an obvious need for dis-

with an inexhaustible drive to uncover the

cussion examining the correlation between

magical formula that leads to audio nirvana.
Although most will wander aimlessly, even-

live music and the re-created facsimile, I
would like to take this opportunity to discuss

tually becoming tangled in the brambles of
Audiopbilius Pcbnologicus, some will see

or neglected altogether, by audiophiles and

the light, realizing that arather stiff dose of
live music can cure amultitude of ills, including terminal confusion.
In my first article for Stereopbile ("A View

some issues that seem to be misunderstood,
audio journalists. There is more than enough
pontificating and posturing in print emanating from various gurus, and Icertainly don't
want to compete with them. After all, just

from the Outside," Vol.9 No.7), Iexpressed a

think if someday all of those insecure audio-

rather strong opinion that in order to recognize an accurate recreation, a substantial

philes who wait with baited breath for the
next (absolute) proclamation, would suddenly

acquaintance with the original source is man-

wake up and realize just how significant a
single grain of salt really can be.

datory. Ever since that first article appeared,
Ihave been constantly queried by fellow
non-musician audiophiles who are obviously
intrigued by this approach, and wish to have

Musical Expectations
Some of us in the music business who happen to also be infected with the audio bug

more information concerning the finer aspects

have asaying: "hi-fi is hi-fi, music is music,

and nuances of performance. The significant
response to my printed efforts has made me

and never the sounds shall meet." Ihave not
yet heard atotally convincing performance

realize that there probably isn't enough qualified and informed musical information in the

on any system, regardless of price or size, that
would replace the real thing. Being amusi-

ILewis Lipnick is Principal Contrabassoonist of the National
Symphony Orchestra
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cian and an audiophile, always searching for
something that Iknow cannot be attained,

Stereophile

When you do _something this well
yi)Li can
it for éveryone.

Look closely. This is an audio cabinet
unlike any other. Handcrafted from solid
wood and gleaming marble. Accented
by the glint of solid brass hardware and
beveled glass. Hand rubbed to adeep
gloss. Elegant. Timeless. A Talwar cabinet. Individually crafted to your exacting
specifications.
Now look inside. At joints reinforced
for rigidity. A shelf support system that
provides proper air flow on all sides. Features such as an 8-outlet power strip, concealed wire management system, heavy
duty casters, and removable back. Plus
sophisticated options. Like equipment
cooling, vibration isolation, power filtering, electrostatic control, time delay
power-up, and grounding bus bar.

Talwar cabinetry. An elegant home for
your equipment. An elegant addition to
your home.
For more information, write the Talwar
Company, 311 West Point Terrace, West
Hartford, CT 06107. (203) 521-2263.

TA LWA R

Music to your eyes.

isn't easy. Although this might seem obvious
and simplistic, many audio enthusiasts who
don't enjoy the same perspective cannot
accept the inherent limitations of the present
state of the art and, obsessed with their futile
search for the nonexistent, totally overlook
the many facets of musical performance that
not only can be accurately reproduced, but
can possibly add agreat deal of pleasure to
their hobby.
Although some of the items I'm going to
discuss may be familiar, the approach will
undoubtedly be different (what else would
you expect from acontrabassoonist?). Iwould
also like to point out that most discussion
concerning performance, and its perception
by the listener, is subjective; the values attributed to any art form are completely personal.

Front vs. Mid Hall Sound (The
Real Thing)
This subject seems to attract agreat deal of
attention, especially from certain members of
the audio editorial press. While the general
concept of "front vs. mid hall" appears to be
directly linked to degree of clarity, immediacy,
and mid- to high-frequency emphasis, the

is one of the worst offenders), there is actually
anull up close. This null deprives the conductor and forward listeners of some instrumental voices and selected bands of the frequency spectrum.
Ifirmly believe that those who relish the
overly vivid, more-real-than-life, "front-hall
sound" would find atrue front-row seat (or
any other seat, for that matter) in agood hall
to be disappointing and unfulfilling. Rather
than comparing front-hall with mid-hall
sonics, perhaps they should be comparing hifi perspective with musical perspective.

Soundstage Dimensionality:
(Are the Horns Really That Far
Back?)
This aspect of audio suffers the same abuse as
hall perspective: the facsimile usually does
not represent the real thing. A great deal of
blame should probably be placed at the feet
of the record companies, who are often more
interested in producing sonic fireworks than
honest recreations of artistic events (something Idiscussed in greater detail in Stereopbae Vol.10 Nal). Here again, some members

perspective presented to the listener in live

of the editorial press seem to be obsessed
with the attributes of something that does

performance often has little in common with
what is accepted as accurate by some audio-

not exist, ignoring the fact that live music,
even from 20 feet away, just doesn't have the

philes and equipment manufacturers. As a

incredible spaciousness presently in vogue.
lb the listeners sitting athird of the way back

matter of fact, the front-hall perspective so
alluring to many audio enthusiasts does not
exist in live performance. Even on stage, sitting in the middle of the orchestra, Ihave
never experienced the overly etched, artificially clear sonics presented by some "frontrow perspective" products.
Furthermore, many of the textural and
spectral attributes of front-hall sonics really
occur in mid-hall, since real-life front-row
seating usually results in amore unfocused,
amorphous, and less resonant perspective
than from farther back in the house. This
phenomenon can be clearly observed in
many full orchestral performances when the
visceral impact of the brass and percussion

in the average large concert hall, the soundstage width, depth, and height are considerably less exaggerated than what they would
probably tolerate from their stereo systems.
In fact, Ibelieve that many audiophiles confuse soundstage dimensionality with hall
reverberation, which is not present in natural
form in most recordings.
Taking this point even further, instruments
and voices placed at the rear of the stage in
live performance are often more present and
forward-sounding out in the hall than those
physically closer to the listener (rear-wall
proximity combined with the effects of downward-slanting acoustical stage shell ceilings

instruments projects over the heads of the

are responsible for this aberration). Further

conductor and front audience, affording
listeners halfway back in the hall amore im-

considerations must also be taken into account
for frequency inconsistencies in different

pressive sonic spectacle. In many contem-

halls; this can do more to dictate specific
soundstage qualities than one might think ...

porary halls (the Kennedy Center Concert
Hall, where the National Symphony performs,
Stereophile

just like some audio equipment. It should
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optical bias

The Threshold models S 200, S 300 and S 500 now
employ aproprietary optical bias system. The isolation and tracking accuracy of this system allows idling
bias at levels significantly greater than so-called
"high - bias class AB designs.
For example, the S,500 now idles at 320 watts
allowing pure class A operation well into its rated
power of 250 watts channel. The S/300 and S200
maintain pure class A operation that extends to
corresponding ratios of their rated power.
Your Authorized Threshold Dealer will be pleased to
provide full information and an audition of these new
optically biased designs.

hreshold

Or' ooration

1945 industrial drive
auburn california 95603
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come as no surprise that the proponents of
"front-hall hi-fi sound" often subscribe to
the school of bloated soundstage. After all, if

experienced has been that of the Scottish
National Orchestra Chorus. ..
Brahms's Requiem sung in German with aScottish brogue

the music doesn't come out of their speakers
and grab them by the throat, why have a

is marvelous.

stereo?

human voice is the most difficult to reproduce, and Ido not disagree. But, as 1have at-

Vocal Colorations (and the
Truth About Sibilants)

Some of the audio experts claim that the

tempted to point out, some of the less obvious
qualities often lost or dismissed in the obsession to reach sonic perfection can make the

Idon't know how many readers have had the
opportunity to sit directly in front of agood

difference between just hearing some voices,

vocal soloist, but the experience can be ear-

and real musical involvement.

opening. In real life, sibilants are integrated
within the vocal resonance, and are not an
entity unto themselves. Even up close, the

Pianos & their Colorations

brittle, headache-producing edge presented
so frequently by inaccurate audio systems is

turers have basic sonic differences, these are
often greatly negated or covered over by a

Although pianos from different manufac-

absent. It is true that many good singers create

fine artist, who recognizes aparticular instru-

hard "kernels" of resonance surrounding the

ment's shortcomings and adapts to them.
Still, there are differences that should be

center of pitch in order to project, but even
here, the initial vocal transient attacks and
sibilants take the form of aresonant "ring,"
rather than ametallic stab.
The human voice is, without doubt, the

discernible to the careful listener.
Steinway has generally been accepted a.91
the standard in performance, but their instruments manufactured in the United States and

Stradivarius). The fine nuance and harmonic

Germany have significant tonal differences.
The American-built Steinways are generarly

shadings that can be accomplished by agreat

much brighter and forward in the treble, and

singer are much more varied than with any

more weighty in the bass. The midrange in

most perfect musical instrument (stand aside,

other instrument, and are recognizable as

the American instruments, however, is less

such through accurate audio equipment. It is
essential that the individual qualities of each

present than the two extremes, often giving

vocal soloist in aperformance be conveyed
honestly, leaving no doubt as to who is sing-

them asomewhat dull quality by comparison. The German Steinway, while not as

ing what —Kiri Te Kanawa and Frederica von

brilliant, has amore balanced and even sound
from top to bottom, with more bloom and

Stade should not sound alike!
Choral performances have as much, or

resonance. Another German instrument,
Bosendorfer, is distinguished by its huge,

even more, individualistic traits, due primarily
to nationalistic language/dialect colorations.

brilliant sound, but tends to have less depth
than agood Steinway. Although the differences between various pianos may not be as

Most choruses are made up of nonprofessional musicians who have not developed the

obvious as with violins or voices, they are

ability to "oversing" their specific lingual
traits, and the results can be fascinating. The

significant enough, in my opinion, to be considered viable audition material for audio

typical English chorus, for example, sings

components.

with a gentler, sweeter tonal quality, with
German ensemble. Of course, it depends on

Orchestras & their
Personalities

what part of Germany the latter comes from:
the North Germans definitely add more sibilance and vowel enunciation than their south-

that all orchestras do not sound alike—even
someone with cloth ears would know that.

more cover to their sounds, than atypical

ern neighbors in Bavaria, who emphasize the

It certainly isn't necessary for me to point out

little clarity in pronunciation. Probably the

Orchestras sound different for avariety of
reasons: traditions built through along tenure
of an especially strong-willed conductor with

most charming choral personality I've ever

definite musical and sonic predispositions

lyrical aspects of the music while giving up a

Stereophile
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...audible results
with the finest
in connecting
components.

SOUND • CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
14932 N. Florida Tampa, FL 33612 (813)961-3319
In Canada: Korbon Trading LTD., 1020 Meyerside Dr.,
Unit 8, Mississauga, Ont.I.STIK7, Phone (416) 676-1260

(Fritz Reiner in Chicago, or Eugene Ormandy
in Philadelphia); particular nationalistic styles
of performance (Czech, Vienna, and Leningrad Philharmonics, etc.); specific types of
instruments to produce specific sonic qualities (Berlin and Vienna Philharmonics, and

tation of themselves. One of the sonic giveaways of this orchestra is the unusual sound
of the first oboe Playing aPuchner oboe (not
often used outside of Germany), Lothar Koch
produces atone which at first hearing has a
harder, darker, and more resonant sound than

ments designed for a particular ensemble

the French instruments that are at present the
standard throughout the rest of the world.

(Vienna Philharmonic). And just as an old
shoe fits so comfortably, orchestras tailor

(vs. the more usual piston valve) also produce

their playing styles to fit the specific acoustics

adarker and more covered sound than is nor-

of their home halls.
Generally, orchestral sonic conception

mally heard. The final giveaway of the Berlin

many French orchestras); and even instru-

closely follows the speech and lifestyle of the
individual nationality. For example, most
French orchestras play with amuch lighter,

The unusual German rotary valve trumpets

Philharmonic are the unmistakable tympani,
with their heavy dark sound, and somewhat
unfocused pitch center (the musical equivalent of a500lb dumpling). Ihave heard some

transparent quality (with more nasality in the

audio systems with inadequate low-frequency

winds) than their German counterparts, who

delineation confuse the sound of the lowest

by their more serious, businesslike nature,

tympani with the bass drum.

produce meatier, fatter, and darker sonic textures. The English ensembles fall somewhere

Orchestre National de France

in between the two, specializing in a light

Ichose this ensemble because it embodies

quality of sound with good visceral impact

most of the musical attributes peculiar to the

(especially from the brass, the English having
astrong tradition of excellent brass bands),

overall presentation is directed toward alight,

and impeccable ensemble. The Soviet orchestras play more toward the German style, but

bright sonic texture, with less emphasis in the
lower strings and winds than the Germans,

with acoarser quality of sound, specializing

and with more attention to inner detail and

French orchestral school of playing. The

in the ability to play very soft or very loud,

flexible tonal coloration. The most obvious

and very slow or very fast, with no gray areas

trademarks of this orchestra (and most French
ensembles, except for the L'Orchestre de

in between. Orchestras in the United States
another result of our "melting pot" society.

Paris, who seem to have disavowed their heritage), are found in the brass and woodwinds.

There are, of course, exceptions to this rule,
such as the Chicago Symphony with its defi-

pets, horns, and trombones produce afor-

seem to exhibit very few nationalistic traits,

nite Germanic sonic qualities (a holdover
from Fritz Reiner's reign), or the Orchestra of
Paris's current, very un -French sound (due,
no doubt, to acertain German conductor's
presence).
To be even more specific, I'd like to discuss
four different orchestras' characteristics, concentrating on the significant musical and
sonic properties that distinguish them.

Berlin Philharmonic
The ultimate "German-sounding" orchestra,
with what is probably the gutsiest lower

Playing on small-bore instruments, the trumward and "tizzy" quality, adding asignificant
amount of vibrato. In the woodwinds, the
dead giveaway are the bassoons, which are
altogether different from those played elsewhere in the world (Buffet vs. the more popular German Heckel system). These sound
more nasal and reedy, sometimes resembling
saxophones. If aparticular audio system can't
give an accurate representation of these differences, it would probably be best to shove
it out the window.

Vienna Philharmonic

string sound (celli and bass) of any ensemble

The musicians who play in this orchestra are,

(even Deutsche Grammophon can't take that
away from them). The upper strings play with

with few exceptions, products of avery different, well-established school of orchestral

a great deal of intensity, while the wood-

performance—the Viennese Instruments are

winds usually give arather subdued represen-

handed down from one generation to the

Stereophile
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THE INCREDIBLY PERFECT
SOUND STAGE
The Beveridge System 6represents the very
latest in electrostatic speaker design. By successfully combining asix foot electrostatic line source
with anewly designed polypropylene subwoofer,
the system overcomes the inherent limitations of
each technology. The result is unrivaled accuracy,
imaging and musical realism. It surpasses even its
predecessor, the legendary System 2SW2, once
called "The Prime Contender for the World's Best
Speaker".

THE INCREDIBLY BEAUTIFUL
SOUND STAGE
The sound of this system is rivaled only by its
appearance. Its unique design permits the use of
an unlimited number of architectural tambours,
in avariety of woods, metals, acrylics and
laminates.
In sum, the new Beveridge System 6is nothing
less than astunning technological and aesthetic
achievement. It is intended for those of you whose
standards are as uncompromising as our own.
For the name of aquality dealer in your area
please contact:
CALIFORNIA AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
8141 East Second Street, Suite 510
Downey, California 90241
(714) 670-7638
Parts and service now
available on System 2SW2Models 3and 4
as well as current
Models 5and 6.

Beveridge
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next, since they are often built exclusively for

sents the epitome of orchestral performance.

the Vienna Philharmonic's unique style of
performance. The oboes, not played anywhere else but in Vienna, closely resemble

The incredible tonal and musical flexibility of
this magnificent ensemble belies its Germanic

the baroque instrument in appearance, and

traditions, often making it impossible to
recognize any stylistic trademarks. However,

produce aunique tone that can be described

when it comes to the big Romantic works,

as a cross between a contemporary oboe

requiring all of the stops to be pulled out, the

d'amore and an instrument of the 18th cen-

Chicago brass section makes it perfectly clear

tury. The same is also true of the "Pumpen
Horn," the name attributed to the Viennese
French Horns (these have pump-piston valves

that "there just ain't no one else playing." The
sense of weight and power conveyed by the
horns, trumpets, trombones, and bass tuba

as opposed to the more usual rotary valves).

has never been replicated by any other ensem-

They, too, have aunique quality: abeautiful,

ble, and if the listener can't hear this differ-

dark, and lyrical sound, but lacking extreme

ence, they either have the wrong orchestra,

dynamic range and tonal flexibility. The overall sonic texture of the Vienna Philharmonic

or their system has severe anemia.

is one of warmth and richness, with acoher-

Conclusions

ence not found elsewhere. The unusual tonal

My primary goal in this article has been to

qualities of this orchestra should be evident

offer apoint of view previously not addressed,

through any good system, and if not, aseri-

possibly creating some new avenues of dis-

ous harmonic disfunction is probably the
cause.

cussion that might help to uncover some of
the secrets to the yet undiscovered road to
audio bliss. In Von() No.5, Iwill look at how

Chicago Symphony Orchestra

the sound of various concert halls affects the

The Chicago Symphony, for my tastes, repre-

way musicians and orchestras play.

START SMALL OR DO AWALL

CWD's superb component cabinetry blends the finest
handcrafted furniture with extraordinary performance.
Simply start with abasic audio video grouping, then add
on and rearrange units to achieve astunning wall
system. You'll find unique solutions to every component
CALL TOLL FREE
1-800/323-2159
tor the dealer nearest you
‘1111nots, call 312563-1745)

Stereophile

requirement (including projection screen TV). plus
abundant storage room, and display space for collectibles. Available in handsome Natural Oak. Dark Oak.
Natural American Walnut. Black Oak and High Gloss
Black. Start small or let your imagination soar

CWD
CUSTOM W OODWORK & DESIGN I
NC.

Bedford Park. IL 60638
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THE
INSIDE STORY
Introducing Vintage, Sansui's collection of components created for the
discriminating listener. The performance story starts inside the AU-X901
integrated amplifier which is designed to bring you sound previously
associated only with separates.
Sansui's exclusive "Alpha" X-Balanced technology works together
with balanced inputs to address the problems of today's noisy RF home
environment. It also reduces potentially negative ground influences from
both the power supply and the counterelectromotive current from
speakers, thereby producing cleaner, purer sound.
With 130 watts per channel:' the AU-X901 delivers 390 watts of dynamic
power at 4ohms. Key features include: anti-resonant Excelite PC boards;
amassive transformer; abalanced power supply; high-grade capacitors;
and discrete componentry.
•130 watts per channel. min. RMS. both channels driven into 8ohms from 20-20kHz with no more
than 0.005 0 r, THD.

THE
OUTSIDE STORY
The Vintage performance story continues on the outside. Sansui's
AU-X901 features adouble chassis to reduce resonance and provide
heavy shielding, plus astrategically placed fifth foot to further reduce
resonance. Coupled with gold-plated terminals and balanced inputs, the
result is sound clarity.
The front panel has been ergonomically designed for ease of operation.
and the handsome piano finish is additional proof of the quality within.
Both inside and out, the Vintage AU-X901 delivers the kind of sound you
want to hear.
For further information, call or
write: Sansui Electronics Corporation, PO Box 624. Lyndhurst, NJ
07071 (201) 460-9710.
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For over thirty years Teac has been
famous for building precision tape
recording equipment. But, we're not
willing to rest on our reels. So now Teac
offers its most comprehensive line ever.
From audio and hi-fi video recording
equipment, to compact disc players, to
graphic equalizers, speakers, and acomplete line of audio and video accessories.
One thing, however, will never change
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at Teac—our obsession with creating
the most advanced, feature-filled,
superbly executed audio

'

extreme.

Isometimes feel that to be amember of the
audio industry, you must be agypsy at heart.
You meet friends and acquaintances in Las
Vegas or Chicago for the CES, in Berlin, London, Milan, or Paris for the Audio Fairs, in Los
Angeles, Paris, New York, London, or Montreux for the Audio Engineering Society Conventions, and pick up conversations that had
been put on hold half acontinent or half a
world away, and three or six months earlier,
as though no time or space had intervened.
Such was the case last March when Ientered London's new Queen Elizabeth II Conference Centre, just across Parliament Square
from Big Ben. Apart from the inclement weather and the heavy security, it could have
been the Los Angeles AES Convention last
November (reported on in Vol.10 No.1), to
judge from the people queuing for their name
badges. However, it was London, hosting the
Convention for the first time since 1980.
Four floors of the conference centre were
devoted to manufacturers of recording, broadcast, and monitoring equipment displaying
their latest and greatest. Apart from quickly
noting that hard-disc storage of digital music
data seemed increasingly important, as did
computerized mixing boards, Ishall turn to the
technical papers presented, as that is where
the intellectual meat of any convention lies.
And, as might be expected from acountry
noted for its prowess in loudspeaker design,
agood many papers were devoted to that timeless subject.
A trend at recent AES Conventions has been
the low profile adopted by the Japanese and
London was no exception. The only Japanese
paper—"Improvement in dome speaker characteristics by using a spherical- wavefront
horn baffle," preprint 2450—was presented
by agroup of Kenwood engineers, and involved an interesting method of getting a
dome tweeter to behave more like the desired
"pulsating sphere." Basically, it is quite common for tweeters to be loaded with ashort
horn, both to squeeze as much sensitivity
from them as possible, and to modify their
dispersion. The Kenwood engineers postulated that if the three-dimensional flare of a
hyperbolic horn was continued to its extreme
—the edges of the horn bending over behind
Stereophile
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Denon Amen., Inc 27 Low Dr.ve,Fcnrbeld. NJ 07006
Denon Canada. Inc ,17 Den.son Street Morkhor,. On, L3R 185 Conodo

Remote control sounds rect.
If the components soun great.

Lots of companies let you run acomponent hm-fi
system from across the room. Some even let you do it
with only one remote controller. Sound terrific? That
depends ...on how the components sound. At Denon,
we believe that superior sound is the only thing that
makes high fidelity worth the money. And this
philosophy is evident in every new Denon remote
component.
About the DCD-1500 Compact Disc Player,
Digital Audio proclaimed, The Denon engineers

who created the DCD-1500 should be honored in
public." Denon's expertise in making pro digital
recorders and blank tape is reflected in the threehead DR-M3OHX Cassette Deck. The DRA-95VR
Receiver uses the same power supply and output
circuitry as Denon's acclaimed integrated amps7
So before you buy components whose most
impressive feature is aremote control, get yourself to
aDenon dealer. And listen to the remote control whose
most impressive feature is the components it controls.

the drive-unit to meet at the rear—the fun-

plifier into its positive and negative current

damental directional response of the tweeter
would be modified into one producing a

limits. If the amplifier output voltage is fed to

spherical wavefront, je, it would be omnidir-

the X-input of an oscilloscope and the voltage across the 1-ohm resistor (which is pro-

ectional and act as apoint source. The theory

portional to the current) to the Y-input, the

seemed to indicate that they were right, and
the complex shape machined from solid alu-

instantaneous voltage vs current performance
of the amplifier, including all the effects of

minum being brandished by the presenter

overzealous protection circuitry and the amplifier's inability to cope with certain com-

worked the magic. However, the balloon was
burst when aphotograph of aprototype system
using the new tweeter was shown: the dough-

binations of voltage and current demand—
full positive voltage with maximum negative

nut-shaped horn stopped dead at the speaker

current, for example—will be displayed on

baffle, rather than continuing round to the

the 'scope screen. The voltage vs current envelope displayed can be then compared with
the current demands of music program with

tweeter's rear. The theory hadn't said anything
about interrupting the horn with ablock of
particle-board! Would the radiation now be
hemispherical? Would the tweeter act as half
of apulsating sphere? Iassume that the resul-

real loudspeakers.
As aresult of his work with this test, Peter

tant commercial loudspeaker using the tweeter

felt that the current demands of loudspeakers
had been exaggerated, and that an ability to

will be launched at the Chicago CES this

swing its full voltage into a4-ohm resistive

month, so I'll bully JGH into listening to it.
It has become accepted lore that real loud-

amplifier could be expected to face Undoubt-

speakers, as opposed to test-bench resistors,

load would be the most taxing situation an

present amplifiers with complex and demand-

edly other engineers will follow up this controversial finding; the next convention should

ing loads; hence the trend for the latter to

see some interesting debate.

deliver higher and higher peak currents. In

For some reason—perhaps because the UK

particular, the work of Matti Otala has indicated that the dynamic impedance of aloud-

has always been aclearing center for recor-

speaker may be only 25% of its static value
under some conditions. The very first paper
presented at the convention, however, argued

ding techniques, with so much of the world's
classical music recorded there—the convention featured anumber of papers examining

with this finding. Veteran English engineer

the fundamentals of stereo imaging. Two French
engineers from IRCAM, the center for music

Peter Baxandall, responsible for the ubiqui-

and acoustic research in Paris (of which Pierre

tous feedback tone-control circuit which
bears his (often misspelled) name, discussed

Boulez is the Director), presented afascinat-

an elegant test he had developed to examine

ing paper comparing the ways different mike
techniques map the soundstage (preprint 2465).

the instantaneous current and voltage output

Effectively afar more rigorous and thorough

capability of amplifiers (preprint 2421).
Briefly, the amplifier under test is connected
to a load consisting of a40uF capacitor in
series with aI-ohm resistor. A 20Hz sinewave
is fed to the amplifier, of asufficiently high
level to cause the amplifier's output to swing

version of the talk which Ipresented at the
Stereophile show in Santa Monica, this paper
concluded, among other things, that for lateral accuracy, the three coincident techniques
used—M-S, X-Y, crossed figure-eights—were
best. When it came to depth discrimination,

between its positive and negative voltage-

however, the closely spaced techniques —

clipping limits. Because the 40uF capacitor

ORTF (110 °included angle, 170mm separa-

has ahigh impedance at 20Hz, however, very
little current is drawn from the amplifier.

tion), NOS (90 °, 300mm)—were preferred.

Superimposed on this sinewave is a wave-

fathers of Ambisonics, looked at how Alan

Mathematician Michael Gerzon, one of the

form consisting of alternating positive- and

Blumlein's 1930s work on stereo recording

negative-going 50us-wide pulses with afun-

could be developed to introduce new kinds
of spatial controls, much more sophisticated

damental frequency about 500Hz. Because
the capacitor has avery low impedance at

than the humble "balance" control. For ex-

this frequency, this pulse train takes the am-

ample, a"rotation" control can be easily im-
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These remarkable 4-way systems are the product of
Fostex RP Technology, atransducer design which has
been awarded more than 20 international patents. Only
afew of these magnificent 2001 systems will be available
at very select audio salons. For more information write.

Fostex

FOSTEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA
15431 Blackburn Ave., Norwalk, CA 90650, U.S.A., (213) 921-1112 •FAX (213)802-1964
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all the signals, and thus the musical balance,

presented on stereo. ,
Digital technology, of course, was a hot

while allowing central images to be moved
toward one or the other sides of the sound-

amined what is wrong with current technol-

stage. Similarly, an "asymmetry" control alters

ogy and provided pointers to what will hap-

the relative balance of left and right images

pen in the future. Following the BBC paper
on the audibility of ADC encoding errors

plemented: this preserves the total energies of

while leaving the central image undisturbed.

topic at the convention, and papers both ex-

Unlike abalance control, such acontrol would
be effective in correcting level imbalances or

presented at the 81st Convention (see Vol.10

for suppressing unwanted sounds which ap-

sented further evidence that digital distortion
products could be audible, even when pre-

peared mainly in one channel. Michael Gerzon also covered "spatial equalization," described in his Studio Sound article in July 1986:
applying bass boost to the difference signal
can broaden the low-frequency soundstage

No.!, p.61), Louis Fielder, of Dolby Labs, pre-

sent at very low levels (
— Evaluation of the
audible distortion and noise produced by
digital audio converters," preprint 2424). The
problem when trying to correlate criticism of

with coincident-pair stereo recordings.
This was also touched on by David Gries-

digital sound quality—no, such criticism is

inger of the Lexicon Corporation, who raced
through aroundup of spatial distortions associated with differing mike techniques (
— New

—with measured distortion is that, although
digital techniques introduce characteristic
distortions and enharmonic intermodulation

perspectives on coincident and semicoincident microphone arrays," preprint 2464). His

established wisdom holds that they must be

not just the province of bigoted subjectivists

products, these are at such low levels that

conclusions? That the perception of depth

inaudible. Mr. Fielder, responsible for some

and spaciousness in stereo reproduction de-

well-thought-out research on the dynamic-

pend on having alow correlation (equal sum
and difference energy) in the early (10-100ms)

range requirements of real music when he
was at Ampex, examined the audibility of

reflections, and that, contrary to accepted
lore, true coincident techniques can pick up

digital distortion products in the context of
the frequency sensitivity of human hearing

reflected energy with low correlation between

and the masking of low-level tones by high-

channels and make beautiful recordings.
Michael Williams, an Englishman working
in France, attempted to tie everything toge-

level ones.
To summarize his findings: It is known that
the ear/brain acts as a24-band real-time ana-

ther in his "Unified theory of microphone

lyzer, the bands being around half an octave

systems for stereophonic sound recording"
(preprint 2466). Using computer analysis of

wide below 200Hz, and narrowing to around
afifth of an octave above 500Hz. This "crit-

spatial distortion—a BASIC program is included in the preprint—Williams looked at
the relationship between pure-amplitude

ical-band" concept is fundamental to mask-

stereo, as produced by coincident miking,

signals. Fielder coupled this idea with the
threshold of hearing for each band and pos-

and the time-difference imaging produced
when apair of microphones are spaced. His
conclusions are too complex to go into in
detail, but he postulates that by considering
the relationship between the amplitude and
time soundstages, the recording engineer can
optimize the ratio between the direct and

ing: only if there is strong musical content in
the same critical band will it mask spurious

tulated that, if asinewave was applied to a
converter, assuming areplay level of 105dB,
then if a) the spuriae produced by the digital
processing were above the threshold of human
hearing for the appropriate critical band, b)
the spuriae were not masked by noise in that

reverberant soundfield pickup by acarefully

band, and c) not masked by signal in that

considered choice of microphone pattern, in-

band, then they must be audible. For example
it would be possible for the 4th and higher

cluded angle, and capsule spacing, and can
even use more than one pair of microphones
without resulting in positional ambiguities. I

harmonics of a500Hz sinewave at -50dB ref.

recommend anyone interested in recording

ITo obtain copies of the papers described in this article, contact the Audio Engineering Society. 60 East 42nd. Street. New

to obtain acopy of this and the other papers

York. NY 10165.
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THE ADCOM GFP-555
PREAMPLIFIER

ADO314

L

a

A remarkable combination of exceptional performance,
flexibility and value.
The GFP-555's musical performance is outstanding—by any
measurement or listening criterion. For example, Stereophile*
calls it "one of the most satisfying preamps around in terms ot
overall tonal balance... You can go back to it after afew weeks
and still feel it to be basically right; it reveals most associated
equipment as more colored than itself."
At the same time, the GFP-555 is surprisingly affordable.
Again, from Stereophile: "It outperforms several 'competitors
from the $2500 bracket... you may well find that you just
saved $1500 to use on new speakers, turntables, CD players,
or wine:'
Here are just afew examples of how we did it. The GFP-555's
gain path includes the most innovative state-of-the-art linear
amplifiers ever used in high fidelity components, and is simple
and direct from input to output.
The speed of the gain stages is almost fifty times faster than
CD or LP signals. And the noise and distortion measurements
are incredibly low. Direct coupling makes possible afrequency
response from below 1Hz to beyond 400,000 Hz.
Superb construction, incorporating regulated power supplies
with large filter capacitors, provides superior performance no
matter how widely the musical signal or AC line voltage may
fluctuate.
As for flexibility, you can listen to any source while taping
from another. There's an unusual number of inputs and
outputs, plus adjustable phono gain and capacitance.
If you'd like the full story of this remarkable preamplifier
and the review from Stereophile*, please write. Of course, the
fastest way to hear its demonstrably superior combination of
sonic performance, flexibility and value is to visit your nearest
Adcom dealer.

ADCOM

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 201-390-1130
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS, INC.,
Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5
•
vol. 9No. 7(November 1986)

full-modulation to be audible if they were

mission systems" (preprint 2434), by K Schou-

both above the noise floor and higher in level

hamer Immink of Philips—showed the way

than -100dB.
Substituting third-octave analysis for the

things could go.
Various strategies can be adopted to com-

more rigorous critical-band analysis for reasons of practicality, Fielder looked at real-

press the data: the Thiele paper, for example,
proposed taking advantage of the masking
properties of human hearing and splitting the

world ADC/DAC chains, with and without
dither and pre/de-emphasis, and found that

audio into the same 24 critical bands as in the

his measurements correlated very well with

above Fielder paper. Each band would then be

the actual audibility of the spuriae, even though

encoded with from under 2- to 8-bit words—

they could be as low as -95dB in level. His
conclusions tie in with those of other work-

higher frequencies require very many fewer
bits to be encoded—and each composite sam-

ers, in that most problems seem to arise from

ple word would have a24-bit coefficient added

poor ADC converters (at aworkshop, repre-

to tell the decoder how many bits were used
for each encoded band. This can give an over-

sentatives of the BBC and Decca were in agreement that obtaining ADCs with accurate 16bit resolution was still aproblem), and that

all word length averaging as low as 2.5 bits,

sound quality is ultimately dependent on
quantization nonlinearities: one LSB error at

width required to transmit the data from the
705.6 kbits/s/channel required for CD to as

low signal levels leads to audible degradation.

low as 78kbits/s/channel! We listened to sam-

The general feeling was that "many converters

ples of music encoded in this way, comparing
the sound of the drastically squeezed data

are worse than this," even when of premium
cost. In addition, Fielder's work reinforced the

with acorresponding reduction in the band-

with CD. Well, it wasn't as bad as I'd feared,

efficacy of high-level, high-frequency dither

but the very concept makes me uneasy. In the

in converting otherwise objectionable har-

future, will acommitment to high-end audio

monic products into innocuous noise.
The majority of the papers presented on
digital covered asubject that will come as a
surprise to those who feel that the CD standard is already unnecessarily compromised:

involve an insistence on sticking to the wasteful CD standard?
Finally, Iwas surprised that there didn't
seem to be any widespread public discussion
of the effects of CBS's proposal to remove the

further compromising audio quality to take
advantage of the profligate waste of data stor-

A-flat at the top of the piano's range from all

age required by linear PCM. Profligate? Well,
you can look at it that way. With alinear sys-

with R-DAT machines. However, Tony Griffiths of Decca, responsible for the develop-

tem used to encode music, the data remain

ment of their widely respected in-house dig-

the same for much of the time; periods of

ital recording/mixing system, discussed the

silence, for example. The result is that large

advantages of filtering and equalizing in the
digital domain, one being that it enables you

areas of disc or tape space are wasted. There

recorded music in order to prevent copying

therefore, to apply data-reduction techniques,

to synthesize useful filters impracticable to
build with analog circuitry: a1Hz-wide, 60dB-

either to squeeze more playing time from

deep notch at 60Hz to remove mains hum,

will be increasing pressure on digital formats,

physically limited media, or to reduce the

for example. He added that they had digitally

transmission bandwidth to make more effi-

synthesized CBS's proposed 300Hz wide, -80dB

cient use of finite broadcast channels, par-

copycode notch at 3840Hz to see if it had an

ticularly from satellite. Two papers from Ger-

audible effect on music—a smile was all the
answer we got when he was asked if, indeed,

many—"Low-bit rate coding of high-quality
audio signals" (preprint 2432), by Thiele,

it was audible.

Link, and Stoll of the Institut fur Rundfunk-

Apparently CBS has sent out prototype A-

technik, Munich, and "Evaluation of quality

flat removers to CD and LP mastering houses

for audio encoding at low bit rates" (preprint

to try out. Isuggest you write to your favorite

2433), by K. Brandenburg of the University
of Erlangen-Nurnberg—and one from Hol-

record companies telling them that you will
boycott their recordings if they start using the

land—"Graceful degradation of digital trans-

CBS device.
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—Bruce Brisson, Designer
Music Interface Technologies

Portland Symphony Orchestra. Bruce Hangen Conducting, Portland, Maine.

Correct Phase is Everything to Music
Phase Correct Audio Cable Comes from

./1111IT

MIT is the only audio cable company to have access to the full
benefits of Bruce Brisson's technologies—Van-Lay Construction
and Time Matrix Termination. These technologies guarantee phase
correctness in the most critical applications. Phase correctness is
the most essential ingredient for neutral tonal balance, a threedimensional soundstage, and focus.
MIT MH -750 .MITMH-650•MITMI-330•Spectral/MITMI-500
MIT MH-750, MH-650, MI-330, and Spectral/MIT MI-500 have set
the musical standards by which all audio cables are judged. Time
Matrix Termination corrects phase nonlinearities at three points
across the audio band. Because they have low TIM distortion, MIT
cables are able to transfer the music with unequaled clarity and low
level information.
MIT MH-750 Shotgun • MIT MI-330 Shotgun
Spectral/MIT MI-500 Shotgun
MIT's new series of cables incorporates the same technologies as
MIT MH-750, MI-330, and Spectral/MIT MI-500, but the more
elaborate Time Matrix Termination of the Shotgun Series corrects
phase nonlinearities at six points across the audio band resulting in
a more life-like soundstage and greater dynamic range. In the
Shotguns, TIM distortion has been reduced to even lower levels.
For More Information and aLocal Dealer:
Transparent Audio Marketing • Rt 202, Box 117 • Hollis, ME 04042
(207) 929-4553

MT

Music Interface Technologies

PC-2 INTERCONNECT CABLE

PI

SQUARED

PC-18 SPEAKER CABLE

CORRECT PHASE IS EVERYTHING TO MUSIC...
...PHASE CORRECT CABLE COMES FROM /1/1

T

Bruce Brisson of Music Interface Technologies realized
ten years ago that it takes more than a straight wire to
transfer an actual musical signal accurately.
PC-SQUARED is a new phase correct, moderately priced
cable from MIT. PC-SQUARED employs equal amounts
of polypropylene and copper in a patented configuration that insures phase correctness. This new patented
construction technique is called Unifield Construction.
Because eddy effects are greatly reduced in PCSQUARED, all frequencies arrive at the output of the
cable at the same time. The result is clean highs in a
natural balance with other frequencies and outstanding
imaging and focus.
For More Information and a Local Dealer

Transparent Audio Marketing
At. 202, Box 117 • Hollis, ME 04042
(207) 929-4553
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A pre-eminent arm needs aformidable combination of strengths.
It must combine almost zero friction with near-absolute rigidity.
In following the groove, it must keep side forces to aminimum—in
fact drastically improving on all pivoted arms in this regard. Its
design should ensure that resonances are reduced to insignificant
levels. It must be easily adjustable in every way that affects
performance, including VTA, azimuth, and dynamic balance.
The Eminent Technology Tonearm 2achieves all this. More
important, it extracts the music from the groove, unchanged. But
don't just take our word:
"...A product that transcends subjective preferences to
(potentially) become an objective standard."
—Thomas O. Miiller, The Absolute Sound, Issue 39
"It did not take very long to discover that here was one of
the world's finest-sounding tonearms."
—Hi-Fi News & Record Review, July 1986
"It may have no sonic equal at any price."
—Anthony H. Cordesman, Stereophile, Vol. 8, No. 7
The Eminent Technology Tonearm 2. Priced at $850, it is an
air-bearing, straight-line tracking arm in aclass by itself. The
pre-eminent tonearm. Call or write for more information.
EMINENT
TECHNOLOGY
INCORPORATED
508 Cactus Street
Tallahassee, FL 32304

TEL 904 575-5655

UPDATE NEWS: Our new van den Hul
monocrystal silver lead wire offers improved signal transfer and flexibility:
standard on new arms, available as an
update for $50. Also, remember that
you can trade in your ET Tonearm 1for
our Tonearm 2for just $250. Contact
your dealer or Eminent Technology.

the

DAHLIA
DEBRA
is

Dick Olsher updates his
DIY loudspeaker design

side view has been corrected to reflect this.

ince the publication of the Dahlia
do-it-yourself speaker article in

The distance from the top of the cabinet to

February 1986 (Vol. 9 No. 1), I've

the center line of the tweeter was inadvertendy

been inundated with requests for clarifica-

omitted, and is 4.75 ". My original plans for
the Dahlia called for a200 tilt-back of the

tion of construction details and additional
information. I'm very pleased that the
Dahlia has been received so favorably and
wish Icould personally acknowledge each

front baffle, not only for time-alignmentpurposes, but also to optimize the tonal balance in the upper mids. Without the sloping

so, however, would have kept me very busy

front, the radiation pattern exhibits aslight
suckout around 3kHz. The tilt-back pro-

for along time, and would have precluded
additional research work on my part. In-

vides better symmetry in the radiation pattern and results in aneutral midrange bal-

stead, let me take this opportunity to re-

ance. Rather than complicate the woodworking, Iopted for asimple box with atilt-

and every one of your letters. To have done

spond to the questions raised most frequently and to describe an exciting upgrade
to the Dahlia. First, there are no construction plans available from Stereopbtle: what
you see is what you get. Yes, JGH implied

back stand, only to realize after the fact that
appropriate stands are hard to come by. As
some of you discovered, the Chicago Speak-

there might be such plans, but he was ac-

er Stand (model RJ100) that Irecommended
is no longer available Ihave resorted to using

tually referring to the construction details

aparticle board base under the Dahlia with

provided in the original article.

a15 °tilt-back. This base is then positioned

The Enclosure

on top of a15 "tall Chicago Speaker "Hercules" stand, as shown in the accompanying

Two minor clarifications are in order for

photograph of the Dahlias. A 20° base

fig. 1—"Enclosure Layout". The crossmember of the "H" brace does indeed run from

would be even better, but then the entire
assembly becomes unstable and the Dahlia

front to back—as shown in the top view; the

ungracefully flips over backward.
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Stereo Design
San Diego, CA
Absolute Audio
Orange, CA

ASolution
Not a
Compromise.

Genesis Audio
El Toro, CA

World of Sound
San Francisco, CA
DB Audio
Berkley, CA

You can't hear
the quality of
Aragon components in
this ad, but you can
see the quality of
Aragon's retailers.

Pinkerton Audio
Fair Oaks, CA
Bay Sound
Niantic, CT
Pro Musica
Chicago, IL
Rosine Audio
Skokie, IL
Simply Stereo
Mt. Prospect, IL
Simply Stereo
Orland Park, IL
Audio Vision
Arlington, MA

M NDTAL

mom
ve

Encore Audio
Boston, MA
Sound &Music
North
ampton, MA
mstone Sound
Witt, MI
Sound Associates
Ann Arbor, MI
The Audio Doctor
Buffalo, MO
CSA Audio
Upper
Montclair, NJ

Sound by Singer
Midtown
Manhattan, NY
Lyric HiFi
Westside
Manhattan, NY
Lyric HiFi
Eastside
Manhattan, NY
Lyric HiFi
White Plains, NY
Audio Excellence
Pleasantville, NY

Aragon is
presently
distributed in
the following
countries:
Australia
Canada
Denmark
England
France

Designatron
Hicksville, NY

Finland

Sound Insights
Oceanside, NY

Germany

Atlantis Home
Entertainment
Cleveland, OH

Hong Kong
Italy

Sassafras
Philadelphia, PA

Netherlands

Sassafras
Bryn Mawr, PA

New Zealand

Sassafras
Jenkingtown, PA

Norway

Sassafras
Montgomeryville,
PA

Sweden

Laser Sound
Puerto Neuvo, PR

Switzerland

Spain

Ocean State Audio
Providence, RI
Audio Den
South
Burlington, VT
Excalibur
Alexandria, VA
The Music Room
Bellevue, WA

The above retailers are now accepting orders. Amplifiers and
Preamplifiers starting at under $1000.
Aragon •Limited Production Audio Components

MONDIAL

DESIGNS

LIMITED

Two Elm Street, Ardsley, New York 10502 •(914) 693-8008

DAHLIA SPEAKER

TOP VIEW DETAIL OF H BRACE

J

I

20'

FRONT VIEW

1E3e--)I
SIDE-VIEW CUTAWAY

ENCLOSURE LAYOUT
FIG 1
In retrospect, the best approach would

proach. He is apparently planning to cast the

have been to bite the bullet and embrace the

cabinet out of concrete, which is eminently

sloped cabinet, and this is my current rec-

rigid and damped, and is expecting nothing

ommendation for those of you with the
woodworking savvy Just be careful to main-

short of "concrete" results. The initial in-

feet) and front-baffle dimensions by increas-

vestment in researching and perfecting the
proper molds is, however, quite considerable—at least compared with the cost of the

ing the depth.

materials involved. Peter is expecting the

tain the present internal volume (1.36 cubic

There were several questions concerning

final cabinet to weigh from 100 to 200

alternative cabinet materials. Peter Crosby of
Claremont, New Hampshire, has the best ap-

pounds—not exactly UPS shippable! Stick-
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asandwich of 0.5 "plywood and 0.5 "parti-

sure to measure the caps you buy, and beef

cle board, glued and screwed together.

up the values to within 5% for the best
results.

Although more difficult to work with, it is
far less colored than acomparable thickness
of either material alone. The mass-market
approach would be to use 1" particle board
or plywood, and this is what Irecommend

The best coils I've found so far are Madisound sidewinder coils. These are 16-gauge
air-core type with very low DC resistance
values and very good tolerances.

at the minimum

Diffraction Control

The Woofer
Audax claims that they've experienced

Several readers have complained of not being

serious production difficulties with the TPX

able to locate any /
4 "felt for diffraction
1

drivers and have been unable to meet initially
advertized parameters. For example, the

control around the tweeter. Ihave routinely
used weatherstrip foam tape for this purpose. The stuff is 1
/ "thick by V2 "wide with
4

an overall Q of 0.46 and afree-air resonance

original TX-2025-RSN was touted as having

an adhesive backing, and is readily available

of 38Hz, while current production is typi-

in local hardware stores. At least three rows
of tape should be glued around the tweeter

cally of the order of 0.6 for Q and 49Hz for

faceplate. It's not abad idea to leave about a

on the bass alignment of the Dahlia is to in-

/ "between rows, which increases the HF 4
1
absorption efficiency of the overall pattern.

crease the response peak at 60Hz to 4dB and
decrease the half-power frequency to 55Hz.

Wool Stuffing

This prompted me to take acloser look at
the Audax catalog. The TSN version of this
driver, which sports aslightly larger magnet

Be careful not to overstuff the cabinet—this
is not aThanksgiving turkey! Contrary to

the free-air resonance. The effect of all this

and thus alower Q of 0.5, appears to be a

what the folks at the Rio Grande Wool Mill

better choice—it gets much closer to the

may tell you, the proper amount of longfiber wool is as Ioriginally indicated: one-

original bass alignment. The bass peak with
the TSN version should be no greater than

half to one pound maximum per cabinet. I

the 2.5dB originally intended. Iasked Audax

have experimented with as much as one

to send me samples of the TSN cones for

pound, but feedback from the field seems to
favor the lower limit. The danger in overdamping the enclosure is of choking off the

evaluation. What Igot, however, were more
FtSNs, so as yet Ihave no final report on the
matter. Since the TSN and RSN versions are

vent contribution. The bass-reflex action

identical except for the Q parameter, I

diminishes as the cabinet becomes more
lossy.

The Crossover
Imay have been abit understated in extolling the virtues of the SiderealKaps. These

recommend trying the TSN for new construction. Iwould not personally go to the
trouble of modifying existing Dahlias, as the
sonic differences should be small. In either
case, be sure to use the 8-ohm version of
these drivers.

are still, by alarge margin, the best caps for
the Dahlia crossover. The improvement in

The Dahlia Debra

treble clarity and detail is very noticeable
compared with the French FRC (Solen)

I've left the best for last. You should recall
from my original article that Iconcentrated
my design efforts on midrange excellence.

metallized polypropylene caps. Unfortunately, the Sidereals are very expensive;
many budget-minded audiophiles may find

Subsequently, Iwas forced to take acloser
look at the upper octaves. It's not so much

the cost prohibitive. Also irksome is the

that the Audax dome is bad—it is, in fact, a

Sidereal's tendency to be on the low side of

creditable performer, but it is atad too bright,

the nominal capacitance value For example
a3uF cap may measure 2.8, still within the

sluggish, and fuzzy compared with the best
domes money can buy. Ibegan asystematic

±10% spec, but for this expensive acap the
tolerance should be no worse than 5%. Be

search for an alternative tweeter for the
Dahlia.
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FIND THE PLATINUM SERIES REFERENCE AUDIO TUBE BY GOLD AERO AT AERO ELECTRONICS, 2129 VENICE BLVD., LOS ANGELES, CA 90006.
TELEPHONE (213) 737-7070, (800) 556-6700 WITHIN CA. (800) 421-4219 OUTSIDE CA. TELEX 673565, CABLE AERO LSA, FAX 2137372401.
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The Dahlias with the original

Candidates would have to meet three im-

quality and excellent specifications. Isat on

portant criteria: sonic excellence, physical

samples of this dome for almost a year

compatibility with the existing front baffle
cutout, and no crossover changes. The latter

because of negative feedback Ihad received

two criteria, of course, were aimed at facilitating the upgrade of existing Dahlias. Hook-

are supposed to be out of control in the time

in the past about metal domes. Such domes
domain, with severe ringing in the ultrason-

ed at tweeters from Focal and Dynaudio, as

ic range that translates to harshness and siz-

well as other expensive domes.

zle in the treble. When Ifinally got around to

The winner is: the MB Electronics model
MCD-25M titanium dome. This is aWestGerman 1" dome of very good construction

testing it, the MB titanium dome proved to
be very well behaved, with no nasty peaks
out to 40kHz. Treble response is flat to

MB/MCD
25M
TWEETER

DAHLIA DEBRA: HIGH PASS FILTER
Fig. 2
70
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25kHz, and rolls off gently to 40kHz. The

It is much less forgiving than asoft dome,

MB dome is aperfect fit in the present Audax
front baffle cutout, and works very well

and therefore more revealing of solid-state
treble nasties or problems in the front end.

with the old crossover, providing asimple
impedance-equalizing network is added to
the high-pass filter section. This network

Be forewarned.
The MB tweeters are not cheap—around

consists of a0.56uF cap in series with a

Speakers in San Francisco. As Isee it, the

7-ohm (5 watt) resistor, and is soldered

Dahlia is now complete. Some readers have
inquired about asubwoofer, and the answer

directly across the tweeter input lugs (see
fig.2).
Ihave dubbed the end result the Dahlia
Debra, borrowing my daughter Dahlia's

$50/pair —and are

available

from Just

is no. Iwould much rather conceive athreeway design with deep bass response, and I
can tell you that such adesign is in the works.

middle name to denote the upgrade. This

One final note. You may have seen adver-

seems more elegant than such mundane

tisements for Dahlia kits from several sourc-

designations as "Mark II". The new tweeter

es. Just Speakers even offers fully assembled

dramatically improves the treble quality,

Dahlias. You should know that neither Inor
Stereophile has in any way licensed or en-

with faster and cleaner transients. There's
more focus and detail above 3kHz than

dorsed commercial production of the

before. By comparison, the old Dahlia is

Dahlia, so that Icannot vouch for any of the

smeared and veiled-sounding through the

commercial products. There is nothing

upper octaves. Sibilants, for example, are

wrong, however, with using the design for

reproduced oh-so-naturally, without gratui-

commercial gain. Ithink it's agood design
and it is in the public domain. As always,

tous spit or splash. Despite the clear superiority of the titanium dome, however, it may
be an unwelcome guest in some situations.

CONTRAeBRSS
is adefinitive woofer
system designed individually
for planar and cone
loudspeakers.

your comments are welcome (care of
Stereopbile).

KEYeBOARD
is now available for
AR-ES-1 as well as
SOTA and Linn
LP 12.

BELeCRNTO
is afundamentally
new transducer which
will debut in prototype at CES.

HALL
OCOCAN °

is aflexible bass contour
device to compensate
room and speaker
acoustics.
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PURE GOLD
Alvin Gold

It would appear that amajor revolution in
cabling has taken place in the UK: rather than
use multi-stranded, high-current cables for
amplifier/speaker connection, UK audiophiles have substituted single- or solid-core
cables, of asmall enough gauge that it might
seem that the speaker would have ahard time
sucking enough current from the amplifier.
Similarly with interconnects: James Michael

tromotive damping via the cable to the
loudspeaker drive-unit. But, says DNM, this
shouldn't really be the job of the cable;
rather, it should be sorted out by drive-unit
and speaker design. Rather than using an
aspect of the cable's properties to stop a
drive-unit from overshooting, the real concern should be to drive it, amuch more fundamental requirement that stranded cables

Hughes, aleading writer for Hi -Fi Answers

don't appear to meet. And does solid-core

magazine,

Morecroft, of DNM, have led a movement

have too high aloop impedance? A typical
run of DNM Cable lies typically between 0.7

toward using as thin asingle-core cable as

and 1.0 ohm; this appears high by modern

possible. Use of solid-core rather than conventional stranded cables in hi-fi systems in-

cant factor with speakers having impedances

and amplifier designer Denis

standards, yet it is practically never asignifi-

volves such a fundamental rethink of how

in the 8-ohm region. In addition, many US

systems work and how components interact

loudspeakers can be biwired, which helps
reduce current densities in individual con-

that I've held off discussing the subject in any
detail until now.
There is only one brand of essentially uncompromised solid-core cable at present in
existence, and I've spent the last couple of

ductors. (For example, I've been using the
0.25mm 2 interconnect for HF wiring on
Apogee Duettas—which are lower in impedance than most—with some success).

components as they have come and gone)

(As an aside, amore effective way of controlling the drive-unit motion and preventing

thus equipped. The cable is made by DNM of

overshoot would be to use remote sensing,

months with my system (plus various test

preamplifier fame,' and is available for inter-

an idea allowed for in the design of DNM

connect (0.25nun 2)and loudspeaker (0.5'1= 2)
use, both consisting of single conductors

speaker cable, which has apresently unused

separated by a web of insulation. It costs

central conductor. In this manner, the cable

about £2 ($3) per meter.

is effectively included in the amplifier's
negative feedback loop, as with the Kenwood

I've already alluded—briefly—to solidcore cable anumber of times in the past, but

bass amplifier, and its impedance is compen-

only now do Ifeel confident (or foolish)
enough to start making assertions about a
subject that turns cherished ideas on their

KA -I000 amplifier of 1981 or the Infinity RS1B
sated for.)
The key idea underlying solid-core cable is

heads—ideas that so far have been held as

to constrain the behavior of the electric current as far as possible. What happens when

almost axiomatic. When you really start to ex-

you allow that current too much freedom of

amine the subject, it's hard to avoid the conclusion that we don't even know what we
want cable to do, and so historically we have

gaps and smooths out the peaks. This, of

gone astray at the first step: cables have been
built to do the wrong things.

movement? According to DNM, it fills in the
course, begs the question of exactly what we
mean by an electric current. One model of
electric current flow has electrons weaving

Take the case of loudspeaker cable. It's

through the conductors, setting up electric

usual to think in terms of low loop-impedance so that the amplifier can apply elec-

and magnetic fields around them. Another

1DNM does not at present have US distribution. Those interested in experimenting with DNM's solid-core cable can
contact DNM at 15 Highland Avenue, Brentwood, Essex,
England. Tel 011 44 277-225865.
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model postulates that the electric fields
themselves are the prime power-transferring
force, and the electrons move as aresult of
those fields batting down the outside of the
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cable at pretty well the speed of light (ie,

squashed out of existence. (Incidentally, this

many orders of magnitude faster than the ac-

is amajor reason why companies like DG can
claim not to use compression when recor-

tual electron flow through the conductor).
In practice, says DNM, it appears that the

ding orchestral music while turning out stuff

teractions, and as aresult of electric field ef-

that is plainly very seriously compressed.)
This analogy is at least reasonably valid when
transferred to aconsideration of the smearing

fects. Field effects at audio frequencies in
conductors have been very fully explained by

effects of stranded cables.
If the proponents of solid-core cable are

effects that underlie the way solid-core cable
works occur both as aresult of magnetic inter-

Dr. Malcolm Hawksford of Essex University

shooting in the right direction, which I

(in aseries published in Hi-Fi News & Record
Review), and involve such considerations as
skin depth vs frequency, and the effects of

grown up around audiophile cables will inevitably disappear in a puff of smoke. But

this phenomenon on propagation velocity. In

we're still left to deal with the accumulated

addition, there are interactions between the
magnetic field and the separate pieces of

evidence of agood many people's ears (mine

metal in the cable strands, whether individually insulated or not. The kind of clarity re-

the testimony of audiophiles over the last

quired to create an absolutely convincing
stereo image in all its splendor probably involves quite alot of information in the microvolt region. DNM's contention is that alarge
proportion of that information is obscured
by conventional, multistrand cables.
There is an interesting analogy to DNM's
electromagnetic model of cable conduction

believe to be the case, the mystique that has

included, before my eyes were opened), and
decade or so, that support astranded-cable
world-view that Inow claim is equivalent to
believing white to be black. What are we to
make of this? Has everyone who has heard
the differences between cables and opted for
"audiophile" models been mistaken? Deaf?
Suggestible? Or is there some more palatable
explanation?
The answer to the last question is yes. The

in the behavior of a multiple microphone
setup, which, remember, is the standard way

trouble with stranded cables is that their ef-

of working in all kinds of recording and

damentally wrong, and what they do to the

broadcast situations. Imagine a number of

sound is fundamentally wrong, all the normal
corrective measures taken to date merely ex-

musical instruments strung out in aline, each
with its own associated microphone and gain
channel, feeding atape recorder where the

fects are insidious. Because they're fun-

acerbate the problems. Stranded cables smear
the sound and make it edgy, adding aglare in

signals are summed together, either straight

the treble. The solution to this has been

away or at asubsequent remix stage. Not only
does each microphone pick up the sound of

universally perceived to make the cables

its own instrument, it also picks up the sounds
of all the other instruments, at reduced level

thicker, heavier, and more complex. Unfortunately, the sound then becomes more
grainy and edgy. At the same time, stranded

and delayed in time. Now think of the final

cables also add atouch of gloss and punch to

recording, which will be an amalgam of the

the sound, perhaps because of that initially

sound of each closely miked instrument
upon which will be superimposed as many
low-level pictures of all the other instruments
as there are microphones, each delayed in
time by adifferent amount.
Usually when considering multi-mike vs
one-point microphone techniques, the factors considered are soundstaging, the propor-

impressive-sounding glare, and partly because they couple the amplifier so tightly to
the loudspeaker. The important point is that
stranded cables both encourage bad listening
habits—ones which stress essentially synthetic hi-fi virtues rather than the simpler and
more directly communicative musical qualities we all claim to want—and indoctrinate

tion of direct-to-reverberant sound, and so

listeners into believing that this "hi-fi" sound

on. But consider the effects on dynamics of
this multi-mike setup, where every gap is filled by amyriad echoes, and where both the

quality is all there is.
By contrast, solid-core cable has the simple effect of allowing the system in which it

subtle information and the dynamics get

is used to resolve much greater amounts of
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perfectionists.
©Lawrence Stereo 1987
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information with much less smear Loud events

handling, etc. In other words, they should be

seem louder, quiet ones become more ar-

as thin as you can get away with.

ticulate. The expressiveness of music-making
benefits no end, while soundstaging can be
an order of magnitude more explicit (it varies
with the system).
I've found solid-core cables entirely consistent in their effects from system to system,
and anumber of visitors have testified to the
effects outlined. Some of the effects are even
simpler and more directly felt than those

•

4. When dealing with a large cross-

sectional single wire equivalent to agiven
stranded cable, the excess metal creates conditions suitable for random current circulation. Very much the same kind of effects happen with absolutely brand new, hot-off-thepress, standard cable in which no oxidation
has occurred.

outlined above. A solid-core wired system is

• 5. The cable gauges needed to cope with

quite simply easier on the ear and more relax-

the current levels drawn by loudspeakers are
usually vastly overestimated. To avoid signifi-

ing to listen to.
Iwould guess that the story Ihave outlined
will tread on agreat many corns; important
vested interests are attacked by implication or
more directly. , The case to be made for solid-

cant nonlinearities due to heating effects, a
single conductor of 0.5mm , cross-sectional
copper cable in 5m lengths is sufficient for
virtually all domestic amplifiers and loud-

core cable undermines the entire up-market

speakers. Adding asafety margin by increas-

cable industry, and exposes the use of strand-

ing the cross-sectional area merely worsens

ed cable as a dangerous blind alley. Iwill

the suitability of the cable for the 99% of the

outline the more startling considerations and
consequences:

time that such current peaks are not happening.

• I. The physical construction of conductors and active circuit elements must be considered in relation to each other. For example

• 6. The spacing between conductors is
crucial, but even more important is the uniformity of that spacing. The optimum configuration is a ribbon type with uniformly

cross-sectional areas should stay as constant
as possible when going from "passive" cable

spaced conductors.

to "active" components. For example, it is
preferable to use resistors with small cross-

ductors are not suitable compromises for
those who want to combine the advantages

sectional areas, all other things being equal.
It is no longer sufficient to compartmentalize

of solid-core with those of thick, multi-stran-

the individual components in the system; in

compatible.

reality, a"passive" cable is every bit as active
as again block, an equalizer stage, or atransducer. The division between active and passive is more blurred than is often admitted.

• 7. Multiple, independently insulated, con-

ded cables. The two philosophies are not

• 8. Exotic dielectric and conductor materials, although arguably advantageous, are
secondary in importance to the fundamental
physical principles embodied in the solid-core

• 2. For similar reasons, it is advisable to

concept. That is, the fact that acable is thin

reduce the inevitable tendency of electric
currents to do their own thing. Eddy currents
on the plates of capacitors, for example,

will outweigh whether it has PTFE insulation,

should be avoided as far as possible, an idea

uses linear-crystal conductors, or ones made
from oxygen-free lark's vomit. As solid-core
cable behaves more nearly ideally, the need

that gave rise to the idea of slitting the foils in

for exotic cable construction to deal with

capacitors, another innovation that has sprung

such effects is almost entirely eliminated.

from DNM.
• 3. All interconnects and speaker cables
should be as thin, as small agauge, as possible, consistent with the demands of power
2Early copies of Alvins description of the benefits of solidcore cable vis-a-vis conventional "audiophile cable were
sent to leading cable tranufacnuers; we will publish their comments in Von() No.5 of Stereopbile.
— JA
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One of the consequences of multi-stranding
a cable, regardless of whether or not the
strands are insulated, is now thought to be
the introduction of spurious low-level, highfrequency garbage. By implication, there will
be interactions with the insulator and with
the crystalline structure of the conductor at
such frequencies.
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Consider the simple case of a3kHz steady-

phono sockets on the back of the turntable

state signal, which implies that the magnetic-

and the pmamp. My CD players are also being
run with solid-core cables. Note that none of

and electric-field effects are building and collapsing around the conductor strands 3000

the solid-core cables are screened, which in

signal propagating down acable with 1000

some systems can mean extra susceptibility to
hum and RF pickup. In my situation this wasn't

strands will be producing low-level noise

aproblem except when Iused alighting dim-

signals at afrequency around 1000 x3000 =
3MHz. This is aballpark figure; the full equa-

on/off switch.

times a second. Roughly speaking, such a

mer switch, soon to be replaced by asimple

tion takes into account other factors, such as

What's been written here has been in the

the physical dimensions of all the strand posi-

spirit of achallenge, one that is easy for ex-

tions relative to the strands primarily involved
in carrying the signal.
• 9. Solid-core cables address adynamic

perimenters to take up for themselves. Iwould

distortion problem typical of multistrand
cables, the magnitude of which is far worse

got interested in the technicalities only after
Ibecame thoroughly convinced that it worked

when the signal is going through its maximum

and found that there was nothing in conventional cable theory that would explain why. I

rate of change, je, transient signals.
For your information, I've been using solid-

like to stress again that Icame to solid-core
cable through the practical, hands-on side, and

do not believe it is any kind of exaggeration

core mains wiring between my preamp (the

to suggest that solid-core cable is the biggest

latest series DNM) and power amp (Krell

advance in audio reproduction since the

KSA-50). Ihave not yet been able to rewire my

realization that turntables sounded different.

Roksan/Rega/Koetsu Rosewood Signature,
but Idid spend afortnight with asample of the

Idon't kid myself that this won't be even more
difficult to accept emotionally, but to accept
the superiority of solid-core cable, you need

Eminent lèchnology 2tonearm, where Iwas
able to run solid-core cable between the

only to be able to hear.
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Krell KRS2 preamplifier
Two-chassis preamplifier (with psu transformers in third box). Frequency range: DC-1.5MHz.
Maximum output: 15V. Dimensions: 19" W x12" D x2.25" H (preamp and psu), 3.5" W x13"
D x2" H (transformers). Price: $4500. Manufacturer: Krell Industries, 20 Higgins Drive, Milford,
CT 06460. Tel: (203) 874-3139.
One of the most striking aspects of high-end

Passive vs. Active

audio is that you can never take any compo-

My experience with the newer CD players

nent for granted. Most of the radical change

and an experimental DAT unit has led me to

in audio at present takes place in new front-

regard a"passive versus active" preamp test

end and speaker technologies, but other
components are changing as well—and with
at least as much impact in making recorded
music seem believable.

as increasingly important. It has now become
clearer that the high-level stages of even the
most expensive tube and transistor preamps
introduce significant changes in sound char-

The Krell KRS-2 preamplifier is acase in

acter. There is no question that, even when

point. Ihave now spent several months comparing it with every other unit I've been able

these changes are euphonic, they come at an
audible cost.

to find. The end result is that this Krell has
emerged as the equal of the Audio Research

Ishould emphasize that Iam not arguing
that apassive preamp costing several hundred

SP-11 in defining the state of the preamplifier

dollars is aproper substitute for an active pre-

art. Equally importantly, it is the only active

amp costing several thousand. Quite aside

preamp Ihave yet heard which meets the

from the issue of giving up aphono stage and
the need to buffer tape recorders, Ihave never

challenge posed by the new generation of
passive preamplifiers.
When the output of the Krell KRS-2's high-

yet been able to hook up apassive preamp in
away that did not slightly affect dynamics or

gain stages are compared with the output of

upper octave response. My experience with

apurely passive preamp like the Mod Squad's

CD players and open-reel tape units with

Line Drive (reviewed in Vol. 10 No.3), it pro-

variable volume controls has shown that the

duces avirtually identical degree of transparency. No other active preamp that Ihave yet

passive components and wiring/circuit board

been able to find has met this test to the same

in apassive preamp are audible Further, it has
shown that audiophiles who care about flat

degree. While this may not be the result of a

extension from about lkHz up, or who want

radical change in technology, it does seem to
be an important advance.

the full dynamics of music from the lowest to
the loudest passages, are not going to get a
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"free lunch" by giving up the high-gain stage

reduced as gain stages and features were re-

in an active preamp. Good as the latest passive
units can be, the gain, buffering, and impedance matching of active units have important

moved, but never fully disappeared.
• Conrad Johnson Premier Three: There was
aslight veiling, warmth, and added depth and

payoffs in allowing music to have the effort-

focus of the soundstage around the center of

less energy present in any live performance.
However, if you use atop-quality passive
unit like the Mod Squad Line Drive with very
short, low-capacitance cables, you can come
very close to the sound of acheap straight
wire without gain. Certainly you can get a

the stage. Music was sweetened, with asoftening of upper octave energy.
• Krell PAM-3: Music sounded slightly compressed, with aloss of dynamic contrast. The
soundstage was slightly narrowed, with re-

neutral device with colorations tending more

duced height. There was more apparent depth,
but not all the information necessary to make

to be subtractive than additive.

that depth believable was present.

Listening Tests

could be detected, and there was aslight loss
of dynamic energy, particularly in the lowest-

• Meitner PA-6: A slight but audible veiling
1have been conducting such comparisons
with top-quality preamps ever since Ireceived
samples of the PS Audio 4.5 and Mod Squad

level passages.
• Onkyo P-308: This high-end Japanese pre-

Line Drive preamps; the results make an im-

amplifier featured adistinct hardening of the

portant preface to my review of the Krell
KRS -2.
Ishould stress in introducing them that: a)

upper five octaves, limited veiling, and an

these comparisons always involved asingle

etched,

two-dimensional quality to the

soundstage.
• PS Audio 4.5: A slight veiling and harden-

sample of an active preamp; b) some of the

ing was noted with the high-level gain stage

preamps used were borrowed from other

switched in. The soundstage was artificially
widened, and some noise was introduced at

audiophiles and were not necessarily typical
of the latest production of agiven model; and

very low listening levels. The Mod Squad Line

c) many differences were so minor that they

Drive sounded slightly cleaner than the 4.5

would only emerge after prolonged listening.
Nevertheless, Iwas able to make the follow-

used in passive mode.
• Tandberg TCA 3018A: There was aslight

ing differentiations:

apparent emphasis of the upper octaves from

• Audio Research SP-10: The sound was
slightly warmer, with aminor exaggeration of

itant slight loss of depth and atendency to

imaging which seems to come from acolora-

etch or exaggerate the main musical signal at

tion which "expands" the dynamic contrasts

the cost of aslight loss of subtle harmonics.
Imust repeat that Iwas comparing some of

of instruments with astrong separate signal.

about 1500-2000Hz upward, with aconcom-

Upper midrange and treble were slightly sweet-

the best preamplifiers. The results of active vs

ened at the expense of detail. Bass was rich
and powerful, but there was adefinite loss of

passive listening tests with many other products ranged from annoying to unpleasant. At

detail in organ voices; the lower strings had
added power at the cost of some loss of information.
• Audio Research SP-11: The SP-11 remains
one of the best sounding preamps ever built,
but it had two minor forms of coloration. The
first was in the bass. It lacked the ability to
resolve complex organ voices fully or the difference between the organ and the lower register of the cello. The second was aminor
presence peak; this gives the SP-11 its unique
detail and apparent transparency, but slightly
overshadows the natural warmth of the midrange and upper bass. These colorations were
Stereophile

the absolute nadir of sound quality, acomparison of the Mod Squad Line Drive with the
preamp stages of the Pioneer VS-X5000 receiver showed that the Pioneer veiled the
sound to the point where it sounded like it
was introducing aseries of filters, the designer adding new layers of compensation for
each previous mistake.
At the mid-ri level, most units forced me to
drag the word "transparency" out of the closet of overworked audio terms. The fact is that
most mid -fi units remove enough musical
data to blur many of the sonic differences
focused on by this magazine
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Even some borrowed high-end units
sounded colored enough to make me omit

position abit to the rear. 2 Ihave not heard the
latest Cellos or Levinsons, but was continu-

them from the above list, pending confirma-

ously surprised by the fact that, in test after test

tion that Iwas listening to aunit up to the

on different kinds of music, the Krell proved

manufacturer's specification. It was all too

to be neutral relative to apassive preamp, even

clear that specmanship and price were no

when Iinitially preferred the sound of another
unit or thought it would be more neutral.
These judgments about the KRS-2 were
echoed by anumber of other listeners. Ihad

basis to predict the degree of veiling or coloration that would emerge from prolonged listening to awide range of music, even when
careful attention was paid to interconnects,
exact level matching, and impedance.'

Enter the KRS -2

more than adozen manufacturer and audio industry visits during the time Iwas running
these comparisons, and Iused them to get a
broader set of impressions. In each case—and

This brings me to the Krell ICRS-2. Iwould

without any suggestion from me and in blind

praise its sound under any conditions, but

listening tests using avariety of front ends,

what fascinated me about it was the extent to

amplifiers, and speakers—other listeners pre-

which it passed the active vs passive preamp
test. Whether or not other reviewers get the

ferred the clarity or transparency of the Krell

same results from this test, Isuspect that pass-

active preamps Ihad on hand.

ing the "active vs passive" test will soon be a
critical measure of the state of the art in every

Ishould hasten to note, however, that other
listeners did not necessarily prefer their overall sound. Several felt, for example, that the
Audio Research SP-11, for example, had slight-

preamp, and that most designers are soon going
to have to refocus their effort in this area. In
fact, Iwill be surprised if there is asingle top
quality preamp on the market that will not
have changed six months from now as more
and more designers pay closer attention to
the neutrality of the high-gain stages in their
units.
Accordingly, Iwas more than alittle impressed by the fact that the only areas where

ICRS-2 or Mod Squad Line Drive over the other

ly more believable musical dynamics. Iwould
also agree that the SP-11 is characterized by a
more forward apparent listening position that
often suits the miking distance from the performance better than the Krell.
Other top-ranking preamps had similar
areas of merit, and, since the test of ahigh.

Icould catch the sound of the KRS-2 out were

end system is not technical accuracy but musical believability, various listeners tended to

aslight narrowing of the soundstage and are-

prefer the overall balance of other preampli-

sulting tendency to move the apparent listening

fiers because they felt such units offered more
overall musical believability.

ILet me caution you strongly against trying this test at a
dealer, unless it is atop-quality dealer with measuring instruments and alot of time and patience. Remember that
both the active preamp and any passive preamp you use as
areference will have some sonic colorations, as will any A/B
device. Each will interact differently with different signal
sources and amplifiers. A passive preamp is not necessarily
correct, merely less colored in some areas, and often at the
expense of more coloration in others.
The levels used must be adequate to drive the power
amplifier without gain problems in the passive preamp, and
must be matched carefully using the actual musical signal
source at some predictable point in the music and at the
amplifier output to the speaker. Nominal matching at the
power amplifier input using atest-tone like pink or white
noise did not prove to compensate for the finer differences
in impedance, level, and dynamics, and even using test gear
to match levels at the amplifier output was often problematic,
given the very different ways in which any two units handle
musical dynamics. Careful use of interconnects is critical.
Many good high capacitance interconnects or phase-corrected interconnects are not suitable for such tests, and it takes
alot of listening with awide range of music, and sufficient
practical experience, not to be taken in by some wiring error
Even then, the main audible result of an active versus passive
test will often be to determine veiling or loss of detail—not
overall performance.
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Nevertheless, virtually all of those subjected
to my listening tests agreed that the Krell
KRS -2 revealed the core of the music with a
freedom from veiling and coloration that no
other active preamp quite matched. Even
when the KRS-2 initially seemed to lack the
detail or dynamics of other preamps, it was interesting to go back into the music and listen
again to the details.
Ihave several solo violin recordings, master
tapes of amateur performances, for example,
which give agood picture of how complex the
sound of aviolin can really be. The Krell 1CRS-2
showed—more than any other preamp—that
2One note of caution. The first Krell KRS- 2Ireceived did
not have its specified gain in the high-level stages due to a
wiring error in the initial samples. My comments are based
on asample from the first full production run.
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even the best CD players and recordings still

Dan D'Agostino's assault on the real-world

do something to the sound of solo string instruments, tending to "simplify" their har-

preamplifier market, but with many features
in common with the cost-no-object KRS- IA.
For example, the KRS-2, like the KRS-1A, is

monic structure. While many CDs are now
very musical, the KRS-2 showed that they still
miss something very important. It helped re-

direct-coupled throughout. It does not have

veal that CDs still tend to make every violin

best-sounding capacitors—it simply elimi-

sound like amodern violin, or one tuned to
emphasize loudness and dynamics rather than

nates them. The sound goes directly from the

harmonic richness.

to rely on the designer finding the world's

moving-coil cartridge input jacks to the output jacks without passing through asingle

The Krell KRS-2 also extracted more music
from the noise floor of the tape than any other

capacitor in the signal path.

preamp. I'm not sure how to put this particular
sound characteristic into words, but anyone
who listens to chamber music is probably

this may explain agreat deal of the KRS-2's

more interested in the reproduction of soft

You also get one hell of apower supply, and
transparency. The four 350VA transformers
are housed in aseparate unit and feed the psu
box proper, which contains eight tracking reg-

passages and fine detail than in the louder passages. Purity in this aspect of musical sound

ulators and 200,000uF of decoupling capaci-

consists of the ability to "reduce" any interference with the musical richness to the point
where even the most subtle changes in the re-

complete power supply outweighs most re-

corded signal do not have to compete with the
noise or distortion of electronics. The Krell

tance The end result is that the Krell preamp's
ceivers and at least some high-end power
amplifiers. Even so, the preamplifier chassis
has another eight discrete tracking regulators
and 20,000uF more capacitance.

KRS-2 competes less with the music than any
other preamplifier Ihave yet heard. Ialso was

The styling and construction of the KRS-2
is classic Krell—a Rolls-Royce standard of fin-

impressed with the phono stage of the Krell
KFtS -2. Overall, it was quiet and neutral to a
point where no other preamplifier Iknow of

ish and quality of manufacture that ensures

could rival it. The Audio Research SP-11 competes when used with medium- to high-out-

the unit is likely to outlive several generations
of owners. As for features, there are inputs and
outputs for even the most complex system,
the usual controls for balance and volume,
and separate controls for the main and tape

put moving-coils, but the Krell can take any
moving-coil and offer almost absolute silence
without any problems in terms of dynamics.

outputs. The volume control is atop-quality,
United Technologies dual instrument control.

This initially may make the Krell seem to
lack sonic excitement or "color," but what it

coil stage, driving aFET/bipolar moving-mag-

really lacks is coloration. Again, the ICRS-2 lets
an amazing amount of fine musical detail pass

The phono front end is an all-FET movingnet/RIAA stage. The RIAA compensation is adjusted for maximum error no greater than 0.1dB.

through all its gain stages, and does so in proper balance. There is no euphonic coloring, irri-

There are internal dip-switches to select either

tating etching, or exaggeration of the sound-

and aseparate set of dip-switches for selecting

stage, and no trace of upper-range hardness or

the moving-coil load. Only the Audio Research

softness. A tube lover who wants both the
sweetness of tubes and flat, accurate timbre

SP-11 offers greater convenience in changing
loads, but it offers only about one-third as

coupled with outstanding performance at the
frequency extremes will have no trouble with

unscrewed, you can make virtually instanta-

the phono stages on this unit.

moving-coil or moving-magnet operation,

many settings. If you leave the KRS-2 top panel
neous adjustments to loading, ensuring the
proper match with agiven cartridge to ade-

Technical Details
Krell's flagship preamplifier is the dual monaural, four-chassis KFtS- IA, available in conventional unbalanced form for $8250, or

gree Ihave seen rivaled only by the Klyne preamps. The high-level circuitry consists of allFET gain stages, running in class-A, with FET
outputs; the output impedance is amere 6

completely balanced for $10,000. At $4500,

ohms. As with all Krell designs, all the stages

the two-chassis KRS-2 represents designer

feature complementary symmetry.

Stereophile
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In common with the other Krell preamplifiers, the KRS-2 features phase compensation
for CD players. The CD input circuitry in-

auditioned by anyone looking either for the
very best or for aprofessional reference.
If there is anything at all that may present

cludes internal dip-switch settings to com-

problems for some audiophiles, it is likely to

pensate for the phase error introduced by a

be the KRS-2's lack of the more forward, or

CD player's reconstruction filters. Krell recommends different settings for different players, based on adiagnostic disc and computer
modeling of the correct filter response. These
settings do make an audible difference. They
do not restore the fine musical detail missing

"dynamic," sound typical of most top-quality
preamps. Ihave to confess that Iam used to
amore forward, dynamic sound myself, and
find it hard to stop listening to the Audio Research SP- II for this reason. At the same time,
however, Ihave to state that when Icompare

in CD reproduction, but do make the sound

the KRS-2 with the sound of adirect CD or

richer, cleaning up some of the harmonics
that are there and adding atrace of depth.
Given the volatile state of the CD/DAT market,

tape deck to power amplifier hookup, the

it may be better to have this feature in your

sound of the Krell is more representative of
what Ihear than the forward sound of competing preamps.

preamp than to spring for something similar
in an expensive CD player.

In summary, therefore, Ifeel the Krell KRS2to be as seminal apreamplifier design as the
Audio Research SP- II —the two finest units I

Summing Up
1have nothing more to add about bass, treble,
midrange, soundstage, dynamics, and all the
rest. The Krell KRS-2 is aunit where you have
to struggle to find something to criticize: it is
asuperb performer in every area. It is one of
the three or four preamplifiers that should be

have yet heard. Where the SP-11 revealed a
new degree of detail, the ICRS-2 reveals anew
degree of neutrality and transparency. It
shows the way toward what Ipredict will be
amajor improvement of high-gain stage performance throughout the industry.

FORTE MODEL 1POWER AMPLIFIER
J. Gordon Holt

Forte power amplifier
Solid-state class-A stereo amplifier. Rated power: 40W/channel into 8ohms, 70W/channel into
4ohms. THD at rated output: 0.1% into 8ohms, 0.2% into 4ohms. Current capability: 30A peak.
Input impedance: 47k ohms. Dimensions: 18.75" W x 11.25" D x 6.25" H. Price: $950.
Manufacturer: Forte Audio, 1955 Industrial Drive., Auburn, CA 95603 Tel: (916) 888-0609.
Forte is anew company of which Threshold's
Nelson Pass is apart-owner and principal designer. And, harking back toward the well-respected 40W class-A amplifier kit that Nelson
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Pass designed for The Audio Amateur magazine, their first product is, that's right, a40W,
class-A stereo amplifier.
What chance, though, does a$950 dualStereophile

40W amplifier have of selling in the US? What's
its market position, as they say? Rather indefinite, Imust answer. Let's face it, 40 watts is very

sponse out to 100kHz! The amplifier never

low by today's standards.' We high-enders

played through it.

have been beating the drum for years about

The Forte 1throws agreat soundstage —
wide and deep, with tight, stable imaging and

higher amplifier power, arguing that it does a

almost totally absent. So much for flat remanaged to instill life into any recording

lot more for the sound than just enable you to
listen to the 1812 Overture at 110 dB. Julian

excellent specificity. But that doesn't much

Hirsch would publish achart showing how

accuracy, the amplifier is surpassed by those

matter much to me when, in terms of tonal

much amplifier you "need," and we would

in its price class that we have tested during

scream "No, no, you need more if you de-

the past year or so: the NAD 2600 and the
Onkyo M-508, for example. Only at the low

mand deep, tightly controlled bass at all listening levels!" Thus, the measure of our effectiveness in getting The Word out to the Great

end was it marginally superior to those models in extension, detail, and control. Yet both

Unwashed will be inversely reflected by

of those are rated at 200W or more. How

domestic sales of the Forte I. Sorry about that,

come the Forte had better bass?

Forte.

It would seem that, all these years, it may
not after all have been the higher power capa-

The Forte l's main distinction in its power
class is its unusually high rated-current capa-

bility of those beefy amplifiers that gave them

bility: 30A. The outputs are complementary/

their superior LF quality. It may simply have

symmetrical, the amp is class-A from inputs

been their higher current capability into very

to outputs, and the design "places simplicity
of gain path foremost." The power transformer (the manual pluralizes the word, but there

low-impedance loads. (Remember that all in-

is only one) is a4.5 •diameter toroid (dough-

low frequencies, eventually dropping to near

nut-shaped) with heavy shielding on both

their DC resistance. It isn't just afew mean

ductors, whether voice-coils or electrostatic
step-up transformers, lose impedance at very

sides, and there's an impressive 44,000uF of

ribbon speakers that are "difficult" loads.) In

capacitor storage for each channel. The input
rectifiers are rated at 35A continuous.
The Forte 1got the usual four-day prelimi-

theory, what goes on at 5Hz should have no
effect on the sound when there's no signal
below 20Hz, but this may just be another

nary charge-up before it was auditioned.

case where theory does not quite explain

However, this didn't seem to help much, as

observation.

the amp was rather adisappointment. Yes,

Is there another amp in this price class that

the sound is beautifully clean and detailed,

can equal the Forte rs LF performance? No.

even up to impressively high listening levels
(through my inefficient speakers), and Yes, it

But at 30% greater cost, the 140W, 11295,
Electron Kinetics Eagle 2A seems to go deep-

has remarkably deep and controlled low end.

er; it also has more punch and control at the

But it has adefinite character, which is best
described as "dark." The midrange is notice-

bottom, plus amore "alive" midrange and a

ably recessed, the upper highs are soft, and
extreme highs are so closed in they sound

abit more open and detailed.

IThough Ihave been quite happy driving Celestion SL600s
with the SOW/channel Krell ICSA-50.
—JA

high end that is, if not nearly as "sweet," quite
Despite its excellent soundstaging and good
low-bass reproduction, Icannot recommend
the Forte 1as it now stands.

ONKYO GRAND INTEGRA M-508
POWER AMPLIFIER
J. Gordon Holt
Dual-mono, single-chassis, class-AB power amplifier. Rated power: 200W into 8ohms. Power
bandwidth: 20Hz-20kHz. THD at rated output: 0.003%. Dimensions: 18.25" (with wood end
Stereophile
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Onkyo power amplifier
panels) by 7.25" H by 17" D. Weight: 55 lbs. Price: $1150. Manufacturer: Onkyo USA Corp., 200
Williams Dr., Ramsey, NJ 07446. Tel: (201) 825-7950.
"Grand Integra" is the name Onkyo has given

appearance The meters are described as "highspeed" types, and are optimistically calibrat-

to its line of perfectionist-oriented audio products, and the M-508 is the cheaper of Onkyo's
two Grand Integra power amplifiers. (The flag-

ed up to 500W and +4dB—the latter relative
to a200W OdB level.

ship model is the S4200 M-510, reviewed by
W in Vol.8 No.8, featuring "high current capa-

The amp has two sets of inputs, marked
Direct and Variable, the latter feeding through

bility," and rated at 300W continuous per
channel.)

apair of small input-level knobs on the front.

The rather bulky, but surprisingly light-

meter sensitivity, or turn the meters on and
off. In the +10 position, meter sensitivity is

weight (for its size and power) M-508 is atrue

Four pushbuttons select Normal or +10dB

dual-mono design, consisting essentially of

increased 10 times, so you can still get mean-

two completely separate amplifiers on asingle

ingful readings at reduced volume levels.

chassis. That it is not designed for outstanding-

Another switch selects the Direct or Variable
inputs, and can be used to select either of two

ly high current capability is evident both from
the modest size of its power transformer and

sets of permanent input connections. This

the gauge of its AC cord. The M-508, however,

means that, for instance, you could leave your

does feature Onlcyo's "Real-Phase" power sup-

CD player plugged into the power amp, and

ply, where aseries transformer between the
rectifier bridge and the reservoir capacitors
couples the positive charging currents to the
negative, improving the rejection of commonmode power-supply noise. Incidentally, the
0.003% distortion rating at "rated output" is
questionable. "Rated output" is supposed to
be that point where an amp starts to go into
overload; 0.003% is obviously nowhere near
overload. Either the THD figure is too low, or
the amp overloads above 200W.
The M-508 is an impressive-looking piece

select it with the push of a button, using
either its own or the M-508's level controls
for volume adjustment.
There are also two sets of loudspeaker connections, and two more front-panel buttons
select either or both sets of speakers. One
depressed speaker button does not, however,
automatically pop out if you press the other,
which means it is easy to shut off both speakers at once. As there is no headphone output
on the amp, Icannot see the advantage of being
able to kill both sets of speakers, but 1can see

of hardware, with good, clean metalwork fin-

it causing some consternation when auser

ished in flat black on all sides, and two un-

accidentally punches the one button that is
already on, and is suddenly faced with aDead

usually large (6" wide), black front-panel
meters. Their calibrations and indicator nee-

System. (Even the meters are deactivated

dles are edge-lit in what might be described

when both speakers are Off.)

as rain-forest green, making for quite asexy
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Although the power-supply rails are inter-
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nally fused, there is no loudspeaker overload

It did not have the legendary Japanese top

fusing; fast-acting, long-holding relays in the
speaker output lines are claimed by Onkyo to

end. In fact, its extreme top sounded more
like that of an excellent tube amplifier: rather

provide all the speaker protection necessary.

soft and sweet, with aremarkable degree of

They're probably right with regard to woofer

musical euphony. The only thing about the

overload, but 1do not believe any relay is capable of responding fast enough to protect a
typical tweeter from ahard clipping overload.,
A tweeter with plenty of thermal inertia (as
from ferrofluid damping) would probably be
OK, but something like aribbon could vaporize before the relay opened up. The saving
grace here is that the amplifier has enough
power and headroom (claimed to be 265W
for up to 200ms) that HF overload due to clipping—the usual cause of tweeter destruction—is unlikely.

high end that one might fault the M-508 on is
asubtle shortage of openness and delicacy —
aresult, Isuspect, of some audible-band phase
shift due to the amp's 20kHz bandwidth limiting. Most Stereopbile readers know how Ifeel
about high end, though; Iprefer to listen to a
much more closed-in high end than this, than
one that is even the slightest bit edgy or tizzy.
Note, however, that this HF assessment of the
M-508 was as heard through Sound Lab A-3
speakers, which have all the high-end openness and delicacy Ihave come to demand in

Ileft the M-508 on for four days before lis-

reproduced sound but usually hear only from

tening to it, so Iwon't be relating with relish

electrostatics. With most dynamic tweeters
(the JBL and Altec titanium domes notably ex-

this time my usual horror story of how it
sounded right out of the box. This may be
one of the most economical 200W amplifiers

cepted), the M-508 is just as likely to sound
dull at the top as will most tube amplifiers.

to operate. In its quiescent (no-signal) state, it

The middle range from the Onkyo amp was

runs so cool that the top of the unit barely

nearly perfectly neutral—neither close up

feels warm to the touch. Even at sustained sig-

nor distant. It was slightly more up-front than
that of my reference Threshold SA- Is, and
more than slightly less so than most tube

nal levels peaking out at between 200 and
300W (according to its meters), the amplifier
was never more than moderately warm, which

amplifiers, falling about halfway in this regard

should, if nothing else, make for long, trouble-

between the SA-1s and the Audio Research

free performance.

D-250 Servo II. Bass was in excellent balance

Sonically? Well, since Onkyo is aJapanese
company, lam well aware of my responsibility
as apurist snob to report that the M-508 is "a
good buy for the money, but is really quite

with the rest of the audio range and had good
detail, but lacked that last bit of visceral wallop, instant start-stop control, and palpable
solidity of some of the very-high-current

compromised, sonically." After all, it's no

designs (like the Krells and the big Threshold

secret that the Japanese don't know what real

SA-series amps). Ihave not tried the Onkyo

high-end sounds like, preferring instead a

on any of the large full-range ribbon speakers
like the Apogees, but suspect it might not be

harsh, strident top. (It's cultural, of course;
their music's that way.) The proper way to review such an amplifier is patronizing condescension, like the way my Publisher and Man-

the wisest choice for use with them.
Soundstaging was unusually good, with
ambience (and, occasionally, instruments) oc-

aging Editor treat me. ("It's just aJapanese

cupying space beyond the speakers, but front/

amplifier, you know, but Ithink you'll be

back depth was alittle compressed in comparison with the SA- ls, and noticeably com-

amused by its pretensions!" "He does surprisingly well, considering his age.") But Ifear I
must shirk my duty and undermine my own

pressed compared with the top tube amps
(which Isometimes suspect of exaggerating

credibility, for truth demands that Ireport

this characteristic). In one area of soundstag-

that the Onkyo M-508 is a very good

ing, though, the M-508 was equal to the best

amplifier.

amplifiers Ihave heard, regardless of price. I
refer to imaging specificity, where the Onkyo

1When the time comes that audio signals are digital right up
to the loudspeakers, it will be asnap to delay the signal in
the power amp without further degrading the sound, so that
potentially destructive HF overloads can be suppressed
before they even reach the amplifier outputs.
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produced as tight, definite, and stable an image as any.
Although Ihave no way of monitoring peak
89

power levels, Idid get the impression that the

petition? While Iacknowledge the M-508's

M-508 has quite respectable short-term head-

imperfections, Imust add that Ifound the
amplifier more enjoyable to listen to, overall,

room and very graceful overload characteristics. There were times when the front-panel
meters were kicking up to the 400W mark,
yet the sound remained remarkably clean.
(And SPL readings indicated about 4-6dB
higher levels than Iam usually able to get,
cleanly, from my 160W Thresholds.) The
clean bass quality suggested that what Ire-

than any circa-$1000 amplifier Ican remember from the past couple of years. In terms of
overall performance, Iwould put it on apar
with the McIntosh 7270 (reviewed in Vol. 10
No.2), but at a little more than twice the
Onkyo's price, I'm not sure the McIntosh is

ported some issues back as diaphragm-bot-

really "competition." Of the other similarly
priced competitors tested recently, Iwould

toming from the Sound Lab A-3s may in fact

say the $895 NAD 2600 comes closest in per-

have been due to amplifier overload, as there

formance to the Onkyo. Ithink Iwould opt
for the latter, however, despite its slightly
higher price, mainly because of its super-silky

was no such low-end stress from the Onkyo
at spis up to 104dB!
Inner detailing of the M-508 in complex
signals was good, but by no means outstanding, tending toward amoderate amount of

high end and alive-sounding midrange.
At $1150, the Onkyo M-508 is not aworldbeater, but it's avery good amplifier for the

congestion and loss of specificity duringforte

price. Iwondet though: if Onkyo got rid of the

and louder passages. This, interestingly,
seemed more related to signal complexity
alone than to playback level, as it was not miti-

frills—the meters, the extra speaker outputs,
the input level controls and input switch—
could they sell this for $800? If they did,

gated by reducing the listening volume.

would there be any reason to consider buying
anything else? Hmmm.

How, then, would this rank with the corn-

CD 8( THE STATE OF THE ART, PART 2
Martin Colloms reviews CD players from Mission, Nakamichi,
PS Audio, Sony and Technics
In Part One of this survey (Vol. 10 No.3) I

of the machines. Factors such as shock and

looked at adiverse group of players based on

vibration immunity, error correction, and the
like were all investigated. If A/B assessment is

Philips' 14-bit/4x oversampling technology:
the CAL Tempest II, Cambridge Audio CD1,

to be attempted, it is vital to determine abso-

Kinergetics KCD20a, Meridian 207, and
Sonographe SDI. This time, as well as offering

lute output levels, and it is well worth checking any deviations in frequency response

an overall conclusion, Iwill be looking at the

which might affect the auditioning.
The precise bit resolution delivered is at

new Philips technology in the form of Mission's PCM 7000R, the new Japanese technol-

present academic, as we have not yet been

ogy as represented by high-end machines
from Technics, Sony, and Nalcamichi, with a

able to satisfactorily prove that effective reso-

brief glance at an important

14-bit US

rior, in the light of current recorded program

machine omitted from Part One, the PS Audio

quality. Very few players can reach 16-bit at
present, and there is little correlation between sound quality and the actual bit resolu-

CD- IA.

Test Program
The CD players were subjected to aformal sequence of tests. In the lab, arange of tests was
applied to explore the linearity and resolution
90

lutions better than 14.5-bit are audibly supe-

tions displayed by most of the better players.
An engineering examination, however, is still
useful, as it can show just how much care has
gone into both mechanical and electrical design and build.
Stereophile

Mission PCM7000 CD player
The auditioning was carried out on an ab-

project was much delayed, due to Philips'

solute single-presentation basis, with avariety

own problems, and some difficulties were

of material, as well as by more detailed A/B/A

also experienced in early production. These

(not switched or instantaneous) comparisons.

appear to have been ironed out: the PCM

Care was taken to match absolute levels to en-

700OR is now in steady supply, featuring a

sure fair comparisons.
Where possible, the sound of various CDs

performance up to the anticipated standard.
Stereopbile published apreliminary review

was referenced to analog originals using the

by George Graves of the 7000 in Vol. 10 No.2;

most neutral vinyl players, namely the Gold-

readers should consult that issue for afull de-

mund Studio and the most recent Pink Tri-

scription of the machine's features. To recap

angle. Program material included Sheffield

briefly, the main visual feature of the '7000 is

Lab recordings from Dave Grusin and James
Newton Howard, Paul Simon's Graceland,

the large fluorescent display, intended to be
readable from across the listening room, giv-

Vivaldi's Four Seasons on Argo (Marriner/

ing aclear three-color readout of track infor-

ASM), Miles Davis's 714tu, Joe Cocker's Civil-

mation and operating state. In the event, it is

ized Man, and the Ashkenazy/London Rach-

just as well that the remote is convenient and

maninov Symphony 1recording.

that the display is large and clear, since one

Direct analog vs digital comparisons can be
misleading due to differing tonal balances.
The subjective analyst, however, must reach

rapidly ends up using it all the time This is because the machine control panel is poorly
labeled and legended; in fact, many features

beyond this superficial difference and attempt

are identified with low-key molded symbols

to quantify the musical, as well as the emo-

and take some learning, more by position than

tional, content of the sound. Factors such as

by visual clues. Apowerful feature (not shared

stereo focus and depth, transparency, treble
purity, dynamics, and bass definition are key

with the '4000) is the remotely variable output, operating over a0to -63dB volume range

areas of judgment.

in precise ldB steps; indeed, this is the only
output available. In aCD-only system, the

Mission PCM 7000R: $999

700OR may be connected directly to apower

Mission achieved notable success with their
DAD 7000 model, amodified Philips CD104,

amplifier, avoiding the inevitable quality loss

despite acomparatively basic set of features.

in a line preamplifier and the additional
cabling.

Mission has again chosen Philips to source

Technical Details: So extensive is Mission's

their new PCM 700OR and partnering non-

reworking of the Philips chassis that it would

remote PCM 4000, choosing true 16-bit-with-

be unfair to describe the '700OR as a"modifi-

oversampling circuitry on which to base a

cation." Mission has simply designed their

more radical redesign. As it happened, the

own player around the necessary laser and
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digital technology, adding their own analog
board (incorporating digital programmed level

Lab Results: When first powered up, the
7000 was set at aslightly reduced gain setting,

control and supplementary filters) to the main

producing 1.33V at full modulation. Set to full

Philips circuit board. Other modifications in-

gain, about 3dB more level, 2.1V, was available,

clude grounding and decoupling improve-

which may not be sufficient to drive some of

ments on the main board. The Mission board
uses selected integrated circuits in topologies

the larger US power amplifiers to full output.

that resemble those in the well-liked Cyrus

Ideally, the '7000 would best mate an amplifier
with a700mV sensitivity for full output. (Mis-

amplifier range.

sion's own amplifier sections are this sensitive)

The digital circuitry follows the latest Philips
practice, namely dual D/A conversion, 16-bit,
4x-oversampled, with digital filtering. Mission
claims to use selected, higher-grade convert-
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ers in their '7000 model. They also supply all

.
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to Philips' Hasselt factory in Belgium, where

.

.

the player is actually assembled. In addition,

•

their own special parts (such as the unique
fluorescent indicator and special circuit board)

Mission specifies astrengthened construction,
including asteel-plate underpanel. The player
includes adigital output for connection to
future, possibly higher-performance, decoders.
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Fig. 1
The remote gain control proved to be accurate-

Sound Quality: Although late in arriving on

ly balanced and showed excellent tracking.

the market due to production delays at Philips,
when introduced the PCM 7000 demonstrat-

Channel separation was fine, 96.3dB at 20kHz,

ed asubstantial sonic attainment for the price.

for example. Interchannel phase difference
was zero, while the impulse response (fig. 1)

Now, some nine months later, the picture is

confirmed an absolute-phase correct charac-

not quite as cut and dried, owing to the emer-

teristic, with alinear-phase time signature.

gence of other good-sounding players.
Nonetheless, the Mission is afine-sounding
machine. Most people familiar with the excel-

Despite the complex electronics, distortion
at full modulation, OdB, was commendably

lent Cyrus 2integrated amplifier will recog-

low at 0.003% (-89.2dB) for alkHz fundamental, with amarkedly good result at 20kHz (fig.

nize the CD player's similar sonic signature—

2, where the 2nd harmonic lies at -86dB; the

in Mission founder Farad Azima's vocabulary,

-40dB tone at 24k1-!z is the first-order product

it is "fast." The tonal balance verged toward
the "lean," lending an impression of lightness
and speed, but not so much as to err toward
undue "meanness" or hardness. The bass was
well-founded—strong, clean, and articulate—
while the mid was competent. In the treble,
however, this player was not quite so special.
A moderate loss of "space" was apparent, the
effect being heavier-handed than need be. It
would benefit from more delicacy and subtlety
here.

Fig. 2

Soundstaging was impressive, built on a
large scale, and possessing good width as well

between the test tone and the sampling fre-

as decent depth. Focus was generally very
good, while the player held one's attention

quency). The distortion remained at low levels

with afeeling of drama and drive. Iwould

down to the -80dB modulation level, then, as
presently seems characteristic of Philips' 16-

disagree with George Graves, however, in that

bit DIA chips, deteriorated. For example, at

Ifelt the '7000 to be less kind to poorer quality

-60dB, lkHz, the distortion result was fine at

CDs than some other players.

-48dB, but the linearity at -80dlIwas impaired,
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with distortion amodest 21.9dB down. Level

being 100dB compared with the usual 85dB.

errors at -90dB modulation were quite well
balanced between channels, averaging -7.8dB

The frequency response (fig.5) was essentially very flat, but with the upper treble delib-

(le, just over one bit of expansion, a-90dB

erately and gently rolled-off to -1dB at 201cHz.

tone being replayed as -97.8dB). The -90dB

Such top-end sweetening is how Mission cur-

sinewave waveshape (fig.3) was not particularly
exciting, showing aclear "two-block" effect,

rently like it; such ashift will be audible, but
not seriously enough to warrant criticism. Deemphasis was accurate within the limits defined

with insufficient resolution available to build
the sine shape. The estimated resolution was

by the frequency response. The output impedance was quite low at 200 ohms and uncritical

14.8-bit.

of loading. Error correction was first-rate and,
like other Philips-based machines, the '7000
also withstood shock and vibration very well.
Despite the additional electronics, Mission
has succeeded in largely maintaining excellent
S/N ratios, 107dB being typical.
Conclusion: Mission's PCM 7000R is afine
player, though not quite as good as one might
have wished, given the prior publicity. Its
special design, large numerical display, and

Fig. 3

high-quality remote volume control means

HF-intermodulation results were good, if
not quite as good as for an unconverted Philips
deck. With amixture of 19 and 201cHz at -10dB
modulation level (fig.4), products were held
beret,
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that it occupies aunique place in the ratings,
and it offers good value. The resolution of
Philips' 16-bit DACs is still improving, but the
'7000 is no longer the only horse in its particular class; Ishudder to think of the rate of
progress in CD player design, which results in
ashort life both for review opinion and for a
particular designer's efforts.

PS Audio CD -la: $799
PS Audio's competitively priced CD- la, based
on the 14-bit plus 4x oversampling Magnavox
2041, has been apopular audiophile choice
for the last 18 months or so, and has been well

-I.

reviewed in Stereopbile by both JGH (Vol. 9

Fig. 4
almost to the noise floor at -80dB. The output

No. 6) and AHC (Vol. 10 No. 1). My sample
dates from late 1986, but there were earlier

of ultrasonic spuriae (up to 1001cHz) Was check-

versions; hopefully this review will place the

ed: designer Henry Azima has obviously gone

subjective performance in atechnical context.

in for improved ultrasonic filtering compared

Technical Details: PS has beefed up the orig-

with the Philips original, the levels typically

inal power supply, with close to 50,000uF

Mission
PCM 7000R

Fig. 5
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PS Audio CD1A CD player

added to the digital reservoirs. In addition,
higher voltage supplies, regulated with dis-

with atrace of added "zing." The lower treble

crete circuit regulators, are used for the PS

mainder seemed to suffer from aloss of air and

Audio analog circuits, ensuring agood peaksignal headroom. PS notes apending patent

delicate sparkle In the midrange the tonal balance was pretty good, with grain and glare

application for amultipole passive analog pre-

held in abeyance.

register verged on brightness, while the re-

filter, which is used to clean the signal of ultrasonic spuriae prior to the main lower-band

e

sT.Tus.

PS

reuur

analog filtering. This enhances the sound
quality of the later stages by eliminating slewrate limiting in the active devices.
PS's designers have also taken their usual
care as regards selection of capacitors and the
like, including internal cable, to maximize
audio quality.
STOPt

Sound Quality: On first hearing there is not
much to argue over. Compared with the unmodified deck, the PS focuses better, has im-

4 mtO4

Fig. 6
'I
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proved bass, gives a better impression of
depth, and sounds less hi-fi -ish and more like

.rus,

PALISCO

an "audiophile" product. These improvements
are probably of the order of 15%, overhauling
the original Meridian MCD as well as middleperiod Sonys and the like.
Continued and more critical comparative
listening, however, revealed afew cracks in
the acoustic wall covering.

,ropt

Fig. 7

The CD- IA could not convey the full scale
and power of big orchestral works. Sound-

Lab Results: Mixed results were obtained on

stages were not wide enough, while depth

test. For example, low-level resolution was

seemed to vary with program level and complexity. We definitely got the impression that
detail and depth were lost on the louder, heavier sections, though simple trio works were

moderately flawed, with an imbalance between
the channels. At -90dB, the left channel showed
an error of -3.28dB (expansion), while the
right had apositive error of 7.57dB (compres-

reproduced with good clarity and pleasing
depth.

sion), taking that channel below 15-bit resolu-

Critical comparisons revealed that the bass
could have been firmer and more dynamic,

(figs.6,7) shows afailure to resolve the information encoded at this level. A 14.7-bit resolution was indicated overall, and it was sus-

while the treble proved to be slightly brittle
94

tion. A look at the relevant -90dB sinewaves
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pected that some spurious signals were pres-

spectrum with aIkHz tone (fig. 10) was clean-

ent on the DAC power-supply lines. These

er than usual, presumably as aconsequence

results were also reflected by the merely ade-

of the prefiltering, while the two-tone HF-

quate distortion at a-80dB modulation level.

intermodulation at a-10dB recorded level was

Philips machines generally measure -24 to

also respectable (fig. 11). The player delivered

-28dB here; the PS measured 10dB worse at

an absolute-phase correct, linear-phase impulse, its shape unmodified by the additional

-17.5dB.

circuitry.
The de-emphasis was accurate and the frequency response (fig. 12) very uniform, showing aclassic Philips shape, but with the merest
shading of treble lift at the highest frequencies,
amounting to about 0.2dB in the 8-20kHz
region, something very hard to pin down subjectively. Channel balance was excellent at

Fig. 8
Fig.8 shows the harmonic distortion spectrum for alkHz signal at -60dB. The third harmonic dominates at -38dB, and odd-order effects are prominent. Figures up to the mid forties are generally obtainable here. Conversely,
at full level the PS did rather well in distortion
terms, averaging -93.4dB at lkHz (the two
channels were somewhat different), and besting the Sonographe, CAL, and Kinergetics
......4
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Fig. 10
0.04dB across the band, with zero interchannel phase difference present. Very good channel separation was obtained at the low and
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mid frequencies, but this degraded to 56.6dB
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by 20kHz, apoorer-than-average result, although not one producing adirectly audible
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players. This is presumably due to the use of
high-voltage supplies for the analog circuits.
also very low (fig.9). The ultrasonic spuriae

PS Audio
CD-1
CD Player
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In-band distortion for aOdB, 20kHz tone was
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difference. Some measured imbalance of electrical noise levels was observed between the

excellent build quality, etc, but when it came
to sound quality, the supposedly high-end

two channels, one averaging -97dB, the other

players were hard to distinguish from the orig-

-87dB. This clearly agreed with the resolution

inal Philips 101 machines which cost less than

differences observed earlier in the test report.

half the price.

The fixed-level output was astandard 2.1V,
delivered from alow source-impedance of

The two Nakamichi players are now avail-

220 ohms. Track access times were moderate,

able in Mk.II form, having been extensively
revised. (They have also been joined by some

mechanical noise levels low, and no problems

less costly brothers and sisters, of which the

whatever were encountered with error cor-

'4 sounds particularly promising.) Both are

rection.

fairly similar, large, drawer-loading decks, but

Conclusion: Ifeel that PS Audio is still learning the art of CD player design; it is well
known that there have been anumber of incarnations of this, their first player. They
showed the prototype of amachine based on
Philips' full 16-bit 560 player at Las Vegas in
January; this second-generation PS machine,
the CD-2, should be worth looking out for.
As regards the review model, Iwould have

the '5 lacks afew of the features of the '7,
specifically the infrared remote control, the
10-key numeric track-entry keypad, and the
headphone socket with level control.
Satin black in color, both machines are finished to the usual high Japanese standards,
while all the usual facilities, such as fast cue
and audible music search, are present, with
track programming also available on the '7.
For the money, the '5 must be considered a

liked both better low-level resolution and a
better channel match on the various test

pretty basic machine, though it does have the

parameters. Perhaps PS should tighten up their

same internal technology as the '7 and meas-

quality control. While the CD- Us sound quality was substantially good, the player was not

ures and sounds virtually the same.

considered to be in the same league as the bet-

Technical Details: Whereas the Mk.I Nalcamichis used the Philips 14-bit chip set with 4x

ter players Ihave reviewed for Stereophile; for

oversampling, the Mk.II machines have ad-

the time being, Ireserve judgment.

vanced to full 16-bit format, again 4x oversampled, but no longer fitted with Philips

Nakamichi OMS -7 II (OMS -5 II):
$1850 ($1495)
Nakamichi introduced their first series of CD

chips. The D/A converters are separate BurrBrown devices, model PCM 54HP; these run
at a fair clip in order to accommodate the

players, the OMS -7 and OMS -5, late in 1983

176kHz oversampling rate. Like other recent

(DO reviewed the '5 for Stereoptiffe in Vol. 8

Japanese players, the Nakamichi employs an

Na 5) and, like Revox, chose the Philips 14-bit

optocoupler to transmit the serial digital audio

plus 4x oversampling technology on which to
base their models. While the technical story

data to the conversion section, allowing bet-

was good, in my opinion neither Revox nor

ter noise suppression to be achieved via isolating the analog ground from the digital one.

Nakamichi really delivered the goods with

Dual couplers are used, and the serial data are

their expensive machines. Admittedly the pur-

oversampled, digitally filtered, and converted

chaser did get comprehensive facilities and

from the serial to the parallel form required by

•---
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the DACs. In an effort to help out the convert-

some players seem to take amore casual view

ers, Nalcamichi employs aspecial deglitcher circuit which cleans up the digital signals prior to

of their musical performance
Picking up on details, the low-frequency

conversion; this uses precision gating. Sony

register appeared to be well focused, with

integrated circuits cover the error correction.

good extension and afirm, clear nature. From

Following conversion, high-quality discrete

the mid through the treble range, the tonal balance was lighter and brighter than usual,
though this did not seem to be associated with

circuits are used for the de-emphasis and for
the final, third-order, linear-phase Bessel lowpass filtering.
It goes almost without saying that Nalca-

characterizations either of glare or of hardness.
Neither was string tone unduly "stringy." The

power supply sections for the servo and the

treble proper, its mild forwardness taken into
consideration, was considered to be fine—

michi's designers have fully separated the
processor sections. The audio power supplies

strong on clarity and life, but low in grain,

use selected Cerafine electrolytic capacitors,
and considerable care has been taken to preserve quality throughout the audio structure.

edge, or fizz.
When it came to comparisons with the best

The heavy-gauge top cover is damped with

contrasts and amasking of some of the more
subtle musical details. It sounded a trifle

anti-vibration pads. Solidly built on aheavy

machines, there was amild shading of dynamic

metal chassis, acoil-spring suspension with a

"tense," and the reproduction did not flow

natural resonance at about 6Hz is employed for
the CD transport, thus providing very good isolation. In addition, the disc drive is damped

quite as easily as with the references.
Test Results: An initial surprise came when
the '7's frequency response was measured (fig.

by means of alaminate on the disc clamp,

13), as it offered no explanation for the mild

which also offers asignificant flywheel effect.
Sound Quality: Rated subjectively as sub-

subjective brightness. The response tipped

stantially better than the earlier models, the
Mk.II Nakamichis were scored 35% higher.
This rather dramatic upturn places them firm-

gently above 10kHz to a pretty harmless
-0.7dB by 20kHz; if anything, there was the
merest hint of low-frequency lift.
The impulse response was linear-phase,
absolute-phase correct, and showed near-

ly in the "audiophile" category.
Soundstaging was well developed, showing

perfect symmetry. The use of dual converters

fine width and depth, with solid focusing

meant that there was no phase difference between channels, while Nalcamichi achieved
consistently high figures for channel separa-

both laterally and into the depth perspective.
The soundstage was alittle close and up-front
in presentation, but not unduly so. Dimensionally, the '7 was quite convincing; it gave a

tion: more than 100dB, 20Hz to 20kHz.
On level error the average for the two chan-

good sense of scale, with agenerous view of

nels was +6dB at -90dB modulation. This was

the broad sweep of the music. Sounding pre-

alittle poorer than the average for this class of
machine. The resolution was estimated from
the measured data as 15-bit. There was no sign

cise, with an open, lively effect, these players
also sounded notably transparent—this area
Without being critical, the '7 seemed to

of limiting at high levels, and the player delivered less than 0.003% distortion at OdB across

work hard to keep everything together where

the band. At low levels, the results were good

anoted weakness in the Mk.I machines.

Nakamichi
OMS 7E II
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Fig. 14

Fig. 17

in terms of normally measured distortion-

output, with the measurement floor at -104dB

-38.6dB at -60dB, -21dB at -80dB—but the
-90dB sinewave shape (fig. 14) was unimpres-

and nothing of significance poking up.

sive, being fractured by digital noise modulation and anoticeable asymmetry (DC offset).
-" '"

The output level was 0.5dB above normal at
2.1V, sourced from alow 110ohm output impedance. Track access was quite speedy,
mechanical noise levels moderate, and the deemphasis curve aligned well with the stand-

'""°

ard. No problems were encountered with the
error correction; the full limits were met, and
with very good resistance to shock and vibration into the bargain.
The S/N ratios were also very good, holding
at typically 100dB under all test conditions.
STOP.
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Fig. 15

Taken overall, apart from the moderate lowlevel resolution error, these were afine set of
results.
Conclusion: Nakamichi has done well with

'..4G4
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its revised series of CD players, moving from
aweak to astrong position. The standard of
sound quality was high, and this good performance, coupled with the basically fine test
results, confirmed the intrinsic quality of the
technology used.

I IA

STOP,
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Fig. 16
At -60dB lIcHz, the distortion products were
well ordered (fig. 15), and the 20kHz, full-

The OMS -7 II is well-equipped and easy to
use, but against this must be set its price.
Though both the current OMS -5 and OMS -7
models are recommended, they must be seen
as under threat from Nalcamichfs own OMS -4,
at $995 amore cost-effective newcomer.

level result (fig. 16) was excellent, with the
first up-band intermodulation better than
72dB down! Below 20kHz, the output can be

Sony DAS-703ES (CD-P650ESD
II): $1800 ($1300)

seen to be clear right down to the noise floor
at -90dB.

design of their flagship two-box player, which

Excellent results were also obtained for HF-

set new standards for sound quality on its in-

Sony's Esprit division was responsible for the

intermodulation. For 19/20kHz at full level,

troduction. Now in its second generation,

the difference tone was just 0.002%, while at

only adetailed examination will reveal noticeable differences from the earlier model, and it

the -10dB level the noise floor prevented the
taking of significant readings below -85dB,
another fine result (fig. 17). With its excellent
grounding, the Nakamichi showed very little
spurious signals up to 100kHz at the audio
98

was well-received by JGH in Vol.9 No.8. The
CD-P650 II' is complete in itself, but its sound
IThe machine actually reviewed was the identical but differently numbered UK model, the CD-P552 II.
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Sony CD-P650es CD player

massive external processor, the two linked via

we listened to all four and found awell-ordered
logical progression of quality, with the varia-

amultiplexed digital channel running down a
single coaxial cable. Within reason, the proc-

ble output of the '650 rated the lowest and the
fixed output of the '703 the best. (Only the

quality can be enhanced with the use of the

essor could be remotely located. Inoted with

player has the remote volume control, abit of

some amusement that when amainstream US

bad luck.) If you try these comparisons, be-

audio magazine reviewed the earlier DAS -702

ware of the level differences between the

system, it reported an "inaudible difference"
between the player on its own and via the separate decoder, with perhaps aslight preference

outputs.
Technical details: The CD-P650ESD Il uses
Sony's 16-bit, 2x oversampled system with a

for the '650 player! On an arbitrary in-house
scoring system, we had subjectively rated the

high-precision digital filter. Separate D/A converters are used, while an optical transfer unit

player as 8.8, the '702 processor raising the

is employed to isolate the main sections from
the more sensitive filter and converter areas.

score to 9.8—this amajor difference in aCD
context.
Beautifully built and finished, these Sony
units continue to set the standard for operating

Numerous revisions over the earlier version

feel, access speed, facilities and that undefin-

port, as well as anew high-speed linear motor

able "extra" of awell-designed, well-engi-

for the laser head, thus providing fast track
access times. The servo control system has

neered model. The CD-P650 comes with a
comprehensive remote control, including a

have been made, including the use of aceramic-loaded resin chassis for the optical trans-

been redesigned to lower the incidence of

servo-driven power volume control. Since

errors: this was confirmed on test via backup

both the '650 and the '703 have fixed and variable outputs, atotal of four kinds of audio out-

est-generation Philips decks. At one stage, the

put are offered. In case you wanted to know,

older '702 sounded better when driven by a

comparisons with the digital output of the lat-

DAS -703s D/A Converter
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Philips 16-bit chassis; this difference is no
longer apparent when the new Sony player is

mechanical—somewhat blocked in the upper
mid and atouch dead in the treble, the sound

used to feed the decoder.

also lacking real fluidity. The bass could also

Sony has taken considerable care with parts,

be bettered, though not by any great degree.

wiring, and power supplies to ensure agood

Now we have the '703. Yes, it is abetter

standard. With the '650 II feeding the DAS - sounding decoder, but not that much better,
703 via its isolated digital output, the '703 will
offering an estimated advance of 3% while realso accept other digital sources, including
taining the general character of the 702; this is
operation in the monitor loop of adigital tape

detectable in audio terms but insufficient to

deck, eg, an R-DAT recorder. The DAS- 703

require '702 owners to rush out and replace it.

will automatically switch its sampling rate to

Interestingly, it is the sound of the '650 play-

32, 44.1, or 48kHz, according to the input signal, and, compared with the '702, sports an

er which has shown greater improvement.

improved phase-locked loop for stable clock

The Mk.II version is some 5-6% better, making it asignificant player in its own right. The

synchronization. Structural reinforcement

'703 was ranked only 9% above the '650 II,

has been applied with resin moldings to rein-

while the '702 was aclear 15% above the Mk.1

force what was already avery strongly built

player. The current player sounds more like a

decoder. Adistinctive D/A converter is used—
aladder type, which can convert a16-bit par-

'702, with the slight hardness and brightness

several hundred nanoseconds. It uses 2x over-

of its predecessor replaced by amore generous tonal balance; depth and focus are also
improved.

sampling, separate left and right converters,

Test Results: The main focus here is on the

and digital filtering. The '703 completes the

DAS -703, with comparison made with the

decoding process with an unusual seventhorder analog filter, which employs a GIC

player alone when appropriate. Taking the

allel digital input to aprecise output current in

(General Impedance Converter). This removes
the usual filter capacitors from the signal path

transport-related aspects first, this player provided very fast access times, up there with
those for the Technics SL-P1200. Mechanical

and is claimed to enhance sound quality. As in
the Sonographe, FETs are used in the final

first-rate, coupled with agood immunity to

amplification stages.

shock and vibration.

Other aspects of the '703 include its careful
isolation of the two channels, W-OFC wiring

noise was low, while the error correction was

Both player and decoder provided very
good channel balance and separation, with

and printed circuits, and advanced multiple

the '703 proving superior on both counts.

power supplies, including Cerafine-loaded

Even at 20kHz, the '703 offered 108dB of sep-

electrolytic capacitors. In this respect it is built
to the classy Esprit series standards. One cannot but admire the lengths to which Japanese

mismatch between channels.

designers are prepared to go in their pursuit of
high technology.
Sound Quality: The original DAS -702 provided reference-quality CD sound, holding
sway for nearly two years—a long time in CD
terms! It offered fundamental qualities retained

aration, while both had virtually zero phase
Similar results were also obtained for the
total harmonic distortion at full, OdB, modulation, with both achieving aquite negligible
-90dB, or 0.003%. For a20kHz tone at OdB,
the spectrum analyses (fig. 18, '703, fig. 19,
'650) were very similar, both being exemplary

by the new version: the sound has acharacteristic power, afeeling of grip and solidity, with
alocked-in stereo focus and essentially good
dynamics. Compared with earlier players, it
had notably deeper and firmer bass, clearer
treble, and a sweeter, more spacious, and
more musical midrange. Depth and ambience
were also rendered more clearly.
Compared with anew generation of audiophile players, the '702 began to sound alittle
100
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Fig. 21

with very low cross-modulation products. At
-60dB modulation, lkHz, the analyses showed
fine results with distortion typically at -46dB

look at fig.23, which gives the phase-vs. -frequency response; note that the trend (on linear

(0.5%), with little to choose between them;

20kHz at 6.75 °per kHz.
Both machines gave very good results on the

on balance, the '703 (fig.20) Just wins here.
The player held the lead for absolute linearity at -90dB modulation, with amodest -20dB
distortion, while the '703 measured -16.2dB.
However, the '650 showed different results for

scaling, of course) is virtually linear up to

high-frequency intermodulation test, with the
'650 showing amarginal superiority. Its -89dB
result for the 19kHz/20kHz mixed tone at the
-10dB level (fig.24) was just 0.003%, asuperb

the two channels, measuring -15dB, right,
*AMU,

-fl
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Fig. 20
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with a-1.9dB level error, and arather better
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left channel at -24dB with a +1.1dB error.
15.8-bit resolution is indicated for the basic
player, while with the '703, there was alarger
level error of 4.7dB on the right channel, giving an averaged 15.6-bit resolution. Incidentally, this is ahigher resolution than for the
'702.
Looking at the -90dB sinewave shape, at first
sight the '650 (fig.21) looks superior, offering
apretty decent result. However, the '703 (fig.
22) is almost as good in real terms, if disfigured
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Fig. 23
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by narrow, high-frequency noise spikes of
large peak-to-peak amplitude. At these signal
levels, however, these spikes are probably
inaudible.
The impulse response showed an identical
noninverting, linear-phase output for both
machines, the '703 coming out alittle larger,
due to its higher output. For interest's sake,

Na
Fig. 24
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quite as ergonomically satisfying as the Technics SL- P1200. Recommended, but it must be
said that this two-box model is looking rather
expensive these days.

Technics SL-P1200: $1000
A flagship player, the SL-P1200's desk format
-"y
Arm
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is somewhat reminiscent of apiece of studio
equipment. Such gear is designed to be ergo-

Fig. 25

nomically optimal, with the result that it is

performance for any sampling-based system.

both easy to use and will go on working for

Both machines gave an excellent performance

long periods. Unfortunately, much domestic

with respect to suppression of ultrasonic

hi-fi is designed for appearance and to accom-

spurious signals, these held typically to

modate fashion trends: the end product is

-100dB (fig.25, '703).

often awkward to use. How often have you

Neither machine had a perfectly flat fre-

come across silly, recessed, vertically orientat-

quency response, though the deviations were

ed displays which may look fine on ahigh dis-

very mild. The '650 showed ahint of bass

play rack in ashop but can only be read at

shelf-lift of just 0.1dB, while the '703 showed

home when the purchaser kneels on the floor.

amild emphasis of 0.25dB in the lkHz region

On these counts the '1200 is superb, offer-

(fig.26). Neither deviation would be easy to

ing awealth of facilities but remaining very

hear reliably.

easy to operate. The angled display is amodel

4'
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A difference did emerge with regard to out-

of clarity, while from an operational viewpoint

put level and impedance: the fixed output

alone, the build quality can be described as

gave astandard 2.04V for the '650 but the '703

excellent. For example, cueing may be accomplished to 0.1s displayed resolution, aided by

delivered ahigher 2.5V. While the latter had
auxiliary amplifiers so that both fixed and variable outputs could be sourced from aconsis-

a large thumbwheel operating a precision
rotary encoder. In fact, in slow-search mode,

tently low 100 ohms, the former showed the

the machine may be cued in 0.4s increments —

odd characteristic of 100 ohms from the vari-

0.4s is just three data frames! Another cue

able and lk ohms from the fixed output.

mode available is the bidirectional "rocking"

Both units gave similarly fine S/N ratios of

search. A single momentary key depression

typically 100dB, which is abetter result for the
'703 by comparison with the earlier model.

moves the laser head exactly one track, aiding
on-the-beat synchronization, in typical 0.13s

Conclusion: The Sony flagship CD pairing

steps.

continues to deserve a high reputation for

The player has apitch control, providing an

sound quality, despite the fact that some of

ample 8% variation in either direction, yet

the top audiophile models are currently overtaking it, even in its latest Mk.11/703 guise. Fin-

set-up is precise, via acalibrated long travel
slider. In addition the single audio output ter-

ish and build quality are impeccable; it was

minals (offering the standard 2V RMS output)

also delightfully quick and easy to use, if not

are under the control of adigital attenuator,
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Technics SL-P1200 CD player
operated via apanel control as well as the in-

section, accompanied by its own level control.

frared remote control. Because it operates in

A top-loading mechanism is used, like the
original Philips 100/Magnavox FD1000.

the digital domain, the sound quality of this
attenuator should in theory be unimpaired;
however, given the internal word lengths used

Technical Details: Physically massive, this
deck is heavily constructed, with an anti-reso-

in the processor, the attenuation is limited to

nance reinforced structure. The base is amin-

amaximum of 12dB (more would introduce

eral-loaded reinforced molding, modeled with

quantization distortion when the word length

the help of the laser analysis of structural vibrations. The entire top section comprises apre-

is reduced to 16). While this digital attenuator
is good enough for the fine control of absolute
level, there is no way that apreamp could be

cision metal die-casting, while the base is itself
carried on ametal mainframe Technics has

dispensed with, since a4V maximum output

taken no chances with this model! In addition,

capability as well as a 50 or 60dB control

parts capable of producing vibration, or

range is normally required.

merely susceptible to vibration, such as the
low-level circuits and the disc transport, are

The display can show awide range of data,
including acomplex number matrix indicating
up to 20 tracks available and/or programmed.

all mounted on isolating rubber subsections.

Main data include track number and index,

spring suspension, while the main feet for the

and time in minutes, seconds, and tenths of

whole deck also include coil-spring isolators.

seconds. When the attenuator is in use, the

It was learned early on that CD is not as im-

The CD transport itself is isolated on adamped

display also shows attenuation level in dB. In

mune to vibration as its pioneering proponents

addition, the display and track keys select total
track numbers, plus elapsed and remaining

initially claimed.

time alternatives. On disc load, the total play-

dual D/A converters with high-speed current

ing time is shown, while other indicators con-

outputs. Like the Philips system, these are

firm various operating conditions.

orders of magnitude better when it comes to
slew rate than the normal voltage-output decoders. Prior to the D/A stage comes the sig-

The features listing continues with repeat,
auto space, random order programming for
up to 20 tracks, and two-speed audible music

Regarding the circuitry, the '1200 employs

nal multiplier, the '1200 being a2x oversam-

cueing. A 10-key number pad is provided on

pled design with 96-pole digital filtering. This

both the main control and the remote handset,

section also includes another multiplier, this

while aheadphone jack is fitted to the front

for the Oto -12dB digital attenuator. Following

Stereophile
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Fig. 27
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special sample/hold circuits, the '1200 uses a
seven-pole analog filter for final alias suppression, followed by the output amplifier.

SOO

2k

4k.

/0k

20k

A year ago, the sound of this player would
have made it aworthy contender, but such is
the rate of progress that we can commend it

Care has been taken to select components

with no greater enthusiasm than we currently

for their audio quality, while multiple power

express for the sonic performance of the old

supplies are arranged to provide good isolation between audio channels, as well as be-

Meridian Pro MCD. That comparison is appropriate since these two players are comparative-

tween the digital and analog departments.

ly close in sonic character and merit despite

The CD read mechanism employs ahighspeed servo traverse, based on alinear motor,

the use of widely divergent technologies.
Lab Results: In the lab, the '1200 delivered a

and fitted with aconductive-plastic position

fine set of test results. Channel balance was

sensor. Asingle-beam laser head is suspended
on a floating four-wire suspension of low
mass and fast response; such details aid good

well nigh perfect at no worse than 0.01dB,
while the frequency response was so flat (fig.

tracking and potentially improve the error cor-

27) that the chart recorder pen barely moved

rection performance.

aline's width from the 0.00dB line—a maximum excursion of just 0.02dB! Indeed, spe-

Sound Quality: On fundamental grounds, this

cific measurements at spot frequencies gave

Technics is undoubtedly agood-sounding
player. The established CD qualities of consis-

figures of +0.00, -0.02dB, 20Hz-20kHz. Channel separation peaked at 107dB midband,
being typically 85-90dB at the frequency ex-

tent pitch, rock-solid stability of soundstage
and stereo focus, aflat, relatively neutral, perceived frequency response and an overall

tremes. No phase difference was observed between channels, but rather surprisingly this

"tidy," coherent quality, were well in evidence.

player was absolute-phase inverting, as shown

The '1200 was easy on the ears, low in hardness, and played in a balanced manner. It

by the impulse characteristic (fig.28). The
pulse shape had only mild asymmetry and

proved very hard to fault in any specific area,

moderate ringing, and was close to linearphase form.

yet on acomparative basis, it was not awarded
aparticularly high score.
The best sound was obtained with the various cue and level controls at their reference
setting. Likeable on the whole, this player
sounded nonetheless restrained. Musical dynamics seemed compressed, while the sound
did not flow as well as it could have: reversals

se,
'le

of pace and dramatic features of ascore appeared paler and more withdrawn. In absolute
terms, one could eventually pin down points
of criticism: amild "slowness" in the bass;

$1;;T.-1., slot
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Fig. 28

moderation of transparency and depth; aloss
of treble "air." None of these aspects were
serious or disproportionate, yet they combined ultimately to constrain the final rating.
104

The '1200 came close to the claimed specification, with OdB level distortion (full output)
at 0.003%, 20Hz, this rising to 0.05% by
Stereophile
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ciently low as to expose the digital noise artefacts at typically -60dB, these -120dB relative
to full modulation. Electrical signal/noise
ratios were also very good at atypical 104dB,
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and checked out through avariety of weight14 ,
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ings, both with and without pre-emphasis.
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Fig. 29
lkHz. The tabulated figures for 20kHz downband distortion products was agood -90dB,
and the corresponding spectrum (fig. 29)was
remarkably clean, both up and downband
from the 20kHz fundamental, indicating a
very accurate sample-and-hold circuit. The
HF-intermodulation results were also very

Finally, the sinewave shape at -90dB (fig.33)
was afairly good representation, but was clearly not to full 16-bit resolution.
Track access was very rapid indeed, and
other measured parameters, such as de-emphasis, headphone output, etc., were all fine.
Conclusion: The Technics SL-P1200 is avery
well built player, offering superb ergonomics
and awealth of facilities. However, Iwould

fine, the spectrum for 19/20kHz at the -10dB

have liked a wider-range volume control,
with the option of afixed output, while the

test level (fig. 30) showing virtually aperfect

busy display would benefit from an "off" or

result.
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Fig. 30
Looking at resolution, an estimate of the effective number of bits can be made by examining the full-level distortion, the low-level
distortion at -80dB, and the level error at
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-90dB modulation. The 1200 showed a6dB
error, very mild high-level compression, and
an adequately low level of distortion at -80dB
of -18.7dB. (Up to -26dB is usually possible
here.) Overall resolution was indicated to be
around 14.9-bit.
The full-level output was standard at 1.99V,

1111 ON NS

Fig. 32

sourced from alow 190 ohms. Error correction was first-rate, while afine resistance to
shock and vibration was also shown. Ultrasonic spuriae were filtered to negligible levels
of, typically, -100.8dB with a lkHz, -20dB
tone (fig. 31).
The harmonic spectrum of aIkHz tone at
-60dB modulation (fig.32) shows a wellordered progression, with the mean level of
distortion at -40dB. The noise floor is suffiStereophile

Fig. 33
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"dim" button. Technically, there were many

care not to imagine effects which are just not

good points, though considering the price, I

there.

would have expected acloser tolerance on the

Here, arevealing, transparent audio chain is

D/A converter and apolarity-correct output.

helpful, as well as the use of atop-performing

As far as sound quality is concerned, it is
definitely one of the better players on the market, and would be easy to live with. In this re-

player as areference Once you are appreciative
of the state of the art, whatever that is in aCD
context, it becomes easier to pin down lesser

spect, its sound quality is quite self-effacing,

players in specific terms—a loss of air, mid

something Iregard as avirtue, and its value is

congestion, hardness or glare, alack of bass

further enhanced by the excellent standards
of build quality and finish.

definition, treble grain, odd dynamics, and
deficiencies in such areas as transparency,
depth, life, and listenability.

Overall Conclusion

When introduced nearly two years ago, the

CD player assessment is very hard: they sound

sound of Sony's DAS -702 stand-alone decoder, driven by the matching player, was clearly

so damn good on the basics, yet in many cases,

of reference quality; by comparison, other

quickly fail to satisfy. There is perhaps aparal-

players sounded implausible, almost pseudo

lel in the food business, where although a

hi-fi. Things change very rapidly in this field,
however, so, putting my neck on the block,

food manufacturer can sell us apackage that
contains barbecue-flavored chicken—undeniably chicken with some sort of appropriate
flavor—it nonetheless does not satisfy like the

here is my ranking view of these players' (plus
afew others') sonic merit, on an absolute basis
and disregarding all such factors as price, build,

real thing. The synthetic flavor contains only

reliability, and features.

asmall proportion of the complex mix of the
authentic product, and while this approximation may look right, and even taste and smell
right at first, in the long run it becomes uninteresting.
Poor CD looks right from aspecification
viewpoint—great separation, no audible noise
or distortion, aflat bandwidth, etc.—and at
first hearing it can even sound right. Two
paths can then be followed along the road to
greater awareness; interestingly, anumber of
critics and reviewers have chosen neither.
The first is to remain open-minded and
relaxed, letting the "music" continue. Sooner
or later, even amildly sensitive soul will begin
to appreciate that something is missing, but he
will find it very hard to put his finger on exactly what it is. Conscious thought often re-

CAL Tempest II
Cambridge CD1
Sonographe SDI /(Nalcamichi OMS -4)
Meridian 207
Sony DAS -703/650 II
(Marantz CD94)
Nalcamichi OMS -7 II/Mission PCM 7000R
(Marantz UK CD75)
Kinergetics KCD20a
Sony CD-P650 II
Technics SL-P1200
Meridian MCD PRO
PS Audio CD- IA (late '86)
(Shure Ultra 6000)
(Yamaha CD 700)
(Models in brackets auditioned but not yet
reported on.)

turns anull result: you can't hear anything

All these players are pretty good; aspecific

specifically wrong, but it just doesn't satisfy in
the way that well-reproduced music should.

choice may depend on price, features, sonic
compatibility with your system, build quality,

Here, one can use the subjective effects to

resale value, and availability. All may be had
with remote control, though this is an optional accessory for some (the little Philips/Mag-

describe player performance: boredom, lack
of involvement or excitement, alack of foottapping rhythm, etc.

navox "pyramid," for example). Players with

With experience and some not inconsider-

remote control of volume include the Merid-

able mental determination, one can also take

ian, Sony CD-P650, and Mission '7000. Of

the second route to player-sound analysis.
This involves aconscious decision to be sus-

these, the best is the Meridian, which also
adds remote switching of line and tape inputs.

picious and critical, at the same time taking

Players with volume controls and sufficient
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gain to direct-drive apower amplifier include

Kinergetics' player is certainly well above

the Kinergetics and the Meridian. The latter, in
fact, wins this sonic contest, but at aprice.

the market average for sound, but has not really

Those players with the most features include
the Technics and Sony; the former is well suit-

hit the big time in this survey. Below comes
the player-only section of the Sony flagship, a
decent result for amainline commercial design.

ed to broadcast and studio work, and ahardwired remote interfacing is possible for the

The Technics SL-P1200 is alittle distanced
from the Sony—creditable but not really at-

Technics, for use with amultiple-player controller. Some players might suit tube-based systems and others solid-state. Such interactions

tracting much attention. For reference only, the
discontinued Meridian MCD PRO fits here,
while the 14-bit PS Audio falls alittle below

are hard to predict, but it is safe to assume that

this. For interest's sake, Iwould place the new

even the best of today's CD players tend to
sound like mid-category solid-state electronics, mildly peak-compressive and a touch
"hard" and lean, sounding somewhat mechanistic. Lively, "open" -sounding systems will
tend to help here.
The sonic winner overall is the CAL, this ver-

Shure significantly below the PS and the
Yamaha CDX 700 (a new 16-bit 4x oversampiing model) noticeably below that. Mainstream budget models from Sharp, Hitachi,
Pioneer, etc. are considerably farther down
the quality scale.
lb conclude, Iview CD as an additional use-

dict to some extent offset by its polarity inver-

ful music source, capable of further improve-

sion and high output impedance. The Cambridge is avery close contender, an established,

ment, but not yet in aposition to replace vinyl,

dynamic, focused flagship with fixed and vari-

tiveness, permanence, and convenience, and

able outputs at alevel sufficient to drive power
amplifiers directly, if required. In some sys-

it is possible to get apretty good sound from
CD if the system is well-balanced and the pro-

tems, the Cambridge also gains an advantage

gram of selected quality.

at least not at the top end. Ido value its attrac-

with its programmable treble filters; it can
thereby be made to sound sweet, if the program quality suggests it.
The inexpensive Sonographe runs these
close, and is also very easy to live with sonically, while the as-yet unreviewed Nakamichi

Addresses
Mission Electronics Corp.
of America

OMS -4 is amost promising new arrival.

5985, Atlantic Drive #6

The absolute ranking of the Meridian 207 is
based on its fixed output; if the variable one is

Mississauga

used, aquality loss occurs. Conversely, if one

Ontario L4W 1S4
Canada.

dispenses with aline preamp and wires the

Nakamichi USA

207 straight to the power amp, the loss is fully
countered in all but the most exotic arrange-

Torrance

ments.
The flagship Sony CD-P650/DAS-703 combination still does well in its revised form but
is no longer aclear winner. Only ashade behind lies another newcomer, the Japan-built
Marantz CD94 (and similar Philips CD960), an
advanced new design with an encouragingly
good sound.
The Nalcamichi OMS -7 II and the new Mission hold equal rank; Ifind it hard to establish
any preference, although price might be a
strong factor here. Only ahair's breadth below
comes the Maranta (UK) CD75, an outstanding

19701 S. Vermont Avenue
CA 90502.
PS Audio
4145 Santa Fe Road, #2
San Luis Obispo
CA 93401.
Sony Consumer Products
Sony Drive
Park Ridge
NJ 07656.
Technics
One Panasonic Way
Secaucus
NJ 07094.

model for the price, and well-equipped, but
which for some reason is not available in the US.
Stereophile
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DBX SOUNDFIELD 1-A LOUDSPEAKER
J. Gordon Holt

dbx Soundfield 1loudspeaker
Three-way, shaped-directivity dynamic system, with active controller. Claimed frequency
response: +2dB, 20Hz-20kHz. Sensitivity: 90dB/2.83V/m. Recommended minimum amplifier
power: 30W/ch. Nominal impedance: 4 ohms. Dimensions: 42" H by 14 1/
2"W by 14 1
/
2"D
(speakers), 17"W by 9" D by 1.75" H (controller). Weight: 80 lbs each speaker. Price: $3000
for speakers and controller. Manufacturer: dbx, 71 Chapel Street, Newton, MA 02195. Tel: (617)
964-3210.
The unsung sage who first observed that

ldB is enough to cause anoticeable lateral

high-end audio is asolitary vice was probably

displacement of the soundstage, and channel
balance tends to change alot more than that

not implying that audiophiles are antisocial;
he was merely acknowledging the fact that a

when one listens from any position not ab-

decent stereo stage is usually only audible
from one place in the entire listening

solutely symmetrical to the loudspeakers.
When we move off center, three things hap-

room—the so-called sweet spot. Stray from

pen simultaneously to unbalance the stereo

that spot, and the whole soundstage shifts to

image: first, because most speakers direct

one side, spaciousness collapses, and images
become vague and unstable. This is the antisocial aspect: only one member of agroup
can hear good stereo at any one time. (The
gracious host at alistenfest will take asecondary seat, allowing his guests to take turns sit-

middle and high frequencies straight ahead,
listening from off the axis of either speaker
diminishes the energy through this range
which reaches the listener from that speaker.
Second, sound pressure diminishes as you
move farther away from aloudspeaker, accor-

ting in the sweet spot.)

ding to what is called the inverse-square law.

A proper stereo image is acutely dependent
on channel balance. An imbalance of only

That is, sound pressure diminishes according
to the square of the distance from the source.
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chamber by feeding a sinewave test signal

Any shift of listening position to, say, the left
of center causes an apparent increase in the
SPL from the left speaker and acorrespon-

through the speaker, placing a (nondirectional) microphone aspecified distance from
it on the axis of its drivers, then rotating the

ding diminution of output from the right-

speaker on aturntable. Maximum output will

channel one. Finally, our ears tend to localize
according to the direction from which they

usually be obtained on-axis; off-axis output
readings are then plotted on the circular grid
in terms of dB below that maximum versus

reach us first (the so-called precedence effect).
Moving closer to one speaker shortens the
distance its sounds travel to us, and their earlier
arrival (relative to those from the other speaker)

angular displacement from on-axis.
If the speaker is truly nondirectional, as

causes their apparent direction to shift

were the original Ohm Walsh designs, there

towards that speaker. All of these things work
in concert when you listen from off-center,
reinforcing the apparent image shift toward

around the compass, so the speaker's polar

the closest of the two speakers.
The amplitude phenomena involved here

will be no signal attenuation at any point
pattern will be acircle. Any tendency toward
beaming will produce an oval or tear-shaped
pattern, as in fig.2.

are best visualized with the help of loudspeaker polar patterns. These are circular
graphs which show how aspeaker's radiated
signal varies in intensity according to its
direction. The outermost circle—the perimeter of the graph—represents the loudspeaker's maximum output; the smaller concentric circles represent decibels of attenuation,
in 10dB steps. The loudspeaker is assumed to
be at the center of the circle, and the front of
the speaker enclosure (which is also, usually,
the horizontal axis of its drivers) is considered
to be the zero-degree direction. The perimeter
of the graph is then marked off in degrees
away from zero in both directions (CW and
CCW), with its rear being (of course) 180°
in both directions (fig.1).
A polar pattern is plotted in an anechoic

3kHz
Fig 2

It is important to understand that apolar
pattern does not define the limits of aspeaker's
sound-radiation field; it merely shows how

180°

much its output is attenuated as afunction of
radiating angle. If you listen from outside the
plotted radiating area, you will still hear signal, but it will be at areduced level. It is also

0db
-1e0dB
-20 dB

important to note that the polar pattern for
dB
o

any loudspeaker will vary—often tremendously—according to the frequency used
for the plot. Generally, the higher the frequency, the narrower the beam, although the
beam width at agiven frequency will also
depend to agreat extent on the physical size
of the radiating surface: the smaller, the wider.
This too will affect the imaging capabilities of

0
Fig 1

the speaker.
The tendency for most speakers to beam at
middle and high frequencies is why "toeing"
109

them inward, crosseyed fashion, usually

from acenter seat usually produces the worst

helps to stabilize the soundstage. With the

imaging from any other listening position. It

mid- and high-frequency beams converging

is also why toeing-in may impair perceived

at or alittle in front of the listener, any head
movement toward, say, the left of center will
move the ears slightly out of the beam from
the left-hand speaker and more into the beam

imaging at the "sweet spot" as it improves imaging off-center. A complete and thorough
discussion by then-Editor John Crabbe of

change in apparent channel balance due to

how aloudspeaker's dispersion pattern may
be optimized so that apair produces awide
listening area where stable stereo imagery can

loudspeaker beaming will be opposite to the
apparent change due to distance (and inverse-

be perceived, "Broadening the Stereo Seat,"
appeared in the June, July, and September

squaring), with the result that one will act to
offset the other. If the amount of this toeing-

The Soundfield speaker is dbx's practical

in is sufficient to cause just the right amount

realization of an answer to this problem.

of over-correction of amplitudes, it can also
compensate for the precedence effect, in-

Each Soundfield 1-A speaker is essentially
asquare column with drivers aiming in all

from the right-hand speaker. The resulting

creasing the width of the "sweet spot" from
an inch or two to afew feet—enough for a
small group of people simultaneously to hear
good stereo.
Toeing-in is generally only apartial solution, though, because most speakers do not
exhibit the ideal, smoothly curved off-axis

1979 issues of Hi-Fi News & Record Review.

directions. Each face of each speaker has a
10 "woofer topped by a6" midrange cone,
while at the top of each speaker is a hexagonal "cupola" housing six 0.5 " dome
tweeters with their horizontal axes aimed at
60° intervals. If all of these elements were
driven by aconventional three-way crossover
network, each speaker would radiate an

dispersion patterns that theoretically they
should. Instead, polar patterns usually exhibit
many off-axis mini-beams, which appear as

pattern. But they aren't, and they don't. In-

lobes on the pattern, as shown in fig.3. These

stead, each speaker unit contains complex

lobes, whose magnitudes and sharpness vary

phase- and amplitude-shaping networks
which shape the output energy so as to direct
sounds more in one direction than the other.

almost perfectly omnidirectional (circular)

The polar response is slightly elliptical, and is
displaced to one side of the speaker (fig.4).

Fig. 3
according to frequency, introduce complex
patterns of amplitude difference between the
stereo signals, impairing imaging specificity
and stability at all listening locations. (It is the
presence of many such mini-beams which
causes the so-called vertical-venetian-blind
effect.) This is why the speaker orientation
which produces the best possible imaging
110

Fig. 4
In terms of radiation, the Soundfield IA has
no "front" or "back" in the usual sense. In
use, the two speakers are oriented so that
their offset polar patterns are directed toward
Stereophile

one another. And since the patterns of each

has afront-panel slider which enables one to

are symmetrical, there is no Left or Right
speaker; they are not mirror-image pairs. You

vary the amount of stereo spread, from exaggerated to mono (none at all). And how does
it do this? By aprocess called stereo shuffling.

can interchange the two, and as long as their
areas of maximum output (marked on each
speaker with alarge white arrow) face each
other, the speakers will work properly.
The operating principle here should be obvious. With the directivity patterns facing one
another, afront-and-centered listener is partly
off-axis of both speakers, in an area where
the output from each speaker is about 3dB

Originally derived from the 1930s work by
Alan Blumlein as ameans for increasing the
spatiality of coincident- miked recordings
(see Michael Gerzon's article in the July 1986
issue of Studio Sound), stereo shuffling involves the manipulation of the stereo difference signal to increase (or decrease, if
desired) stereo separation between the chan-

down from maximum. As he moves off-

nels. The stereo signals are matrixed down to

center to either side, he moves farther into
the pattern of the more distant speaker and

amono sum (A +B) signal and amono dif-

farther out of the pattern of the closer one,
producing alevel increase of about 2dB from

ference (A-B) signal; and the midrange difference signal is processed independently

1dB from the nearer one. The amplitude dif-

before being remixed with the sum signal to
reconstitute the stereo ones. When the difference signal is boosted so as to have greater

ference attempts to correct for precedence,

amplitude than it originally had, relative to

thus offsetting the usual effects of this change

the sum signal, and then used to reconstitute
the stereo signals, they will have greater sepa-

the farther speaker and adecrease of about

in position. If the speakers are optimally placed
(and assuming dbx did their design work
properly), the result should be acompletely

ration than they did originally. Attenuating the

uniform soundfield, with no apparent change

difference signal produces anarrower soundstage than originally. At the middle setting of

in channel balance, from any listening loca-

the controller's Ambience adjust, the output

tion across the distance between the speakers.

signal has the same difference content (breadth)

The loudspeakers themselves are only part
of the dbx IA system. Also supplied is an ac-

as the original signal.
Also on the controller are knobs for LF

tive controller, which makes the system im-

Cutoff (20 or 32Hz), LF Compensation (boost

mediately suspect for perfectionists, who

or cut, to accommodate different room and
speaker-placement characteristics), and Rum-

prefer to have as little active circuitry in their
system as possible. The fact that the controller

ble Suppression (which blends the channels

has very little detrimental effect on the sound
is likely to be of less importance than the fact
that it does, in fact, introduce asmall amount

below 100Hz to eliminate vertical rumble
from bad turntables and bad discs). Unlike

of veiling. A perfectionist might think about

tenuate low bass. All it does is eliminate rum-

using the Soundfield 1-A without its control-

ble and acoustic feedback due to vertical

ler, to get rid of its slight veiling tendency, but

vibration of the disc, which are their major

he can just forget about that. The speaker's
"raw" frequency response is terrible; all mid-

source. Yes, it kills LF separation, but most
vinyl discs are mono below 100Hz anyway.

dles, with no highs or lows. The controller in-

(It's their overtone content which gives bass

cludes response correction for the speakers,

instruments their directional locations.)
Other controls include HF Compensation—

so that with all of its front-panel EQ controls

most rumble filters, this one does not at-

set for "flat," the system has the flattest

an across-the-band "tilt" control pivoted

response it is capable of. This may strike the
purist as "cheating," but electrical EQing of

around 200Hz—and Auto Balance, which
automatically keeps center information at the

loudspeakers has always been and still is an

same level in both channels. The latter con-

entirely legitimate way to go. Some of the

stantly measures shared information in both

most highly respected perfectionist systems
use it: KEF and Meridian, for example.
What about spaciousness? This is almost
impossible to judge, because the controller
Stereophile

IAn M-S stereo microphone delivers separate sum and difference signals, so the latter can be processed without initial
dematrixing. Matrixing (S-M, 111-5) then produces apair of
conventional stereo signals.

Ill

channels over periods of 30s or so and compares its relative amplitudes, adjusting channel
balance as necessary to make it the same in
both channels. The circuit works remarkably
well with most program material, but it does

levels at the speakers. If the amp is clipping,
the monitor will sense this as excessive HF
energy and will clamp down on it.) The signal attenuation takes place slowly, so as not to
effect transient information in program, so it

require that the program have fairly consistent

cannot protect the drivers against sudden

center information to begin with. This rules

catastrophic overloads, such as aloud switching

out recordings made with two spaced omni

"Pop." (dbx recommends fusing the speaker

mikes, recordings of string quartets, many

lines with 6- to 7-Amp fast-blow fuses if you

small-group jazz combos, and realistically
staged operas and theatrical plays, where

habitually listen at levels exceeding 103dB.)

voices may originate from off-center for

much more so, in fact, than most because of

The system is asnap to set up initially—

many minutes at a time. Second, the con-

the 1-A's very wide and very uniform disper-

troller must be located in asystem before the

sion. Wiring is completely straightforward ex-

preamp's own balance control, otherwise it
will merely act to compensate for that control's corrections, resulting in consistently
unbalanced sound if the speakers themselves

cept for the (optional) wires from the poweramp outputs and the controller, for actuating
the overload limiters. Itried the system both
ways—with and without the limiter—and I

need balance correction. Since all preamps

could not hear an iota of difference in the

have their balance control following the input selector anyway, the latter requirement is
met routinely when the controller is inserted

sound. Howeve4 Ichose not to use the protecting circuit, because Itend never to listen at
levels above 104dB, and Ifeel more comfort-

in the preamp's 'Pape Monitor, and the Auto
Balance serves only to equalize channel

able when there's as little extraneous circuitry
in the system as possible. Idon't care whether

balance between the various signal sources.
At best, though, the Auto Balance often

there; Ibelieve it sounds better, and that's all

shows some sign of indecisiveness on most
musical signal sources, so if you're really

that counts when I'm the one doing the listening.

it sounds any better with less extra stuff in

critical of channel balancing, you will prob-

Initial setup is just the first step with these

ably opt for leaving the Auto Balance switched

speakers, though. They will work "well"

Out, and use manual balancing instead. But
one thing the Auto Balance does work superbly

with just about any old set-up, as long as they

for is film soundtracks, where all dialog is

face one another and are reasonably symmetrical to the listening area. But these are

routinely recorded as mono information, to

capable of working much better than "well."

keep it firmly anchored on-screen, and to

No other speaker system that Iknow of

prevent any leakage into the rear Dolbyencoded surround channels. (With Dolby

gives you the flexibility of placement or the

Surround, front/rear separation is greatest for
center front signals.)
The Controller also has abuilt-in power
monitor to protect the system from sustained

variety of spatial characteristics you can get
from apair of Soundfield 1-As. Without the
constraints of precise toeing-in and critical
included angles, you are free to go for a
shallow soundstage or tremendous depth,

overloads, such as operation at excessively

tight center imaging or avast, spacious sound-

high levels. This circuit, which need not be

stage. And the so-called Ambience control

used if you're confident you won't be abus-

allows awide range of soundstage presenta-

ing the speakers, requires two pairs of unshielded, lightweight wires between the

ions with any given placement of the speakers.
This tremendous flexibility of placement is

power amp outputs or loudspeakers and the

what makes initial setup so simple if all you

appropriate inputs on the controller. The

want is good performance, but it also means

controller then monitors the output voltage

you could easily take weeks of experimenting

levels, reducing the line-level gain through

with speaker placement before you get exactly
the imaging and souncistag,ing characteristics

the controller if those voltages reach potentially damaging levels. (Note that this does not
check for amplifier overload; just for signal
112

you want. But rest assured that, whatever
soundstage presentation you prefer, these
Stereophile

speakers can give it to you.

listening area is much more specific and stable

Getting good bass performance from the
Soundfields can be a bit of a chore, too,
because the system's omnidirectional radiation tends to excite every LF standing wave

than is usually obtained from toedin directional systems, there is no listening
position from which the imaging is as specific

the room can support, and the only way to

systems which produce a"sweet spot" just
an inch or so wide. And alot of perfectionists
will think twice before compromising pin-

minimize this is by careful physical placement
in relation to the room boundaries. dbx's suggestion that you aim for the most disparate
possible ratios of distances to each adjacent
room boundary surface is asound one, but
you should still be prepared to do alot of ex-

as can be obtained from highly directional

point imaging from that narrow sweet spot in
order to get less specific, imaging over a
wider listening area. The fact that pinpoint
imaging rarely exists in real life , will not

perimenting, with (perhaps) your listening

dissuade those who demand it from their

location as well as speaker location, in order
to get the smoothest possible bass response
at the listening seat. Most critically important

audio systems.
It is almost pointless to try to describe the
1-A's imaging and soundstaging characteristics,

is the 37-55Hz range, as this range provides
the underpinnings of all music. If part of it is

to speaker placement, and the 1-As allow

weak or exaggerated, you will find some

such flexibility of same. You can get almost

recordings to be too thin or too fat, while

any soundstage presentation you desire, just

others may sound reasonably good. A test
oscillator is invaluable, if not essential, for

by judicious placement. But the best Icould
do in terms of center bunching (image

because these qualities are so very susceptible

low-frequency tweaking of the 1-As and, in-

tightness from mono sources) was only very

deed, of any speaker system (see "Consulta-

good. It's not that the system made instruments sound larger than life; just that

tion" later in this issue).
Incidentally, the 1-As are very sensitive,
which is amixed blessing. While this does

their normal-width images were not as
specific from most recordings as Ihave heard

allow them to produce prodigious sound

from some other speakers. (On the other

levels without taxing the amplifier or endangering the speakers, it also increases the

hand, atest tape we had previously made, to
illustrate the directional accuracy of various

likelihood that any hum originating between

stereo mike techniques, showed that the 1-A
does have superlative locational capabilities,

the preamp volume control and the power
amp outputs will be raised to audibility.
So, how well does the Soundfield IA do
what it's supposed to do?

although, in JA's opinion, not to the standard
shown by the Sound Lab A-3s.)
Off-center stability of the 1-A is positively

Extraordinarily well. Ifound, in fact, that I
could stand outside the lateral location of

amazing! From anywhere across the listening

either speaker and still hear abalanced sound-

spot. Even when listening from the left side

stage. In short, this is the least antisocial speaker system Ihave heard. (The current Ohm

of the left-hand speaker, centered instruments
are midway between the speakers, (although

speakers, which Ihadn't yet heard at time of

no longer between the speakers and the rear

writing, are increasingly directional at frequen-

wall.) And it almost goes without saying that

cies above lkHz, and direct their "beams" for-

the Soundfield 1-A can image way beyond

ward and inward by 45 °to achieve somewhat

the speakers with appropriate program
material. It did it with some of the material on

the same result as the 1-As. Idoubt that this
would provide as wide alistening area as does

area, everything remains in exactly the same

our test tape, as well as with a number of

the Soundfield system, but will soon know;
we have apair of the Ohm 5s on hand. See
DO's review.)
Unfortunately, the 1-A can't work miracles.
It is still subject to the rule that the wider the
listening area, the vaguer the imaging. Although
the system's imaging from across the entire
Stereophile

2lam afraid that Iwill have to disagree with you about this,
JGH. Human hearing is generally amazingly directionally
precise in the lateral plane, depending on the frequency
range of the source and the ratio between the direct sound
and the reverberant field. The only areas of ambiguity concern vertical localization, which is to be expected from a
system using two laterally spaced ears, and (to a lesser
degree, because of the response shaping of the pinnae)
front /back discrimination.
— JA
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commercial

recordings

containing

the

mers in almost exactly the same relationships

An obvious application for these speakers

they were originally.) This kind of depth does

necessary phase relationships.
is for large-screen front-projection video
systems, where it is important that film dialog
remain centered on-screen for listeners who
are seated to the sides of the projection
axis—most film dialog is mixed as A+B
mono—and that stereo sounds "track" the
visible on-screen positions of their sources.
The 1-As work admirably in this capacity,
eliminating the need for afront-center dialog
speaker under the screen. As can be inferred
from the above description, center imaging
with the 1-A was not as specific as it can be
with adedicated center speaker for dialog,
but this is not a liability for film sound
because one can see where the source of the
dialog is, without having to rely on aural cues
alone. In fact, the slightly vague stereo image
can be an asset here, because if the actor is
seen speaking at one side of the screen, it is
easier to believe his voice is also coming from
that side when the dialog isn't pinpointed
dead-center. The 1-As' high sensitivity easily
allowed for movie-theater-style 105dB signal
peaks with arelatively modest 100 watts of
amplifier power. Their only drawback for
video use is that they lack the midrange projection and punch necessary for proper
reproduction of film soundtracks.
Surprisingly—considering the multiplicity
of drivers—there is virtually no VVB 3 effect
when one moves one's head from side to side.
It appears that dbx has achieved exactly what
they set out to achieve: a speaker system
which favors no part of the listening area.
The reproduction of depth by these speakers

to one another and to the stage boundaries as
not "come with the territory," though. The
speakers must be well in front of the rear wall
for this to happen; distances of less than four
feet cause increasing compression of soundstage depth.
How about overall sound quality? The
Soundfield 1-A is very good, ranking about
on the borderline between our Class B and
Class C recommended systems. Its only real
problem is what sounds like an underdamped
resonance (read "peak") at around 7kHz,
which imparts asomewhat sizzly quality to
cymbals and vocal sibilants and aconsistent
"tick" coloration to disc surface noise. (Subsequent measurements, with both steady and
warbled sinewaves, indicated moderate, narrow peaks at 7and 12kHz. The 7kHz one is
by far the more noticeable.)
Low-end extension is awesome. Imeasured
it as being essentially fiat (-3dB) to 22Hz at
the listening location, and that was with the
LF EQ set to "flat." With (additional) LF
boost, these can blow your socks offl This is
one of the few systems of its size that really
reproduce the shudder of alarge pipe organ
and the almost-subsonic ambience of alarge
performing space with nothing going on in it
but outside noises from traffic, subways, and
earth tremors. Actually, the extreme low-end
range of these is not all that obvious, because
they do not have the LF detail to call attention
to the fact that they are reproducing astonishingly deep material. Bass detail and control
are only fair, however, and though LF pitch

must be heard to be believed! Instruments are

definition is quite well reproduced, the
speakers lack the "throb" that characterizes

clearly ranged in rows from front to back,

live bass (and that of avery few loudspeakers).

with adefinite wall behind them, and have an
almost palpable roundness to their sound in-

Except for that sizzle riding along at the
top, the 1-A reproduced instrumental timbres

stead of the flat, cardboard-cutout "depth"

quite well, although it is difficult to define its

one often hears when perspectives are rendered this well. It's not that depth is exaggerated; just that it is so conspicuously audible.

"sound" because the tilt adjustment on the
controller allows the 1-A to produce àwide

(Reproduced through these speakers, recordings which Imade myself place the perfor-

range of spectral balances, from dark, fat and
dull, to lean and strident. Iactually found that
Iused the tilt control quite often, because
large-scale musical forces, such as orchestras

3The Vertical-Venetian-Blind effect describes arapid backand-forth hopping of the apparent sound source as the
listener moves his head to one side or the other. It has been
likened to listening through the pickets of alaterally moving
fence, or through vertically oriented venetian-blind slats.
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and pipe organ, sounded more realistic with
aricher and more laid-back sound than did
small-group recordings, which did better
with aleaner, more upfront sound. With the
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tilt control optimized for aspecific recording,

pensate for; you'll get an image shift toward

Ifound that the system did better with wood-

the closer speaker.

winds and violas than with brasses and
violins, the latter tending to be little wimpish.

absolute terms—of smoothness and detail—I

Making allowances for spectral balance, I
would judge the 1-A to have rather good

characterize the 1-A as an audio perfectionist-

focus, with somewhat less veiling than is

type system. Its level of coloration is not as

typical of dynamic drivers, but also abit less

low as it should be at this price level—there
will be few audiophiles who will put up with

transparency than Ihave heard from some
dynamics (such as Thiels and Spicas), and
markedly less than from full-range electrostatics. At all usable tilt settings, though,

How, then, would Isum up this system? In
would give it fairly high marks, but Icannot

that somewhat sizzly high end—and though
it does some audiophile-type things, such as
low-end range and soundstag,ing, extremely

there was aconsistent vague lack of body and

well, it does not provide the kind of pinpoint

punch to the lower midrange—here we go

imaging demanded by perfectionists. The sizzle can be pretty much tamed by rotating

again!—which tended to make sounds alittle
lighter than they should be. (A cornet, for instance, sounded more like atrumpet, an alto

both speakers so that their inward-firing
tweeter beams are aimed afew degrees toward

voice more like asoprano.) lubas, trombones,

the rear wall, but this also tends to impair

and piano bass strings tried valiantly to sound

their ability to offset changes in lateral listen-

stentorian, but never quite made it.

ing position, requires that they be used some-

Finally, afew placement caveats. While the
1-As can give asolid center image when placed

what closer together in order to maintain ade-

much farther apart than other speakers, it is

system's apparent detail. In short, the cure is

not suggested that you sit closer to them than

arguably worse than the malady.

quate center fill, and kills some of the

1.5 times the distance between them. Close

The dbx Soundfield 1-A neatly solves some

listening does enhance detail in most rooms

of stereo's knottiest problems, but does so at

(you get more direct sound in relation to the
room reflections), but too-close listening will

the cost of less-than-impressive performance

cause too great an amplitude increase from

priced speaker systems are far superior. At the

the closer speaker, when you move to one

price, this system is an agglomeration of very

side, for the polar-pattern shaping to corn-

mixed blessings.

in acouple of areas where other comparably

OHM WALSH 5LOUDSPEAKER
Dick Olsher
Driver complement: Ohm-Walsh full-range driver and atitanium-dome supertweeter. Bass
Loading: bass-reflex. Frequency response: 25Hz-25kHz, ±4dB. Sensitivity: 90dB for 2B3 volts
input. Nominal impedance: 4ohms. Power requirements: 50W minimum, 500W maximum.
Size: 17.5" x 17.5" at the base, tapering to 15" x15" at the top; 43" tall. Weight: 95 pounds
each. Price: $4800/pair. Manufacturer: Ohm Acoustics Corp., 241 Taaffe Place, Brooklyn, NY
11205. Tel: (718) 783-1111; toll-free line: (1-800) 221-6984.

top of the Ohm line, and the current Walsh 5

gesture and clearly demonstrates Ohm Acoustics' pride in their new flagship loudspeaker.

production run represents a"limited edition"
of 500 pairs worldwide. There's even acertifi-

pany itself, owe their existence to the Walsh

The Ohm Walsh 5displaces the Ohm Fat the

The entire Ohm line, and, in fact, the com-

cate of authenticity—hand-signed by Ohm

driver developed by the late Lincoln Walsh

Acoustics President John Strohbeen—packed
with the speakers that makes it all official. I

(1903-1971). This driver, in principle, can oper-

think that this is more than aclever marketing

20Hz to 20kHz and is capable of producing a

Stereophile

ate over the entire audio bandwidth from
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coherent cylindrical soundfield around the
driver cone. It is adynamic moving-coil design but with strikingly unconventional and
original packaging. Sound is radiated from the
surface of an inverted cone that visually resembles an upside-down woofer or avery
large ice-cream cone. The face of the cone
radiates into an enclosure and generates what
is equivalent to abackwave from an ordinary
driver. The voice-coil and magnet are located
where you'd expect them—at the apex of the
cone (see fig. 1). As the apex of the cone is
compressed or stretched, the area around the
apex radiates asoundwave into the surrounding air at the speed of sound or about 1127ft/s.
At the same time, the vibrations ripple down
the cone toward the rim with apropagation
velocity characteristic of the cone material.
For atypical paper cone the radial velocity

Ohm Walsh 5loudspeaker

through the midrange frequencies is in the
range 400 -800 ft/s. Is it possible to vibrate the

pushed very hard. Only afew dozen were ever

rim of the cone exactly when the airwave
from the apex is directly over the rim? Such

made, and the Ohm Awas soon replaced with

synchronism would guarantee the propaga-

cient. In 1982, the Walsh driver was re-engi-

tion of a time-aligned coherent wavefront

neered for the Ohm Walsh 2. Sensitivity was
improved another 7dB by using aplastic cone,
and acontrolled dispersion technique was used

toward the listener, but obviously requires the
cone vibrations to travel faster than the speed
of sound in air. Walsh showed that this was

the Ohm F, which was about 6dB more effi-

for the first time by Ohm to widen the stereo

possible when the cone is engineered with

seat. Ascaled-up version of this driver is used

the proper angle and materials.

in the Ohm Walsh 5.
Strictly speaking, none of the current Wal.sh
drivers are full-range; rather, they should be
considered wide-range, as their response is
augmented at the frequency extremes by ancillary radiators. In the deep bass, the bass
response is extended by the bass-reflex port,
while the treble above 10kHz is filled in by a
titanium-dome supertweeter. The Walsh driver
is allowed to roll off mechanically in the highs
without the usual low-pass filtration, while a
simple, first-order, high-pass filter protects
the supertweeter. These tweeters are mounted
on top of the Walsh driver and are fired at 450

Fig. 1

off the main axis so that their polar patterns
intersect on aline bisecting the center of the
stereo seat. There is also asound-absorbing
assembly, called aRiffle( transmission block,
positioned around the Walsh driver, that simi-

The cone in the Ohm A, the first commercial product to embody the Walsh driver, was

larly controls dispersion through the mids.

made of titanium and aluminum. It was very

The effect is that, as you move from left to
right, for example, you start moving outside

inefficient, required almost endless power,
and had apropensity for blowing up when

compensates for the increase in intensity due
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the lobe of the right channel, which roughly
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to the increased proximity of the right chan-

the direct sound, and are therefore not per-

nel. This prevents the soundstage from shift-

ceived as adistinct sonic event. Reverb, on the

ing and shrinking to the nearest speaker, as
commonly happens, maintaining a stable

other hand, consists of "late" reflections that
are perceived as adistinct echo. That is not to
say that it is impossible to recognize the presence of early reflections below the echo thresh-

stereo soundstage over avery wide listening
area. Felt padding on the outside of the can
housing the Walsh driver provides for some
attenuation of side-directed radiation to ac-

old. In fact, reflections will not only change the

commodate speaker placements near side-

but will also affect the spaciousness of the
sound. By spaciousness, Imean a spatial
spreading of the soundsource to fill alarger

walls.
The cabinet is rigidly constructed, with lots
of bracing, and the panels are mass-loaded

loudness and timbre of the primary sound,

space within the soundstage than is defined

with lead-sheet lining to dampen panel reso-

by the visual contours of the source itself.

nances. Internal wiring is with Monster Cable
OEM speaker cable. Connections are via goldplated binding posts, just the kind Ilike, with

Such aspatial impression is actually desirable

ahexagonal body shape that allows me to
crank down on spade lugs with anut driver.

asufficient number of lateral reflections are

in the concert hall, being synonymous with
"good acoustics," and it has been found that

Each cabinet sits on top of four heavy-duty

necessary to achieve it. In the classical "shoebox" -shaped concert hall, strong lateral re-

casters that not only make it easy to move the

flections cover the entire hall, whereas in the

speakers, but also give the bottom-firing vent

modern fan-shaped or arena type of audito-

room to breathe.
Three controls are provided near the bind-

rium, there is alack of lateral reflections in the
center of the hall. Incidentally, proper reverb

ing posts in the form of three-position slide-

is also important for good acoustics, about 2s

switches. These are labeled: "Low Frequency,"

being ideal for the concert hall. The reverb

"High Frequency," and "Perspective." The upper switch positions offer "flat response,"
while the middle and bottom positions de-

of the sound source from the listener, while

crease the bass, mids, and treble by as much

results in an apparent increase of the distance
the decaying portion of the reverb, of course,
gives us information about the size of the hall.

as 4dB. It's true that such controls can be use-

The precise delay times of the reflections

ful in accommodating speakers to avariety of

don't matter much over alarge range between

listening room acoustics, from dead to live,
but I'd rather see them provided before the
power amp—preferably at the preamp stage.

there's single or multiple reflections. Rather,

All of the passive parts necessary to implement these controls, the electrolytic capacitors, coils, and resistors, are bound to degrade

5and 80ms. Neither does it matter whether
spaciousness depends on the ratio of the
sound energy arriving from lateral reflections
to the total sound energy and the angle of incidence of the reflections on the ear. Another
interesting observation is that the degree of

the sound quality. The Ohm Walsh 5 is the
kind of speaker that needs to have the listen-

spaciousness depends on the overall sound

ing room cater to its acoustic desires anyway,

level, so that increasing the volume level dur-

so why not just dispense with the controls

ing playback will unmask a lot more hall

entirely?

sound.
Let's switch gears back to the listening room.

A Few Reflective Moments
Although the Ohm Walsh 5is far from being
an omnidirectional radiator over its entire
bandwidth, its polar response through the
middle octaves is nonetheless much broader
than that of aconventional speaker. This leads
us to the subject of reflections and reverberation. I'd like to first distinguish between reflections and reverb on the basis of arrival times.
Reflections arrive early, say within 50ms of
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If lateral reflections are so desirable in the concert hall, might they not also be agood idea in
the listening room? Purists would argue that
all of the necessary hall ambience is already
contained on the original recording and that
it is folly to superimpose the sonic signature
of the room on the reproduced performance.
But there is another side to the coin; it can be
argued that there is something the matter with
conventional stereo. The classical concept of
117

stereo has to do with proper localization of instruments across and within the soundstage,

ever promised; don't be greedy." But, gee

and perfectionist recording techniques such

whiz John, there must be life after stereo!

agine JA saying,

Well Dick, that's all stereo

as Blumlein milting do this very well indeed.
Unfortunately, stereo does apoor job in handling hall sound. All reflections and reverb are

The Preliminaries

projected from the frontal plane, which gross-

Program material this time around was almost

ly distorts the ambience of the original record-

all analog (my usual front end), apart from a
couple of Sony PCM-F1 master tapes. A few

ing site and undermines the illusion of arealis-

CDs were used early on before Ioptimized the

tic soundstage. To synthesize the original
space in alistening room means properly immersing the listener in the original hall sound

settled on my listening rooms, my reference
CD player had been shipped back to Mike

listening room setup, but by the time the dust

and requires many more than two channels.

Moffat for acomplete overhaul. (Mike is now

Some researchers have estimated that at least

using the Philips 650 chassis as the basis for his

20 channels are necessary to get all the reflection angles right and to really do abang-up

modifications!) The primary amplifier used
was the class-A Krell KSA-100, although there

job. Quadraphony is astep in the right direction, but is not capable of generating acon-

Boulder 500 and Forte Model 1amps. Inter-

vincing image to the sides of the listener. As a
practical compromise, six channels are probably required for good surround sound—two
channels for the front, two for the back and
two more for the sides.
Some manufacturers (Bose, for example)
have taken adesign path Ihave dubbed "en-

were also brief encounters with both the
connects used were: Monster Cable M-1000,
Aural Symphonies As One, and the van den
Hul Silver. The speaker cable was Bruce Brisson's MIT-750.

Sonic Impressions
The Ohm Walsh 5 started things off in the

hanced stereo," and which some folks might

"dead" end of my dead-end/live-end listen-

be more inclined to call "artificial stereo."

ing room. No matter where Ipositioned them
in that end of the room, however, their imag-

These designs deliberately generate side reflections with the expressed idea of increasing

ing magic was not to be heard. The almost

the intensity of the lateral room reflections
and thereby enhancing the spaciousness of
the reproduced soundstage. Isee this as a

palpable and spacious soundstage Ihad experienced under show conditions was gone. In-

viable approach, but it must be understood
axiomatically that such designs trade off timbrel accuracy for the illusion of alive soundstage. There is no free lunch. You can involve
the listening room in the playback and thereby heighten the illusion of real space, but at

stead, the soundstage width was restricted to
the solid angle subtended by the edges of the
speakers, and the solidity of individual spaces
within that soundstage was marginal.
Acting on the suggestion of Don Bouchard
at Ohm, Irepositioned all of the absorbent

the same time timbre colorations will result.

material in the room so that the dead end became the live end and vice versa. It worked!

Ithink that it is necessary to involve the listen-

The transformation was incredible. The di-

ing room to some extent to achieve agreater
sense of soundstage reality; it would be terrible to listen to two channels reproduced in an
anechoic chamber. Let me give you aconcrete
example. With the right program material, the
Celestion SL600s are capable of generating a
highly localized, very specific soundstage, in
which instruments are projected with pinpoint accuracy. Yet Ihave trouble of accepting
that soundstage as real, and have amuch easier
time believing the presentation of the Ohm
Walsh 5. I'm sure that JA and MC must be
shaking their heads at me by now. Ican im118

mensions of the soundstage stretched clear
out to the sidewalls with excellent depth. The
diffuseness of individual spaces within the
soundstage increased somewhat, but each
space took on aconvincing 3-D quality. The
focus within the soundstage was not ultratight, being more typical in extent of what
you might experience from the back of the
IAlthough we recommended Mike Mottais modified CD
player in "Recommended Components" in Vol. 10 No.3,
California Audio Labs has pointed out that Mike's contract as
adesign consultant for them precludes him from selling more
than six modified players per month. Regretfully, therefore,
we must withdraw our recommendation.
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concert hall. It might be more accurate to say
that the whole end of the room appeared to
come alive; Igot the distinct impression of

to verify using master tapes of my wife, the
soprano. Sure enough, the upper-octave sweetness of Lesley's voice was gone. Her middle

peeking into areal space. Avery enjoyable ex-

registers were darker-sounding and colored

perience. One may conclude that the Walsh 5

by aslight cupped-hand or megaphone-like

does need afair bit of room reflection really to
shine, and that the dead-end/live-end arrange-

coloration. Much later, Iundertook to determine if this was something inherent in the
sound of the Walsh 5or merely aroom artefact. With lots of absorbent material to the

ment suits it quite well.
In terms of tonal balance, the Walsh 5 is
capable of neutral performance. In my listen-

sides and rear, the level of this coloration was

ing room, this was achieved with the treble

somewhat improved, but the imaging suffered.

control in the increase position and perspective control in the front position. The bass

the coloration never disappeared completely,

control was mostly set to the increase posi-

so Iwould have to conclude that it is acharac-

tion, which is actually the flat setting. Trans-

teristic of the speakers.

parency was quite good, especially for alarge
dynamic loudspeaker, but was not in the class

would reveal an aberrant frequency response,

of the good planar speakers such as an Apogee.
There was an effortlessness about the sound,

A genuine Catch-22 situation. In any event,

Iwas sure that aV3 -octave frequency sweep
but Iwas wrong. In fact, from about 500Hz to

however, and the music ebbed and flowed

20kHz (which was as far as Imeasured), the
Walsh 5was almost ruler flat when measured

without strain, even on the mightiest of or-

on the supertweeter axis. There were the usual

chestral crescendos. Complex passages were

dips and peaks in the in-room bass response,

resolved without congestion or audible stress.

and the bass was down 4dB at 25Hz—in complete accord with Ohm's specifications. The

On New Baby, Don Randi & Quest (Sheffield
Lab 12), treble detail such as brushed and
struck cymbals was nicely resolved, with

source for the coloration remains amystery,
therefore.

natural textures. Overall, the sound quality was

An additional coloration manifested itself

very cohesive through the middle octaves.

on West of Oz (Sheffield Lab 15): the lower

Bass lines, however, were a bit difficult to

mida and mid bass were slightly obese and

follow, and there was some loss of pitch definition in the deep bass. Cleo (Cleo Laine: Live

sluggish, with alittle extra "oomph" on bass

at Carnegie Hall, RCA LPL1 -5015) was posi-

like adouble bass.
The spaciousness of the recording site on

tioned up front as she should be. Resolution
of low-level crowd noise was excellent.
The relaxed, effortless presentation of orchestral detail without apparent congestion
was very much in evidence on Carmina
Burana (EMI ASD 3117). The character of the
speaker remained constant from soft to very
loud passages. Soloists were localized with an
almost palpable body. Sibilants were beautifully elucidated. The transition from the mida
to the upper octaves was seamless. The treble
was well behaved, without sizzle or zip. The
boys' choir was correctly located to the left

transients. Bass guitar sounded an awful lot

Laudate! (Proprius 7800) was nicely reproduced. The chorus, however, was painted in
broad brush strokes, with little fine-structure
spatial resolution. As aresult, it was difficult to
pinpoint individual voices within the chorus.
More serious in nature were the alterations
to violin timbre. David Abel's Guarnerius (Wilson Audio Beethoven/Enescu sonatas for violin and piano) lacked the requisite amount of
sweetness and focus, being instead grainy and
dry. In contrast, on the Quad ESLs, this Guarnerius really sings. Asimilar fate befell Itzhak

and back of the stage and did not hover over

Perlman on the Bruch violin concerto (EMI

the left speaker, as sometimes happens. The

ASD-2926). Itzhak's violin tone was dryishsounding and lacking in sheen—not good

interplay of the LSO chorus and the boys'
choir was nicely resolved. The panpotting of
soloists into the soundstage was very obvious.

news for lovers of violin sound. Guitar sound
on Pedro Aledo: Cantatos Antiguos yCantatos

But ahint of bad news for the first time:
there was aslight cupped-hand coloration to

Nuevos (Pierre Verany PV-12793) lacked speed

soprano voice (Sheila Armstrong). This Ihad

too rounded. There was also something the
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on attacks, and plucked sounds were simply
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matter with Pedro's voice, which took on a

tures. This is clearly aspeaker on the verge of

slight cupped-hand coloration. Brass sound
on Sheffield Lab's The KingJames Version was

greatness. But to coin anew audio mite: for
every audio problem solved, another two are

abit too polite and lackluster. The extreme
treble was fine, however, and the soundstage

created. Ifind the midrange colorations of the

was fully emancipated from the confines of

croach on the sanctity of two of my favorite

Ohm Walsh 5 very troublesome. They en-

the speakers.

instruments: female voice and violin. There

Putting the Pieces Together

are also problems with pitch definition in the
deep bass, but the former issues are the major

The Ohm Walsh 5 proved to be a difficult

ones to my mind.

speaker to review First of all, it is quite room-

So what's apoor boy to do? Aclear recom-

sensitive, requiring a lot of fine tuning to

mendation is out of the question, but the

achieve its full imaging potential. Second, it is

Ohm Walsh 5is still definitely aspeaker worth

amixed bag of virtues and colorations. I'm

auditioning; the soundstage it creates is alone
worth the effort. Without those midrange col-

very enthusiastic about its strong suits. The
lifelike soundstage it can create is very capti-

orations, the Walsh 5 could be amilestone

vating, and it excels in the areas of dynamic

speaker; Ihope it continues to evolve in that

range and sheer cohesiveness of musical tex-

direction.

SIEFERT MAXIM IIID
Thomas J. Norton

Siefert Maxim III D Improved
Two-way dynamic system with 0.8" dome tweeter and 6.5" woofer in bass-reflex enclosure. Frequency response: 46Hz-32kHz ±2dB. Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Sensitivity: 86dB/W/m.
Dimensions: 13" H by 9" W by 11" D. Weight: 36 lbs/pair. Price: $599/pair. Manufacturer:
Siefert Research, 31212 Bailard Road, Malibu, CA 90265. Tel: (213) 457-4239.
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Preface: We originally weren't going to pub-

same thing—reviews that appeared in print

lish this review, as we were led to believe that

before March '87 have been of samples with
this original design balance. Ed stated that
Siefert had discovered a small but audible

the IIID would be obsolete by the time this
issue of Stereophile appeared. However; as we
were going to press, we were informed that
this would not be the case. In addition, contrary to what we reported in the most recent
"Recommended Components" (Vol. 10 Na 3),
the original III will also remain in production. The fact that the IIID was modified to
correct its flawed high-frequency balance,

peak at 1IkHz. Not to worry, said Ed, return
the offending units posthaste and anew crossover change will scotch the problem.
Did it ever! The new IIID (which Ihave
dubbed "Improved" but will hereafter refer
to only as the IIID to keep this offering manageable) had adramatically improved balance

however, will be of interest: Siefert state that

Overall, the new tweeter was now clearly the

units manufactured after December 1, 1986,
have the most recent tweeter/crossover

greatest strength of the system. High-fre-

changes.

—Ed.

spects: smoothness, extension, delicacy, detail, and consistency from soft to loud levels.

All but the newest readers will recall JGH's

While Ihesitate to call anything state-of-theart,' since no one is really qualified to make

highly favorable review of the original Maxim

quency response was outstanding in all re-

Ill in Vol.8 No.3. The III remains in the Siefert

that judgment unless he or she has evaluated

line, but is now joined by the new IIID, which

absolutely everything (a clear impossibility),

is practically identical except for the incorpofactured by the Danish firm Dynaudio.

Iwill say that Ihave heard no other loudspeaker that is obviously superior above 5kHz.
When adesigner improves aloudspeaker

Dynaudio drivers are notable for their excep-

system in one area, he risks "unbalancing" the

ration of a21mm open-dome tweeter manu-

tional power-handling capacity, but they are

system, exposing weaknesses that were not

expensive and, largely for that reason, not
widely used by system designers. , The high

obvious before The new tweeter is clearly

power-handling facilitates the use of slow-

"faster," and more detailed and neutral than
the woofer. Some may find this discontinuity

slope crossover networks, and the Maxim

mildly distracting; Ifound it easy to adjust to,

takes advantage of this capability. 2In the IIID,

and consider the superb new high end amore

the system crossover has been set at 2.5kHz,

than even tradeoff.

800Hz lower than the crossover in the original
III and actually far lower than Dynaudio rec-

Iwas not at all surprised to find that the small

ommends for this driver (they intend it to be

Maxim IIID produced an excellent soundstage. With careful setup (good stands are

used as asupertweeter).
My original pair of IIIDs came close to re-

stands in their literature but Ipreferred 241,

ceiving amediocre review. Ironically, the culprit was that new tweeter: the overall frequency balance was clearly skewed in favor of the
high frequencies. While the treble was admirably clean and open (I noted no coloration or
strain that could be attributed to the low cross-

highly recommended; Siefert shows 20"
you will be rewarded with asoundstage that
most larger systems cannot equal. Small speakers have abuilt-in advantage here (why do you
think the WAMM is designed the way it is?); of
the larger speakers Ihave reviewed recently,
only the GNP Valkyrie, with its elaborate cabi-

over frequency), over time the excessively

net construction, developed aclearly superior

sibilant, over-etched sound became irritating.

sensation of width, depth, and imaging.

Just as Iwas about to put poison pen to paper,
Ireceived acall from Ed Miller of Siefert Research. It seemed that others had noticed the

The bass of the IIID was surprising for a
small loudspeaker. The lowest bass was, as
you might expect, well down in level—no IRS
challenger here—but there was asensation of

1l'wo manufacturen currently using Dynaudio tweeters (the
larger 28nun version) are Synthesis and Thiel.
2So-called slow-slope crossovers use 6dBioctave rolloffs for
all crossover points, which is said to better preserve phase
linearity. The desirability of such slopes (which also have
disadvantages) is still hotly debated.
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low bass and no false mid-bass emphasis.
3Or even worse, the totally meaningless "beyond the stateof-the-art." which I've seen used in recent audio writing (not
in these pages). You can advance the state-of-the-an; you
can't exceed it.
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Organ-music fans will miss the bottom-end
weight and reach of larger systems, but percussive bass, down to about 50-60Hz, was

gram material played back at "reasonable"
levels.
My rather rudimentary measurements indi-

surprisingly satisfying, with good impact and

cated that the latest IIID had avery smooth fre-

dynamics. 4 The woofers did appear to flop

quency response. My own measurements were,

around rather alarmingly, however, in re-

in fact, flatter than Siefert's own published

sponse to infrasonic signals—largely from
analog discs. Although Iencountered no audible woofer overloading, the IIID's ability to

the more accurate—its linear but slightly ele-

play at high levels without serious audible dis-

curve. Iwould tend to believe the latter to be
vated response in the 500 to 1000Hz region

tress may tempt some to exceed its deep-bass

(up about 3dB) correlates well with my subjective impressions of the IIID's overall

power-handling capability; in such asituation

balance.

Iwould recommend the use of agood infrasonic filter. Poor woofer loading at very low

At its list price of $599/pair, the IIID faces
stiff competition, but offers areal alternative

frequencies is characteristic of all ported
systems.

to anumber of the slightly smaller mini-monitors. Most of these have adistinctly laid-back

The IIID had adistinctly up-front, lively

frequency balance, don't cope well with sound

sound, agutsy quality that many audiophiles

levels that the Sieferts sail through unscathed,

may, on first hearing, find to be too assertive.

and can't match the IIID's superior top end.
After living with the IIIDs for afew days, I

Given the need to make achoice, Ihave been
biased in the past toward amore laid-back
quality, but found the balance of the IIID easy

began to appreciate what they could do. After
afew weeks of switching back and forth be-

to adjust to. I'm ordinarily wary of possible

tween them and larger, more expensive loud-

colorations in what Ijudge to be aforwardsounding loudspeaker. Idid notice some re-

speakers, Idon't think Iwould advise audio-

duction in midband clarity on complex program material, especially at high levels, aproblem Iwould judge to be atradeoff for the

philes to junk their Apogees, Acoustats, IRS or
WAMM systems in favor of the Sieferts. The
benefits offered by such systems just cannot
be had on the cheap. Having said that, how-

slow-slope crossovers used (the woofer still

ever, Ifound it easy simply to enjoy the music

has substantial output up to at least 4kHz).

with the IIIDs, and to ignore the inevitable
limitations of asmall, modestly priced (by
audiophile standards) loudspeaker. The IIID

However, this was not obvious on most pro-

4Stay tuned for the Siefert Subwoofer which should be available by the time you read this.

is an excellent speaker for its size and price; it
is avery good one by any measure.

KINDEL P-100 II LOUDSPEAKER
Thomas J. Norton
Three-way dynamic system in sealed enclosure with 6.5" cone woofer, 1.5" cone tweeter, 0.75"
dome supertweeter. Frequency response: 50Hz-22kHz, +3dB. Dimensions: 18" H by 9" W by
9" H. Weight: 21 lbs. each. Price: $325/pair. Manufacturer: Kindel Audio, 3615 Presley Avenue,
Riverside, CA 925a7. Tel: (714) 787-0662.
Ihaven't yet had the opportunity to audition

200Hz the two speakers appear to be identical

the $550/pair Kindel P-200 II loudspeaker

in design, apart from the P-100 ll's use of a
single woofer and smaller cabinet, Iput off

reviewed by JGH in Vol.9 No.3, but my review
samples of the considerably less expensive
P-100 II (in astriking optional finish of black
laminate with walnut trim) arrived at about
the same time as that issue. As above about
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reading JGH's review until 1had nearly completed my evaluation.
While Ifound the P-100 II to be an appealing, small loudspeaker system, Ifound it abit
Stereophile

difficult to warm to, perhaps because of its relative lack of low-end power and extension.
Subjectively, the low-end limit appeared to be
around 70-80Hz, and low-end power handling
was limited (although in alarge room, Idid

1should comment briefly on the tweeter
level control. It appeared to affect both the
tweeter and the supertweeter; Iwould have
preferred either aseparate control for each, or

bass transients). The speakers never sounded

control of just the supertweeter. Iagree with
JGH; too high asetting of this control makes
the P-100 overbright, as it apparently did with

thin, but neither did they surprise with unex-

the P-200. My optimum setting was abit high-

pected bass power. This may have been be-

er than midway; the optimum setting in

cause Ifound the elusive central imaging to be
bothersome.

another room with different associated equip-

manage to bottom the woofers with strong

Though Iexpected good imaging from these

ment might well be different.
The lowest bass of the P-100 may have been

speakers, and in large degree received it, there

rolled off, but the mid and upper bass was

was arather vague sense of positioning in the

very clean and neutral. So was the midrange,

very center of the space between the speakers

with the exception of the laid-back quality

which Idid not expect (and which JGH appar-

and avery subtle (and program-dependent)

ently did not find with the larger P-200 II). Or
could it have been the rather laid-back balance

boxiness. Depth was convincing. Except for
the already observed low-frequency power

of the P-100 that gave me problems. Even at

limits, the power-handling capacity and use-

their best (which Ifound to be with the speak-

ful volume level were very good—even in my

ers well away from the rear and side walls), I

large listening room. Isuspect that the speaker

found the balance abit laid-back, cool, and

would be more comfortable in the smaller

detached.
If it sounds like I'm about to write abad re-

rooms it's likely to be used in.
While the P-100 Ils never generated any

view of this speaker, guess again. My negative

passionate reaction on my part, they never of-

observations were not serious in degree and,

fended. They are essentially natural-sounding

more important, were subtractive. By their

speakers, whose few deviations from neutral

nature, subtractive deviations from neutrality
are far easier to live with than additive ones.
The P-100 II was particularly free of any irri-

balance were in adirection which made them
more forgiving of flaws in the program material. Both vinyl and CD sources were well served

tating qualities. Particularly notable was the

by the P- 100s, which is something that can't

system's high-frequency response: open,

be said about very many speakers in any price

sweet, and delicate. It didn't have that ultimate

range. They will please many music lovers.

sense of air or space that sets apart the truly

That might very well include you.

exceptional (and invariably far more expensive) loudspeaker, but did have anaturalness

Postscript

and ease that put it above much of the compe-

Subsequent to the completion of this review,

tition in its price class. It never sounded harsh

Kindel modified the tweeter of the MOO II and
increased the excursion capability of the

or edgy, and was not prone to exaggerating
such characteristics in the program material.

woofer. Ihave not, as yet, received an updated

This is ararity in low-cost speakers.

unit for audition.

YAMAHA DSP-1 Digital Signal Processor
Bill Sommerwerck
Digital ambience-generation and signal-processing system requiring four additional
amplifier/loudspeaker channels. System: 16-bit linear A/O, DIA conversion: 44.1kHz sampling
rate. 17 models of "real" rooms, 16 sound processing models, Dolby MP-decoding. Program
version 1.0 (June '86). Cordless remote control. Source: manufacturer's loan. Price: $850.
Manufacturer: Yamaha Electronics Corp., 6660 Orangethorpe Avenue. Buena Park, CA. Tel:
(714) 522-9105.
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Yamaha DSP-1 ambience synthesizer

ISM!
U•
se

If you listen to acoustic music, you need an
ambience system. In my opinion, there can

...

delayed components from the ambience

be no arguing this. And Yamaha's DSP-1 is the

speaker. This is called the Haas, or "Precedence" Effect.

best consumer ambience system yet.
Let's start by explaining the "why." As I've

first-arrival sounds have only alimited abili-

The precedence effect is not all-powerful:

written before in these pages ad nauseam,

ty to mask ambience. The limitations go like

stereo is fundamentally and uncorrectably
flawed in that it cannot reproduce the full

this:

"sphere" of ambience surrounding the listener

• I. The direct and delayed sounds must be
similar; the direct sound of a flute cannot

at alive event. Stereo can never achieve the

mask the delayed sounds of abassoon!

only legitimate goal of high-fidelity sound

• 2. The delay must be in the range of about

reproduction: the illusion that one is actual-

5to 30 milliseconds (ms). Delays longer than

ly hearing alive performance. Worse, the ambience it does reproduce comes from the
wrong directions. This error causes severe

this are not masked, and are heard as distinct
echoes.

perspective distortion and significant alterations in instrumental timbre.

• 3. The first-arrival sound must be
coherent, or the brain will not have the sonic
"landmarks" it needs to mask the delayed

To understand why this is so, you need to

sound. Ambience is amishmash of incoherent

know something about the psychoacoustics
of ambience perception. Don't worry; it isn't

reflections. The initial transients, as well as

difficult.
Imagine two identical speakers. One has a

the silences between notes, are missing;
everything is smeared together. If both the
direct and delayed speaker outputs were just

fixed position, directly in front of you. The

ambience, the brain would have nothing to

other can be moved to any location on ahori-

fix on in the first-arrival sound, and no masking would occur.

zontal circle. The fixed speaker reproduces
the "direct" sound of an instrument or voice;
there are no delayed or ambient components.
The movable speaker reproduces the am-

• 4. Most important of all, the delayed
sounds must arrive from about the same
direction as the direct sounds, if they are to

bient components of the sound coming from

be masked. In our gedanken experiment, the

the fixed speaker. (This ambience could be

delayed sounds are 20dB below the direct. With
the ambience speaker at the front, the

created either by re-recording the direct
sound in areverberant room, or by electronic
synthesis. How it is obtained is not important.) Let's also posit that the level of the
delayed sound is 20dB below the direct.

delayed sound has to be almost as loud as the
direct before it is unmasked. But if the delayed
sound comes from the side of the listener it can
be 20dB down, and still audible (unmasked)!
To put it another way—with direct sounds

Assume that the movable (ambient) speaker
is next to the fixed (direct) speaker. With this

from the front, and delayed sounds "all

arrangement, little ambience is audible. The

around," those coming from the sides are

direct sound masks it. The brain decides that

least masked by the direct sounds. The sug-

the direct speaker, whose output arrives first,

gests that side-arriving sounds would have

is the source of the sound, and ignores the

the most influence on the subjective quality
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of ahall. And, indeed, this has been found to

encoded in conventional stereo. We need to

be the case. (QV the instruction book for the

either extract the ambience that's already in
the recording, 2 and/or synthesize amusically

ADS 10 ambience system.)
Stereo, of course, reproduces side sounds
from the front. Not only is this acoustically
incorrect, but the ambience now comes from
directions where it's masked by the direct

convincing ambience.
The simplest approach is to use the precedence effect to extract the ambience It works
like this: we put a decent-quality pair of
speakers to the sides of the listening area. These

sound. Unfortunately, even though we can't
hear it, it's still physically present. This delay

speakers receive the same signals as the front

between direct and reflected sounds pro-

speakers, except with adelay of about 20ms.

duces comb-filtering that alters the overtone
structure of instrumental sounds. The longer

Any recording contains two components—
the direct sounds and the ambience The direct

delays (those beyond 30ms) are audible, and
create the impression of excessive reverbera-

components are identical from both the
regular and delayed speaker outputs. The brain

tion and an overly distant soundstage,

decides that the direct component is coming

because they come from the front (instead of

from the front speakers, because the front
speakers' output arrives first. So direct sounds

the sides and rear, where they belong).
Is it any surprise, then, that conventional

appear to come from where they've always

stereo miking makes a mockery of live

come before—the front.
Remember, however, that the ambience

sound? (Why do you think Sheffield records
the LAPO in a nearly dead hall?) Is it any
wonder that Blumlein milting (crossed, coincident figure-8 mikes) "sounds better?" (The

component is incoherent. All distinct sonic
"landmarks" have been obliterated. The brain
cannot correlate the delayed ambience com-

nulls at the sides of the pickup pattern reduce
the coloration-inducing ambience. I've con-

ponent with the undelayed. So the masking ef-

firmed this in my own live recordings.)!
The only proper solution to this problem is

around the listener.

arecording technique which permits ambi-

dings; it also works with mono. It's less effec-

ence to be spatially reproduced accurately.
I've harped on this so much before that I
won't belabor it here. Suffice it to say that the

tive, though, because the revealed ambience
is also in mono (bleh!), and because mono

fect fails, and the ambience is revealed all
This effect is not limited to stereo recor-

failure of the hi-fi and recording industries to

recordings were generally miked on the dry
side, to reduce the muddying effects of

implement such asystem is perhaps the biggest blotch on their escutcheons.

reverberation.
The first product to use this principle was

Of course, even if such atechnology were
in common use, it wouldn't do much for the
thousands of existing recordings (improperly)
1There is some musical justification in multi-miking, if a
limited number of mikes are used, and they are arranged to
suppress hall ambience, rather than to spotlight instruments.
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2Ambisonic decoders do apretty good job with coincidentmiked recordings, and your various SQ/QS/MP matrix
decoders aren't much worse. (This kind of miking is at least
within spitting distance of UHJ's great-circle encoding
locus.) But good results are purely accidental, varying wildly
with the quality of the recording. Blumlein milting and Tony
Faulkner's "phased array" recordings seem to produce the
most consistently good results.
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the Sound Concepts SD-50, and others followed. The Benchmark ARU (reviewed in

in hi-fi equipment.
The ADS and Audio/Pulse units were

Vol.5 No.9) was the best of the lot, with a

digital, using adelta modulation technique.

quiet delay line and useful, flexible controls.

(Delta modulation will be explained in aforth-

JGH loved it, but Ifound the ambience more

coming review of the dbx 700 digital processor.) At the time these products were de-

smooth-sounding and bland than live ambience. Ipreferred the Audio/Pulse 1000,
which produced amore textured ambience,

signed, pulse-code modulation, as used in
CD, was too expensive for home use. Delta

closer to what Ithink Ihear "live."

modulation, using relatively inexpensive off-

The 1000 was an example of what some
consider an "arrogant" solution to the ambience problem: if the recording doesn't contain ambience in ausable form, we'll manufacture it ourselves! To understand how electronics can mimic architectural acoustics, we
need to know how sound propagates in ahall.
Imagine that a performer on the stage
creates a brief burst of sound—clicking a

the-shelf components, was the only practical
consumer digital system.
Either technique can create any number of
discrete delays, limited only by the amount of
money we're willing to spend on the processor. But this produces only the initial
echoes, not the reverberation. How do we
get that?
The obvious approach is to feed the delayed

castanet, perhaps. The soundwaves move

signals back to the processor's input. This

outward in all directions. Those striking the
proscenium are the first to be reflected, and
are the first indirect sounds to arrive at most

piles delay on top of delay, simulating the
multiple reflections in aroom. If we atten-

listening positions. Other waves hit the ceiling, walls, and floor, creating distinct echoes
with longer delays.
The first part of the ambient sound is this
group of discrete reflections. At any point in
the hall, they are separate echoes with a
significant time spacing between them. As
these reflected sounds continue to bounce
around the hall, the total delay times become
longer and more randomly spaced, with less

uate the signals fed back, they will be progressively weaker with each pass, and the
output will decay. Sounds like agreat idea,
but implementing it isn't easy. A single delay
isn't enough. Recirculation around one delay
creates multiples of that delay, not alot of
closely spaced delays. The sonic result is a
bell-like, metallic sound. This is hardly surprising, because multiple-reflections-at-asingle-delay are exactly what occur in abell
when it's struck!

temporal separation between reflections.

We need more initial delays, and they must

What were discrete reflections (echoes) begin
to merge into a smooth reverberation. Of

be mutually prime. That is, none of the delays

course, there is some loss of energy with each

can be an integral multiple of any other delay. 3
Otherwise, we're back where we started from,
with delays "piling up" at multiples of one

reflection, so the reverberation gradually dies
away.

delay value, and creating unnatural colorations.'

How can we reproduce this electronically?
To create a delay, we need some way to

A carefully selected group of delays, combined with moderate recirculation, produces

"freeze" the input signal, then release it at the

awide range of total delay times that blend into

appropriate time. This is done by chopping

a natural-sounding ambience and decay
smoothly. Although we can create these delays

the input into lots of easily stored samples.
The samples, which can be either analog or

with either digital or analog delay, no one has

digital, are run through the appropriate delay

made amultiple-delay system using analog

line, then converted back into acontinuous
signal at the output.
Analog delay is used in the cheapest

ICs except for musical instrument use; they're
just too noisy to permit recirculation and retain hi-fi quality.

systems. These have inexpensive "bucketbrigade" chips that can pass alittle packet of

3 For example, delays of 10, 17, 25, 39, 54, and 7Ims are
mutually prime.

charge from one storage cell to another.
These ICs are noisy, with too-high distortion
and too narrow abandwidth to be acceptable
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4As opposed to "natural" colorations. Concert halls are not
products of nature. Their sound is determined largely by
human taste Electronic circuitry is no more or less "natural"
than plaster filigree and wood laths.
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The Audio/Pulse Model 1was the first con-

could save his favorite programs.

sumer digital ambience system. It had four
mutually prime delays (two for each chan-

As you might guess, the high price of such
systems (from $2000 to S10,000) kept them

nel), with some cross-coupling. This permit-

out of the reach of audiophiles. (When one
company's cheapest unit hit 51500, Iseriously

ted it to produce stereo ambience from mono
sources! The Model 2and the ADS 10 used
only three delays, and processed the sum of
the inputs. Both had special circuitry to
create adiffuse spread of sound from the ambience speakers.
The pinnacle of this approach was the

considered buying one.) So there's nothing
revolutionary about the DSP-1, except its
price. 5 The development of cheap LSIs (LargeScale Integrated circuits) makes it practical to
reduce $2000 worth of circuits to a$20 chip.
And Yamaha is one of Japan's largest producers

Audio/Pulse 1000, with six initial delays.

of custom LSIs!

These had been selected by listening, rather

The DSP-1 uses four proprietary chips (one
for each speaker) to perform the required ad-

than theory to produce the most natural
sound. And it was. Iwould play the thing for

dition/multiplication/feedback, under micro-

experienced listeners, who told me Iabsolutely did not have an ambience system

processor control. I've asked Yamaha for
more information about the way these ICs

running. When Ishut the thing off, you
should have seen the looks on their faces ...

Although the broad outlines of the design are

Of course, no matter how well we implement a "multiple-delay and recirculation"

obvious to anyone who knows even alittle
about digital signal processing, the details ap-

system, ultimately it is adead end. Although
it can be musically natural, and so subtle that

pear to be related to the way Yamaha analyzes
alive soundfield, and they wish to keep these

it isn't audible until it's shut off, it simply can-

secret.

not begin to duplicate the complexity of realworld ambience.

process the signal, but they won't tell me.

A read-only (nonvolatile) memory holds
the weighting factors and program instruc-

The particular sound of ahall depends on

tions that specify aspecific hall sound. Selec-

many factors. These include the absolute
delays and relative spacing of the initial

ting one of these transfers its program and
weights into temporary memory, where they

reflections; the decay rate of the reverbera-

are executed by the microprocessor, and can

tion (both at midrange and high frequencies);

be modified by the user. A separate block of

and the way sound absorption varies with

temporary memory, backed up by alithium

frequency. With sufficiently complex digital

cell, saves user-modified programs.

circuits, these parameters (and others) can be
implemented electronically, and readily varied

Installation and set-up

to alter the synthesized acoustics.

The DSP-1 attempts to recreate the sound of

The required digital processing (besides the
generation of the initial delays) includes: mul-

aspecific hall. Therefore, the frontal sounds
are just as important as those from the rear.

tiplying and dividing samples (to weight

(Varying ROOM SIZE affects mostly the front

them); the ability to add any arbitrary group of
samples; and additional, closely spaced delays

speakers' output, since it changes the spacing
between the initial reflections—and these

(to implement digital filtering). These operations permit aboard of digital electronics to

come mostly from the front. Using the
DSP-1's blended outputs to drive only rear

closely mimic the way sounds reflect, recom-

speakers is inconsistent with the reasons for

bine, and decay acoustically.
At the end of the '70s, when microproces-

owning the DSP-1 in the first place.) Although

sors and digital memory became relatively

two pairs of quality speakers and the electronics to drive them are not cheap, you prob-

cheap, digital reverberation synthesizers
started appearing as professional studio prod-

ably shouldn't buy the DSP-1 unless you plan

ucts. They generated stereo (and in some

The ideal set-up would be six identical

cases, Ithink, quad) ambience, with full control over the above (and other parameters).
Most had multiple memories so the producer
Stereophile

to eventually have the full set-up.

5Technologically, that is. In fairness to Yamaha, Iknow of
no professional system that attempted to mimic the sound of
specific rooms.
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speakers

and six

amplification.

identical

channels

("Lessee. ..
three

of

WAMM

will be impractical for many. Mounting a

systems at $55,000 per...18 Krell mono

small speaker near the wall or ceiling may
also create boxy-sounding midrange colora-

amps ...
Ahh, amere bagatelle.") Fortunately,

tions. Itested the DSP-1 with these speakers

the ambience speakers and amps don't have
to match the main system.

above ear level (see my floor plan in Vol.10

Since the ambience components are highly
colored (just listen to one channel by itself?),
you can get away with ambience speakers a
cut or two below the quality level of your
main speakers. A budget model from the
same manufacturer, using the same (or

to the side of the front speakers, and slightly
No.2, p.64).
Now that the speakers and amps are installed,
where do you put the DSP-1? The DSP-1 is
not a "set'n'forget" component; each ambience program has six parameters, which
must be adjusted while carefully listening to

similar) drivers, should be okay. (Believe it or

their effects. Unfortunately, all functions are

not, the Wilson Tiny Tots were originally intended as ambience speakers. No kidding.

only on the remote. (Break it, and you'll only
be able to access the last ambience program

Ask Dave if you don't believe me.)

you called. Yamaha dealers should stock a

If you have "obsolete" speakers lying
around (and most audiophiles do), by all

Yamaha's remote controls have anarrow ac-

means give them a thorough trial before

ceptance angle; the receiver must look at the

rushing out to buy anything new. (The same
goes for last year's $2000 "ultimate" power

transmitter almost directly.
This is not aminor quibble. You can't ad-

"loaner" control as acourtesy.) Even worse,

amp.) Of course, if you have apair of AR's

just the DSP-1 comfortably—or accurately—

"magic" speakers, you already have what you
need for the front channels. If you have afull

if you have to twist around and aim the R/C

surround system,

need rear

the control over your head is just plain silly.)

Irecently heard aDSP-1 setup with floor-

Placing the DSP-1 to the side won't work if
you're too far off-angle to view the LCD. Mem-

standing Frieds as the main speakers, Fried

orizing the adjustment sequence for each

Q/2s for the front ambience channels, and
Dyna A-25s at the rear. The sound was almost

eidetic memories.

you

won't

speakers.

behind you. (Leaning backward while holding

program isn't practical for those without

as coherent as that from my own system,

Yamaha says I'm not the only one to com-

with electrostatics at all six positions. If your

plain. The best solution would be awired
remote with its own LCD. Idoubt that one is

ambience speakers have low midrange coloration, you're probably safe with almost any

forthcoming, so you'll have to work out your

combination. Of course, if you're laying out
money for more speakers, listen carefully to

own compromise. There are two possibilities:

be sure they're compatible.

one is to put the DSP-1 at the front of your
system. Idon't like this; it's not good to have

duper main speakers, such as the best electrostatics or planar magnetics. The original

alot of hardware between the speakers, and
Iprefer an uncluttered visual field.
The other is to run long cables from the

Infinity Infinitesimal was not highly colored,
yet it never blended with my Acoustats. (The

position.' (You'll have to determine for

Infinitys are currently attached to my NAD

yourself whether your preamp can drive the

MR20, where they sound great.) Iwas forced6

long cable and the DSP-1, without changing

The real problem occurs with really super-

preamp, and place the DSP-1 at the listening

to buy Stax mini-electrostatics to get aproper
blend. The ear seems to be bothered far more
by differences in speed than in coloration.
Yamaha recommends placing the front ambience speakers above your main speakers. (It
appears their soundfield analysis emphasizes
sounds arriving from above the listener.) This
6Willie's penchant for Wretched Excess once again ream its
ugly head.
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7Steve WoznLak's CL9 firm has Just announced their CORE
(Controller Of Remote Electronics). Not only can it
memorize commands from all your remote controls, but it
is itself programmable. You can set it to select one of the
DSP•I's generic rooms, then send the commands which
customize it for Reiner. Pinnock, or Met broadcasts—all at
the touch of single button! It can hold dozens of such programs. This doesn't solve the problem of initial program setup, but it does simplify restoring afavorite set of parameters,
and overcomes the DSP-1's 16-user-program limitation.
Volume production is set for June, and it will be available
through discount houses, easing the rather steep $200 price.
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the sound quality of the main program.)
The best electrical location for the DSP-1
(or any ambience system) is at the preamp's
output. You save a tape monitor, and you
don't have to fiddle with ambience levels

ing the DSP-I, is now included. The first
dozen pages are amore detailed and coherent
account of the rationale behind the DSP-1's
design, and how to integrate the unit into
your system. The rest of the book gives sug-

when you change the preamp's volume setting. Unfortunately, not all preamps have two
outputs, and you may be reluctant to plug a

gested demonstrations for most of the am-

$2 Radio Shack Y-cable into your Premier
Three. Even if you have to go into the preamp

reveal some of the capabilities of each mode.
There is also adescription of the character of

and solder in apair of cables, you'll find the

the rooms that were analyzed for the DSP-1.

convenience of single-knob level setting
outweighs the trouble.

bience modes. Specific recordings are recommended, as well as parameter variations that

This book is well-written, enjoyable, and
anyone who spends an hour or two working
through the examples will get amuch better

Use
Now that all the equipment is ensconced in

feel for the DSP-1. But it still isn't enough.
There ought to be a comprehensive treat-

But where to set it? There are so many op-

ment of acoustics, and how the DSP-1's
parameters relate to the design and measure-

tions! 11-ythis. Choose program 4, "Chamber"

ment of specific room characteristics.

its proper place, it's time to try out the DSP-1.

Set the low-pass filter (LPF) to 5kliz, and REV
TIME to 1.0s. You now have ageneric setting

"But wait," you complain. "If the DSP-1

that's acceptable with almost any program

can mimic the sound of aparticular room,
why do you have to fool with individual

material. It works because it's usually safe to

parameters? Isn't it enough to just step

err on the side of too small a room or too

through the hall settings until you find one

short adecay time. Enjoy as you read the rest

you like?"
It might be, if you're anoncritical listener.

of the article.
This segues nicely into the broad topic of
how one sets the DSP-1 for any given recording. I'm going to cover this in some detail,

But if you were, you wouldn't be reading
Stereophile. The problem for critical listeners

but Ifirst need to explain why Yamaha's in-

is that the recording itself has its own sense of
acoustic space. (Whether it matches the

struction manual is less than satisfactory.

sound of the recording hall is beside the

As with most Japanese instruction manuals,

point. It is what it is, and outside of discar-

there's alot of description, but little explanation. The DSP-1 is not aVCR, where you just

ding the recording, there's nothing you can
do about it.) An ambience system cannot

push the button and it goes. It isn't enough to

modify what comes out of your primary

know what each control does. One must also

speakers; it can only add to that sound. If the

understand bow each parameter alters the

added components do not, in some acoustical
sense, match the primary sound, the ambience

sound, and how the alterations interact. The
manual should guide the listener to an
understanding of what he hears and how it
relates to the control settings.

will sound excessive, unnatural, or "tackedon," rather than seamless and coherent.
This has always been aproblem with am-

Istress this because the Audio/Pulse and

bience synthesizers. Earlier processors (such

ADS ambience systems had marvelous user

as the A/P 1000 and ADS 10) had but two
main controls: one to adjust the initial delays,

manuals that clearly explained everything the
listener needed to know, starting with basic

the other to set the amount of recirculation.

psychoacoustics. These products were con-

They were easily adjusted to produce agood

siderably less complex than the DSP-1, yet

match to the main program. With as few as

had far larger manuals. Yamaha's skimpy

three initial delays, the A/P and ADS units

40-page book can't hold much psychoacous-

couldn't generate ahigh echo density, so they

tic wisdom. And it doesn't.
Fortunately, someone at Yamaha USA recog-

depended on the presence of some reverbera-

nized this. A supplementary Guidebook,

ral-sounding decay. (Announcers or closely

Understanding Demonstrating and Enjoy-

miked soloists always sounded cavernously

Stereophile

tion in the source to produce asmooth, natu-
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over-reverberant.) This deficiency was actually
abenefit for the listener. It gave these processors the chameleon-like ability to adapt to
varying source material without the need for
fussy readjustment. (Of course, achange as
drastic as switching from orchestral to chamber music required resetting the controls.)
The DSP-1 can generate afar higher echo
density (each of its four LSI signal processors

compensate for the wrong choice. A 2s
reverb time with CHURCH does not (and cannot) sound like 2s reverb with CHAMBER; the
model is altogether different!
How do you know the model is wrong?
Simple: either the reverb time will be excessive, or the added acoustic space will seem
too large, or both. The opposite rarely oc-

can handle up to 22 separate signals). That,

curs: too short areverb or too small aspace
don't create obvious disparities. Therefore,

and the way its processing can mimic the
sound of real halls, lessens the DSP-1's need

start with the "larger" rooms (such as HALL
3) and work your way down.

for existing ambience, as well as its ability to
usefully incorporate it. So the DSP-1 is more
able to sound like aspecific room (le, the
selected program) and less like the room in

If there is an obvious discrepancy between
the recording's ambience and that created by
the DSP-1's default settings, the model is probably inappropriate. It's not likely that any

the recording. But the synthetic ambience

change in that models parameters will sound

still has to nearly match the recording's, or

right. Keep switching until you find areason-

the two will audibly fail to mesh.
If the DSP-1 didn't have such awide variety
and range of adjustments, it would hardly be

ably good fit using the default settings.

an improvement over previous ambience

Here's an example. The "Iblarc Messiah was
nicely reverberant, so I started with the
CHURCH setting. Whoa! Too big, too echoey.

systems. This new flexibility, and the reduc-

Then Iswitched to HALL 1(A). Still too big.

ed ability to self-compensate for slight variations in program ambience, means the DSP-1

Strange. That left CHAMBER. Bingo! An
almost perfect fit, needing only aminor trim.

requires more time, thought, and taste to adjust. DSP-1 buyers should be prepared to
spend afair amount of time getting familiar

Which brings us to the Second Rule: Room
Size

and

Reverb

Time

have

absolutely

nothing to do with each other. Reverb time is

with all the things it can do. I'm disappointed

largely dependent on the sound-absorbing

that Yamaha has not supplied amore com-

properties of the room surfaces; a shower

prehensive manual to ease and speed up the

stall, however small, usually has along reverb
time, due to the highly reflective tiling. On

learning process. This is particularly crucial
for the DSP-1, because without some tutoring, even the sophisticated listener may never

the other hand, the brain judges room size by
the spacing between initial reflections, and

realize its full benefit. So, I'm going to spend

these remain nearly constant regardless of

a few paragraphs explaining the various

how absorptive or reflective the walls are.
When you focus on the ambience, you

parameters, how to set them, and how they
interact with each other.

should have no trouble distinguishing be-

The first parameter concerns the room

tween the reverb time and the size of the

models. These fall roughly into three groups.

acoustic space. Since the brain isn't too

HALL 1, HALL 2, and HALL 3are models of

disturbed when these parameters are too

concert halls for symphonic music CHAMBER

small, try making them too large, and work

represents a smaller hall, more suited for

downward until they seem right.
This covers the most important parameters:

chamber music and soloists (though still okay
for orchestras). CHURCH and MUNSTER portray the cavernous spaces and long reverb

model, room size, and reverb time. Now let's
examine those that permit more subtle ad-

times of cathedrals (with MUNSTER the

justments of the effect.

vaster of the two). As you go from smaller to

INIT DLY (initial delay) varies the delay be-

larger rooms, the default settings of the

tween the direct sound and the first reflection.
It affects the apparent distance and size of the

model's parameters represent increasingly
large rooms and longer reverb times.

walls nearest the performers. Large values

First rule: you've got to pick the correct
model. No amount of parameter fiddling can

create adistant, echoey sound. Since stereo
recording tends to make everything sound
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too far away and too reverberant anyhow,

Sound

long initial delays should be used with
discretion.
LIVENESS varies the rate of decay of the

concerned with how little electronics there is
between the pickup and the speaker, than

There is agroup of audiophiles who are more

initial reflections (not the reverberation).

with how much they enjoy the music. 8 For

Higher settings produce alivelier ambience,
but if taken too far, cause the reflections to be

these people, any type of signal processing is
anathema, regardless of its effectiveness. To

heard as distinct echoes. If the sound is too
echoey, select alower LIVENESS setting.

such, an ambience synthesis system is the
height of musical perversion. (The word

LPF (low-pass filter) varies the high-

"synthesis" is enough to send them into fits.)

frequency bandwidth of the reverberation.
High settings produce an open, airy, delicate,

The only musically acceptable signal processing is that which compensates for or removes
errors in the recording process. Considering

ambience that Ifind has no relation to anything I've ever heard in aconcert hall. Try

that perception of the original acoustic space

resetting it to 5kHz or lower, regardless of

is necessary to the full appreciation of aper-

which room model you use. This parameter

formance, and that conventional stereo's most
serious flaw is its inability to reproduce that

interacts with .. .
HIGH (high-frequency reverb- time ratio).

space fully and correctly, agood ambience

Since high frequencies are absorbed more
than mid and low frequencies, the HF reverb
time is always less than that of the other

synthesizer is justified in even the best

ranges. HIGH adjusts the ratio, from 0.1 to

the "purist" camp, has argued that ambience

1.0. High settings of HIGH are not as unnat-

synthesis would be aesthetically permissible

ural-sounding as high settings for LPF. Both
affect the apparent openness and spectral

otherwise, one will superimpose anew set of

systems.
John Atkinson, aman who falls firmly into

only if the recording is dry or even anechoic;

balance of the reverb, with HIGH (not surprisingly) having slightly more of an effect on
the openness. You can generally leave this

acoustics on the original (or, Ishould say,

parameter at the factory default.
REV LVL (reverb level) varies the level of

a musical Philistine drowning Elizabeth
Schwartzkopf or the Budapest String Quartet

the reverberation, without affecting the level
of the initial reflections. Note that this is not
the same effect as that produced by the

in oceans of billowing reverb (ROOM SIZE =

LEVEL control (on the remote), which varies
the level of the entire ambient signal.
Only the reverberation level is changed;
there is no change in the reverb time. The

what passes for the original). There is merit
to this point of view; one can readily imagine

10; REV TIME = 20s).
The answer to this objection, however, lies
in my earlier observation that one must adjust the synthetic reverb to match the recording's ambience. Any attempt to insert the
recorded sound into an artificial space much
larger than, or with decay characteristics

default setting is 50%, enabling one to raise
or lower the reverb with respect to the initial

significantly different from, those of the

reflections. Thus, one can exaggerate the

recording's, will create ajarring acoustic and

spaciousness without bringing the initial

musical discrepancy. Any of these devices can

delays into echoey prominence. Conversely,

be easily misadjusted; but no musically-

one can rein in the spatiality, without losing

sensistive listener will abuse them.
The sine qua non of their use is subtlety; if

the "snap" of the initial reflections. A lower
reverb level also permits alonger reverb time,
without the effect becoming excessive.
HPF (high-pass filter) controls the low-end
response of the reverb. It's supposed to compensate for excessive heaviness or muddiness; I've yet to find arecording that needs it.
That's it! You may not be an expert (nor am
I), but you now know more than someone
who's only read Yamaha's manual.
Stereophile

you can constantly hear the ambience generator "working," then the ambience channels
are too loud, the ambience parameters are
misadjusted—or both. One is rarely aware of
the acoustics of agood concert hall; they are

8One does not need highly accurate reproduction to form
an emotional bond with the music. I've been moved by performances heard on atable radio.
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an integral, coherent part of the total sound
that reaches the listener.

character to the ambience. These may seem
strange adjectives, but Ican think of no others.

All the systems I've discussed can be ad-

Live ambience is not abland wash of delayed

justed so that they are not audible, per se.

sound. The subtleties in the way the sound
builds and decays, the variation in decay rates

One is simply aware—if aware at all—of a
subtle expansion of the acoustic space around

at different frequencies, and the patterns of

the performers and the listener. Everything

early reflections that reach the ears, are some

blends together into afocused whole; there
is no sense that the ambience is "tacked on"

of the factors that distinguish the sound of

to the recorded sound. The proof of this
comes when one is aware of the ambience
only after it has been turned off.
The only exception I've found to this is the
Saturday Met broadcasts. Regular listeners
know how pallid and bland the sound is. (A
live performance cannot have mikes obscuring sight lines. It's no surprise that mikes

one hall from another. It's not surprising that
the DSP-1's increased capacity to process
multiple delayed signals, along with its intentional modeling of specific rooms, produces
amore-agreeably detailed sense of acoustic
space.
A related factor is the reason why long, narrow halls "sound better" than wide halls.
Experiments have shown that the brain likes

hanging above the stage produce a sound

the sounds arriving at the ears to be as dif-

lacking in body and focus.) The DSP-1 adds

ferent as possible. In awide hall, most of the

fullness and presence to voices, and the orchestra comes alive with newfound color. (My
friend with the DSP-1 agrees with me on this

first-arrival sounds come from the proscenium, reaching both ears at nearly the

point, but he still buys afull-season ticket to

same time. In anarrow hall, more of the first
arrivals come from the side walls, creating a

the Met. There are still some things electronics cannot synthesize.)

greater variety of arrival times, especially for
listeners not sitting along the median line. If

Another advantage of good ambience
systems is an enhanced ability to follow subtle inner voices without straining. The reason

you read Yamaha's instruction book closely,
you'll see that several of the rooms used as
models were analyzed off-center, which pro-

for this effect is not well understood. It appears that having both the direct sound of an

ambient field. As earlier synthesizers could

instrument, and—from adifferent direction—
the delayed sound gives the brain additional
cues to help it untangle the musical threads.
So, if all good ambience systems can do
these things, why buy the Yamaha (other than
the fact it's the only one commercially avail-

duces greater inter-aural differences in the
not model these differences, the DSP-1 will
have amore "interesting" sound.
The DSP-1 is also the least metallicsounding of any consumer ambience synthesizer. You have to go to inappropriately
long decay times before any metallic sound

able)? The DSP-1 takes longer to adjust, as

appears. Note that you cannot judge the

well. What does the listener get for their extra effort?

quality of any synthesizer by listening only to
its ambience channels. By themselves, they
may sound somewhat metallic (the Audio/

Virtual inaudibility, for one thing. The
DSP-1 is the most self-effacing ambience synthesizer I've heard. Properly adjusted, one is
simply not aware of the added ambience unless

Pulse Model 2was agood example of this),
but this quality is reduced (or disappears)
when the main speakers are turned back on.

one listens for it. In this regard, it's aslight

There is afinal reason for welcoming the

improvement over the A/P 1000 (itself abig
advance over previous units). Iwas fooled by
the set-up Imentioned earlier. Isaw the

additional effort needed to adjust the DSP-1.
As JGH indicated in his editorial leader in
Vol.10 No.2, the only right way to listen to

DSP-1, and knew it was turned on, but did
not recognize the ambience until my friend
turned it off!

music as abackground ambience (primarily,
Ithink, to create the illusion that we are not

Despite its modesty, the DSP-1 is also the
most "complex" -sounding of any synthesizer. There is significantly more "texture" and
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serious music is seriously. The way we use

alone, and to suppress that "still, small voice")
is, at the very least, amoral crime against the
composer. The additional time the DSP-1
Stereophile

requires may make us think twice before

sound field. Theirs was aquadrafontal 9 ap-

casually playing afavorite recording. If the
listener finds himself playing less music, and

proach. That is, the ambience was analyzed at
four points in the space around the selected

listening more attentively, then the Yamaha
will serve moral and aesthetic values far more

listening position. The DSP-1 merely recreates
the acoustic signals (as delayed and altered by

than its contribution to the illusion of realism.

the hall) that pass through those points, on

As fine as the DSP-1 is, it is not apanacea

their way toward the listener. Despite Yamaha's

for system problems. It adds depth, but it

claims, this technique cannot reproduce atrue

cannot compensate for a lack of depth in

soundfield. "Getting it right" at just four

your amp or speakers. It reduces any sense of

points is no guarantee things will be correct in

speaker awareness, but cannot improve the

between. (This is the fundamental error of

imaging of poorly designed speakers. It

quadraphonic recording, both discrete and

enhances the perception of musical detail,

matrixed.) It isn't enough to characterize the

but cannot fully compensate for an amplifier
that lacks focus. Its own ambience cannot

cify it in all directions, then generate speaker-

override the sound of abright or reverberant
room. (Ambience systems work best in a

feed signals that stimulate the ears and brain in
the right way. In other words, we need an Am-

somewhat dead room.)
The DSP-1 does have one sonic flaw. I've

bisonic approach. The DSP-1 is ignorant of

heard the same flaw from every other am-

side image, so long decays appear to jump

bience synthesizer I've owned. Imention it

from the front to the back, rather than decay-

for completeness, to point the way toward
future improvements, and to show that Iam

ing smoothly all around.
This defect is readily noticeable only with
long reverberation times. Unless you have a

paying attention to what Ireview. Iam not indulging in nitpicking, or trying subtly to

reverb from just four directions. We must spe-

these requirements. It cannot create astable

big collection of organ music, you'll rarely

dissuade you from buying the DSP-1. (Quite

hear it. The odds of anyone designing, within

the opposite!)

the next few years, an ambience-synthesis
system that fully takes into account the

In any reverberant environment, each
distinct musical event causes abuild-up of
the ambient soundfield, followed by adecay.
As the reverberation time increases, one
becomes more aware of the ebb and flow of
the sound energy. The sonic effect is difficult
to describe, though the image of an expanding and collapsing balloon is not altogether

psychoacoustics of directional hearing, is
pretty close to zip. So it's unlikely that the
DSP-1 will soon be obsoleted.
The DSP-1 has 16 "sound effector" programs, with a wide range of effects useful
mostly for multi-track recording. Their inclusion is worth noting, since there doesn't seem

wrong. (It's not altogether right, either. Don't

to be any previous digital processor that

take it too literally!) You're aware of the
reverberant energy building up, then decay-

could create them at such alow price. These
programs are of doubtful utility, though, as

ing throughout the volume of the hall. You
hear the "energy field" collapse around you.

it's unlikely that anyone will bounce aDSP-1
between his hi-fi system and basement recor-

The collapse is bit faster in the front.
I've never heard an ambience synthesizer
that duplicated this effect. At longer reverb

ding studio.
Yamaha's professional products division
markets the SPX90 Digital Multi-Effect Pro-

times, the decaying ambience seems to go
rushing past, from front to back, rather than

cessor ($775), which uses the same technology created for the DSP-1. It has adifferent

collapsing all around you. (This same error

set of effects, which are exclusively stereo.
(The DSP-1's effects are primarily ambient

also occurs in quadraphonic recordings,
especially if the mikes were widely spaced.)
This error has two sources. The first is that
no one has yet designed asystem that syn-

and quadraphonic.) For small studios and
amateur multi-trackers, the SPX90 will be the
processor of choice.

thesizes ambience coming from all directions,
including from above. The second is the way
the DSP-1's designers chose to analyze the
Stereophile

9 Literally, four sources (fonts or founts)
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The DSP-1 is unhesitatingly recommended.
If you're willing to spend some time with

removing The Curse of Corrupted Ambience

each recording, to find the model and settings that most closely match the ambience of

that afflicts stereo. Rush right out in abuying
frenzy!

the recording, it can go along way toward

THE GREAT STEREOPHILE CARTRIDGE
SURVEY PART III
Ken Kessler concludes his quest
Aaah, the end is in sight! Seven more affordable cartridges for you to consider, all judged
under the same conditions as the previous

promising. The construction is pretty lousy,
especially when my brain tells me it's made in

two batches (Vol. 10 Nos. 1& 2), and all under
$200 or—in the Koce's case—just on $200.

the Orient, and the whole one-piece assembly—stylus, cantilever, coils, pins, etc
press-

Straight out of the box, it doesn't look too

This month's mix contains three from Japan

fits onto aflimsy plastic bit drilled for bolts.

(two MM, one MC), an MM and an MC from
the USA, and two MMs from Great Britain.
Nope, no more Goldring Epic variants ...

It's as if the ICoce's designer wanted to give the
impression that it has auser-replaceable stylus, when in fact the stylus is fixed to the body.
A chap from Apature told me that they advise
users to glue the body assembly to the mount-

Apature Koce: $200
High-output, low-mass MCs are about the
most "universal" variety of the MC genre, and
probably the safest bet for those who have
some psychological need to make their coils
move. The high output obviates the need for

ing bracket. (Bad news for rigidity freaks: I
measured it before and after gluing, and the
specs didn't change at all, nor did the sound.
On the other hand, loosening the fixing bolts
screwed up the imaging, so maybe the freaks
are right after all.)

step-up devices, so those with older hi-fi sys-

One other aspect which didn't seem too

tem needn't change their preamps when they

promising was its measured tracking ability:
more than adequate, according to the literature
that accompanies the Ortofon computer, but

change cartridges; the lowish mass means that
these cartridges will work well with most arms
made during the era when the SME 3009 3
was king (if it ever was). As far as this survey is
concerned, such beasts are ideal for the types

not as good as most. (Most cartridges nowadays seem to hit the magic "80um.") When I

of systems where "budget" cartridges are like-

played some King's Singers tracks, especially
end-of-side portions, Icould detect arough

ly to be installed. The Apature Koce in my
possession has worked admirably in the stand-

complex passages involving strings, but I

ard AR arm, as fitted to the Legend, the Rega
RB250, and one of the standard budget

never found it crippling. Classical-only fans
should audition this one carefully, just in case.

Thorens arms.

edge; nor was this cartridge too happy with

Rock fans, on the other hand, could easily

Weighing in at 4.2gm, with an output of

fall in love with the Koce, for it has akick like

2.8mV, the Koce is amedian example of the

amule. The contributing factors were excep-

format. Although my sample's output was 6dB
or so below the beefiest of the MMs in this
batch, it seemed as healthy, reinforcing my be-

tionally tight, well-controlled bass, with better-than-average extension, and aprominent
mid-to-upper mid, which gave it "presence,"

lief that all specs should be taken with akilo of
salt. The Koce should drive the MM input of

Basik. The Koce does pretty well with dynam-

any preamp into which it's fed.
IAssistant Editor of IfFN/RR. UK correspondent for The Absolute Sound
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while just avoiding the screech of the Linn
ic contrasts, too, despite the sense of confusion attributable to its tracking deficiencies.
Changes in tempo, in the relative levels of the
Stereophile

various instruments, came through with

January, are externally distinguishable by color

authority, and the handling of transients was
among the best in the group.

coding; according to the literature, the only
real difference from model to model is the

One thing about the Koce which pleased

stylus profile.

me enormously was its very wide soundstage,
on apar with the best Denons and seamless
from left to right. Stage depth and height win
no prizes; Ijudge them adequate at best.
The Koce is hard to place in this group,
which is one of the reasons I'm glad I'm not
establishing some pecking order. It's not the
world's only low-mass, high-output MC, and
the Ortofons, various Denons, and afew of
the Audio-ltchnicas will give it ahard time
for less outlay. However, it does convey energy
with the same attitude displayed by Arnold
Schwarzenegger in Commando; your choice
is between politesse and brute force And there
are plenty of people out in the real world who
just love to boogie.
MR P77Mg cartridge
A&R E77Mg/P77Mg: $119.95/
$149.95

The entry-level cartridge, the C77 (not re-

A&R Cambridge's moving-magnet cartridges
have long been favored by the cost-conscious

viewed here), sports aspherical tip which
makes it ideal for ease of installation in budget

British audiophile because they're well-made,

systems, while the E77 is fitted with anude

feature well-finished diamonds, sound good,

elliptical diamond sourced in the UK; the top-

and are easily upgraded when stylus-replace-

of-the-line P77 uses aprofiled stylus with a

ment time rolls around. lb inject new life into

much better "footprint." Ironically, the E77

the cartridges, A&R has launched anew edition incorporating abody made of diecast

measured better than the dearer P77 in certain
areas, but the P77 sounded so much better

magnesium alloy. (The standard plastic-bodied

that Ican—yet again—rely on my faith in

models remain in production, and owners of

superior stylus profiles. (After living with a

the earlier version can buy just the Mg body,

batch of Garrotts, auditioning the Ortofons in

using the stylus from the earlier model.) These

Part Iof this survey, sampling various Shures

chunky, black cartridges, new at the WCES in

ad nauseam through the years, Ihave no
more doubts about the wisdom of going for
the leanest profile available for agiven model—
with the exception of certain Denon and Decca sphericals, which sound better than they
have any right to.) While the two A&Rs sounded like siblings—sharp brother and slightly
backward brother from the same gene pool,
as it were—there is afundamental difference
which renders the P77 the victor.
The A&Rs are very much like the Arcam
electronics which emanate from the same
company: polite, neutral, sweet, but slightly
undernourished. In other words, these cartridges are an Anglophile's dream. If you've
ever sat in front of apair of the original Quad
electrostatics, or anything made by Spendor,

MR E77Mg cartridge
Stereophile

or sipped tea at Fortnum and Mason's, you'll
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Cartridge Survey Table
Measured performance
Model
Type:
Output LIA 5cm/s:
Channel balance:
Separation L/R:
Tracking ability LIA:
Frequency response L/R:
1kHz
5kHz
10kHz
12kHz
15kHz
18kHz
20kHz

Apature Koce
Moving-coil
2.8/2.8mV
0.0dB
30/27.6dB
65/65um

MR E7714
Moving-magnet
3.7/3.7mV
0.1dB
25.5/30dB
80/78um

MR P7774
Moving-magnet
3,9/3.9rnV
0.1dB
24.4/27.6dB
80/hum

0.0/0.0dB
-0.8/ -0.5dB
+0.7/ +1.6dB
+1.0/+ 1.5dB
+0.1/ +0.9dB
-1.0/ -0.1dB
+2.3/ -1.1dB

0.0/0.0dB
-1.5/ -1.8dB
-1.6/ -1.8dB
-1.3/ -1.0dB
-0.6/ +0.5dB
-0.3/ +1.5dB
-1.4/ -0.2dB

0.0/0.0dB
-1.7/ -1.7dB
-1.8/ -2.1dB
-1.7/ -1.3dB
-1.1/ -0.4dB
-1.1/ +0.6dB
-1.6/ -0.3dB

Cartridge mass:
Stylus type:
Tip radius:
Dynamic compliance:
Test tracking force:
Polarity:
Price:

4.2gm
Elliptical
0.003 x0.007"
10cu
29n1
Non-inverting
$200

6.3gm
"True" Elliptical
7x18um
20cu
1.8gm
Inverting
$120

6.3gm
Line Profile
50 x7um
20cu
2gram
Inverting
$150

know what to expect. They don't do anything

this, allied to amuch cleaner upper register, is

"nasty," and if nomenclature had any applica-

proof enough for me that abetter stylus can
transform acartridge. It is, after all, "the busi-

tion to the products at hand, these would be
called the A&R Genteel 1and 2.
Don't for amoment think that this finishing-

ness end."

school behavior is at the expense of detail or

opt for the P77Mg if you crave arestful sound.

information retrieval. They don't lose the
tough bits, as do other budget cartridges that

The price differential is not outrageous—
The A&Rs are not the final world in air or trans-

are tailored to make inexpensive systems

parency, so Iwouldn't install them in systems
with an overly rich balance, but they'll work

sound good. It's all there, but presented in a

wonders for aslightly raucous set-up. They're

laid-back, almost tentative manner, as if these

much better than merely competent, and

cartridges had minds of their own, which dic-

have the undeniable virtue of upsetting no-

tated such "niceness." In other words, these

body. Here, at last, are cartridges for pacifists.

cartridges will find stalwart friends in the
classical community, but your basic rock fan
will think they suck, to use the Van Halen ver-

Denon DL-301: $159

nacular. They're the polar opposite of the

One of Denon's low-mass, yet still low-output

Apature Koce.

designs, the DL-301 was one of the first Denon

Back here in the 20th row, Ihear amarvelous, seamless portrayal, wide and deep enough

M-Cs to break away from the traditional, heavybodied types based on the venerable (and still

to steer pointing fingers in the other direction.

sensational) 103. As Denons have afamily re-

(This is quite novel for a true-blue British

semblance from model to model rivaled only

product, when you consider that traditional

by Decca in its intensity, those who have owned

UK elements think that "soundstage," "imag-

Denons in the past will easily recognize the in-

ing," and even "stereo" are subversive con-

credibly wide soundstage, the refinement, and

cepts created by nefarious Americans.) Image

the overall "musicality." This one is aringer

placement was much better with the P77Mg

for the high-output DL-160, but that means

than the E77Mg, despite the slightly poorer

mixed fortunes. The downside is that it re-

tracking and separation measurements, and

quires astep-up of some sort, or ahigh-gain
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Cartridge Survey Table
Measured performance
Model
Type:
Output L/R 5cm/s:
Channel balance:
Separation L/R:
Tracking ability L/R:
Frequency response UA:
IkHz
5kHz
10kHz
12kHz
15kHz
18kHz
20kHz

Denon DL301
Moving-coil
0.49/0.46mV
0.5dB
28.2/30.0dB
80/73um

Nagaoka MP10
Moving-magnet
3.6/3.6mV
0.1dB
30.0/22.2dB
80/71um

Nagaoka MPNG
Moving-magnet
3.0/3.2mV
0.6dB
26.8/30.0dB
80/Thum

Shure MOSS
Moving-magnet
4.1/4.1mV
0.0dB
30.0/30.0dB
80/80um

0.0/0.0dB
-0.6/ -0.6dB
+0.3/ +0.6dB
+0.1/ -0.5dB
-0.4/ -0.6dB
-0.7/ -0.8dB
-1.0/ -0.5dB

0.0/0.0dB
-2.1/ -2.2dB
-4.0/ -4.0dB
-4.3/ -4.0dB
-4.7/ -3.3d8
-4.9/ -2.5dB
-4.9/ -3.9dB

0.0/0.0dB
-1.0/ -1.0dB
-1.2/ -1.1dB
-1.5/ -1.7dB
-2.0/ -1.7dB
-2.8/ -2.3dB
-4.4/ -3.1d8

0.0/0.0dB
-0.5/ -0.5dB
-0.1/ -0.4dB
-0.51- 1.0dB
-1.1/ -1.3dB
-4.0/ -3.3dB
-6.3/ -5.9dB

Cartridge mass:
Stylus type:
Tip radius:
Dynamic compliance:
Test tracking force:

4.7gm
Elliptical
7x14um
13cu
1.4gm

6.8gm
Spherical
0.0005"
7cu
2.3gm

799m
Elliptical
0.0004 x0.0007"
8cu
29m

Polarity:
Price:

Non-inverting
$159

Non-inverting
$50

Non-inverting
$100

7.8gm
Elliptical
5x18um
22cu
1.759m (inc.
damper)
Non-inverting
$99.95

preamp-usually acompromise unless you're

and cubist body make the installation and align-

talking SP-11, which we wouldn't be with

ment abreeze, but the long open slots on the

these budget-sector components. The upside

sides preclude over-enthusiastic bolt tighten-

is that this cartridge tracks with much greater
poise than either the DL- 160 or its older sib-

ups, as well as trying it straight in a47k MM in-

lings, has agloriously flat frequency response,
and does not sound at all like aproduct compromised by price constraints.
As with all Denons, the cartridge is both a
joy and apain to install. The well-spaced pins

ing. Iused the DL-301 with avariety of stepput, and the verdict was that this cartridge will
only give its best performance with either a
preamp or step-up too expensive to justify. I
know that sounds odd, but $160 or so for a
cartridge and $100 or $200 for astep-up device
pushes this out of the budget sector. Addition-

Denon DL-301

ally, it means spending money which would
be better applied to cartridges in the nexthigher category. As for the MC stages in affordable electronics, well, Ithink the '301 is too
good for most of them.
That aside, the DL-301 sounds like aleaner,
fitter 103. It's less romantic than the basic 103,
closer in that regard to the 103D. Indeed, it
sounds more like a103D than the more closely
related (at least chronologically) DL- 160, and
has adecidedly more prominent top end than
the DL-160. The bottom end is well-extended,
if not as deep as you'd find in the next price
category, and well-controlled, but it could
sound sluggish when faced with the kind of
overload present with "sound effects" -type
synthesizer bass. On the notorious Human
League 12 -incher "Don't You Want Me," the

Stereophile
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decay of the notes lingered just abit too long.
If, however, aworking Decca's bass is a"10,"
then this is at least an "8.5," which means that
while artificial, disco-style thumping will lose
its crispness, acoustic bass will present no
problems.
Ihave no complaints about the midrange,
which reminded me of the A&Rs in its politeness, things only changing character well into
the treble region. While most recordings were
handled with ease, LPs running close to sibilance (like Warner pressings throughout the
1970s) could sound spiny. If you add to this
the noise you're likely to find in ahigh-gain
stage in alow-priced preamp, you're looking
at nastiness. But that also presents astrong
case for the cost-conscious consumer who
splashed out on areally fine preamplifier but
hasn't enough left in the kitty for an equally
expensive cartridge. Fed into asystem more
likely to do justice to a$400 cartridge, the
DL-301, its low output no longer ahindrance,
will really sing. This isn't the first time I've
come across adecent budget item that requires other components beyond its price
class to work well, but that's little consolation
for the target consumer.

fect mousse or aMcDonald's thick shake The
strengths of this cartridge include low coloration, impressive three-dimensionality (for the
price), and no screaming nasties like glare or
sibilance. The compromise is alack of detail,
less transparency than you'd find elsewhere,
and less "speed" than is required to cope with
really hot transients, be they in the bass or the
trebles. The sound isn't so sluggish as to suggest listening through molasses—I haven't
heard acartridge which I'd call terminally afflicted in this area for many years—but the
conditioning we've all experienced because
of CD makes us more aware of the "attack" of
notes, even when it is unnaturally quick and/
or exaggerated. Again, this is ablessing if judged
in context, because it means that the MPIO
will never be too much for abudget system to
handle, and it may actually flatter some systems. Without wishing to portray all hi-fi
magazine readers as elitists who have long ago
shed their "starter" systems, Ido find it hard
to imagine that any of you are operating the
least advanced of Japanese rack systems.
Ihave this picture that recent initiates run
systems with Dual 505s, AR EBIOls, or Rega
turntables, fed into one of the nice budget
amps of the NAD/Rotel persuasion, driving

Nagaoka MP10: $50
The "cooking" model in the Nagaoka lineup,
the MPIO has more than its audiophile-pleasing construction in common with its dearer
brethren. Despite aspherical stylus, afrequency curve that droops like overcooked pasta,
and atracking force (2.3g,m) which will scare
off those weaned on Shures, the MPIO is —
deservedly—a bargain-hunter's dream. Why?
Because it is uncommonly well-balanced from

competent two-way loudspeakers. This does
not describe a king's ransom, nor does it
describe aload of incompetent dreck. The
Nagaoka MPIO will do justice to one of these
systems, but will not stretch the system to its
limits. In effect, the MPIO is good enough,
rather than too good, aworthy alternative to
the Epic or the Shures. It is not going to last as
long in asystem owned by somebody with
upgraditis, as would its dearer relatives, or the
Ortofons, Denons, or Audio-Technica FT-3,
but neither will the purchaser regret the outlay.

the bottom octaves to the top, and "musical"
in the purest sense. In addition, it is easy to install in abeginner's system, and surprisingly
unfussy. In other words, it is an Oriental Goldring Epic. (Actually, as the Nagaoka preceded
the Epic, the Epic is really a"British MP10.")
Now don't stop saving up for your Koetsu
just because this little sweetie will give you
real music for no more than the price of anice

Nagaoka MP11 Gold: $100
The MP11 Gold is another story entirely; it
should be, as it is two models above the MP10
in the Nagaoka hierarchy. To be more precise,
it is the model directly below the superb MP11
Boron, which Ireviewed in Vol. 10 No.2, the
changes earning the "Gold" appellation being

meal for two. Sure, it'll give you top-to-bottom

athin film deposit of gold-colored titanium

consistency—no mean virtue, believe me—
but uniform consistency can be either aper-

nitride on the cantilever. The boron cantilever
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of the MP11 Boron has been replaced with one
Stereophile

made of something called A5052 duralumin,
mass has increased by over agram, and all else
appears to be the same.
The slightly more expensive Boron bettered
the Gold in most of the measurements, but
the Gold had amore even, consistent frequency curve, and needed less downforce. The
Gold seemed less open and precise than the
Boron, but did offer slightly better continuity—
akin to the MPIO in this respect. (If you cast an

ments in tracking, separation, and channel
balance as well as aflattening of the frequency
response up to about 15kHz. (Even messing
about with the capacitance wouldn't do much
about the droop above that point, but more
about that in amoment.) Previous experience
showed negligible measured differences, and
occasional tampering with the audible performance. Not this time.

eye back to Vol. 10 No.2, you will see that Ifelt
the clear, precise midrange of the Boron didn't
mesh totally with the less-well-defined bass.)
If it sounds like I'm having ahard time distinguishing between the Gold and the Boron,
it's because Ifound the differences not to be
significantly greater than what I've detected as
sample-to-sample variation when auditioning
two samples of the same cartridge, or installing
acartridge at the VTA extremes. What may be
adeciding factor is the increased mass/higher
compliance of the Gold, which may make it
more suitable for some low-mass arms than
the Boron (though Iwould have thought that

Shure M105E cartridge

reducing the compliance would have been a
better choice). Whichever version of the MP11
you buy, from the basic MP11 at $75, through

It may just be that, in the right circumstances, Shure's damper compensates for the poor
structural rigidity of their particular adaptor

the Gold at $100, to the Boron at $135 ,(the
body is common to all three), you'll be getting

design for P-mounts used in normal arms.

avery good cartridge, and you'll soon learn
why the Nagaolcas own anice chunk of the

tridges or, for that matter, floppy headshells or

"budget audiophile" sector in the UK.

Shure M105E: $99.95
This P-mourn from Shure comes in just above
the '104 Ireviewed in Vol. 10 No.2, adding

The sort of complaint leveled at flimsy carpoor fixing, do not apply here, and the '105
comes off like a'104 that went through afitness course. It was the kind of improvement
Iexpect of "the next model up," as per the
A&R upgrades.
This praise for the damper may seem ironic

from aslight drop in output and apossible

after Ispent most of the review of the 104
talking about how it did pretty well despite
the flimsy construction. It was only after I

change in compliance Icould discover no other
significant changes. On the surface (no pun in-

the basic design could yield if optimized either

Shtur's swing-down damper to the recipe Aside

tended), it meant that the damper is the raison
d'erre for the '105's increased price. All listening and measuring were performed with the
damper in the down position, and it proved to
undo all the prejudices Ionce held against it.
I've tried afew of the top-end, damperequipped Shures, usually preferring them
without the device in place tonearm allowing.
This time, though, the results were improve-

tried the '105 that Ilearned how much more
by the damper or abody redesign, the latter
being impossible for me to ascertain until Iinvest in micro-drills and learn how to fashion
cartridge bodies out of solid metal. In addition
to gains in poise—the '105 never misbehaved
when it came to groove tracing—the '105 produced much tighter bass and vastly more precise imaging than its sibling. The stage depth
and height remained as before, and are probably the cartridge's only real weaknesses, while

IThe price for the Boron was wrongly stated in Mal. 10 No.2.
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the sound opened up without becoming too
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forward or punchy. In other words, this car-

some of my favorite budget cartridges, the

tridge is almost as polite as an A&R, though

Grados, because those available in the UK dif-

less "dim" and recessed.

fer from those sold in the USA, and neither JA

Both Shures are neutral, uncolored perform-

nor the UK importer could come up with US

ers, the '105 adding detail and precision to the

samples in time. Additionally, I've just learned

formula. If these cartridges could also convey
spatial effects and overcome the anti-Shure

versic n of the AT-F3 called the AT-F5, but

that Audio-Technica has released asuper-duper

prejudices in the audio community (even if it

that, too, wasn't out in time. Then there are

means slipping them into bodies along the

the Regas which didn't arrive, the resuscitated

lines of the Ultras), Shure would be back in

budget Decca, the Denon 103M—hey, I'd bet-

favor.

ter watch it, or Atkinson will ask for Part IV.

Then again, with CD wreaking havoc in the

Oh, there was one other thing Irealized

budget arena, do manufacturers still care

throughout the four months Ispent in Budget-

about inexpensive cartridges?

land: it sure feels good to get back to the
Koetsu.

The jury returns

Sorry 'bout that

It's verdict time, but Irefuse to insult the car
tridges by placing them into some arbitrary

Addresses

order. Every cartridge here is system-depend-

A&R Cambridge, imported by

ent, and has its role somewhere—even the

Audio Influx

Linn Basik. Idid learn afew things, though,

PO Box 381

which Imay as well pass on.

Highland Lakes

For starters, Ilearned that there are very few
really awful cartridges, and Icould only uncover one in this batch. While 75% of those

NY 07422
Apature
RFD 1Rt.2

reviewed in the three installments would

Preston

sound pretty mediocre in true high-end sys-

CT 06360

tems, they'll all do just fine in systems under

Denon America Inc.

$800 or $1000. And afew of them, like the

27 Law Drive

Audio-Technica AT-F3 ,and the Ortofon MC10
Super, have been used with much success in

Fairfield

my Oracle/Krell/Apogee set-up without turn-

Nagaoka, imported by

NJ 07006

ing the whole shebang into mid-fl. Still, you

Angstrom Associates (USA) Inc.

have to listen to the likely candidates, provided

210 8th Street

that you can find ashop willing to demonstrate
acartridge which doesn't have anet margin

Lewiston
NY 14092

equal to the monthly payment on aPorsche.

Shure Bros Inc.

Unfortunately, Inever did get to include
2Though this excellait Audio-itchnica is not available in the
US, it is likely that avery similar cartridge will be marketed
as aSignet model. We'll keep you informed.

222 Hartrey Avenue
Evanston
IL 80302

MARANTZ 10B FM TUNER
FM stereo tube tuner with analog tuning. Usable sensitivity: 1.9-2.0uV/11.2dBf mono, 4.5uV/
18.3dBf stereo. 50dB stereo quieting sensitivity: 28uV/34.2dBf with noise reduction, 31uV/35dBf
without noise reduction. Capture ratio: 1.8dB. Selectivity: 70dB alternate channel, 10dB adjacent channel. S/N ratio at 65dBf: 78dB mono, 70dB stereo. Stereo THD: 0.10%. Stereo separation: 50dB. SCA rejection: 25dB. AM suppression ratio: 50dB. 19 and 38kHz products: -40dB.
Dimensions: 15" W by 14.375" D by 5.25" H (without case). Weight: 30 lbs. Original price: $650.
Original manufacturer: Marantz (no longer in existence as the same company).
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Though the Marantz 10B originally sold for
$650 in 1964, it now commands up to $1000
in top used condition, so Ithought it would

an excellent 83dB S/N ratio. While not quite
up to these standards, the 10B is still quite ac-

be of interest to see if it is as good as people

ceptable at 75dB.
Other tuners 1have heard sporting bottles

are led to believe. Three of these fabled, tubed

and having an equal footing with the 10B are

units were gathered over the past few months
for evaluation. The latest one was aligned and

MR-67B, 2 and astock MR-71. However, this

the

HH

Scott

4310, 2 a reworked

Mac

scrutinized in its original form to insure that

statement of tubeworthiness in tuners has

it was aperfect, representative product. After

some limitations. None of these early tuners
were designed for deep nulling of 67kHz sub-

initial testing, some improvements were
made in the audio output stages to lower

carriers. 4 In fact, in the Scott 4310 owner's

distortion.'

manual it states that if the listener experiences
SCA birdies, change to mono.

Features

In terms of absolute audio quality, the

modern tuner: high-blend, separate mono-

Quad FM4, NEC T-6E, Bogen TP-100, Mission/Cyrus, Magnum/Dynalab FT-101, and

stereo switches, and agood appearance that

the Arcam Alpha can all equal or exceed the

The 10B has most of the desired features of a

features a traditional champagne-gold col-

10B at its best. In RF performance, any of the

ored front panel. The built-in oscilloscope
functions by switch selection as acombined

tuners listed in the 'A" category of "Recom-

signal strength/multipath and center-tuned
indicator, and gives avector analysis of the

mended Components" in Vol.10 No.3 are
superior. For instance, a properly aligned
Yamaha T-85, Onkyo T-90, Mac MR-78 or

mono-stereo audio. The scope also has aux-

'80 will log twice as many stations in quiet

iliary inputs. Missing is selection of IF band-

stereo as the 10B.

width, the tuner being fixed at medium
selectivity.

high-performance goodies to plunk some

Measurements

bucks on are the transistorized Kenwood
KT-815 or 600-T, Sansui TX-1 or TU -9900,

In my opinion, some better choices of

There are no outstanding RF measurements,

Heath AJ-1600, or a Luxman T-1 10U. 4 The

due to the compromise IF bandwidth, and to

audio output stages of these tuners can be

the fact that only afour-section front end is

reworked with improved caps and experi-

used. The RF specifications are very similar to

mentation with other parts, and will yield ex-

the $225 analog H/K TU -905 reviewed in
Vol.9 No.5. The TU -905 also has high-blend,

cellent, clean stereo with twice the RF
smotscb of the 10B. Compared with the latest

and superior SCA rejection, but the 10B has

offering from Marantz, the ST-530, the older

far less distortion. (H/K has anew Citation 23

10B is slightly more detailed on strong sta-

tuner that shows some promise of outdating

tions and has the advantage of high-blend.

just about everything if it all works.)

The newer tuner has wider stereo separation
with an uncanny, big soundstage, remote

Audio Quality
There is something soothing about agoodsounding tube component. With medium RF

2Use a12AU7 Instead of a12BH7 in the stereo decoder.

performance demands, much of the high-

3Improvements include grouncung one end of the mixer coil
(left dangling) and increasing the value of the bandwidth
broadening resistors from 100k to 180k in the IF stages. Also,
tubes such as a6A65 or a6AIC5 can be used in one IF stage instead of a6AU6 to increase gain. A 12AZ7 tube used as the
oscillator instead of a 12AT7 increases sensitivity by 30%.
(All the above changes increase selectivity and sensitivity.)

frequency irritation Ihave noted on all but a
few transistorized tuners was absent on the
10B. Most tube tuners feature higher levels of
noise than some of the better modem tuners—
the Luxman T-02 and the Mac MR-80 feature
1Improvements include changing the cathode resistors on
the cathode-follower audio-output stage from 54k to 47k
(pins 3and 8), installing IM resistors for grid bias between
the cathodes and grids (pins 3to 2and 7 to 8), and using
0.1uF output caps instead of 0.22uF —all referenced to VI6,
a12AX7. Also uy a12AT7 in V17 for less distortion.
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4The 10B has four filter sections to remove 19 and 38IcHz
components. One section can be retuned by changing
capacitor values and adjusting to null out the 671cHz
component.
5Changes include placing an additional ceramic IF filter in
series with F20I, readjusting IF gain control VR201, and
adding better output caps. This tuner has afive-section RF
front end and is very sensitive.
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control, and decent AM as a bonus for an

no SCAs) to sound its best. It is agood tuner

often discounted $300.

that can sound extremely smooth in the
hands of acompetent audiophile/technician.

Conclusion

However, "caution" must be the last word in

The Marantz 10B can be avery good tuner,

buying any used equipment. Are you really

but by no means does it warrant

after audio quality or is it more the smell of

The Best

There Ever Was" tag. The 108 is most akin to

nostalgia, coupled with the desire to own a

tuners in the "C" category of Stereophile's
"Recommended Components." It needs a

component made when build quality and
long-term reliability was more important

clean signal in anon -RF congested area (and

than it is now?

BARCUS-BERRY 2002R AUDIO
PROCESSOR
Don Scott examines an aid for ailing FM and other deficient audio

Barcus Berry 2002R Audio
THD: less than 0.1% bypass/process. Frequency response: DC-100kHz bypass/process,
program-controlled. S/N ratio: 90dB while processing. Power consumption: 30W Dimensions:
16.5" W by 2.625" H by 7" D. Weight: 5.5 lbs. Price: $250. Serial numbers: 50075A & 09160.
Manufacturer: Barcus-Berry Electronics, Inc., 5500 Bolsa Ave., Huntington Beach, CA 92649.
Tel: (800) 233-8346.
A few FM stations make an effort to broadcast

broadcasters soon learned that if the proc-

high-quality audio, but most stations in com-

essor is rammed, the top 30% of awaveform

petitive markets have been caught up in the

can be bent over in adynamic polarity change,

loudness race, with the result that anything

raising the average modulation level, upon
which perceived loudness depends. Add to
this the phase error of the digital delay, tape-

worth listening to has been annihilated. The
latest manner of accomplishing such audio
non-amenities is the use of asophisticated

head misalignment, and other phase errors in

limiter/compressor that changes apotential

program material, and it's not surprising that

overmodulation peak from a positive- to a
negative-going voltage, with acorresponding

the sound heard from many stations is so poor.
The treble range becomes amash of same-

change in phase This is made possible by util-

sounding trash, and the dynamic phase chang-

izing adigital store to hold awaveform while

es destroy any resemblance to proper stereo

it is being altered, before it is sent on its way to

imaging and separation. TIM becomes astation's format.

the transmitter. While the designers of these
new-generation limiter/compressors intend-

Because there will always be more motor-

ed mild correction of an occasional peak,

boats than mermaids, Isought amethod of
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making at least some of these murky audio
atrocities listenable. This improvement requires adynamic phase and high-frequency

How it Works

correction device. Accordingly, after seeing

The heart of the unit is apatented circuit module which divides the frequency spectrum into three bands. The low-frequency band is

the Barcus- Berry 2002R at the 1985 Summer
CES, Irequested asample for review My find-

given aslight boost (switch-selectable), and
is phase-compensated as well. The middle-

ings are based on auditioning both early and
late production units.
Barcus-Berry has long been amanufacturer
of high-quality musical instrument trans-

frequency range receives phase correction
only, and the high-frequency band receives
phase compensation and amplitude adjustment. The amount of band phase correction

ducers, but in the past three years, the com-

provided is about 15 °within each channel,

pany's 202R audio processor has been widely

but the unit does not try to correct phase dif-

accepted by many recording studios for use in
"signal-cleaning." The 2002R is ablack, tunersized, rack-mountable version of the 202R

does have amind of its own, advancing its
one control increases high-frequency level.

ferences between channels. While the 2002R

(adapters included). The front panel features

The high-frequency correction circuit func-

(from left to right): tape monitor, bass EQ, proc-

tions as a proprietary gated expander and

ess switch, two sets of amber, green, and red

compressor, controlled by asampling voltage

LEDs, variable process control, and the power
switch. The rear panel contains four sets of

taken mainly from the RMS /peak ratio of the
midrange signal. There is some high-frequen-

gold-plated input/output jacks for normal use
and tape loops. The bypass relays are located

cy sampling that puts hold limits on the allow-

on the inside rear panel, arranged so that in
the bypass mode, only afew inches of wire are

simpler terms, a certain level of midrange

added to the signal path.
The 2002R is described as a"differential

to be present at all times. The circuit appears
to operate on the premise that if the highs are

load reactance compensator." The design cri-

right, the midrange will also sound better,

terion is to provide phase and amplitude cor-

because the harmonic content will be more

able amount of high-frequency amplitude. In
commands acertain level of high frequencies

rection in relationship to an electronic stand-

natural. Operating as agated device, the unit

ard derived from the average of data taken

does not suck up the noise floor because it

from the problems noted in various amplifierspeaker combinations. This simply means it is

starts its action with voltages equivalent to

supposed to make things sound better before
they are recorded or played back. In the pro-

-30dB.
A few words about compression and its relationship to the operation of the 2002R: most

fessional models, atrue servo network is used

program material has undergone some degree

from the speaker back to the processor to

of compression before it reaches the ears. Be-

sense the needed correction. In the home version, asimulated surrogate load standard deter-

cause this is done with an arbitrary and unknown ratio, it is practically impossible to

mines the average amount of correction to be
applied. Simple in/out connections are used

the compression. Dolby and dbx have fixed

build avariable-rate expander to counteract

between the source and amplifier inputs.
There is no harm using the unit in atape loop

ratios; very few other systems do. Paradoxical-

because asecond pass will not create harmful
effects, the 2002R being adynamic device.

expansion, is an effective method of apparently restoring dynamics. If acompressor,
which increases gain, is applied with faster at-

And if it senses no correction is necessary, it

ly, Ifeel that further compression, rather than

does little or nothing to the incoming signal

tack and release time constants than those of

unless desired. The amount of correction is

the original compressor, it will cause an in-

adjustable and is displayed as amber (little or

crease in the FtMS value, not only of the feeble

no correction), green (normal), red (above
normal). Exact setting of the process control
is according to personal taste and program

signals but also of the loudest ones, thus improving the apparent dynamics. This is why

material.

and more dynamic when broadcast by agood
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loud or rock music will often sound punchier
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FM station than when the same record is

• 3. Advancing the single control clockwise

played at home. The extra-fast compression,
affecting mainly the higher frequencies, is

for more amplitude correction may add too

added by the radio station's rapid-responding
compressor/limiter. The Barcus-Berry unit

much brightness. Unless asystem is naturally
dull and bass heavy, therefore, some good external bass and treble controls, or agraphic

applies these same principles to restore the

equalizer, will be necessary. During testing, a

proper ratio of high frequency to midrange

Coustic 7009A EQ was used before the 2002R,

content. Call it high-frequency AGC in relation to the level of midrange, coupled with

able to make an A/B comparison with the

some phase correction.
What can the 2002R be used for?

Cello Audio Palette, which is designed for the
same phase and tonal corrective measures as

• I. It allows taped formatted stations that have

the less expensive combination. It appears
that the 2002R corrects some of the phase

phase error and were heretofore unlistenable
to be listened to. The same correction applies
to home tapes when head misalignment or
compatibility is aproblem.

and the results were excellent. In fact, Iwas

shift the equalizer creates, and allows you to
have your cake and eat it, too. Iheard better

• 2. It restores proper stereo imaging and

dynamics and cleaner sound with the less expensive components. Even in the bypass mode

separation to poorly recorded CDs suffering
from phase errors. The unit is not stifled by

the more elaborate Audio Palette tended to
color the sound more than the shorter in-out

exceptional dynamic range. As much as 1520% increase in apparent openness and sepa-

routing of the 2002R.

ration can be achieved.

Conclusion

• 3. It can brighten almost any input source

Iam afirm believer that nothing that will color

and move the soundstage forward.

pure sound belongs in an audio chain. It is the
tarnished audio that is improved by the 2002R.

• 4. Because it can alter phase relationships,
it can be used in creating pseudo stereo. Experimentation will yield interesting results.
• 5. It can even out the differences of pre-

With FM sources, the squashed high frequencies of some stations are unmasked and the
ear doesn't have to fight to untangle the phase

emphasized and non-preemphasized CDs.

errors. On CDs with restricted soundstages,

Does it have limitations?
• 1. It cannot be used with inputs with high
noise levels because the high-frequency noise

the 2002R can add air, transparency, and presence. Its value was demonstrated on aterrible
CD Ibought for the Christmas season: Joy to

will give false cues to the control circuitry,

tbe World, by the Mormon Tabernacle Choir,

leading to audible noise pumping.

CBS MK30077. Instead of sounding like 325
voices, the milting is so poor it sounds like

• 2. The switch-selectable bass boost is too
broad, and is centered near 200Hz instead of
+3dB, 50Hz as claimed. Later units appear to
have a100Hz boost point, but Ifeel more refinement is needed to allow only deep-bass
boost.

300 stayed home. The Barcus-Berry unit
brought at least 100 voices back into the loft.
Irecommend the 2002R only as acorrective
device; it should be regarded as an aid, not a
cure-all.

FOLLOW-UP
Kinergetics KCD-20a CD
Player

(Vol.10 No.3) and David Prakel in HFN/RR in

The Kinergetics player seems to have elicited
a mixed critical reaction: very favorable

distinct impression that MC didn't much care
for the KCD-20a: although Isubstantially

reviews from John W. Cooledge in TAS and.).
Peter Moncrieff in JAR, but only alukewarm

agree with MC's sonic findings, Idisagree
with the tenor of his conclusions. In my opi-

reception from Martin Colloms in Stereophile

nion, the truth lies midway between the
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the UK. Reading between the lines, Iget the
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polarity of reviews on opposite sides of the

point where the Kinergetics player can be

Atlantic. With the caveat that the player is
carefully matched to dynamic loudspeakers,

recommended. No, Idon't think that the
KCD-20a will be agood match with an ESL

Ibelieve it makes amajor statement at the
under-$1000 price point.

or an Apogee, or even avery revealing dome

The KCD-20a first caught my attention at
the 1986 Summer CES, where, used as the
front end for a pair of Spica TC-50s with
Kinergetics subwoofers, it was making some
very listenable sounds. Having lived with a
sample now for several months, I'm in agood

tweeter like the one in the Celestion SL600
that MC uses as a reference. However, the
combination of the KCD-20a and adynamic
speaker with awell-behaved rolled-off high
end (eg, the Spica TC-50 or Vandersteen 2C),
or with aforgiving tweeter that does not ex-

position to add fuel to the controversy. Because

acerbate treble problems, will produce acceptable treble while benefiting from the KCD-

the KCD-20a features a volume pot, I've

20a's midrange clarity and resolution capa-

always fed it directly into the power amp—

bilities.

thus bypassing the high-level stage of my
preamp. First impressions were based on the
Jadis JA-30s feeding my modified Quad ESLs,
and, as is usually the case with first impres-

As Isee it, the KCD-20a is sonically head
ing near its price point, and to date is the best
I've heard under $1000. The sound of the

sions, they have pretty much remained

KCD-20a can be likened to that of adecent

and shoulders above any mass-market offer-

unaltered as I've tried a number of other

moving-magnet cartridge: good performance,

amps, both tube and solid-state.
Compared with my reference Moffat CD

but not good enough to compete with expen-

player, the soundstage depth shrank considerably. This depth compression made it
difficult to resolve the spatial extent of the
recording site. Harmonic overtones were

sive MC-based analog front ends. But then, is
it fair to compare an $895 CD player with a
$3000 analog system? If you're in the market
for aCD player under $1000, Istrongly urge
you to give the KCD-20a alisten.

DO

slightly etched, somewhat steely, and bright
in character. In act, there was adistinct solidstate glare to the upper mids and treble—and
this with the Jadis amps in the signal path! I'm
not suggesting that the character of the treble
was actively irritating or rough; it's just that
treble overtones were slightly emphasized in
relation to the mids, and were somewhat unnatural in presentation. The mids were squeaky
clean, and capable of moments of wonderful
lucidity and transparency in resolving low-

Sl.STEMDEK
The Systemdek Ilx Turntable
has earned a reputation
for excellent sound, along
with value for money, ease
of set up, and operation.

formation, as far as Icould tell with the

We are pleased to introduce
our new Systemdek Tonearm,
which combines with the Ilx
to give acartridge every
opportunity to do its best.
To find out why critics and
consumers everywhere endorse
this uncomplicated elegant
design, please contact your
nearest dealer or:

Quads, was nicely detailed and extended.
As you can see, my principal objection to

SYSTEMDEK SALES U.S.A.

level detail. Harmonic textures through the
mids

were slightly

threadbare or lean,

perfectly illustrated with female vocals (eg, A
Feather on the Breath of God, Hyperion
CDA-66039), where thinness or lack of body
was quite evident. Together with the etched
quality of treble overtones, this gave voices a
slightly artificial or electronic glaze. Bass in-

the sound of the KCD-20a has to do with its
performance through the upper octaves. I
maintain, however, that with a suitable
dynamic speaker, this aspect of its performance can be synergistically improved to the
Stereophile

B-19 Abbington Drive
East Windsor, New Jersey 08520
(609) 448-7752
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The best of both worlds ...
The Accuphase DP-80 CD transport combines with the
DC-81 digital processor to constitute the first CD player
designed without any compromises in the effort to reproduce music. While other audiophile companies sell modified machines manufactured by others, Accuphase has
spent several years developing their own machine, combining the best available components and technologies
from around the world. Weighing over sixty pounds and
utilizing discrete components for the most precise digital
to analog conversion yet achieved, the DP-80/DC-81 will
stand as amusical reference.
Some of the most sophisticated expressions of CD playback technology have been designed for recording studio
or radio station use. The complex control facilities
required only for professional audio applications have
been omitted in the DP-80/DC-81 playback system
because they would be abarrier between amusic lover and
his goal of enjoying reproduced music. Unlike any
machine in this price range, the Accuphase CO player has
been designed with the single goal of sonic excellence.

36

:.50

A

Price: $7000

It is no surprise that Accuphase is the company that built
this superb component. As acompany that combines the
purist vision of small American and European companies
with the technical facilities for research and development,
parts selection, and quality control of much larger corporations, Accuphase is uniquely capable of taking the newest technology to the very limits of its capabilities.
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MADRIGAL LTD.

Post Office Box 781. Middletown. CT 06457
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Coi"4-eateeepeciteN
J. Gordon Holt et al solve your hi-fi problems

Dubious About Decibels

example, is not an absolute measurement

Editor:

but rather the ratio between that sound

I have been reading stereo magazines for

pressure and an arbitrarily defined refer-

about seven years now, and Istill do not

ence pressure, expressed in a form which
relates to how our ears perceive volume

understand about decibels.
Signal/noise ratio, for example, is always

changes. Each time the acoustic power of a

given in dB. Signal level is measured in dB,

sound is doubled, we bear an equal increase

and so is noise. Iwould think the S/N ratio

in loudness, whether the original volume
was soft or loud. That is, we perceive the pro-

would be aunitless quantity.
Can you explain how this works?

portion of change rather than the amount of

Felix Abal

change. The relationship is logarithmic, not

Logan, UT.

linear Thus the Bel was conceived as the

I'll try.
First of all, understand that there is no

unit of audible loudness change, with IBel
equalling the logarithm (to the base ten) of
the ratio between the original sound intensity

such thing as a "unitless quantity" The two
terms are mutually exclusive. The clue is

(measured in acoustic watts) and the new

given in the word "ratio." A ratio, because it

sound intensity.

consists basically of one quantity divided by

The deciBel (dB, one tenth of a Bel) is the

another; is truly unitless or; as a scientist

smallest change in level that most people can

would prefer to express it, dimensionless.
The fundamental thing to remember is

standard unit of measurement. ¡dB of sound

that levels and powers in audio tend to be
expressed as ratios rather than as absolute

arithm of the ratio between Iand 1.26 acous-

measurements. An acoustic level of 94dB, for

tic watts. The same formula can be used to

Stereophile

reliably detect, so the dB bas become the
intensity change equals 10 times the log-
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Class

Class A... Class 1A... Class 1... for the last 3 years, each new
Counterpoint product has won aprestigious award. From ICES. IAR.
Stereophile Most recently, our SA-20 Power Amplifier won Japan's 1986
Component of the Year award... not bad for an American-designed,
engineered and manufactured product.

SA-4

POWER
AMPLIFIER

Absolute sonic purity. Direct-Coupled
tube output. Impeccable stereo imaging.
The listener's amplifer.
CALL FOR DETAILS:
from CA

Stereophile,
1986 Class A Rating
›.11t
e

800-247-6468
(619) 453-9090

*COUNTERPOINT
Dept. C.. P.O. Box 12294, La Jolla. CA 92037

calculate the number of dBs for any power

Because it requires less than two times the

ratio.
In every decibel figure, one of the two

speaker) to double the power delivered to it

volume levels is assumed to be (be reference

(the exact figure is the square root of two),

point, referred to as OdB. Zero is usually the

dBs of voltage change are calculated by

voltage power across a load (like a loud-

first or original level, and aplus or minus

the logarithm of the voltage ratios

sign is usually placed before the dB figure to

by 20, rather than by 10 as in power calcula-

sbow wbetber (be second level was an increase or a decrease. It is customary in any

tions. (Remember that doubling a logarithm

expression of cleciBels to specify the reference

squares its value.) The difference between
one voltage and another twice as big will

level, and the + or -sign must always be

therefore be 6dB, not 3dB.

included unless the direction of change is

Signal/noise ratios, for example, are cus-

obvious (as in the case of a gain measure-

tomarily expressions of voltage differences,

ment). Thus, adB spec might read "20dB ref

relating the maximum signal voltage to the

(referred to a OdB level of) IW"
A number of conventions exist for measur-

residual noise voltage in the absence of any
signal. Typically, neither the reference level

ing such things as sound pressure in air and

nor the sign (+ or -) are specified, because

the electrical signal level in a 600-ohm trans-

the former is assumed to be the device's max-

mission line. For sound pressure level (SPL),

imum rated output level, while the latter is

OdB is taken to be the minimum sound level

always assumed to be negative.

that most people can bear (0.0002 dynes per

To give an idea of the relationships in-

square centimeter of sound pressure), while

volved, here are some commonly encountered

standard line level is 0.774 volts across 600

signal-level differences and their decibel
values
—JGH

ohms. This is why SPL is expressed as asimple
dB figure, without aspecific reference level;
the reference is defined by standard engineering practice.
There is agreat deal of misunderstanding
regarding sound pressure and why it should
considered as power rather than force Here's
why: In the terminology of physics, mass
(inertia) is that property oían object which
acts to resist any change in its velocity (speed
and direction of movement). Force is aform

dB of Change

Power

Voltage

1:1.26

1:1.12

1dB (the smallest
perceptible change)

1:2

1:1.4

3dB (an easily
perceived change)

1:4

1:1.26

6dB (a dramatic
difference)

1:10

1:3.2

10dB (an apparent
doubling of volume)

1:100

1:10

20dB

will act to change its velocity Wbrk is defined

1:1000

1:32

30dB

as the rate of velocity change effected by that

1:10,000

1:100

40dB

of energy which, when applied to that object,

force, while power is the measure of bow
much force must be applied for bow much
time in order to effect a certain amount of
change in velocity. Because air exhibits the
property of mass, changing its velocity involves work. And because air is normally
unconfined, its molecules tend to move away
from (be force acting on them, preventing a

Getting the Smoothest Bass
Editor:
Is there an easy way of working out how to
position apair of loudspeakers in aroom to
get the best bass response?
Bo Fleming
Santa Fe, NM

buildup of air pressure. Pressure buildup re-

Like most phenomena in physics, loudspeaker

quires that the air be displaced faster than it

bass propagation works in both directions.

can move out of the way, which introduces

That is, if the listener and the loudspeaker

the element of time intrinsic to the definition

are interchanged so the speaker is in the

of power Hence, sound pressure level (SPL)
is a reflection of acoustic power

speaker would normally be, the listener will

Calculations involving voltages are handled

bear essentially the same LF energy as be

a little differently from power calculations.

would were both in their usual locations.

Stereophile

listening seat and the listener is where the
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MONITOR
AUDIO

Loudspeakers for the music-lover
Designed and manufactured in England, using only the finest real
wood veneers, Monitor Audio have an enviable reputation as one
of the world's premier loudspeaker companies. Incorporating the
most advanced metal-dome tweeter technology and cabinet
construction, they symbolize sound quality, sophistication and
value for money.

R.100

Symbol

made

of quality

in England

For the sheer sense of dynamics and power that these

speakers provide so readily, Iwill happily move my furniture
around to accommodate them."
Which Compact Disc'
R252 - Best compact speaker ever made -in comparison with
all its current rivals it is clearly superior."
Popular Hi-F1
R352 The R352's are real winners, an excellent loudspeaker
that offers very good value for money."
What Hi -Fi
R700 MD "The R700 is afirst class speaker, and evidence of
further step forward for Monitor Audio as speaker designers...
clearly recommended."
Graham Mayo ,
R652 MD Its hard to fault the sound or construction of the
R652. It is easy to drive and most domestically acceptable. It
would be difficult to product a better valued loudspeaker in the
price range."
Which Compact Disc

INTRODUCING PROJECT '87

Introducing the revolutionary R852MD and R952MD loudspeakers Incorporating the most advanced metal dome tweeter
technology available today Two element crossovers matched to 1% with the drivers Finished in exotic Kenya Black real wood
veneers Designed for the listener who values the traditional virtues of low colouration, wideband width, open clarity and sense
of image space
"I found the Monitor Audio R852MD to be atruly integrated, detailed, dynamic and smooth performer
Throughout its frequency range. the R852MD never puts afoot wrong"
Review May 1987

ZT CHICAGO C.E.S.

Americana Congress
ROOM 669

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON MONITOR AUDIO LOUDSPEAKERS, PLEASE CONTACT

IrÇg:VRO
ELECTRONICS' INC.

In Canada: 1755 Plummer Street. Unit 20,
Pickering, Ontario L1W 3S1 Tel (416) 631-4741
In U.S.A. P.O. Box 41355 Buffalo N.Y. 14205 Tel (416) 831-4741
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This suggests a relatively quick and painless

the other, these should be the best speaker

way of zeroing in on a speaker placement

locations.

which will provide smooth low end at the

speakers should be precisely the same dis-

listening seat.
You will need a continuously variable
sinewave signal source—a test oscillator—

Remember;

though,

that both

tance from the center listening seat and, if
toed in, must be aimed at precisely the same
inward angle.

for this procedure. Ifyou don't own one bor-

Obviously, this approach isn't practical

row one from your friendly dealer from

for all loudspeakers (dipoles, for example or

Saturday afternoon to Monday morning
during which time be cannot possibly argue

Infinity bass towers), but many audiophiles
have found it useful for smaller cone-woofer

that be needs it (if he's open on Sunday, try

systems.

—JGH

for overnight), or buy a test CD with a useful
range of spot frequency tones on it.
Here's the procedure: Place the speaker on

'Pape Variations
Editor:

the sofa (or chair or whatever) where you sit

Rather than spend the extra 1500 for their

while listening set the oscillator to 50Hz,

model which automatically biases each cas-

then crawl around on hands and knees (un-

sette, Ibought aNakamichi deck which has

dignified, perhaps, but it effectively approx-

front-panel adjustments for recording bias. I

imates the height of the woofer off the floor)

can make do with this, but Iam bewildered

through the area where you would like one

by the wide variation in tape, sound, and

of the speakers to be located in the room).

synergy between the tapes and the transport.

Find a spot where the bass is strong then set

Why should there be so much difference

the oscillator to 45Hz and listen again from

from one cassette to another?

the same location. The object, of course, is to

Alex Safer

find a listening spot where the widest pos-

Chelsea, MA

sible range of low frequencies (below 70Hz)

Basically, it is because modern cassette tech-

is as smooth in response as possible. And

nology works right on the hairy edge of im-

don't hesitate to move the listening seat (with

practicality.

the speaker on it) forward or backward in

The electrical, magnetic and mechanical

the room if this improves LF smoothness.

tolerances necessary to extract 15kHz (let

(The center of the seat should always face the

alone 200from a %,-incb-wide tape running

approximate middle of the wall behind the

at 1- 7
hips are formidably tight. A single cycle

speakers.) Wben you've gotten what sounds

of a 15kHz signal is only 125 millionths of

like the smoothest and most extended low

an inch in length along the tape's surface, so

end, repeat the test from the area where the
second speaker will be placed. In asymmet-

in order to read each half-cycle of that sig-

rical room, mirror-image speaker locations

netic domains as short as 62 millionths of an
inch in length! Magnetic domains that close

should yield the same results. If not, keep
trying.

nal, the system must be able to resolve mag-

together bave astrong tendency to erase one

Don't expect, however, to get super fiat

another at bias levels well below those needed

low-end response; this happens so rarely, it's

to get maximum signal and minimum dis-

hardly worth mentioning. What is important

tortion, even at 1
kHz. Because the requisite

is that the ranges centered around 40 and

bias is so extremely critical, the slightest

50Hz be fairly equal in level. Ifyou then get

change in the tape's oxide formulation, or

something that sounds reasonably flat to 35,

even the slightest change in its thickness, will

you're doing very well. Anything lower is

cause asubstantial change in HF response.

gravy! Remember that the 40Hz region is

This is why tapes of different brands and

where bass drum, the bottom of a string

types give differing HF response characteris-

bass, and most pipe-organ bass is, so go for
that range if nothing else works right.

cific requirements.

Finally, place the speakers in the locations

tics unless carefully biased to their own spe-

you determined to be the best, and give 'em

Again, because of the extremely short
recorded wavelengths at high frequencies,

a try. Give or take afew inches to one side or

the bands of magnetic domains across the

Stereophile
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We didn't design our speaker with only
one bass response, because we didn't
design your listening room'
CeCCOM. KEF SENCEDEWLOPMENT MOVER
ONE STEP IN THE MAKING OF A KEF

V
AIL,uudspeaker cesrgrrers rflake
device the KEF User-adjustable Bass
assumptions about amplifier power,
Equaliser or -KUBE" For the first time,
room location, and desired bass extenyou can tailor bass rolloff frequency
sion. Unfortunately, these assumptions and contour to match your listening
can never hold true in all cases And
conditions perfectly.
whenever the assumptions are wrong,
'With our KUBE-equipped
so is the sound
speakers, you can do more than
'That's why we supply our
simply hope for the best You can be
Reference Series speakers with this
assured of it '
KE FbeCtedleS Ltd kme,1 Maestone Kent ME 1560P Enend
KEF Electron.. of Amen. Inc 1412c. Sullsellatd Corcle. Chant*. VA 22021 703/63 ,88 ,0
Sme,Sourwl Equornen1 Ltd 595 Rue du Paec ,rclustne1 tonpueted Oteebec Canada 514,679-S490

The Speaker
Engineers

tape must be absolutely lined up with the

not to correct room resonances or inade-

gap in the playback bead. If they aren't, a

quate loudspeaker bass response, at least in

negative domain at one edge of the track

"audiophile" systems.

may coincide with apositive domain at the

This raised two questions: What's the mat-

other edge, and they'll cancel each other This

ter with using an equalizer for room acoustics

means that any skewing of the tape as it
passes the head will cause further reduction

problems and speaker bass augmentation?
And what exactly is an "audiophile" system?

of precious high-frequency response. And

That is, where is the dividing line between

almost any mechanical imperfection in the

"audiophile quality" and "non-audiophile

cassette shell can cause tape skew. Differ-

quality"?
Bruce Johnson

ences in azimuth, or vertical alignment between record and playback beads, similarly

Compton, CA

cause HF loss on playback, which is why pre-

Most equalizers designed for domestic use

recorded cassettes always suffer from an

are so-called octave equalizers, which pro-

arbitraty loss of highs. Ironically, skewing

vide individual control (boost or cut) of

and azimuth misalignment are likely to
cause less of aproblem with el cheap° cas-

octave-wide slices of the audio band. (Units
having less than 10 octave-wide bands are

sette recorders than with the best perfection-

little better than useless.) Record equaliza-

ist machines, because most of the former use

tion (EQ), including the evil kind that fouls

the same bead gap for recording as for play-

up the sound (usually in an effort to make

back, so whatever misalignment of the do-

the recording sound better on cheap phono-

mains that occur when recording are ";seen"
in exactly the same manner during play-

graphs), is similarly gradual, so an equalizer

back. They remain perfectly lined up with

aberrations pretty well.
Audio purists view all equalizers with

the gap.

such as this is capable of correcting for its

If you don't wish to be forever diddling

scorn. They observe that: I) the additional

your bias adjustments, your best bet is always

active circuitry in the signal path degrades

to use exactly the same kind of premium-

the signal even when the EQ is set to "Flat";

grade cassette for recordings where sound

2) such devices are more often misused to

matters. Even C60 and C90 versions of what

color the sound than used to improve it; and

appear to be the same kind of tape are likely

(3) there is no excuse for listening to record-

to differ in bias requirements, because longer

ings which need EQ in the first place. Less-

playing times involve the use of a thinner

rigid audiophiles counter that: I) you can

magnetic coating as well as a thinner plastic
backing. Buying a premium grade of cas-

always switch out the device when it's not in

sette is usually (not always) an assurance

use; 2) misuse or otherwise is tbe responsibility of the user; and 3) many significant

that mechanical tolerances will be tight

recordings benefit musically from EQ. All

enough to minimize skewing and that the

audiophiles, however; agree that you can't

oxide formulations will be acceptably simi-

use an octave equalizer for room-acoustics

larfrom one production batch to another (If
you want to get maximum possible uniform-

correction.
Response peaks and dips due to room

ity from one cassette to another; buy them by
the carton, so they'll all be from the same

resonances tend to be very sharp and narrow—much more so than those attainable

manufacturing batch. If you want to stock

from a home-type equalizer Any attempt to

up, make sure every carton bas the same

correct for such a narrow peak with an oc-

batch number on its outside label.) —JGH

tave equalizer will affect the entire octavewide span of frequencies adjacent to the

Equalizers and Audiophile
Components

peak, which will degrade the sound as much
as does the peak. Judicious loudspeaker

Editor:

placement and acoustical treatment of the

In Vol:9 No.3, Steve Watkinson's "Tweaking"

room are the only satisfactory solutions for

column stated that an equalizer should be

standing-wave problems.

used only to compensate for poor recordings,

Stereophile

Imust, however disagree with Steve on the
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matter of LF equalization of bass-shy loud-

range. This is atime-domain problem; musi-

speakers. It can be done, but its efficacy

cal information in the midrange is effectively

depends on the power capabilities of the

being obscured or smeared out in time by the

amplifier and speakers. If neither is driven
into overload by the LF boost, and if the

ringing of the resonance. Attempting to compensate for this problem in the frequency

equalizer can supply boost in the needed

domain by reducing (be level of the appro-

range (usually in the octave between 20 and
40Hz), this can be an effective way of en-

priate band with a conventional equalizer

hancing system performance. (In fact, elec-

the ringing continues to obscure the music;

tronic bass boosting is used in a number of

but both are now quieter

excellent commercial loudspeaker systems,
such as those from Thiel, KEF; Celestion, and
ITC). Unfortunately, loudspeaker bass correction is more often than not overused,
resulting in heavy, tubby low end and increased problems with acoustic feedback
from analog turntables.

will do nothing about this time-smearing;

The only equalizer which attempted to correct room-acoustic problems on a fundamentally correct basis was Bob Berkovitz's
AR ADSP of 1982. Basically a digital filter
operating in real-time on the stereo signal,
it was an idea ahead of its time and never
made it into production. As digital signal-

The distinction between an "audiophile"

processing computer hardware both drops in

and a "non-audiopbile" product is no more

price and gets faster however, such timedomain equalizers, truly efficacious in deal-

definite than the distinction between light
gray and dark gray. It's easy to tell which is
which when both are near the limits of the

ing with room-acoustic problems, could well
reappear

"range," but in that wide middle-gray area,
the distinction is purely personal and largely
arbitrary. It involves value judgments about

Boomy Bass

sound quality, price, size/weight ratio (heft),

Iam experiencing a narrow-band low-fre-

and the extent to which the product embodies
other characteristics which most audiophiles
consider to be important—such as, in a
power amplifier; the ability to accommodate

Editor:
quency exaggeration in the 40-80Hz range.
All components in my system have been
eliminated as the source of the problem, and
it's not a typical standing-wave problem.

the large spade lugs which terminate most

Equalization didn't solve it, either. Since

premium-grade loudspeaker cables. —JGH

those possibilities have been eliminated, it

In addition to the impossibility of getting a

resonance of awall, the ceiling, or the floor.

simple equalizer to compensate for the very
narrow peaks and dips imposed on (be signal by room-acoustic problems, there is a
more fundamental problem: You can't correct for dips caused by cancellation or for
peaks due to resonant time-domain problems by changing the frequency-response of
the system.

would seem that the most likely cause is a
But Icannot figure out which it is. Can you
help?
Robert Gresen
Williamsville, NY
}bu are correct in assuming that the cause of
your LF peak is a resonance, but Ithink it
unlikely (although by no means impossible)
that it is a room-boundary resonance, as

For example, imagine you bave a severe

these generally occur at a lower frequency

trough in the lower midrange of your panel

than 40 to 80Hz, and they tend to cause aLF

speakers caused by destructive interference
between the direct sound and the backwave
reflected off (be rear wall. Using an equalizer to boost the response in this region will
also boost the amplitude of the reflected backwave: the dip remains as severe as before.
Similarly, for resonant problems: imagine a
room with a severe flutter ecbo which adds
an "oink "to the sound in the upper mid-
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loss rather than an exaggeration. My first
guess would be astanding wave in the room,
despite your conviction that this bas been
ruled out as apossibility
the following tests: Play a recording
with a great deal of signal information in
the trouble range, and walk around tbe
room while listening to it. If (be bass varies
markedly in volume, from oppressively loud

Stereophile

If you aspire to owning the lamons
Energy 22 Pm Monitor but can't quite
afford it, hear the ESM-2. VVith size and
pertoimance approaching the 22, it is
"both afine loudspeaker and an
excellent value7
Or perhaps the more compact ESM-3
will better suit you -it is "definitely an
excellent value."
On astudent budget? Try the new
ESM-4 bookshelf monitor -very
aftbrdable!
Audition any of the ESM monitors. VW
think you'll agree with what Stereo
Review High Fidelity and Audio Idea.
say below.

M1101.)f

E

"AMAZING AT THE PRICE"
fine loudspeaker and an excellent value.., very smooth and quite flat, falling within
± 3-1/2 dB on-axis throughout the range above the 50 Hz band.., in the lab's 300 Hz pulse
test the ESM-2 accepted without noticeable complaint the full output of the test amplifier...
(470 watts, peak into 8 ohms), for acalculated SPL (Sound Pressure Level) of 114-3/4 dB. Loud
transients thus should be handled well.., bass sounds more extended than the response curves
might suggest, with surprising heft at the very bottom... Stereo imaging too is very good...
Even if your budget can accommodate twice the ESM-2's price - you owe it to yourself
to audition Energy's latest design."
High Fidelity, January 1986, on the ESM-2
"a

"response varied only ± 1.5 dB from 180 to 18,000 Hz which is unquestionably one of the
smoothest responses we have yet encountered from aspeaker... dispersion on apar with
response flatness.., phase shift highly lineae., excellent power-handling ability.., only at 100 Hz
did we manage to reach the speaker's (power handling) limits: with 990 watts (using
single cycle bursts followed by 128 cycles of silence)... smooth midrange and high frequency
response, excellent dispersion and group delay, and exceptional short-term power-handling
ability., definitely an excellent value."
Stereo Review, February 1986 on the ESM-3
"exceptional overtone balance... imaging was just about the best I've heard... excellent
dynamic range... it sounds great... no real compromises in its design... anyone looking for a
$1,500.00 to $2,000.00 system would be foolish not to carefully audition the Energy ESM-2...
amazing at the price."
Audio Ideas, 1985 edition, on the ESM-2
Energy Loudspeakers. 135 Torbay Road. Markham, Ontario
L3R 107 •(416) 475-0050 •FAX 1-416-475-8643 •TLX 06-986689

=
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°API 1987, Energy Loudspeakers
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feleCrIYITIMMON7Ot

lhe Energy 22 Pro Monitor has ,
been hailed by critics as one of the
nlajor loudspeaker design
breakthroughs of the last decade.
In fact, the Energy 22 may well
rank as astandard against which
other speakers should be judged.
Audition either the Energy 22 Pro
Monitors or the Reference
Connoisseurs and we think you'll
agree that they are not only the
most exciting speakers you've ever
heard, but "a stunning
ac hievement" indeed!

"A STUNNING ACHIEVEMENT
Top Retail Experts Personal
Views About The Energy 22
Sassafras, Philadelphia, RA., Charles Hardesty
- Bob Morgan. "As Philadelphia's premier high
end dealer we had the good fortune to introduce
the Energy 22 to our market. Since then the
reaction has been incredible from audiophiles
and music lovers alike. We believe the Energy
22 represents the pinnacle of loudspeaker
design - anywhere near its price range. Designatron, Long Island, N.Y. - Charles
Caccuito. -Never before have we experienced a
speaker system which exhibits the level of
realism that the Energy 22 provides. The
excitement generated by Energy speakers is only
exceeded by the pleasure of owning them. The
Energy 22 sets a reference standard by which all
other speakers must be judged."
Audio Associates, Washington, D.C. - Mike
Zazanis. "The Energy 22 is a very musical
speaker at a very inexpensive price that easily
could cost a lot more money."
Pro Musica, Chicago, IL. - Ken Christianson,
John Schwarz. "The Energy 22 Reference
Connoisseur & Pro Monitors simply outperform
the competition. Musically satisfying to the most
demanding listeners.
Energy Loudspeakers, 135 Torbay Road, Markham, Ontario

Classic Stereo, Ft. Wayne, IN. - Paul Pohnert.
"The Energy 22 Reference Connoisseur and
Energy 22 Pro Monitor are the most musically
correct speakers we have sold. They deliver
excellent stereo imaging; are very intimate
when music is intimate, yet powerfully dynamic
when music is dynamic."
Audio by Caruso, Miami, FL. - Don Caruso.
"The Reference Connoisseurs are among the
most neutral, uncolored speakers we have
found!!! They provide very relaxing listening."
Shelly's Stereo, Los Angeles, CA., - Robert
Coyle "The Energy 22 and ESM speaker line
offers the consumers styling and value at a
price no other speaker line can match. The
performance rivals the world's finest speakers.
Sound Company, San Diego, CA. - Bob
Kokley. "Over the years we have heard many
promises of new breakthroughs in speakers with
disappointing results. The Energy 22 is one of
the only products which performed beyond
those promises. A job well done."
Christopher Hansen Ltd., Los Angeles, CA. Chris Hansen. "The Energy 22 is very
musically involving - 'Absolutely Brilliant'.'
The Sounding Board, Berkley, CA. - Jim
Serena. -The Energy 22 is an outstanding
speaker. What's incredible is the value,
compact size and its performance level:'

L3R 1G7 • (416) 475-0050 • FAX 1-416-475-8643 • TLX 06-986689
Copyright

API 1987, Energy Loudweakers

to almost inaudible, the trouble is almost

fact that tube preamplifiers are often intended

certainly due to standing waves, in wbicb

to work into a very high impedance load of

case you should consider installing some of

between 100k and 500k ohms, while solid-

the ASC Bibe 7kaps reviewed in VoL9 No.3.

state power amplifiers may have as low an

Gently tap the tonearm motor board, right

input impedance as 10k. (Operating the

next to the base (pillar) of the arm. If this

preamp into too low a load impedance will

produces a BOOM similar in pitch to the LF

cause increased distortion and a reduction

exaggeration, the problem may be acoustic

of LF extension.)Just make sure the power

feedback or asevere undamped LF resonance

amp has an input impedance of at least 50k,

between tonearm and cartridge.
If none of these tests turns up anything
then would be the time to suspect room-

and that the preamp will work at its best into
a load of that value.

—JGH

boundary flapping. lb check for this, pound

Stabilizer Weight

each surface in turn with the index-finger

Editor:
Are most, or indeed, any CD players actually

side of your fist and forearm, to elicit a
series of dull thuds. If one surface produces

designed to handle the extra weight that will

a boom at the trouble frequency, doublecheck it by playing your "test disc" while

be imposed on their spindle bearing by the
use of adisc stabilizer? A CD is light enough

holding your fingertips against the bound-

that alight-duty bearing could easily be sub-

ary surface at different spots in turn. If you

jected to double its usual load by the addition

can feel substantially more vibration in the

of astabilizer disc. Is this likely to accelerate

trouble range than elsewhere you probably

wear on the spindle's end bearing, or put an

do have aflapping boundary which is not
abiding by the rules.

(This test is useless if the

additional load on the motor's electronic
drive system?
Steve di Girolamo

exaggeration is due to any of the other aforementioned causes, because a wood-frame

Falls Church, VA

surface will always vibrate in the presence of

Probably, but probably not enough to have

low frequencies, and the vibration ampli-

any significant effect on the life of the player

tude will depend on bow strong tbe signal is
in the listening room.)
—JGH

or its drive system, or on its performance.
The bearing system must be rugged enough
to withstand normal shipping by parcel car-

Hybrid Systems

riers, and in order to take this with aplomb,
it must be far more sturdy than it needs to be

Editor:
What are the major advantages and disadvan-

to merely support the weight of asingle CD.

tages of using a tube preamp with asolid-

A second disc; or even a slightly heavier

state power amplifier?

damper should not faze the bearing at all.
Charles Goddard

(Analog turntables whose spindle bearing is

Sicklerville, NJ

marginally rugged are always shipped with

There are no inherent advantages or disad-

the platter removed or immobilized by transit

vantages to this kind ofpairing. The sole advantage of most such combinations is that

screws. The transit screws in CD players tie
down the laser-optical carriage, not the disc

the characteristic warmth and richness of

platter)

—JGH

tubes is often complemented by the slightly
dry sound of most solid-state components.

Digital Editing

The benefits of system hybridization are best

Editor:
Iread Bill Soinmerwerck's piece on the Nalca-

realized when the tube component is the
preamp and the solid-state unit the ampli-

michi DMP-100 in Stereopbile Vol.7 No.5. I

fier, because the high-end sweetness and

recently got aterrific deal on aNak DMP-100.

cleanness of tubes is more important in the

Would you believe $500? Ido a lot of live

earliest stages of asystem, while the superior

recordings and really look forward to using it.
My problem is this. In Bill's article, he talked

bass performance of solid-state is most important in apower amplifier
The only potential problem stems from the

Stereophile

about the problem he had with editing, "a
horrendous transient at full output level,
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Interlink Technology
Lets You Hear All the Music.
Audiophiles and audio critics worldwide consider Monster Cable Interlinks the highest performance audio
interconnect cables available
And its no wonder. "Bandwidth Balancer technology, "%crofter — dielectrics, Duraflex insulation.
All Monster Cable firsts. All ready for immediate audition in your sound system
Interlinle M1000. The Sonic Reference Standard
World Class Sound Redefining the state of the art
Considered by audio experts as the finest interconnect cable made. the
M1000 is the ultimate representation of our cable technology. Mercilessly
revealing. Highly satisfying And comes standard with our new
M•Terminator - locking RCA connector.
Wei-link' Reference A
The Audiophile Standard for Interconnect Cables.
The praise of audio critics, winner of cable comparison surveys worldwide, the reference by which others are compared, Interlink Reference A
continues its leadership as one of the finest sounding, highest quality
cables ever made. Well balanced, incredibly natural.

liga

High technology puts high performance into asmall package
interlink' 500
Exciting to listen to. Incredibly revealing. Articulate. Dimensional.
"Bandwidth Balanced" and "MicroFiber" technology. All at an extremely
attractive price Need we say more?
interlink •400
Audiophile high performance at avery non-audiophile price.
Aprice-performance breakthrough! Improved dynamic range and
extended frequency response. Wide soundstage, 3dimensional image.
Performance that other cables can't match at any price

Maximize your sound. Connect all of your components with Interlink' High Performance interconnects.
Only from the Monster.
Call or write for afree color brochure
Monster Cable, 101 Townsend St. San Francisco. CA 94107
Tel 415 777 1355 Telex 470584 MCSYUI Fax. 415 896-1/45

MONSTER CABLE

which occurred at each and every transition!"
He then wrote that he was looking for a

The reason for the transients should now
be obvious. Ifyou take the VCR out of record

solution. By gosh, by golly, by Jeeves, and

mode, then start recording again, there is no

shiver me timbers, did he find one? If he did,

guarantee the old and new recordings will be

what is it?

in sync In fact, the odds are much against it.
Brian Morahan

It is this abrupt loss and restoration of un -

Kansas City, MO

synced signals that causes the PCM- Fl and

You are immenselyfortunate to have glommed

DMP-100 to misbehave in such a speaker-

on to a DMP- 500 for (gasp!) .1500. It was no

bustingfasbion. (I consider this adesign flaw,

doubt bought by some audio dilettante wbo

but Sony isn't likely to change the product.)

discarded it when be got bored. His loss is

Fortunately, there's an easy solution. The

your gain. I'm sure you'll be delighted with it.

same problem occurs in regular video record-

Its, Idid find asolution to the problem. I

ing: when adding new material to a tape,

wrote it up, but like any number of other

bow do you prevent sync loss during the

pieces, it fell into the black bole under Gor-

transition? The solution is circuitry called

don's desk. Because Sony still makes PCM

the Scene Transition Stabilizet It's found in

adapters (several of wbicb sell for under

almost every portable deck (Beta or VHS),

$1000), and a review of tbe dbx 700 will ap-

and in tbe better home machines. It works

pear soon, I'll explain bow to make glitch-

like this:

free edits in some detail. It's simple, but I
want you to understand tbe process.
All bome and portable VCRs, botb VHS

Play the tape up to the point where you
want to add new material. PAUSE, then press
RECORD. The VCR is now in RECORD-PAUSE

and Beta, have two video beads that sit 180°

mode. It will shuttle the tape back andforth

apart on adrum that spins at 180Orpm. 30

a bit, reading the control track, and using

full pictures of 525 lines are recorded each

this information to align the beads exactly

second. A 525-line frame is split into two

with the previously recorded material and

262.5-line fields. As each bead goes by the

the control track pulses. It will also lock the

tape it records (or plays back)one field, one-

drum onto the frequency and phase of the
video input. (If there's no input, this method

half of aframe. Got that?
Obviously, if we're going to get a stable

won't work. You must bave the program

picture, the beads must move across the tape

source active when you switch into RECORD-

in exact synchronization with the video

PAUSE.) Release PAUSE to start recording

signal. That is, each head bas to start its patb

and—voila!—you've got aglitch-free edit.

at the bottom of the tape exactly at the beginning of afield, and end its path at the end of

You do the same thing when recording live.
Always place the VCR in RECORD-PAUSE

that field.

mode rather than stopping. Ifyou must stop

Of course, there is no cosmic law that

the machine, use the technique explained

guarantees the beads will be spinning in

above when you start recording again. Note

sync with tbe signal being recorded! There-

that some machines back the tape up as

fore, when you press RECORD, the machine

much as half asecond. Some experimenting

first locks the bead drum into exact sync

will show you bow to handle this overlap.

(both frequency and phase) with the input,

You should try it with video signals afew

then starts the tape rolling.

times, anyhow, to get the feel, before using

A similar problem occurs in playback. The

the STS with digital audio.

drum must turn at exactly the same speed it

Ob, yes. One other thing. Your new record-

bad during recording and the bead must be

ing will overlap the old without completely
erasing it, until the section of tape cleared by

perfectly phase-aligned with the recorded
tracks for stable, noise-free playback.

the erase bead (which sits an inch or two

The solution is to record sync pulses on a

behind the drum)comes up. So to be perfectly

separate control track. In playback, these

safe, you should always record (or edit dubs)

supply the frequency and phase reference

on blank or bulk-erased tape. This reduces

needed to lock the bead drum's rotation to

the chance that impartial erasure will produce corrupt data.
—BS

the track sequence recorded on the tape.
Stereophile
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FULL-RANGE
PLANAR MAGNETIC
$495 PAIR

MAGNEPLANAR" SMGa
—Unique technology —Ordinary price
* Speaker photographed with magnetic structure removed.

III MAGNEPAN
1645 Ninth Street
White Bear Lake, MN 55110
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in atelevision commercial current in England,
the man forging his way so adroitly through
snow and ice, the voice-over tells us, is listening to Haydn played by the London Philharmonic. But—a driver of obvious discernment—he is making his way to Vienna, to
hear Haydn performed by the Philharmoniker.
Stereophile readers attending the 1987 Vienna
Festival would be able to catch just two Haydn
works: played by the Los Angeles Philharmonic under Previn, and by the conductorless NY Orpheus Chamber Orchestra.
Iwas impressed by the debut Orpheus
recording of Haydn's Symphonies 44 and 77
(DG 415 365-2, CD); they have now recorded
two of the so-called Sturm und Drang Symphonies: numbers 48 ("Maria Theresa") and
49 ("La Passione")(DG 419 607-2, CD). As HC
Robbins Landon says in his liner notes, these
are highly contrasted: 48, with its brilliant
high-lying trumpet parts heard at the outset,
is afestive piece (though research shows that
it was not, after all, composed for the Em1Christopher Breunig is Music Editor of the UK's Hi-i
.
VPWS & Record Review
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The INSIDE of the Boulder 500 assures
you the greatest possible sonic accuracy.
While the outside of the Boulder 500
may get your attention first, the inside will
leave alasting impression.
The Boulder 500 power amplifier's
circuit design provides the sonic clarity you
have been waiting for.
From the twenty-eight metal output
transistors rated at 250 Watts each, to the
important resistors and PC boards, no
scrimping on component quality or count
was allowed when the circuit requirements
called for better.
The true toroidal power transformer
and oversize filter capacitors provide the
energy required for every musical nuance,
especially bass notes.
Using two stages allows the first to
provide the needed voltage gain, while the

second stage concentrates its effort in
supplying the needed current.
And since it is aDC coupled amplifier,
blocking capacitors in the audio path are
eliminated. There's no capacitor like no
capacitor!
The uncompromised sonic clarity,
electronic durability, and mechanical
construction ensures that the Boulder 500
will be awise investment for years to come.
To further view the inside of the
Boulder 500, and to discover its elegant
looks, call or write for acolor brochure
today.
The Boulder 500 power amplifier delivers 150 Watts
stereo or 500 Watts mono into 8 Ohms. $2875
suggested list price. Price of the Boulder Modular
Preamplifier System varies with each module.

Boulder Amplifiers
4850 STERLING DRIVE /BOULDER, COLORADO 80301 /303-449-8220
TELEX: 6503085376 MCI UW

press's visit to Esterhazy in 1777, but written

the introduction to 100 at a flowing pace,

five years earlier); "la Passione" is in the form
of the old Church Sonata, with aslow move-

which dissolves almost imperceptibly into

ment first. The whole work, apart from its

the Allegro. His treatment of the "Turkish"
music which gives the work its name—drums,

trio, is in E-minor, which makes for apower-

cymbals, and ringing triangle—is highly

ful score, mysterious and shadowy in the

dramatic, with no attempt to push it into the

Adagio, darting in the Allegro di molto and

symphonic background. As he argues in the

the windswept Presto finale A harpsichord is

liner-notes, those pitchless instruments had

heard in this Orpheus version. We have had
some fine sets of 44/49 in the past—from

terrifying associations in the 18th century.
Harnoncourt sees the work as aplea for

NYPO under Bernstein, the Zagreb Radio

peace. The B-flat Symphony, 68, has along

Orchestra with Janigro, the ECO under Baren-

and inventive Adagio, with a "Clock" -like

boim —but the enthusiasm of these young
American musicians makes me keen for fur-

pulse—one-half of the playing time for the
whole work. In the Presto finale, as in the

ther installments. There is plenty of polish to
the playing and afirm grip on pulse (some-

opening Vivace, he elicits playing that is
warm yet brilliant; the strings dance and sing.

thing Imiss in some of the numbers in their

In this he recalls some classic old Decca

adventurous Beethoven Prometheus com-

records of Haydn made with the Dutch con-

plete ballet recording, welcome though that

ductor Eduard Van Beinum. The Teldec pro-

is on CD; DG 419 608-2).

duction faithfully reflects the larger orchestra

The greatness of Jeffrey 'Pate is becoming
apparent. With the English Chamber Orches-

and hall resonances than those on Tate's EMI
Abbey Road, Studio 1, recordings. These are

tra, of which he is now principal conductor,

more musical than his ECO Mozart 32/41,

Tate has started a Haydn Symphony series

which were rather variable in sound.

even more impressive than the Mozart that

The idea of going to Vienna to hear Beetho-

came earlier. Is he temperamentally more

ven would seem the ne plus ultra, but not so,

suited to Haydn's very different sense of

ably the weakest of his four readings—for all

to judge from the first two discs in aprestigiously intended Vienna Philharmonic symphony cycle under Claudio Abbado —the
"Eroica" on 419 597-2, the "Choral" on 419

its marvelous expression in the Adagio intro-

598-2. There are, of course, beautiful inciden-

humor?
If the "Military" Symphony (#100) is argu-

duction—you'll acquire it anyway, for the

tals here, especially in the slow movement

"Drumroll" coupling (#103) is virtually faultAngel CDC 7476502, 102 and 104 "London"

from 9, but these are not revelatory, or even
just plain satisfying accounts. There was
more electricity in Bernstein's VP0 cycle, and

on CDC 7474622 (there Ifound the LP alter-

before that, Karl Bohm's set was far more

less. Symphonies 100 and 103 are on EMI/

native, 2704511, more delicate in resolution).

than reliable Kappelmeisterish stuff. Abbado's

It is difficult to describe Tate's approach
without making it sound dour and lacking in

are live performances with subsequent patch-

warmth. Already he is much compared with

and reproductions from a Klimt frieze, are

Klemperer, aconductor he reveres, but we

sumptuous and tempting.

ing, although the sleeve designs, with gold

tend to remember the rectitude and dogged-

No, it's back to London for the most excit-

ness of Klemperer's music-making at the end

ing Beethoven coupling of the year. After the
disappointing Hogwood "Eroica" and Sym-

of his life. Tate's work is just not like that. He
delights in the interplay of harmonic and
structural elements in classical music, and
seems to argue that that provides character
enough. He would probably reject the new

phonies 1and 2, the authentic instruments
coupling of 2and 8 from Roger Norrington
and his London Classical Players sets anew
standard (EMI/Angel CDC 7476982). The in-

"Military" recording Ilike, which has the

teresting thing is that over half his players are

fascinating Symphony 68 as coupling, in performances by the Amsterdam Concertgebouw

also in the Academy of Ancient Music record-

under Harnoncourt (Teldec 8.43301, CD;

ings! But Norrington's group plays with discipline and fire; intonation is so accurate that

6.43301, LP). Nikolaus Hamoncourt takes

you begin to wonder at some of the acid
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Carver's
Amazing
Loudspeakers
'They are the second-best sounding speaker system Ihave eve
heard Only Infinity $37,000 Reference Standard impressed me
more.
'They have an open, effortless quality that makes even the most
demanding crescendos come out unrestrained and clear And the
image is as wide deep and multi-Layered as Ihave ever heard"
'They really cook down low Their bass performance
almost makes oneforget about how good the
high end is.
"Certainly, asingle M-1 Ot could be used,
but the Carver speaker is capable ofsuch
stunning performance at high output, it
would be awaste ofthe speaker capability ([one did not have the ampler
power to take advantage ofit"
Henry Hunt,
The Houston Post

Hi Fidelity Editor, SOUND ADVICE

UR

VER PO Box 1237 Lynnwood WA 98046

POWERFUL

MUSICAL

(206) 7751202
ACCURATE

evolutei
Distributed in Canada by tectrdogy

string sound that has passed for "the genuine
Autuf

article." It is the timbres of winds and brass,
and the internal balances, that give these
readings their vitality and color.
Iwas present at one of the sessions, at
EMI's Abbey Road Studio, and can vouch for
the vigor of Norrington's direction and the
conscientiousness of his group. Even when
conductor and producer were happy with a
take, aback-desk player might pipe up and
say he wasn't at his best, and could they try
one more? Norrington aims for Beethoven's
metronome markings, and he told me that of
the great interpreters on records, only Toscanini, he believed, properly understood the
requirements of 18th-century tempi. Indeed,

As-One Interconnect Cable

when Ifirst entered the control room, what

Audio cables influence the signature
of asound system. Our research and
development team combined aselect
group of materials that resulted in
factors such as quality construction.
and non-fatiguing sound. We believe
sound quality sells itself, and invite
you to experience the As-One
Interconnect Cable.

Iheard was strikingly like Toscanini in up-todate engineered sound. The microphone setup was purist, with acoincident pair of highsensitivity Japanese mikes suspended above
the conductor. Some of the back desks were
on wooden platforms, and areflecting screen
had been set up behind them. There is hardly

408-270-6033
2016 Fiintbury Court

anything to choose between the CD and the

.San Jose. Calif 95148

DMM LP, 2705631.

...simply the most profound expression of musical
experience possible through Compact Disc technology...
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Euphonic Technology 16-bit CD Players are now available...
or we will upgrade your Magnavox or Mission player to
state-of-the-art performance.
will turn your [Magnavox] 1040 into asuper player.. the difference is night and day.
The highs are extended, smooth and cleaner. The bass is extended and much better
defined...Imaging is dramatically improved... The machine sounds more dynamic ...
Idon't think you can go wrong with Euphonic Technology. Ilove the results..."
Stereophile, Vol. 9 No. 7, October 1986
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207 Mountain Road, Wilton, CT 06897
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Authorized New
ADS, Athena. Audible Illusions, Audio Quest, BEL. Biamp, B&K, Berning, Boston Acoustics, Canon
Video, Celestion, Chicago Stands, Dahlquist, DBX, Dual, Dynavector, Eagle, Eminent Technology,
Fostex, Grado. Rafler, Kinergetics, Klyne, Kyocera, Lazarus, Meitner, Monster Cable, MIT, Music Fidelity,
r”,-pn , credit cards accepted

704 Broadway, 3rd Floor (North of 4th St. near Tower Records)
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NEC. Ortofon, Parasound, Proton, PS. Audio, Quad, Ram Tubes, Revox, Rogers, Rowland Research,
Shure. Sonographe, Soundiab, Spectrum, Spendor, Spica, Stax, Straightwire, Superphon, Sumiko,
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687-A B'vvay (btwn. 3rd & 4th St. opp. Tovver Records) NYC 10012

Before we ccx.fki make our speakers better,
we had to invent abetter speaker test

ONE STEP MI THE MAKING OF AKEF
'A speaker is usually measured
by frequency response sweeps. But
their proper interpretation is difficult
at best —misleading at worst
'So in 1971, KEF joined forces
with Hewlett Packard and Bradford
University to develop amore reliable
test. computensed Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) Our computer

analyzes asenes of pulse tones to
produce afar more accurate, more
detailed picture of frequency, phase.
and transient time-domain behaviour
'FFT testing has already spurred
us to major advances in phase integrity
and production consistency It's
certainly easier to make progress
when you can see where you're going'
Rif IF* re mow 10V1

KEF Elecr ronas of Amenca Inc 14120-K Sultyfited Cacle. ChantIlly VA 22021 703,6316810
Smyth Sound Ecarfpcnent Ltd 595 Rue du Parc ',lustre, LongueLel Quebec Canada 514/6745490

The Wafer
Engineers

KEF Electroracs Ltd Taal, Madera-re, Kent ME 15 6017

RECORD REVIEWS
Another Newcomer: Recut
Records
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 5in c
Concertgebouw /Erich Kleiber
Recut REC-6002
RAVEL: Concerto in G
BARTOK: Piano Concerto 3
Julius Katchen (piano)/LSO/Kertesz
Recut REC -5001

the jacket) it dates back to 1949, the sound—
in mono—is simply amazing: smoother,
wider-range, and cleaner than it has any right
to be! Its origin is not too hard to guess. By
1949, the 78rpm classical disc was dying, and
there were three mastering media in use for
LP records: optically-modulated 35mm film,
magnetic tape (one of the spoils of war, captured from the Nazis), and 33-

Va

rpm 16 "lac-

quer discs, as were used for delayed radio
broadcasts in the US before tape was king.

Recut Records is a new Norwegian record

Both discs and film have recognizable charac-

company which, as its name implies, is dedi-

teristics: the discs, a wiry high end and a

cated to the recording of important classical
works which have never before been recorded.

tendency to break up during loud passages (a

No, seriously. ..The firm's purpose is spelled
out (in charmingly inelegant English) at the
bottom of each disc jacket: "This recut is one
of the series made from original recordings of
great performances. Sadly, such faithful reproductions are increasingly rare and without
our initiative the beauty of the music at the

result of having been played with 1949 cartridges), and the film aclosed-in top (sharply
limited to 10kHz) with arough edge (due to a
sharp peak at cutoff), and a relativity high
level of coarse, gritty noise at low levels which
would frequently "cut off' to silence and loss
of low-level detail when the level went below

time of recording would be lost forever.

acertain point. Since Ican hear neither sets
of signatures from this recording, I'm guess-

These recut records are produced with the
best available methods to replay the music

early descendent of the German Magnetophon.

that you, the listener, will hear as close as
possible to the music performed." The syntax

what sounds like very wide dynamic range

may be less than perfect, but their hearts are

but in fact measures only about 25dB. (This

in the right place.

was unheard of from a 1949 LP; it is commonplace today.) Bass is deep and solid,

Both of these recordings sank in the Abyss
of Black Diamonds years ago. The Kleiber
Beethoven Fifth, in fact, was cut out before
the Schwann catalog had even started marking the loss of our recorded musical heritage.
Originally an early-'50s mono LP release in
the US on London (record number unknown
to me), it was widely hailed as the definitive
interpretation of this symphony. It made a
brief reappearance on the Richmond label
(LL-912) and was then quietly laid to rest. Its
passing was barely noted in the press.

ing it was mastered on tape, probably from an
The recording has remarkable impact, with

crescendos are alittle congested and abit raw
but not steely or dirty, and surface noise is
practically nonexistent. (Was noise-reduction
used for this recut? Iwonder ...
)A classic
performance, well enough re-recorded that
one need make no apologies for its age, and
one that can be highly recommended, but for
collectors only—no true audiophile would
consider buying amono disc, regardless.
The Katchen/Kertesz recording dates from
1966, eight years into the stereo LP era, and a

Iwon't argue with the critics about the per-

time when Decca/London was producing

formance, except to add that Iagree com-

what many of us feel to be the best record-

pletely. This is as satisfying as any Beethoven
Fifth I've heard. But the recording? Consider-

Herold/Lanchberry La Fille Mal Gardee was

ing that (according to the copyright notice on

also released that same year.) Those early

Stereophile
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HYBRI-DOME...A

NEW ERA IN LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN

C4)

Featuring the revolutionary new
HYBRI-DOME High-Frequency Driver
,Siefert Research's new Magnum Ill
3- way Loudspeaker System ushers in a
new era in loudspeaker performance.
Key to Magnum Ill's natural sound is
its exclusive HYBRI-DOME high-frequency driver with its hybrid mating of
metal and polyamide. This two-piece
construction uses an optimally-stiff aluminum dome supported by ahighly-compliant polyamide plastic suspension.
Aluminum's stiffness extends response
to over 24 kHz whereas the compliant
polyamide suspension permits operation down to 1500 Hz. Also this provides
transverse-wave absorption and edge
termination that can't be achieved by
one-piece metal assemblies. (Frequently-used one-piece soft plastic or fabric
domes experience mid-spectrum break-

up difficulties highlighted in widely-published laser
interferometry photos.)
Thus, the HYBRI-DOME provides unmatched sound smoothness, transparency
and an effortless, uncolored reproduction of complex tonalities.
At the heart of the Magnum Ill is anew, unique Six-Octave Midrange Driver e.
The exceptionally-smooth response (100 Hz to 8 kHz, +2 dB) of this four-inch,
polypropylene-cone driver extends with minimum group delay one octave on
either side of the 250/3000-Hz crossover frequencies.
Magnum Ill uses an expensive Third-Order 250-Hz Crossover Network 3 that
is just below middle C (262 Hz). This locates any crossover phase changes well
below the extra-sensitive 400- to 1500-Hz sound region.
The final element providing arobust low end to below 36 Hz (-3 dB), is the Integrated Tuned Port EC that shares the enclosure's 3
/ -inch wood material. Others
4
use alower-cost cardboard tube that causes audible air turbulence.
The synergism afforded by Magnum Ill's features gives it extraordinarily-lowgroup delay, exceptional imaging and 38-Hz to 24-kHz response within +2 dB.
The compact enclosure (only 22H x13.5W x14D) is available in walnut, oak, or
black-lacquered natural hardwood.
For the complete story on the Magnum Ill, or its highly-regarded predecessor,
the Maxim Ill (2-way system), call or write. PRICE: $799/pair.

SIEFERT RESEFIRCH

Londons were notable for the fact that, while
the sound could be very high-powered ('ltlarc
wasn't the first to do justice to bass drum), it

word about what those early tapes had recorded on them, and Icannot too strongly
urge all readers who care about the musical

rarely stood in the way of the music, and the

aspect of audio to put your money where

original release of this Katchen pairing was no

your mouth is and support these fledgling

exception.

companies. By that Imean, go out and buy all

recordings, musically and sonically, and I

five of their records. (The first two Chesky
releases were reviewed in Vol.9 No.7; the

mourned its passing from the active catalog a
few years ago. These performances are now

reviewed in this issue.) Would that RCA had

This has long been one of my favorite

third, Barbirolli's Sibelius 2 recording, is

available once again, with sound that Inever

accorded this kind of respect to the original

thought possible 21 years ago. The original

sound of their Reiner/Chicago tapes when

balance of richness and bite has been perfectly
preserved; what has changed is that the sound

they re-released them! But, oh no, they had
to try to improve upon them. They failed.

now has amarvelous feeling of transparency
and total ease during fortissimos that makes

Linn dealers, or may be ordered directly from

Recut Records are available in the US from

the original release sound brash by compari-

the distributor: Audiophile Systems, 8709

son. Iwould have welcomed are-release of

Castle Park Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46256. The

the original from London (although they
would probably have digitized it); Icelebrate

price is $15 per record plus $2 (for one disc or
both) for shipping. Audiophile Systems also

its new incarnation from Recut Records! (Will
they also bring these out on CD? Will they

should write for acatalog and prices even if

sound as good?)

you don't order these right away.

imports other high-quality discs, so you

—J.Gordon Holt

What did Recut Records do to get such
good recordings? Little more, I'd guess, than
take advantage of 20-plus years of technological advance, pay attention to detail, and

Chesky

#3
SIBELIUS: Symphony 2 in e

ride herd on their processors. It's sometimes

LPO/Barbirolli

easy to forget that most of those treasured

Chesky CR -3

"classic" recordings were originally done
with primitive, peaky cutterheacis and 25W/
channel cutting amplifiers that wouldn't pass

Chesky's re-releases, but they have just come
up with a third superlative and probably

Idon't know who selects the material for

muster today for PA work!

definitive performance To say that this craggy,

If Ihad to gripe about anything with Recut's
records, it would be the paucity of back-

sinewy work seems to play itself on this recording is to belittle unfairly the contribu-

ground information provided. Iapplaud their

tions of its conductor, but the work unfolds

reprinting of the original jacket notes in their
entirety, but even though there's space left

and progresses here with such unarguable
logic and inevitability that one feels that Bar-

over at the bottom, there is no mention of the

birolli was merely an intermediary between

origin of the masters, their producers and
mixing engineers, the equipment used for the

out adoubt the most satisfying reading of this

the composer and the orchestra. This is with-

transfers, or how the company translates its

intensely nationalistic yet universally appeal-

lofty ideals into the nitty-gritty of recutting a

ing work that Ihave heard, live or on records.
The fact that one can occasionally hear Sir

disc from an old tape. Their Beethoven disc
doesn't even have their address on it! (In fact,
the disc cutting is done by Linn in Scotland,
in their new cutting facility.)
We now have two small record companies
dedicated to preserving classic performances

John singing along with the music and stomping his foot on the carpeted podium only
adds to the excitement.
The mid-'60s recording, originally released
in the US through Reader's Digest (and re-

in the best recordings possible (Chesky is the

released in '76 in the UK on RCA Gold Seal

other), and it is amazing how similar their

GS-25011), is amixed bag. In terms of spec-

recordings sound. The few discs I've heard

tral and tonal characteristics, it is excellent,

from both companies may well be the final

with gorgeously smooth yet gutty string tone,
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...FOSGATE

360

DIGITAL SPACE MATRIX

/if'« /f

FOSGATE presents
an important
message for
anyone considering the purchase
of-asurround
audio processor.
When you consider the addition of surround
audio processing to your audio-video system,
consider FOSGATE Performance and
Selection. Leading experts acknowledge
that Fosgate surround audio processors
represent the state of the art. A recent article
in amajor trade publication described Fosgate
as the "surround sound specialists." FACT—
we are the specialists in the field.
The DSM 3602 (pictured above)— Digital
Space Matrix' technology from Jim Fosgate
and Peter Scheiber. Unmatched performance
and flexibility.
The 3601 midi —the original 360 Degree
Space Matrix' updated to provide new
standards of performance and features
including optional infrared remote control.
The 3600 —basic features, high performance.
Designed for the budget-minded audiovideophile who will not accept compromise.

PO. Box 70

Jim Fosgate's GAVOTTE;' the world's first
high-performance surround and ambience
recovery system for mobile sound
applications. Compatible with motion
picture surround-encoded software.
FOSGATE Technical Support
Optimizing aregular stereo system or a
surround audio system is both science and
art. Fosgate customer support personnel
have more "hands-on" experience with
high-performance audio-video surround
systems than any other manufacturer. If you
require assistance, Fosgate customer support
staff will help you achieve maximum system
performance, courteously and quickly, by
phone or mail
FOSGATE Surround Audio Processors
vs. Others
The rebirth of surround audio has created
new product claims and, unfortunately,
consumer confusion. Regardless of your
goal —state-of-the-art Dolby Surround - or
transparent enhancement of your regular
stereo system, there is aFosgate surround
processor to meet your requirements.
Write or call for the Fosgate "White Paper."
It accurately compares various types of
surround audio processors. It is essential
reading for anyone contemplating the
purchase of asurround audio processor.

FOSGATE surround audio
processors—the heart of
an extraordinary audiovideo experience.

See

Heber City, Utah 84032

(801) 654-4046

360° Digital Space Matrix is atrademark of Peter Scheiber Dolby Surround is atrademark of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp
Jim Fovgate's GAVOTTE ,s atrademark of Fosgate, Inc ,Heber, Utah

BARCO -manufacturers of the world shghest performance video projection systems
FOSGATE— m nufacturers of the world shighest performance surround a dio processors
.
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and bass that is deep, powerful, detailed, and

for full, bombastic, overblown 108-piece

seemingly without lower limit. The sound is
very clean and effortless, if ashade on the dry

symphony orchestra. The 13 instruments are
superbly balanced, though—even the piano,

side—much the way Iimagine the original

which is usually (and wrongfully) relegated to

master tape to have sounded. (Or was the
dryness due to solid-state electronics in the
playback deck?) The miking of that original

behind the orchestra. About ahalf ablock

master was not that great, however. Although

of the size of the performing group, but a
relative lack of depth in Appalachian Spring

the instrumental balances are about as perfect
as one could want, the soundstaging has that

behind it.
Soundstaging is generally realistic, in view

suggests that Prof. Keith Johnson may have

peculiar U-shape that results from using a

used several more microphones than the

widely spaced pair of omni mikes without a
center fill-in mike. Left- and right-placed in-

evidence of the miking having been anything

struments sound close up and laterally compressed, while those supposedly located
center-stage are a little more distant and
stretched-out, with little locational specificity.
And there is relatively little awareness either
of depth or of an auditorium beyond the

mandatory. There is not, however, any other
more than minimal, and there is nice depth
on the vocal works.
Forwardness or not, the analog disc is one
of the most sumptuously rich, liquidly transparent recordings I've heard. There isn't a
trace of spurious texturing; every instrument

Surfaces on my review copy were flawless,

has exactly the right timbre for its apparent
distance, and the sound is so effortlessly

lateral limits of the speakers.
with not asingle pop and only ahandful of

smooth that there is absolutely nothing to re-

barely-audible ticks during the entire duration of the work. Tape hiss is audible, but not

tracing an incredibly complex pattern along

enough to interfere in anyway with the enjoy-

the path of agroove in avinyl surface. There

ment of the music.
My recommendation: Buy it, enjoy what is

is nothing remotely mechanical about the

mind one that a little piece of diamond is

probably as good aperformance of the Sib-

sound.
Unfortunately, the performance of Appa-

elius Second as you will ever hear, and try to

lachian Spring is positively somnolent. It

ignore the soundstaging. It's easy enough to
do with this kind of music-making.
—J.Gordon Holt

slow; mainly, Ithink, it's the phrasing. During

The New Reference

enough at the end. The performance has

COPLAND: Appalacbian Spring (Suite),
Eigbt Poems of Emily Dickinson
Pacific SO/Clark/Marni Nixon (sop)
Reference Recordings LP RR-2 and CD RR22CD

isn't so much that the tempi are ploddingly
the fast passages in particular, notes are sustained too long, and are not cut abruptly
undeniable charm and anice feeling of sweetness, but Copland's music was never all that
sweetsy-poo. Ifound it all rather unexciting.
I've never been afan of Emily Dickinson's
preciously effete poetry, and Aaron Copland's
1950 settings didn't exactly hit me either,

This is unquestionably one of the best record-

although it was nice not to be able under-

ings RR has done. The sound of the LP is up-

stand the words much of the time. The fre-

front and quite bright, giving the orchestra
that peculiarly nasal quality Iusually asso-

quent unintelligibility of the lyrics is no fault
of the recording, in which Keith Johnson

ciate with small French orchestras. There is

obviously opted for aconcert balance and

truly remarkable detail and naturalness here;
Iwas about to write that the recording makes

perspective rather than trying to spotlight Ms.

the orchestra sound very small and pinched

is farther back than on Spring, with Ms. Nixon

in Appalachian Spring when Inoticed on
the record jacket that this is the "Original version for 13 instruments." Okay, so Iknow

directly in front and to right of center.) Neither,
suspect, is the unintelligibility entirely Ms.

what it costs to hire musicians in the US, but

under-enunciate here. To judge from this

Istill prefer the version of this work scored

never-before recorded work, Copland appar-

Stereophile

Nixon as on apop recording. (The orchestra

Nixon's fault, although she does tend to
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Challenging News
from HAFLER and ACOUSTAT
Are you willing to risk finding out
just how good your power amplifier
is? There is now a simple, precise,
relatively easy means of evaluating
the total audible distortion of an
amplifier. It is David Hatler's Excelinear test—a means of actually
listening to whatever is different between the input and the output of an
amplifier. With a little ingenuity
you can construct the simple test
setup, but it is easier to borrow the
Hafler XL-10 switchbox from your
dealer. It makes comparative testing of amplifiers—when they are
driving your own speakers in the
quiet of your home—easy and eery
illuminating.
Then try the best—the new Hafler
XL-280 amplifier. It is the first
amplifier to provide an Excelinear
adjustment that precisely matches
the amplifier to each speaker for the
least audible distortion. The XL-280
advances the art in many ways
which make interesting reading, but
the proof is in the listening. The
most striking improvement is in the
XL-280's increased power output
into difficult speaker loads—one
customer tells us that with his full
range electrostatic now driven by
the XL-280, he no longer uses his
sub-woofer! Is a new Hafler amplifier what your system needs?
Or is it the newest loudspeaker
technology? Acoustat's new SPECTRA
is just that. This Symmetric Pair Electrically Curved TRAnsducer
rewrites the book on electrostatics,
making a quantum leap in the art

THE

with its 'phantom curved' array and
the new 2000 series Magne-Kinetic
interface. Together they deliver unmatched dispersion and time alignment with an almost 2:1 increase in
efficiency, plus added headroom and
bandwidth.
SPECTRA was the speaker that
stopped the jaded experts in their
tracks at CES. Its low distortion.
smooth response and superb transients didn't surprise them. Rut the
broad, smooth dispersion, full dynamic range and incredible bass
were new to electrostatics. That was
news! It was a high compliment to
both the ESL's performance alone.
and to the smooth integration of the
optionally switched sub-woofer, that
virtually no one could tell when the
woofer was in play. And we are talking concert hall dynamics here—not
Aunt Angela's parlor. Naturally, all
this was driven by one lone XL-280.
Not by some juggernaut that costs
—and weighs—like a car. Imagine
what two XL-280s could do!
Speaking of cars—have you heard
the Hafler Mobile Amp? With the
lowest distortion anyone has measured in acar amp (because we used
our home amp DH-120 circuit) the
MA-1 is in aclass by itself. It is traditional Haler value—lots of power
but not lots of dough.
Treat yourself to high performance on a budget with Miner.
Write or call for lots more detailed information. But you have
to hear them at your dealer.

oaw° ohaff[

5910 Crescent Boulevard

Pennsauken. New Jersey 08109

T
COMPANY
(609) 662-6355

State of the Art Sound at Affordable Prices
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ently knew alot more about orchestration

systems which do might well reveal aclearcut

than he knew about setting words to music:
the songs sound like SOBS to sing, with im-

difference here Ishould also add that my present cartridge, an Ortofon MC-2000, which—

possible-sounding coloratura pitch jumps
and many awkwardly pitched vowels. (See

interestingly—some reviewers have described
as sounding "brash," was chosen as my refer-

how high you can sing "000"!) But then,

ence specifically because, among other things,

these songs are just not my cup of tea anyway,

its spectral balance makes LPs sound more
like their CD counterparts than any other car-

so Ishall comment no further.
There's an edit splice on the LP, right at the
beginning of the Emily Dicicinsons and just
before Ms. Nixon's entry, that is so bad Idid

tridge I've tried to date. The rest of the system
was then chosen to make both sound as much
like real music as possible. Ican almost assure

adouble-take when Ifirst heard it. The tail-

you that, if you have not made asimilar effort

end of anote is lopped off, along with all its

to match your CD and analog signal sources,

reverb. Keith doesn't usually let things like
that get by; Ican only assume there was a
good reason why he had to pass this one.
(The digital master for the CD was apparently
edited at the same point, but it's acleaner
edit; the only thing giving it away is that the
slight reverb from the end of that note doesn't
carry over past the splice. Had Inot been
looking for it on the CD, Iprobably wouldn't
have noticed.)
Ah, but what about the CD? Iknow all you
digiphobes out there are just itching for me to
get around to reporting that the CD version
of this is just as bad as the CD version of

you will not find RR's Copland CD to be even
similar to the LP. But then, that's not my
responsibility, is it?
What makes the similarity of CD and LP
sound even more remarkable is the fact that
they were cut from different master tapes:
two digital, the other analog. The analog
recorder was, of course, Prof. J's home-brew
unit. But amazingly, the digital recorder used
for Appalachian Spring was Nalcamichi's
DMP-100—a souped-up Sony PCM-F1, costing under $2000! Ihave not heard abetter CD
made from $30,000 PCM systems! The digital

Church Windows, if not much worse. Well, I

encoder for the Poems was an Audio & Design
701ES.

have bad news for you, and good news for
CD enthusiasts. The CD of this Copland is

The CD, by the way, comes with abonus
filler—An Outdoor Overture—which, as far

amazingly like the LP—a first for RR, whose

as I'm concerned, is the best piece on the

previous parallel releases have sometimes
suggested adesire on the company's part to

disc Scored for (and played by) full orchestra,
and recorded in the same locale as Spring, it

demonstrate how mediocre CDs can be.

was mastered on Keith's analog tape machine
The performance is the most animated of the

These, though, are so similar in sound that
neither Dick Olsher nor Icould consistently
pick which was which in single-blind listening tests. (And the surfaces on the LP are so
quiet, they didn't help the identification
either, except during the quietest passages.)

lot, but aside from that, it's agreat opportunity
to compare analog and digitally mastered
recordings as side-by-side as you are likely to
hear them. Great bass drum, too. Shades of

Dick kept insisting that he preferred the sound

Telarc!
Considering the gorgeous sound on both

of the LP, but he miscalled his shots so often

of these, Iregret that Icannot be more posi-

Ihad to put that down to abit of prejudice. I
freely admit Icould not tell them apart often
enough to be able to express apreference for
one or the other.
Now, as alame excuse for this obvious fail-

tive about their musical qualities. But performance aside, it is clear that these parallel
releases represent aminor breakthrough of
sorts in CD and LP sound quality, even for a
company that has shared preeminence in that

marvellous while you can't even recognize

area in recent years with few other firms. If
RR can get this kind of sound on their next

the tune from a CD!—I must say that my
reference system does not exaggerate gnindge

ing performance, they may have the audio-

ing on our part—everyone knows LPs sound

in the program material, either via amplifying
distortion or loudspeaker peaks, and that
Stereophile

release, along with amore musically satisfyphile-record field to themselves. Until someone else does it better.
—J.Gordon Holt
I

By proclamation
of the audiophiles
of Los Angeles:

"Optimal Enchantment had the
BEST SOUND at the
Stereophile HiFi Show"

T

hank you Los Angeles. We are honored that
you appreciated our efforts to give you accurate audio at the recent hi-fi show in Santa
Monica. A surprising number (over four to one)
preferred our sound to that of the next best local
dealer. Our exhibit room was fairly congested,
but Ibelieve that we managed to give you apretty
good demonstration of the quality of music that
our audio systems produce.
Any craftsman is only as good as his tools, so I
also want to thank the manufacturers that support Optimal Enchantment with the highest
quality audio equipment: Audio Research, Adcorn, Alphason, Audible Illusions, Audioquest,
Carnegie, Eminent Technology, Koetsu, MartinLogan, Meitner, Nitty Gritty, Oracle, PSE, Revox,
Rotel, SME, Sonographe, SOTA, Spica, Superphon, and Vandersteen. Without these companies, audio would still be in the dark ages.
When you come by, you will see that we always
try to give the best possible presentation of our
equipment -not just at hi-fi shows. We operate
by appointment (213/393-4434) so that you can
hear exactly the equipment you want to hearand
so that you will always have our full attention.

ptunat
entijantinent

And we allow you to make up your own mind on
which equipment is best.
You will notice that Optimal Enchantment has
no switching system -all the connections between equipment are "hard-wired". This makes it
possible to listen through the equipment exactly
like you would at home and to hear even the
minutest of differences between components.
When you decide what it is that you want to purchase, you will be able to take it home with you
immediately because we stock everthing we sell.
And you will be glad to know that we expertly install and deliver at no additional charge (in LA) set-up is especially important with turntables. If
you ever need service on your equipment, our inhouse facility is staffed by two of the best technicians in Southern California. We service all high
performance audio equipment, whether we sell
it or not. Finally, we only carry the finest audio
equipment. Whatever you buy from Optimal
Enchantment has been selected by me personally as being the best in its class.
Ihope that you'll have an opportunity to visit us
soon.
Sincerely,

P.S. It may interest you to know that Audio Research has just declared Optimal Enchantment
to be their best dealer for the second straight
year.

Mainly aTelarc Roundup
Holt's first law of recording first postulated
In 1962, states "The better the recording the
worse the performance, and vice versa." As
producers of some of the world's best-sounding symphonic recordings, then, Marc should
be expected to give us some of the world's

Interpretatively, the Hanson recording is, of
course, definitive, the Gerhardt somewhat
tame by comparison. (By the way, the Gerhardt is the music one hears on the soundtrack at the end of the movie Alien.)
Leonard Slatkin (son of Felix) is afine conductor of this kind of music, ranking in my

worst performances. Actually, none bas been

opinion with such modern luminaries as

that bad, but it must be acknowledged that
Telarc bas recorded more lackluster perform-

Zubin Mehta, Charles Dutoit, and Seiji Ozawa.

ances than excellent ones. In fact, there some-

He has transformed the Saint Louis Symphony
from asmall, provincial, "Civic" ensemble

times seemed to be a reverse magic at work:

into one of the best orchestras in the country.

conductors who could turn out exciting per-

In this reading of the Hanson Symphony,

formances for CBS or RCA seemed suddenly

Slatkin leaves little doubt that he has some-

to become semicomatose when confronted
with Telarc's three omnidirectional micro-

thing to say. Inoticed no tendency to copy
Hanson's performance style (unlike the Ger-

phones. (Some of Lorin Maazel's Telarc performances sounded as if he was beating time

hardt, which is an unabashedly studied copy
of the Hanson Mercury performance). The

with a wet dishrag/9 Perhaps that is why we

approach here is fresh, with the emphasis on

are delighted now to be able to report that

subtle inner orchestral textures; Ifind it very

some recent Marc releases are real winners.
But, first, an outstanding EMI.

attractive. In direct comparison to Hanson,
Slatkin plays the Allegro con brio somewhat
more majestically, Hanson featuring acertain

HANSON: Symphony 2("Romantic")

"swagger." The work bears both interpreta-

BARBER: Violin Concerto
Saint Louis SO/SlatldnfElmar Oliviera (violin)

tions beautifully.
Iam less familiar with the Barber Violin

EMI CDC 7478502
Produced by Marc Aubort and Joanna Nick-

Jose (California) Symphony conducted by

Concerto, but Irecorded it once with the San

renz, this, for me, is the CD release of the year
(at least the first part of the year). Howard

Georg Cleve, with Nathan Milstein as soloist,

Hanson's second symphony is probably the

is abrilliant young virtuoso (the first American violinist ever to win aGold Medal in the

most famous thing he ever wrote. Written as

and still have the master tape. Elrnar Oliviera

a commission from the then Boston Symphony Music Director Serge Koussevitzky,

Tchaikovsky International Competition in

the piece was completed in time to be played
for the Boston Orchestra's 50th anniversary

romantic. When the concerto was written in
1938, it was pronounced unplayable by many

in 1931.
At present there are only two other record-

of the virtuosi of the time, but Oliviera makes

Moscow), and his interpretation is powerfully

ings of this work in the catalog; neither is on

it seem easy.
Soundwise, the recording is first-rate.

CD. Hanson's own recording, made in stereo

Aubort and Nickrenz have long been known

in about 1957 for Mercury (available as a
Golden Import on Mercury SRI 75007), features the Eastman Rochester Orchestra (which

for their good taste in classical recording.
When they were with Vox/iürnabout in the

he headed for over 40 years). The other re-

mid-'70s, theirs were among the only decent
recordings being made (try their Ravel orches-

cording, from 1967, is of Charles Gerhardt

tral works set with Minnesota SO/Skrowac-

conducting the National Philharmonic Orchestra, a London session orchestra who

zewski, QSVBX-5). (As far as classical music

most often recorded for British RCA (avail-

was concerned, the '70s was a benighted
decade. With few exceptions, the recordings

able on Quintessence "Critic's Choice" label

made then were hopelessly overmiked and

PMC-7062).

overproduced.)
This CD is real stereo, apparently having

IJA would like to say that Maazel's Tchaikovsky 4on "'blare
is an exception here, being fullblooded and Romantic with
acapital "R."

Stereophile

been made with asingle-point stereo pickup
of some kind (although there may be some
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UPSCALE AUDIO

is unlike any other high-end audio
salon in Southern California.
Better service. Better surroundings.
Better stock. Better reference
system. Because we're adivision
of Southern California's Number
One Audio/Video Specialists.
Neither they nor Upscale Audio
salespeople work on commission,
so there's never any pressure.

MICHAEL HARVEY

brings years of audiophile
expertise to Upscale Audio. He is
amusic lover and record collector.
Instead of having to concern
himself with "rent-paying" mid-fi
lines as do many other salons, he
sells just the best. His only
committment is to cater to your
audio needs, your budget and
your musical tastes.

i

MECHANICAL

to electronic transduction by: Well
Tempered Labs, Oracle, Premier,
Koetsu, Talisman, Alchemist,
SME, Alpha and Virtuoso, Ortofon
and Dunlop-Systemdek. Electronic
to mechanical transduction by:
Acoustat (including Model 6's &
Spectra 3's), Infinity Reference
and Beveridge. All hard-wired.
No switchers.

ELECTRONIC

to electronic realization by: Audio
Research (we're one of the largest
dealers in the U.S.), Sumo,
Counterpoint, Luxman Brid and
Acoustat. Visit Upscale Audio and
discover why, in less than a year,
we've become a leading force in
Southern California high end
audio (as well as the largest
Acoustat dealer in the world).

UP

SCALE AUDIO
AT•ROGERSOUND•LABS

8381 Canoga Avenue, Canoga Park, California, 91304
Call Michael Harvey, (818) 882-3802
Appointments recommended.

judicious highlighting, the liner notes are

on CD than with Haitink on LP, but it still

devoid of technical detail). The result is that
these two recordings actually image fairly

doesn't make up for aperformance lacking in
two of the three Ms; Previn captures the

well. Even on murky-imaging CD players,
there is some front to back perspective, and
it is fairly easy to locate instruments within

Majesty—"Jupiter" is by far the most successful of the sections—but misses the Mysticism and Mystery. The Haitink performance

the ensemble. The highs are alittle bright on

has an almost Mahlerian weight to it; Philips

massed strings (not on the solo violin), but
the brightness is not of the ear-bleeding,

should issue it on CD as soon as possible.
—Tom Gillett

distorted kind that one often gets. The brass
has good bite, but again, not overly so. The
low frequencies are excellent, the double
basses having real authority. If Iwere to offer
one criticism, it would be of the ambience lb
me the orchestra sounded just atad dry, but
Iam nitpicking.
If you can find it, pick this one up—it's a
joy.

—George Graves

MAHLER: Symphony 1in D
Saint Louis SO/Slatkin
Telarc CD-80066
There are just too many available versions of
Mahler's "Titan" symphony for me to have
heard them all—my '86 Schwann lists 23. I
shall make no attempt to rate this one interpretively, then, except to say that, coming
from a team responsible for an excellent

HOIST, The Planets

Mahler 2, it's altogether as good as the old

RPO/Previn/Women of the Brighton Festival
Chorus

Bruno

Walter/Columbia

Symphony per-

Telarc CD-80133

formance.
The recording, though, is aunquestionably

There are other CD versions of The Planets,

ahumdinger! Little need be said about it, ex-

but none to date as satisfying as this new

cept it's one of Telarc's latest, and arguably

Previn version with the Royal Philharmonic

their best to date. That says it all. If you thought

Orchestra. (The first Previn Planets to appear

the old Walter had outstanding bass, just

on silver disc was his SQ-encoded mid- '70s

listen to this!

EMI; the Gibson version on Chandos with
the Scottish National Orchestra has good

MOZART: Symphonies 40/41

—J. Gordon Holt

rate.) The recorded sound is spacious and

Prague CO/Mackerras
Telarc CD-80139

natural, but sometimes at the expense of
detail—compare the Bernard Haitink record-

What a shame! These Mozart symphonies
feature some of the best sound lèlarc has ever

ing on Philips with the London Philharmonic
Orchestra, now out of print on LP and not yet

given us, but Mackerras blows it with two of
the most superficial performances of these

available on CD. Iwent back to the Haitink

perennial Mozart favorites that Ihave ever

recording and found it more satisfying than

had the misfortune to hear. Insouciance and
sprightliness are great for Pineapple Poll, but

sound, too, but the orchestra is not quite first-

the Previn, with moments of exquisite beauty
and luminescence particularly in the "Venus,"

they just don't work here. Like Lewis Carroll's

"Saturn," and "Neptune" sections. Haitink

March Hare, Mackerras seems here to be in a

brings out the subtleties and delicacies of the

terrible hurry to get it all over with so he can

score, the many-stranded color schemes

be off on some other urgent errand. These
come off sounding like Bach Busters for

which have an almost Straussian sumptuousness, while the Previn performance seems
more superficial, less committed. The Haitink
performance has amagical, hypnotic quality
which draws me toward infinity at the close,

Mozart, with real instruments.
A hands-down loser!

—J. Gordon Holt

as the work is supposed to; with Previn Ire-

ORCHESTRAL SPECTACULARS
(Rimsky-Korsakov, Procession of the Nobles

main here on earth. (Haitink gets awonderful

from Mlada; Dukas, The Sorcerer's Appren-

helping hand from the John Alldis Choir.) The
fading away of instruments and then chorus

Saint-Saens, Bacchanale from Samson et

at the end is much more effective with Previn

Delilah; Liszt, Les Preludes; Rimsky-Korsa-

Stereophile

tice; Weinberger, Schwanda the Bagpiper;
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Concert
Grand
Accuphase •Acoustat
Athena Audio •Audio Research
Boston Acoustics •Bryston
B&W •Cabasse •California
Audio Labs •Carnegie
Carver •Celestion •ConradJohnson •CWD •Duntech
Entec •Goldmund •Grado
Infinity, including IRS •Jadis •JVC
Kloss •Kyocera •Magnepan •Mark
Levinson •Meridian •MIT
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Cable •Motif •NAD •Nakamichi •New York Audio Labs •Oracle
Parasound •Proton •Pyramid •Quad •Rega •Revox •Rogers •Shure/
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kov, Dance of the llimblers from The Snow

The digitally recorded sound effects sprin-

Maiden.)
Cincinnati Pops Orchestra/Kunzel

kled through this program are spurious but
spookily realistic, and range from the shock-

Telarc CD 80115

ing (a brief, staccato fusillade of gunshots in

Generally superb sound plus Telarc's awe-

"OK Corral," abarrage of incredible shotgun

some bass drum cannot conceal the fact that
these are less than thrilling performances.

blasts in "Rifleman") to the atmospheric (a
crackling campfire with very faint cricket

They are just too relaxed to generate the kind
of excitement that made them such popular

chirrups and very distant coyote howls), the

orchestral "lollipops" (as Sir Thomas Beecham
used to call this kind of music) in their heyday.

latter made all the more convincing by the
dead-silent digital background. Ihave to say

The Dukas comes off best here, but even it

that, even though the music is just rollicking
good fun, alot of taste went into the produc-

lacks intensity and drive. Holt's Law triumphs
again!
—J. Gordon Holt

tion. The levels of the sound effects relative
to the musical material are just perfect; the

ROUNDUP

gunshots are ashade louder than the loudest
music, the campfire scene is almost subliminal.

Cincinnati Pops Orchestra/Kunzel
Telarc CD-80141
It is hard to believe this is the same conductor who plodded through Telarc's "Famous
Overtures" and "Orchestral Spectaculars"
programs with his eyes shut! In fact, all of

It stood my hair on end.
The sound? Superb, with silky violins, cutting brasses, warm woodwinds and cellos,
and very impressive bass. Imaging is vague,
but then it always is on Telarcs and will con-

Kunzel's previous Telarc releases have sounded

tinue be to until Messrs. Renner and Woods
stop miking with widely spaced omnis.

as if he was afraid to go for anything faster

—J. Gordon Holt

than allegretto for fear the orchestra might
fall apart. Not so on this recording. This areal

THE STOKOWSKI SOUND

rouser—a sonic tour de force backed up with

(Bach, Toccata and Fugue in d; Boccherini,

high-spirited performances that tempt one to

Menuet; Bach, Little Fugue in g; Debussy, Au

stand up and let go the ol' cowboy whoop.

Clair de Lune; Beethoven, Adagio from the
"Moonlight" Sonata; Albeniz, Fete-Dieu a

Most of these selections are from TV and
cinema Western filmscores, but this is the first
filmscore recording I've come across where

Seville; Debussy, La cathedrale engloutie;

some of the performances are as animated as
the soundtrack originals.? Even the celebrated

sky, A Night on Bald Mountain.)
Cleveland Pops/Kunzel

Charles Gerhardt, who has done so many
superb soundtrack recordings for RCA, has

Telarc CD 80129
Leopold Stokowski was responsible for in-

rarely brought more excitement and freshness to them as Kunzel does on this rip-roar-

troducing more people to symphonic music

ing tribute to the romanticized Old West.
As for Frankie Laines vocals, the less said
the better. The delivery that made him apop

tory. From 1917 to 1940, this vain, flamboyant
Musical Director of the Philadelphia orchestra

favorite 30 years ago is still there, but the
voice has seen much better times, sounding

Rachmaninov, Prelude in c-sharp; Mussorg-

than any other conductor in American his-

was an international celebrity, comparable in
stature to today's opera luminaries Placido
Domingo and Luciano Pavarotti. He was, in

like athirty-year legacy of too much booze

fact, the last orchestra conductor ever to

and tobacco. His vocal presence on some of

achieve that status.
Widely vilified during his lifetime as a

these numbers is strictly for nostalgia's sake
anyway, and for those of us who remember

"popularizer" of classical music by critics

the songs his distinctive voice was intimately

who believed the concert hall was the exclu-

associated with, it works.

sive domain of stuffed shirts and boiled collars, he was attacked, often with justification,

2 George Graves, a Western-fihnscore buff, insists that
Kunkel stiU had his eyes shut—that these are far less exciting
performances than the original soundtrack ones. He also felt
the sound dfects to be extraneous and annoying. Oh, well. .
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for his habit of "rearranging" symphonic
scores when, in his opinion, the composer
had not done agood enough job of getting
181
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his musical ideas across and, worse, orches-

date does nothing to diminish my enthusiasm

trating works originally written for smaller
groups of instruments (Bach organ and De-

for it. The dynamic range is tremendous, the
sound silky-sweet or aggressively violent
where called for, and the low end is hair-

bussy piano works, for example). The quintessential showman, Stokowski had an almost
vaudevillian instinct for high drama and low
bathos. And while his detractors denounced
his interpretations as "Misteless!," his audiences
found them more exciting and more moving

raising. (That legendary Telarc bass drum
again!) The ambience is less billowy than that
of any previous Telarc—closer to what the
Maestro preferred in his recordings, but still
quite abit too live for my taste. The imaging,

than those of any other conductor of all time.
When Irwin Kostal was commissioned to

of course, is pure Telarc —rather vague and

conduct the new digital soundtrack for Walt

the way. Or these stunning performances.

wandery, but not ill-defined enough to get in

Disney's Fantasia, he declared that he was

Readers who remember and admire Sto-

not going to try to emulate original-conductor

kowski's recordings must buy this, Period!
Those to whom the name Stokowski has

Stokowski's interpretations, because it would
be "presumptuous" of him to try to walk in

about as much meaning as the name Volveau

the legendary maestro's shoes. The result was

ICarnschafft should buy this too, for it will

aFantasia with a"modern" recording of a

give them an idea of why so many classical

musical accompaniment to Disney's anima-

record buyers value "old" performances like

tion that was not only listless, it wasn't even

this highly enough to buy primitive recordings of them. If you never heard the Stokow-

synchronized with what was going on onscreen. Presumption was clearly not aconcern
of Eric Kunzel's when faced with the pros-

ski original, you have never heard as terrify-

pect of making this disc, because apart from
aquality of sound that Stokowski never imag-

this one, and probably never will again! By

ined (but would have adored), these perform-

side of Pictures at an Exhibition) is evocative
of alazy summer afternoon at the beach.

ances sound almost exactly like Stokowski's.
Stokowski was acutely aware of recording
quality—much more so than any of his contemporaries—and had awell-earned reputation for infuriating record producers with his
demands that everything have acertain sound,
which became known as "The Stokowski
Sound." This Telarc release is not, however,
the literal "Stokowski Sound!' All of "Stolcey's"

ing arendition of Night on Bald Mountain as
comparison, Maazel's Telarc effort (on the flip

—J. Gordon Holt
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 2In c
Cleveland SO/Maazel
Telarc CD 80131
What's this? 01' limp-wrist Maazel tackling
one of Tchaikovsky's sprightliest symphonies?

commercial recordings had much less hall

That's right, but he pulls it off.
How did producer Bob Woods do it? A pre-

ambience than this 3 and, except for his last

session dirty-jokefest? Adrenalin shots? Ben-

recordings, no stereo. Aside from that (and

zedrine? A nip or two of Johnny Walker? It

the lower surface noise and wider frequency

doesn't matter. This is the kind of conducting
that put Maazel on the musical map in the

range and great dynamic span), these are
almost exactly like the Stokowski recordings.
The fact that this is also one of the bettersounding recordings Telarc has given us to
3 Considering his popularity. Stokowski made amazingly
few recordings during his Philadelphia years. Nearly all were
on 78rpm discs, and only ahandful of those were ever rereleased as LP dubs. Those that were sounded—well, **primitive is acharitable way of putting it. (Actually, the sound on
those 'fis was far better than were the LP transfers released
years later. Iknow; Iown several of both.) After leaving
Philadelphia, Stokowski made afew stereo LPs with various
other orchestras, some of which have even been re-released
on CD. All are worth owning.
Stokoviski also made some 33 Vi -rpm fine-groove discs in
the 1930s in connection with Victor Records' abortive attempt to launch the first LP format.

Stereophile

first place: although it lacks the intensity of
some very early recorded performances (including, interestingly, one with Eugene Goossens and the Cincinnati Symphony on 78s),
this is clean, concise, and committed, with
animated tempi and winsome phrasing. A
delight!
The sound is quite on apar with Telarc's
current best, being hard to fault in any area
except (as always) imaging specificity and
stability. This is clearly the Tchaikovsky 2nd
to have if you're limited to one.
—J. Gordon Holt
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TCHAIKOVSKY: Tbe Nutcracker, Com-

Sir Adrian is no longer with us, Previn has

plete Ballet Score
LSO/Mackerras

decided that, with no competition, he should
try again—this time in digital, starting with

Telarc CD 80137

the lushly romantic "London" Symphony.

As along-time admirer of Mackerras' ballet
conducting, Iwas neither surprised nor disappointed by this performance (the motion
picture soundtrack). His upbeat tempos work
fine for the most part, and there is agenuine
feeling of wonder. The "Waltz of the Flowers"
is marvellous, with a perfect, almost selfpropelling tempo and areal lilt rarely heard
on that hackneyed number any more. Only in
the Arabian dance did Ifeel Mackerras to be
'way off the beam; this section is taken entirely
too fast, losing the heavy-lidded seductiveness and mystery it needs.
The recording is gorgeous, with ravishing
string tone, perfect balances, blazing brasses,
great dynamic range, and only an excess of
distance to mar what would otherwise be an
almost-definitive orchestral sound. Although
never showy enough to call attention to itself,
the low end is hefty and full enough to add a
nice foundation to the sound. Overall, the
recording is almost too lush to be credible.
Imaging is, as always with Telarcs, rather
vague, but no more so than in live-performance sound.
Highly recommended.—J. Gordon Holt
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphony 2"London," The Lark Ascending
RPO/Previn/Barry Griffiths (violin)
itlarc CD-801348
It has always seemed curious to me why Andre
Previn has an affinity for the collected works

iblarc recordings are improving immensely.
Even a couple of years ago, Telarcs had a
wirey top end and imaged poorly. Well, lately
(starting with Roundup), things have started
to improve. The strings sound much less steely,
and actually demonstrate a liquidity that
earlier Telarcs just don't possess. As far as
dynamic range is concerned, Ihave never
heard greater on any commercial recording.
The opening of the "London" is so quiet that
Ithought, at first, that the record had accidentally been mastered at too low a level.
Naturally, Icranked up the volume to compensate (I'm not joking, you can hardly hear
the opening bars of this one at normal listening levels!). A few minutes later, Ifound myself making amad dive for the volume control to turn the thing down—it was deafening! Very few of us are used to hearing anything like that kind of dynamic range on our
home stereos, unless we have master tapes.
And believe me, Ihave never heard it on a
commercial release Regarding imaging, though,
Iam sad to report that this recording is no improvement over any other Telarc. The imaging is nothing to write home about, but at
least it isn't multimiked. As long as engineer
Jack Renner insists upon using those Schoeps
omnidirectional microphones in a threemicrophone spaced array, we, as listeners, can
forget about good soundstaging. It has been
proven over and over (most recently at a
demonstration by our own JA at the Santa
Monica Hi -Fi show) that you can't get real

of that Quintessential English Composer, Sir

stereo from widely spaced omnidirectional

Ralph (pronounced "Rafe") Vaughan Williams.

microphones.

After all, Maestro Previn's background of

So, how does this recording stack up over-

MGM musicals and jazz does not quite tally

all? For performance, stick with the 13oult ver-

with the rich, romantic, folk-like quality of
much of Vaughan Williams' work. Veteran

sion on EMI (CDC 7472132 or, better yet, the
black record on HMV), but as far as sound is

fans of English Music (like our own JGH) may

concerned, this CD is mostly gorgeous. The

recall that Previn recorded the entire cycle of
the nine Vaughan Williams symphonies once

highs sound great, the bass is wonderful, and

before, for RCA in the early '70s. His rendi-

will elicit an impressed whistle from all but
the most unreasonable of digiphobes.

tions of these works, while competent, in my
opinion broke no new interpretive ground,
and suffered somewhat in comparison with

the dynamic range is startling! Believe me, it

—George Graves

the Sir Adrian Boult recordings of these same
symphonies on EMI. Iguess, since the great

Stereophile
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AMBISONIC /UHJ SOFTWARE
John Sunierl surveys the field
StereopbUe has done more than any other US
publication in bringing to readers' attention
the only really workable encode/decode
system for providing surround sound reproduction from two channels—Ambisonic/

all sounds coming from all directions in the
hall to the point where the mike is placed.
The X signal carries the front and rear directional information and the Y signal carries the
left and right. These three signals, when ca-

UHJ. Since the material has dealt primarily

tied via three separate channels and reproduced

with the hardware and the basics of the sys-

with an Ambisonic B- format decoder, are

tem, it seems appropriate now to offer an
overview of some of the software available to

sounds in the horizontal plane (Another com-

demonstrate the abilities of this system.
First, for those who missed Bill Sommer-

ponent signal, the Z, can also be recorded on
afourth track to provide vertical information.)

capable of defining the exact positions of all

werck's excellent explanation of Ambisonic

Since we have no standard three-channel

theory and practice (Vol.8 No.6), avery brief

recording/reproduction medium at the mo-

rundown on this system from Britain which,
had it been around in the early 1970s, would

ment, additional matrixing is carried out on

have delivered all the benefits that the other
quadraphonic systems promised but failed to

two channels. This two-channel format is
known as "UHJ", and is used for all commer-

provide. The rapid demise of the so-called

cial recordings and video soundtracks so far

the B-format signals to shoehorn them into

quad revolution at that time might well have

released. The BBC, and Station KWMU in St

been avoided.
The basic approach of Ambisonics is just

Louis, broadcast relatively frequently in the

the opposite of quadraphony. Whereas all the
quad systems laid emphasis on the fact that

UHJ Ambisonic format.
Not having heard B-format material in
direct comparison with decoded UHJ, Ican-

the sound could come from the four corners

not comment on the obvious losses involved,

of the listening room, Ambisonics captures

but Iunderstand aconsiderable percentage of

the relationsbips of phase and amplitude
among the four quadrants of the original

with aAmbisonic/UHJ-encoded recording are

soundfield at asingle point. This, in theory,
will enable the soundfield to be recreated in

certainly light years ahead of the four-channel
quad system, and have less of an effect on the

the listening room, effectively placing the

sound when played back conventionally over

listener in the audience at the original event.
The recording is usually made with the expensive Calrec Soundfield microphone—

matrix quad systems. In fact, the producer of

whose accuracy is rapidly making it the mike
choice for many professional recording engi-

the original effect is maintained. The results

two channels in stereo than every one of the
a"video postcard" of Washington DC, Stephen
Nicholas, used Ambisonic/UHJ for his Hi -Fi
video soundtrack, fully realizing that almost

neers (who use it only for standard two-

no users at this point would be able to play it

channel stereo recording). 2 Four transducers

back Ambisonically in surround sound. He

in the mike array produce three distinct signals
to be recorded for Ambisonic playback.
The W component signal is amono sum of

IJohn Sunier has written for numerous audio periodicals
and authored three books on audio and audiovisual subjects.
He hosts the syndicated weekly radio program Audiophile
Audition on 110 public radio and selected commercial
music stations nationally.

Stereophile

2 Ihave used the Goitre mike as asingle-point stereo pickup
on several occasions While agreeing with John Sunicr about
its versatility in this mode, and the accuracy with which it
captures the soundstagc, it is not completely neutral; the
upper mid becomes a little hard if patterns other than
omni or figure-eight arc used, and the extreme treble is
somewhat recessed. The coincidence is also less good at
high frequencies, where the physical size of the capsules
becomes significant. The lack of HF "zest" may be connected with the mike's extensive use of op-amp circuitry,
both within its own body and in the processing unit. —JA
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found the system enhanced plain two-channel

listen just in two-channel form; the effect is
similar to the more natural filling-in of the

reproduction noticeably. 3
There are three different Ambisonic deco-

space in the middle, found when listening to

ders currently available for proper playback,

SQ or QS material on headphones.)

though more will surely follow soon. Maple
Technology, the primary promoters of Ambisonics in the US, have an integrated 20Wpc

Stereototny
The Alan Parsons Project

built in. Two decoders, made by Minim Elec-

Arista AL 9-8384 LP/CD
This is the very first US Ambisonic pop com-

amplifier with basic Ambisonic decoding
tronics, are imported from Britain. The most

mercial album. It is identified as such only in

complete is the AD 10, which has anumber of
controls for fine-tuning, aseparate output for

the minuscule print of the liner notes, where

subwoofers, and three RCA jacks for feeding

and aNeumann binaural head are thanked. I
don't know if the two pieces of equipment
were used on the same tracks; the entire
album has terrific surround effects, in both

in B-format material. The simpler AD 7has
only the basic controls and aspecial 5-pin
plug converter must be used to feed B-format

the providers of both Ambisonic equipment

to it. The lack of asubwoofer output may be
skirted by taking your subwoofer feed from

UHJ and in Enhanced Stereo modes.

the preamp before feeding the main input of
the AD 7. (If you don't do this, there will be a
reduction in the low bass when you switch

of percussion sounds in alarge "U" around

from two-channel to Ambisonic/UHJ decoding.) Ihave found the AD 7just as good in

The title tune lays out aseamless panorama
the listener. (Perhaps it would be acircle if my
side-firing speakers were placed to the rear.)
The vocalist is in front, somewhat up and
rather disembodied. His origin as amixing

for surround sound reproduction as the much

engineer certainly in evidence, Parsons places
little sonic ornaments of electric guitar or

more expensive AD 10. It costs just $190—far
less than the best video-oriented surround

the background of the percussive beat. In

decoding, and in enhancing ordinary stereo

synthesizer, like miniature fireworks, against

sound processors such as the Shure, Fosgate,

"Urbania," the orchestra, conducted by An-

and Aphex —and has much lower levels of

drew Powell, weaves asubtle tapestry of surrounding sounds, and the short "Chinese

noise and distortion than any of the others.
Even though not designed for surround reproduction of Dolby Surround motion-pic-

Whispers" track features aspacey guitar duet

ture videotapes, it does avery acceptable job

less and continuous blending prevents afeel-

of even that.

at the rear with organ on the front. The seaming of gimmickry that similar surround-con-

The Minim units are available at a few

scious instrumentation caused back in the

dealers or from Audio +Design Calrec, Box

quad era.
Stereotomy is the best example of rock in

786, Bremerton, WA 98310. Maple 1L-chnology
can be contacted at 500 East Thomas Road,
Phoenix, AZ 85012, or 1945-650 West Georgia
St., Vancouver, BC, V6B 4N7, Canada.

surround sound I've heard since the thrilling
discrete quad tapes of The Moody Blues in
the early '70s.

Those of you ambiphiles without an Ambisonic decoder, but owning one of the old SQ,
QS, or Dynaco matrix units, can still realize
worthwhile surround effects from these UHJ
recordings, though not accurate as recorded.
The new Aphex and older Fosgate units can
also be used at their SQ settings. (By the way,
stereo headphone listening benefits considerably from the Ambisonic encoding if you
3UHJ encoding does introduce aleft-right phase discrepancy
in stereo playback which affects image stability. Some
listeners are more bothered by this than others; some like the
inaccurate "spaciousness - that this can add.
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HERRMANN: Nortb by Nortbwest (Original film score)
London Studio Symphony Orchestra/Laurie
Johnson
Varese Sarabande VCD 47205 CD/LP
Unicorn-Kanchana LP DKP 9000
Taped in the acoustically highly-favored
British venue of Watford Town Hall in 1979,
this great Bernard Herrmann score receives a
smashing performance that makes you want
to rush to your local video store and get the
tape. Johnson, who worked with the late
189
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your system anew
level of musicality
never heard before.

oudioquest
Pro...K. I
n.él Mop your s,,tern

629 Camino Mates 4306 •San Clemente, CA 92672 •(714) 240-0604
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composer, feels this is one of his best film

channel reproduction, though of course it is

scores, the comedy-thriller aspect of the Cary
Grant vehicle being mirrored in the music.

organ recording.

no worse than aconventional two-channel

All three of the sources are quite similar

The Franck works heard are his second

sonically, with the CD naturally the best on

Chorale, the Fantasie in A, and the Grande

signal-to-noise, the British pressing next, and
the Varese Sarabande LP aclose third. There

Piece Sympbonique, apull-out-all-the-stops
25-minute work that presages the huge organ

are sometimes subtle differences in the sonics
of the rear Ambisonic channels, however, between the CD and LP versions of the same

climax of the triumphant Finale, there is an

symphonies of Widor and Vierne. During the
annoying resonance on whatever pipes are

original tapes. Usually, as with this recording,
the LP will have less bass end but more clarity

located on the left front channel—it sounds

and ambience. The CD rear-area information

the LP and CD versions, between which there
is very little difference.

will have less noise or distortion, but will be
somewhat muffled and bass-heavy. With a
high-end turntable system, the Ambisonic ef-

almost like akazoo. This is present on both

The two Messiaen works were recorded
digitally at the same cathedral about the same

fects from LP will usually be slightly superior,

time. Both are highly mystical and impres-

though acouple of climaxes on this VS CD
are considerably more startling than on LP.

sionistic works typical of the most original
voice in French classical music since Debussy.

FRANCK: The Great Organ Works, Vol.II

Among Messiaen's influences are plainsong,
Greek and Hindu music, and bird song; while

Jennifer Bate, organist

complex Catholic theological concepts are

Unicorn-ICanchana CD & LP DKP 9014

essential to his music, it can also be listened to

MESSIAEN: les Corps Glorieux

ence. Much of Messiaen's unique output fits
right in with today's genre of mostly-elec-

as a purely secular, sensual, sound experiJennifer Bate
Unicorn-Kanchana LP DKP 9004
MESSIAEN: la Nativite du Seigneur
Unicorn-Kanchana LP DKP 9005
BLISS: Piano Concerto; March ofHomage;
Welcome tbe Queen
Philip Fowke, piano/Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra/David Atherton

tronic, meditative "space music."
The first of the two Messiaen albums is a
bit more extroverted musically, the second
more meditative. Again, the Ambisonic reproduction aids in the appreciation of the complexities of the melodic and harmonic structures, almost as if, within the bath of sound,
individual droplets can still be singled out.
Ihad been searching for the Bliss Piano

Unicorn-Kanchana LP DKP 9006
The Unicorn label has issued a portion of

Concerto for some time. When Ifinally found

its catalog in Ambisonic/UHJ format. (One

turntable that the label (only!) carried the

double-LP set, Delius, "The Fenby Legacy",
DKP 9008/9, which was not received for

Ambisonic/UHJ designation. Engineer Tony
Faulkner is responsible for this one, taped

review, has two sides recorded Ambisonically

digitally in Liverpool's Philharmonic Hall.

and two that are normal stereo.)
The Franck album was engineered by Bob
Auger at the Cathedral of Beauvais, France, in
1981. This building has extremely spacious

it, Iwas delighted to note as Iplaced it on the

The concerto, premiered by the great pianist
Solomon at the 1939 New York World's Fair,
is grand and Romantic, and is dedicated to the

acoustics and along reverberation time which

people of the United States. Bliss attempted to
portray in abstract terms the character of the

are felt to be similar to those of the composer's

American people and the spaciousness of the

Church of St. Clotilde, where he wrote most

landscape. A delight in rhythmic invention is

of his music. Ambisonics is perfect for organ

an important part of his work, sometimes

music in such an environment; you hear the
individual notes and their spatial locations in

almost jazzy. The March is apoignant elegy

spite of the massive reverberation and feel-

for Churchill, and Welcome the Queen is
self-explanatory.

ing of the space Much of this is lost in two-

Ambisonics aids the separation of the piano

Stereophile
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canDiege
aucio
Wouldn't it be ashame
to invest thousands of dollars
in aCD player
and get second best ?

The Cambridge CO 1. rated number one by every maior audio
publication in Europe

Number one because Cambridge has

rethought, redesigned and improved every mechanical and
electronic aspect of the CD player system rather than simply
redoing the analog and power supply section as with most
-audiophile -

CO players

Number one because 3

DACs per channel mean 19 bit linearity for better
resolution of subtle detail

Number one

because, after all the technical jargon, the
Cambridge

CD-1

sounds more like

music than any other CD player

Cambridge CO-1
with optional Quality Assurance Module
At the best audio specialists—
about 52800 suggested list price
CAMBRIDGE imported by SUMIKO, INC

P0 Box 5046, Berkeley, CA 94705 415/843-4500

LINE DRIVE
Less Signal Processing = More Natural Music
LINE DRIVE —a system control center designed specifically for your line level
components: CD players, tape decks, tuners. VCR audio.
LINE DRIVE—the flexibility of a preamplifier without the inherent colorations. Compare it with the best preamplifier you can find and be thrilled with
how clean and accurate the Line Drive sounds.
Available from Mod Squad Dealers everywhere. Or direct from The Mod
Squad, Dept. S. 542 Coast Highway 101, Leucadia,
CA 92024, (619) 436-7666. For acomplete catalog
send S2 (refundable with order). Ask about our
-cflocLetiLad

Gee-

2-week money-back guarantee.
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soloist from the orchestra, but without the

CD plant in the UK. Nimbus has gained a

ludicrous spotlighting found on most multi-

reputation for unusual repertory, excellent

miked concerto recordings. The feeling of

engineering and topflight pressings in both

the hall environment is again palpable. The

media. Their direct discs were the best-re-

striving of two-channel audiophiles to tweak

ceived of those coming from Europe in the

toward that perfect interface of source mate-

heyday of DD (as opposed to CD), and one of
the fascinating releases was some Beethoven

rial, components, speakers, room—and now
acoustic treatment of that room—that might

piano sonatas recorded three different ways

allow them to "hear the walls" of recordings,

simultaneously—direct-disc, analog tape, and

can be relaxed or bypassed. Ambisonics, par-

digital tape-to-LP.

ticularly in arelatively "dead" listening room,

Ambisonic/UHJ recording fitted well into

lets one hear the walls with far less fuss and

Nimbus's philosophy, and they seem to have

expense.

conquered the fear of some other labels that
putting the Ambisonic ID on the front of the

ELGAR: Works for String Orchestra

albums will reduce sales to prospective pur-

English String Orchestra/William Boughton

chasers who think they won't be able to play

Nimbus LP 45022 & CD 5008

back the recordings properly.

Bacchanales

niques is centered on their use of the Calrec

Nimbus' stress on natural recording techEquale Brass

Soundfield mike. Latterly, however, they have

Nimbus CD 5004

been using asoundfield mike array of their
own design rather than the Calrec. The label

The Golden Echo (concerti for horns)

is committed to honesty in recording and has

Michael Thompson (horn)/Philharmonia/

never

Christopher Warren-Green

Similarly, they eschew the use of editing to

Nimbus CD 5018

employed

multi-mike

techniques.

patch together a"performance" from inadequate takes, relying on the artist to produce

Man: the measure of all things (1'rumpet

something of musical worth. Movements are

Music from the Italian Baroque)

recorded "whole".
On the strength of their Nimbus record-

John Wallace (trumpet)/Philharmonia/Christopher Warren-Green

ings, the Equale Brass quintet has become my

Nimbus CD 5017

favorite brass group among the many vying

MOZART: Violin Concerti 4/5
Oscar Shumsky (violin)/Scottish Chamber

Bacchanales CD is atotal delight, featuring

for the attention of music lovers today. Their
such gems as Peter Warlock's Capriol Suite,

Orchestra/Yan Pascal Tortelier

four Poulenc pieces arranged into a short

Nimbus CD 5009

suite, arousing Quintet from Malcolm Arnold,
and wonderful arrangements of Bela Bartok's

BEETHOVEN: Symphony 1 in C, Piano

piano music in Hungarian Pictures. Though

Concerto 1in C

ordinary stereo reproduction is excellent, in

Mary Verney (piano)/The Hanover Band

Ambisonic mode the brass players are right

Nimbus CD 5003

there in your listening room. Brassy peaks
blat out at you with great abandon, and seat-

BEETHOVEN: Symphony 5, Overtures:

ing of the players in areversed "u" in front of

Egmont, The Creatures of Prometbeus

the listener is clearly discernible.

The Hanover Band
Nimbus CD 5007

The Elgar collection—the Introduction &
Allegro and Serenade are the major works—

Nimbus Records does everything Ambison-

boasts some of the most gorgeous string

ically; this is only one of the unusual things

orchestra recording Ihave ever heard. The

about this small British label. Their studio

long reverb time of the Great Hall at the Uni-

and complete facilities for record production
are situated in astately home in Monmouth,

versity of Birmingham is amajor factor in the
rich and sumptuous sound. Yet playing in

and they were the first company to open a

normal stereo doesn't bury the music in

Stereophile
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SOTA Finishes Analog
Is analog truly finished? In fact, SOTA is finishing analog by showing how extraordinary
it can be. With our latest Series Ill STARs and
Sapphires, SOTA finally offers "the world's
first complete turntables."
Whatever the room, placement, tone arm,
power supply, or record condition, SOTA's
turntables resolve the major "unknowns"
facing every system. "More neutral on more
records than any other turntable at any
price" is how Tony Cordesman of Audio and
Stereophile describes his reference SOTA
STAR.
New Series III Advances
Further, transform any SOTA into the "world's
most neutral turntable" with vacuum clamping and these Series Ill advances:
•Added mass-with new hard-mounted motor
assembly, larger platter bearing block, and
aluminum arm board.
•Added damping-with new "constrained"
(hard/soft) platter damping and our
legendary Reflex Clamp.

•Added structural stability-with new motor
improvements, ribbed platter, and clamp.
•Superior mass/balance relationships-with
new suspension springs and new drive
motor pulley.
Hear analog at its best! Resurrect your
warped records and make your best records
sound ...breathtaking!

SQTA
P.O. BOX 7075. BERKELEY, CA 94707

e

r
--=VACUUM

TUBE LOGIC

NOW BUILT IN THE USA
and available for ordering:

the MINIMAL PREAMPLIFIER $550
the AMERICAN deLUX PREAMPLIFIER $1050
the ULTIMATE PREAMPLIFIER totally dual mono $3050
the STEREO 30/30 AMPLIFIER $990
the STEREO 50/50 AMPLIFIER $1400
the "500" series TUBED C.D. PLAYER $1190
the "1000" series TUBED C.D. PLAYER $2875
the 225 W. deLUX MONO BLOCK AMPLIFIERS (pair) $3800
Please write for details:
VTL of America Inc.
LUKE MANLEY
240 Massachusetts Ave.
Providence, RI 02905
tel: (401) 461-6333

19-t

VTL of Great Britain Ltd.
ZIA FARUQI
Unit K
814 Norwood Road
Southall UB2 4DL
England
tel: (01) 547-4814

VTL of Australia
MIKE KONTOR
71 Beaver Street
E. Malvern
Victoria 31145
tel: (3) 211-3715
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reverb; it merely sounds very fiat and two-

A feeling of eighteenth-century elegance

dimensional in comparison to the surround

and proportion is part of these recordings, as
opposed to the massive strength and urgency

sound. As with the Equale Brass recordings,
the 45-rpm LP version has slightly superior
Ambisonic detailing to the CD.
The horn and trumpet concerti albums
with the superfluous titles were both taped in
All Saints Church, Tooting, London, in 1984.
The voluminous acoustics are perfect for
these instruments, and hark back to the antiphonal brass music played in the vast spaces
of St. Mark's Cathedral in Venice. The horn
CD has two concerti for two horns, one by

of modern Beethoven orchestral performances. This seems less of adeparture in the
early First Symphony than in the more Romantic Fifth, but even in the latter, completely
new slants render it fresh and new. Naturally,
an authentic forte-piano of Beethoven's time
is used for the First Piano Concerto, and it
provides afascinating timbrel contrast to today's modern grands. By the same token, the
forte-piano would be almost completely
drowned out by amodem symphony orches-

Vivaldi and one by Joseph Haydn. There are
also works for one French horn and orches-

tra. The First Symphony/First Concerto CD

tra by Leopold Mozart and Rosetti. Michael

was recorded in adifferent, smaller, and more

Thompson is joined by Richard Watkins on

intimate church from that of the Fifth Sym-

the double-horn pieces.
The trumpet collection features pieces in-

phony, which used All Saints, Tooting again.
In fact, Ifind the reverb time in All Saints excessive for this type of music There also is an

volving one or more trumpets by Monteverdi,
Torelli, Albinoni, Vivaldi, Francheschini,
Purcell, Bononcini, and Alberti. At 67 minutes,

spatiality between the sections of the orches-

this CD offers alot for your money, temporally
and spatially!

others are placed way in the rear.

exaggerated difference of both sonics and
tra—some are right in the listener's lap while

American violinist Oscar Shumsky plays a
1715 Stradivarius, and gives listeners fresh
new insights into Mozart's violin concerti in
his recordings with conductor lbrtelier, himself aviolinist. Queen's Hall in Edinburgh is
the locale for these 1983 sessions. Anatural balance of soloist, orchestra and hall is achieved,
totally free of any of the chalk-on-the-blackboard sonics of so many multi-miked violin
concerti recordings.
The Hanover Band is aclassical orchestra
modeled on the Viennese orchestra which
Beethoven engaged for concerts there. Its

r
(

FT-101
Va l(* ) FM tuner

M.eSM

all.n."Page

BLUM

specialist performers on authentic late-eight-

The difference is

eenth century instruments have the technical
facility and knowledge of style of the period

SOITD

to play the instruments on their own terms—
not as if they were modern orchestra instruments: They present Beethoven's music in a

For more information and the
the dealer nearest you, call us.

form that the composer would himself recognize. Among the parameters which have been
researched and restored in their interpreta-

mAGNum

"The FM

aynalob Specialists"

tions are: the original orchestral sound; a
lower overall playing pitch; amore brisk, less

NOW IN THE U.S.

Romantic, feeling for tempi; amore intimate,

1971 Abbott Road
Lackawanna, N.Y. 14218
(716) 822-5346

chamber music approach; open-textured articulation; and more rhythmic accent and
dynamic color as practiced in Beethoven's
time.
Stereophile

(Outside N.Y. State, 1-800-448-8490)
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Nitty Gritty introduces a record cleaner
that saves time and money ...
and records

T

ime is money; money is money. The new Mini-Pro from Nitty Gritty saves both. It
simultaneously wets, scrubs and vacuums both sides of arecord in 30 seconds. A
saving of 45 seconds per record over record cleaners that wash only one side at atime.
The Mini-Pro is priced at $599. The only other record cleaner in the world that simultaneously cleans both sides is the Nitty Gritty PRO 3
at $819. The Mini-Pro offers comparable performance
and convenience at asavings of $220.
Like all the Nitty Grittys, the Mini-Pro
saves records. It will clean away every
microscopic bit of dust and finger
grease while completely neutralizing any static charge. Perfectly
cleaning and perfectly preparing
records for play.
Have you ever listened to a
clean record? Records cleaned by
the Mini-Pro (or any Nitty Gritty)
sound more like live music. They have extended high frequency response,
improved imaging, more acoustical space, and less noise. "Any record in one's
collection, old or new, audiophile or not, will benefit greatly with a(Nitty Gritty) cleaning."
James Jarvis -The Sensible Sound. Eight models in all, starting at $249.
Nitty Gritty, 4650 Arrow Highway #F4, Montclair, CA 91763.

(714) 625-5525

Building on Success:

"I've heard separates that cost twice as much
and sound only half as good."
—Audio Cheapskate
Stereophile, Vol. 9, No. 4

A-1, 2x20 watt amplifier, pure Class A, $350

BRITISH FIDELITY *
Distributed in the U.S. by
RCS Audio International, Inc.
1055 Thomas Jefferson Street, NW
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 342-0400
US dIstnbUtors for BrItIsh FKieloy. MordaurK•Short Spend°, and Log ,c.
"Mu.cal Fdellty mU K
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Onkyo M-508

channel into very low impedance loads, but

Editor:

the protection circuitry will open up the

Thank you for the opportunity to comment

speaker relays if the output current rises and/

on JGH's review of the Onkyo Grand Integra
M-508 power amplifier.

or the load impedance drops below the threshold of normality. We have tested this model

There seems to be some confusion about

with avariety of low-impedance loudspeaker

what constitutes "rated" power. In the US,

systems; given the comparatively modest

power output statements from manufacturers

price of the M-508, we feel it offers very good

concerning continuous (also called RMS)

performance in this regard.

power are regulated by the Federal Trade
Commission. The FTC test procedure is fairly

David Birch-Jones
Onkyo USA, Ramsey, NJ

detailed: after one hour of test-bench preconditioning at one-third power into the specified
load impedance, power output is measured

dbx Soundfield lA

using sinewave test tones, referenced to fre-

Editor:

quency range and total harmonic distortion.

Thank you for the kind words from JGH on

The RMS power output derived from this pro-

the dbx Soundfield IA. Iwould add some

cedure must always specify the frequency

comments and clarifications:

range, load impedance, and amount of THD.

• 1) A conventional (je, amplitude-tailoring,

This represents the minimum performance

not phased-arrangement) three-way cross-

for the amplifier, using test conditions that are

over driving this speaker complement would

supposed to be followed by every manufacturer who quotes acontinuous power output

tern, but four or more simpler sets of interfer-

probably produce not an omnidirectional pat-

for any home audio amplifier. JGH assumes

ing lobes, narrowing as one goes up in fre-

that the rated output is the point that the am-

quency.

plifier goes into overload; this is not so. Ihave

• 2) The midrange driver is a4

enclosed the test documentation for apro-

a6".

"unit, not

duction M-508; the actual power where the

• 3) How would one know that the controller

amplifier goes into clip (1% THD) is 235W/

"does, in fact, introduce asmall amount of
veiling"? There's nothing to compare it with

channel, into 8ohms.
The M-508 is not bandwidth-limited, as

as the equalization is an essential part of the

suggested in the review. As explained above,

system. As Mr. Holt notes, unlike other loud-

this is the upper-frequency limit of the FTC

speakers, the speakers are not equalized for

continuous power output test. The output de-

power output by the crossover. The crossover

vices used are very high speed (fT = 20MHz),

has enough to do, we thought.

and the frequency response of the M-508 is

• 4) Nllie recommend AGC 4A or 5A fuse values

typically only ldB down at 100kHz. Internal

to start with.

chokes limit the high-frequency response

• 5) The controller also has avery high HF fil-

from extending into the MHz range to prevent

ter, switchable between 20IcHz and 16kHz

stray RF from creeping into the signal path.

shoulders. As with the LF filter (20Hz/32Hz),

This is the only form of intentional bandwidth

this filter is interesting to try out on friends, to

limiting in the amplifier.

test what is and isn't audible.

JGH suggests that the M-508 is not designed

• 6) As for maximal excitation of standing

for very high output current capability. In fact,

waves in aroom, that happens in acomer. Else-

the amplifier was designed to operate into a

where, the lAs are more omnidirectional in

variety of loudspeaker loads, and is short-term
(EIA Dynamic) rated down to 1ohm loads.

dipoles, although they do have more, and

The actual peak current can be as high as 60A/

lower, output overall. Below 200Hz, virtually

Stereophile
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Tweak Your System ... see what it can do.
The Ultimate In Audio Cable Engineering. Introducing Esoteric Audio USA Inc.—the world's
largest, most sophisticated audio cable specially manufacturer.. .dedicated to achieving perfection in audio cable systems design
Perfection Through Innovation And Material Quality.Wth a combination of state of the art
design and utilization of the most supenor inner component materials, Esoteric Audio USA creates
high definition cable systems that are sonically and technologically unsurpassed.
These advanced innovations and highest-quality materials include onigen-free high conductivity copper windings. state of the art electro magnetic geometries, enamel coated litz wires,
teflon* "virgin litz" wires, Teflon dielectrics, ultimate air dielectrics, superior copper connectors
with teflon dielectncs, special 5% silver solder, and much more.
Cables That Approach The Quality Of Direct Coupling. From Esoteric Audio USA's new era of
cable design, we offer exceptional cables that are sonically
transparent and uncolored, yet
maintain excellent imaging,
phase coherency and dimensional character... cables that
enable you to experience
every subtle nuance your system is capable of.
Make A Sound Decision.
Inc
i RR3 Box 262
Replace your inter-connect
and speaker cables with a
W nder, Georgia 30680
new set of high definition
Phone (404) 867-6300
Esoteric Cables.Tweak your
Telex :80-4294
system—and achieve sonic
superiorrty! Call or write today •in r iikeie/ed
for the dealer nearest you.

Esame

AUDIOuba.

Dealer and soles representative inquines welcome

JECKLIN
N
„ dead xah a,4e>

geteifte

ke/rey

For more information contact

may audio marketing ltd
JJ FLOAT Model I
JJ FLOAT Model II
JJ FLOAT ELECTROSTAT

I
lt8

P 0 Box 1048, Champlain, N.Y
Tel (514) 651-5707

12919
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all speakers are the same in terms of radiation

eliminate the midrange variations created by

pattern—it's in the nature of things.
• 7) We don't hear or see the 71cHz sizzle
mentioned by JGH in the IA power response,

this extra phantom loudspeaker. Luckily, this
is typical of most home environments, where
you have windows, doors, furniture, etc.,

but since the tweeters are blended in at different times, frequencies, and levels, it's possible

breaking up most flat walls,

given measurement spot, although the re-

Ihave my Walsh 5s placed in front of, and
either side of, afireplace with an elaborate
marble mantle. In this location, Ihave experi-

sponse at any angle should be within a4dB

enced no "cupped hands" effect on vocals. In

that some bump or other could show up at a

window (±2) across the audio band.

fact, my favorite demo disc has become

And it's true that the lAs can be made to

Amanda McBroom's Dreaming, which I

sound bright, depending on the HF slider and

played continually at the last Winter CES. I

the music! Thanks again for the enthusiastic

also had the opportunity to listen to Amanda
live in Las Vegas, and Imust tell you that it

and complimentary remarks.
David Moran
dbx, Newton, MA

wasn't until she stopped using her mike that
she started to sound like what Ihad been listening to all day in our booth.

Ohm Walsh 5
Editor:

Isuspect that DO needs alittle room treatment to eliminate the problem he experienced.
In reference to his comment about the sheen

Iwas happy to see that Dick Olsher appreciat-

on violin sound, Iwould like to relate arecent

ed the major, and unique, benefit of the Ohm

experience. Ihad the pleasure of listening to

Walsh 5: its ability to create awide, high and
deep soundstage, with precise placement of
each individual performer in the proper loca-

Symphony Orchestra at the renovated Carne-

tion with recordings made using coincident
X-Y miking. And they create this soundstage,

five nights of Beethoven played by the Vienna
gie Hall. Since all the programs were similar —
asymphony, piano and orchestra, and athird
miscellaneous piece—I took the opportunity

not just for one listening position, but for

to hear the "hall" as well as the music, and

most positions. We have found that the preci-

chose seats (nearly all centered) in each section,
from the 10th row, in the two levels of boxes,

sion of the placement is mostly determined
by the recording technique: spot "accent"
mikes and reverberation destroy the precision.
In commenting on his reservations about

and "up with the angels" in the balcony. Up
front, the violins had abite and asheen that

the sound of female voices, Ibelieve DO truly

was virtually missing in all the other locations.
The horns had ametallic "horn" quality in the

heard what he reported—in his room and

higher seats that was missing on the ground

with the placement he finally chose. Ifear his
experience in solving placement/room problems is even more extensive with the even-

and very pleasurable.

more critical dipole radiators. A planar speaker's backwave is out of phase; absorbing it is

floor. All the sounds, however, were correct
As aloudspeaker designer, Ican add sheen
to strings with aslight emphasis in the 15 20kHz range. This will enhance the sound of

the preferred solution. Our radiator is inher-

many recordings, but some closely miked re-

ently perfectly omnidirectional, horizontally,
and in phase in all directions. The preferred

cordings will become too harsh. Our speakers

solution to rear-radiating problems, therefore,

are designed to be neutral, neither enhancing
or degrading the recording. Iam comfortable

is ahighly dispersive surface—not an absorb-

with the Walsh 5's string reproduction, and

ent one, and not one that is just reflective.

this was reinforced when one of the Vienna

Since the Walsh 5, acoustically, is essentially

Symphony's string players came by our fac-

a10 tall, 1 diameter pulsating rod, its reflection in ahard, smooth surface will sonically

tory and stated that the Walsh 5s produced the
most natural string sound he had heard from
loudspeakers.
The listener, however, can use the controls

act as asecond, identical speaker in the place
where you would see the reflection of the
speaker if the surface was amirror. An irregular surface will break up this reflection and
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on preamplifier or loudspeakers to modify the
sound of individual recordings to his preferred
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WE CHALLENGE THE LIVE CONCERT PERFORMANCE!

The True Image System lets you enjoy music with...
the perception of freaence,
the satisfaction of ex/zexience, and
the realization offreenue.
AUDITION THE TRUE IMAGE SYSTEM TODAY
AND HEAR THE

e CC21e-e

WE MANUFACTURE THESE HANDCRAFTED MASTERPICES:
M-1A

Dual Mono Preamplifier with
outboard Dual Mono Power Supply

M-2500 MOS FET Power Amplifier
R-6.5

Monitor Speaker System

'OF MUSIC!

rCall or Write:
True Image Research Corp.
P.O. Box 7146
Alhambra, CA. 91802
Tel: (818) 282-6032

VISIT US AT THE SUMMER CES, AMERICANA CONGRESS ROOM 623.

SIMPLY WONDERFUL
Cascade Basic Preamplifier — $649
NEW FOR 1986 H-1 Hybrid Amplifier — $1599 A blissful marriage of tube and
solid state technology. Drives difficult speaker loads with effortless
competence. Can be easily switched from fully differential mono-mode to
stereo-mode and run as either Class Aor Class AB in either mode.
MC-1 Tube Moving Coil Step-Up — $649 Surprisingly quiet_ and it doesn't
degrade the sound.
Call or write for your local dealer and product information.
dealer inquiries invited.
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balance and to take account of his room con-

alent of aKoetsu mid—Paul Miller, Which CD

ditions. For example, moving the Walsh 5's

The controversy that Dick mentioned is

Perspective control to the middle will give the

normal; controversy always surrounds the ad-

effect of richer bass, while the forward posi-

vancement of the state of the art.

tion adds more "air" and "bite" to strings.

Anthony DiChiro
Kinergetics Inc., Tarzana, CA

More important than discussing the merits
of speaker characteristics is evaluating the
speakers in the actual home environment

Nagaoka MP!! Gold

where they will be used. Everyone will get the

Editor:

benefit of apure 3D soundstage that must be

We wish to thank Ken Kessler for his even-

heard to be appreciated. Many of our dealers

handed and thoughtful review of the Nagaoka

allow home trials; call us, toll-free, at 800-221 -

MPIO and MP11 Gold cartridges. We have

6984, and we will direct you to the nearest

decided to restrict our comment to correction

participating dealer.

of errors of fact or to provide additional infor-

Good listening.

mation that has abearing on the value and
John Strohbeen

Ohm Acoustics Corp., Brooklyn, NY

utility of the product, since it is the opinion of
the impartial reviewer that is of interest to
Stereophile's readership.

Kinergetics KCD -2Oa
Editor:

Although the MPIO is indeed an entry-level
cartridge with some carefully chosen perform-

Thank you for Dick Olsher's fine follow-up

ance limitations, we would like to note that

review, which has added one more point of

the styli of the MP11, MP11 Gold and MP11

support to the Kinergetics KCD-20a's claims

Boron are fully compatible, so an upgrade may

to fame: "The best I've heard under $1000"

easily be considered when the stylus needs

said Dick. The following are other comments

replacing.

of support:

K. Michael Ruehle

Angstrom Associates, Lewiston, NY

"The first player to break the Class 1sound
barrier." —J. Peter Moncrieff, JAR
"To my ears, the KCD-20a represents avery
real advance in CD sound." —Neil Levenson,

Kindel P-100 II
Editor:
Iam generally in agreement with Mr. Norton's
comments on the Kindel P-100 Mk.II loud-

Fanfare
"There are moments of lucidity and incred-

speaker, which is why Irevised it in November

ible transparency. ..with previously unheard

1986 to become the P-100 Mk.lIa. In addition

details snapping into focus." —David Prakel,

to the changes noted in the Postscript to the
review, there was also arevision to the cross-

HFN/RR
"The KCD-20 possessed an unusually trans-

over. The intention behind the revision was to

parent midrange that was not cool or calculat-

improve power-handling and extension in the

ed but quite euphonic—almost the CD equiv-

bass through the use of an improved woofer,

Power Amplifiers
and Pre-Amplifiers
Excellent music reproduction.
Designed for reliability.
Yet affordably priced.

EK)
COMPONENTS, LTD.

Orchard Park
New York 14127
U.S.A.
1-800-543-5252
(N.Y. (716)822-8488)

The new Classé Audio
DR-3-VHC
is aVery High Current
version of the DR-3.
Offering increased power with
twice the RMS current, it is
ideal for driving the most
difficult loads, including
bridged operation into one ohm.

New address:

Classé Audio Inc.
9414 Cote de Liesse Rd.
Lachine, Quebec H8T 1A1
Tel.: (514) 636-6384

Amajor breakthrough
in
phono
reproduction!
• Makes
every
turntable sound s‘grecantly cleaner

and

• "Turntables oth P,C,. synchronous motors call novy have
q ufflter.
electromc speed control.

I

11

PLC

MICR OP ROCES SOR
DIGIIAL

IYÎ

VPI Industries
P.O. Box 159

OzOne Park, NY 11417
(718) 845-0103

SUPPLY
POWER

and to obtain an improved and slightly more
"live" sound through the mid and high frequencies. This was accomplished through the
modification to the mid/tweeter and the crossover changes mentioned above. Mr. Norton
now has apair of the P-100 Mk.11a loudspeak-

Our 30/30 differed from the rest of our
range of tube power amplifiers in that it had a
simpler input configuration—two triodes instead of four. Dick's review caused us to think
this over. We have added the more sophisticat-

ers on hand, so Iassume he will note whether

ed four-triode input circuitry, added an extra
400uF reservoir capacity to the input circuitry

or not these changes have been successful in

(similar to our monoblocics), changed the out-

afuture issue of Stereopbile. All P- 100s shipped

put tubes to more expensive 7868s, and upgraded the coupling caps.

since November 1986 have been the lia
version.

William Kindel
Kindel Audio, Riverside, CA

Dick also felt that the 30/30 would be a
"best buy" at asomewhat lower price. So, we
lowered the price! How did we give more amplifier for less money? By building/assembling

Audio Research SP-9
Editor:
Iwould like to correct an impression given by

the unit in America, along with our preamps
and 225W monoblocics. (This also means that

the Audio Cheapskate in Vol. No.2 concerning

the 30/30 will benefit from utilizing the same

the pricing of our new SP-9 preamplifier. The

MILSPEC quality resistors bought in quantity

retail price will be $1695.

Terry Dorn

for the preamplifiers.) Though the unit is now

Audio Research, Minneapolis, MN

built in the USA, it still features UK metalwork
and the hand-wound output transformers
that remain our quality mainstay.

VTL 30/30
Editor:
Following Dick Olsher's review of our 30/30
stereo amplifier in Vol. 10 No.2, we took his

We thank DO for helping with these major
improvements and request that he give the revised Vacuum 'Mx Logic 30/30 another listen.

criticism on the chin and viewed it in acon-

David Manley
VTL of America, Providence, RI

structive light.

SUBSCRIPTIONS

8ISSUES PER YEAR

$24 U.S.
El S26 Canada airmail

H $46 Europe, South America. USSR, North Africa airmail
E $54 all other countries air mail

U.S. RESIDENTS To subscribe by credit card call TOLL FREE 4
1-800-435-0715 (except Illinois residents call 1-800-892-0753) or
send check, money order, or credit card number/expiration date to
STEREOPHILE, P.O Box 364, Mount Morris, IL 61054.
OUTSIDE U.S. To subscribe by credit card call (505) 982-2366 or send
check, money order, or credit card number/expiration date to
STEREOPHILE, RO. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502.
NAME g

41Atk‘.—

1Oa/Sy

ADDRESS
CITY
VISA OR MASTERCARD #
EXPIRATION DATE
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ORCHESTRAL
SOUND
FROM AGREAT
DUET.
The new Morel MLP 206 2way loudspeakers
deliver smooth response and open, dimen.
stonal sound big enough to fill aconcert hall.
Their drivers, manufactured to the strictest
tolerances in our own factories, incorporate
many notable technological advances
Hexagonal voice.coil wire, magnets with no
stray magnetic fields, and special adhesives
and coatings endow them with exceptional
rise time and coherence The oversize (3")
voice coil in the woofer, and the ferrofluid
tweeter, enable these loudspeakers to handle
the wide dynamic range of your digital
recordings with plenty of room to spare
Morel has designed and built outstanding
speakers and driver units in Israel for more
than eight years With its new factory in
England, Morel doubles its production
capability for even faster, more responsive
service
Please call or write for further details
Morel Acoustics USA
414 Harvard Street. Brookline, MA 02146
tel (617) 277 6663 telex 650 2499475
Morel (U.K.) Ltd.
11 Foxtail Road. Ransomes Indus Estate
Ipswich IP3 9RT, England
tel (0473) 719212 telex 987601 Morel G

Morel Acoustics Ltd.

Industrial Area B, PO Box 140, Ness Ziona
70 451 Israel

morel

TRUST THEM!
J. GORDON HOLT, STEREOPHILE,
VOL. 7NO. 7
" SONICALLY, THE SOUTHER IS
ONE OF THE CLEANEST, MOST
OPEN SOUNDING TONEARMS I
HAVE
HEARD,
WITH
SUPERB
IMAGING,
BROAD
AND
DEEP
SOUNDSTAGE PRESENTATION, AND
GENERALLY IMPECCABLE BASS
PERFORMANCE. LOWS HAVE A
DEGREE OF DETAIL AND IMPACT I
HAVE NOT HEARD SURPASSED BY
ANY OTHER ARM
"
KLAUS RENNER, DAS OHR,
DEC. 1965
" IT IS, SIMPLY PUT, OUTSTANDING, DELICATE, PRECISE, WITH A
TREMENDOUS PUNCH AND A
BLEND OF TENDERNESS AND
TRANSPARENCY, THAT MAKES YOU
THINK IT'S REAL...LOU SOUTHER
HAS GIVEN A TREMENDOUS GIFT
TO THE AUDIOPHILE WORLD..."
(DAS OHR REPRINTS AVAILABLE)
THE SOLE U.S. IMPORTER Of cisirauck HARMONY

te

Off LEADER IN LINEAR PHONO TRACRING
SOUTHER ENGINEERING CORPORATION
429 Tara Street

Canton Masser husetts 0,,

rat It 828 5060

TELEX SOUTHER 940 536 ROS TELEX

WHERE TO BUY STEREOPHILE
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile should telephone Gail Anderson at 505 982-2366.
ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
110 East Samford Ave
Birmingham
Lawrence Stereo
1927 11th Ave South
Dothan
Sight and Sound
2703 Ross Clark Circle SW
Huntsville
Campbell Stereo
1216 N. Memorial Parkway
Mobile
Audible Difference Audio
556 Holcombe Ave

ALASKA
Anchorage
Pyramid Audio
2420 Seward Hwy
Shimeks
4(15 E Northern Lights Blvd

ARIZONA
Mesa
Hi -Fi Sales
810 West Main Street
Phoenix
Two Jeffreys Audio
527 W. Butler Drive
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
8672 E. Edgemont SE
Tempe
Books Etc
901 South Mill Ave
Tucson
Wilson Audio Ltd.
2440 E. Broadway

CALIFORNIA
Artcata
Northtown Books
957 H Street
Benicia
Benicia Audio/Video
810 Southampton Rd
Berkeley
DB Audio
2573 Shattuck
Campbell
Sound Goods
2627 S. Bascom Ave
Canoga Park
The Laser's Edge
22021 Sherman Wa
Shelley's Stereo
6836 De Soto Ave
Upscale Audio
8381 Canoga Ave
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave 04
Claremont
Audio Basics
976 W. Foothill $139
Covina
Audio Designs
1060 Eva D. Edwards
Cupertino
Elite Electronics
20149A Stevens Creek Blvd
Diamond Bar
Audio Best
22204 East Croll Court
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Encino
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd
Fair Oaks
Pinkerton Audio
6716 Madison Ave
Fairfield
C&M Stereo Unlimited
2020 North Texas
Foster City
Digital Sonics Inc.
999F Edgewater Blvd
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave
Grass Valley
Alta Buena Stereo
214 East Main Street
Huntington Beach
Havens and Hardesty
15102-A Bolsa Chica
Irvine
Soundquest
4255 Campus Dr #116
La Habra
OF Audio
415 W. Imperial Highway
Lancaster
California Soundworks
737 W. Lancaster Blvd.
Leucadia
Music by the Sea
542 N. Highway 101
Long Beach
Audio Rhapsody
2263 Lakewood Blvd #207
Los Angeles
Christopher Hansen Ltd
646 North Robertson
Menlo Park
Classical Wax
827 El Camino
Mission Viejo
Videolaser
28451 Marguerite Parkway
Mountain View
Sound Goods
391 San Antonio Road
Napa
Bookends Bookstore
1014 Coombs St
Newport Beach
Newport Audio
3820 South Plaza Dr D-53B
Northridge
Northridge Audio Center
9054 Tampa Ave
Oakland
Pro Audio
383 40th Street
Orange
Absolute Audio
1232 N. Tustin
Palo Alto
Western Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real
Pasadena
GNP Showcase
1244 E. Colorado Blvd.
Redding
Clydes Home Entertainment
1768 Churn Creek Road
Riverside
SpeakerCraft
3615 Presley Avenue

Flohnert Park
Sound Impression
10 Enterprise Dr
San Carlos
Manions Audio
1125 laurel Street
San Clemente
Audio Exposure
629 Camino de los
Mares #305
San Diego
Stereo Design
9353 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
San Francisco
Bonanza Inn Book Shop
650 Market Street
Civic Center Books
360 Golden Gate Ave
Laser World
533 Second Street
News on 24
3920 24th Street
Sounds Alive
731 Florida Street
Ultimate Sound
141 Kearny Street

COLORADO

Boulder
Listen Up
2034 E. Arapahoe
Cherry Creek
U.S. Tech
248 Detroit St.
Denver
Sound Hounds
1575 S. Pearl
Fort Collins
Audio Junction
2727 S. College Ave

CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church Street
Greenwich
Aud-Vid Inc.
79 East Putnam Ave
New Haven
Take Five
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St.
Stereo Lab
140 Bank St

San Jose
Books Inc.
DIST OF COLUMBIA
420 Town and Country Village Serenade Records
Presto Audio
1800 M Street NW
3125 Williamsburg Drive
San Louis Obispo
FLORIDA
Audio Ecstasy
Boca Raton
1130 Garden St, Suite A
Sound Plus Wood
San Mateo
4705 N. Federal Hwy
Vern's Electronics
Audio Venture
306 Fifth Avenue
3259 N. Federal Highway
Mateo Hi-Fidelity Inc.
Fort Walton Beach
2199 S. El Camino Real
Stereo Images
11 Eglin Parkway SE 06
San Rebel
Rafael Book and News
Gainesville
1114 4th Street
Tech Electronics
Santa Barbara
319 NW 13th Street
Audio Vision
Hollywood
3951 State Street
Audio Encounters
Santa Monica
523 South 21st Ave
Audio by John Dudley
Indian Harbor Beach
1431 Ocean Ave, #400
Marc's Electronics
Jonas Miller Sound
265 Eau Gallie Blvd East
2336 Santa Monica Blvd.
Jacksonville
Shelley's Stereo
House of Stereo
2212 Wilshire Blvd
3505 Southside Blvd 010
Santa Rosa
Melbourne
Sawyer's News Inc.
Sound Gallery
733 Fourth Street
912-B E. New Haven
Sausalito
Music by Design
Miami
107 Caledonia Street
Audio by Caruso
13831 South Dixie Hwy.
Stockton
Audio Plus
Private Line
12241 South Dixie Hwy.
Home Entertainment
Joe's News Inc.
88 West Castle Street
1549 Sunset Dr.
Van Nuys
Sound Components
Audio Den
1536 South Dixie Hwy.
15600 Roscoe Blvd
Westminster
Orlando
Audio Today
Book Mania
14306 Beach Blvd
902 Lee Road #18
Woodland Hills
Tampa
Sound Center
Audio Visions
20044 Ventura Blvd
14733 N. Dale Maybry
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World's First
CD Chassis
Stabilizer

Euphonic Technology, the Compact Disc Player specialist, announces the DPS-1 CD
Player Chassis Stabilizer. This accessory adds balanced mass and rigidity to plasticchassis Magnavox and other Philips-based CD players (including PS Audio and Sonographe models).
The Chassis Stabilizer increases player stability and isolation which improves laser
tracking and reduces sampling errors yielding improved detail and transparency.
The DPS-1 is easy to install and does not void any manufacturers warranty. It is available
through local audio dealers.

technology
EUPHONIC

207 Mountain Road, Wilton, CT 06897

203 834-2468

SIMA 2001 PRE AMP

"All right. So we told you that a good pre
amp sells for $1400 to $5000. That chokes us up too! And we've been
looking for something we can live with that doesn't have a price tag like
that of a used limo. We think we've succeeded ... The Sima 2001 Pre
amp" Hi Fi Sound Oct. 85,

SIMA 2050 "It's sweet, airy & transparent — All the goodies we
want." Hi Fi Sound Feb. 87.

AUDIOPHILE ACCESSORIES

Imported by
119 E. Wayne St.

Butler, PA 16001
Dealer Inquiries Invited

412-282-7195
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GEORGIA
Atlanta
Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Road
Doraville
Audio Lab of Georgia
5269-2 Buford Hwy
Martinez
The Stereo Shop
104 CharmIla Drive
Tucker
MG Audio
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy
HAWAII
Honolulu
Stereo Station
738 Kaheka
IDAHO
Boise
The Stereo Shoppe
5105 Overland Road
Ketchum
Infinite Audio
231 Sun Valley Road
ILLINOIS

Dyer
Miles Books
1200 Sheffield Ave
Fort Wayne
Higher Fidelity
4201 Coldwater Road
Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
6328 N College Ave
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E 64th Street
Mishawaka
Alltronics
6502 Grape Road
IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 East Kimberly Road
Fairfield
Golden Ears Audio-Video
304 N Main
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
311 E Washington
KANSAS
Lawrence
University Audio
2319 Louisiana St
Prairie Village
Golden Stereo
5337 W 94th Terrace

belleville
Audio Musicale
36 Country Club Plaza
Champaign
August Systems
901 N. Prospect Ave
Glenn Poor's Audio Visual KENTUCKY
1912 B Round Barn Road Louisville
Sound Gallery
Chicago
614 E Broadway
Audio Video Option
141 W Jackson Blvd
Chicago Speakerworks
LOUISIANA
5700 N. Western Ave.
Baton Rouge
Superior Audio Systems
Art Colleys
716 North Wells Street
Audio Specialties
Chicago Heights
711 Jefferson Highway
Audio Enterprises
Metairie
202 Halsted
Audio Resource
DeKalb
108 Bonnabell Ave
Audio Plus
New Orleans
866 W. Lincoln Hwy
Wilson Audio
Downers Grove
8001 Maple St
Rosine Audio Inc
4240 Elm Street
MAINE
Evanston
Scarborough
Chicago Main Newsstand New England Music
860 Chicago Ave
424 Paine Rd
Highland Park
Ranima Classical Music
MARYLAND
493 Roger Williams Ave
Baltimore
Lisle
Soundscape
Sound Choice
406 W Cold Spring Lane
2791 Maple Ave
Laurel
C K Audio
ACJinhtero
11605 Basswood Drive
1313 South Street
Naperville
MASSACHUSETTS
Quintessence Audio Ltd
Arlington
20 West Jefferson St.
Audio Vision
Rockford
1060 Mass. Ave
Absolute Audio
Boston
4227 Maray Drive
Audio Studio
Skokie
303 Newbury
Soundstage Audio
Encore Audio
4525 Oakton
225 Newbury Street
Springfield
The Listening Studio
The King's Stereo
23 Stiltrigs St
1275 W. Wabash, Ste S
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard Street
INDIANA
Cambridge
Carmel
0 Audio
Sound Pro
95 Vassar Street
2146 East 116th Street
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Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Road
Northampton
Custom Audio
183 Main St
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St
MICHIGAN
Bad Axe
Grewe Systems Ltd
112 S. Port Crescent
Dewitt
Jemstone
603 Dartmouth Box 240
Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastern Ave SE
Lansing
Great Lakes Audio
502 N. Harrison
Muskegon
Stereo Showcase
3100 Hensy
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 North Woodward Ave.
Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Court Street
Swartz Creek
Audio House
4304 Brayan Drive
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave. South
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon Place
St, Paul
House of High Fidelity
157 N. Snelling Ave
In Concert
165 Western Ave North
MISSOURI
Buffalo
Audio Doctor
1518 W Commercial
Kansas City
Sound Advice
8215 Grand Ave
St. Louis
Best Sound Inc
1131 S Brentwood Blvd
NEBRASKA
Omaha
Audio Additives
12809 S. 29th Street
NEVADA
Las Vegas
R P Miller Audio
1505 West Oakey
Reno
Audio Plus
5000 Smithndge Dr
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Hanover Audio Inc.
5S. Main St
Nashua
Re-Sound Inc.
402 Amherst St, Suite 310

Northfield
Sound Inc
900 Tilton Rd
Portsmouth
Soundsmith
43 Pleasant Street
Somersworth
Crossover Audio
10 Taies Brook Road
NEW JERSEY
East Brunswick
Atlantic Stereo
636 Route 18
Franklin Lakes
Franklin Lakes Stereo
792 Franklin Ave
Millburn
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex Street
Morristown
Sight and Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
Paramus
Leonard Radio
160 Route 17
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave.
Tom's River
Rands Camera Hi Fi
1841 Hooper Ave
Trenton
Hal's Stereo
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave.
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
3Grand Avenue
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul N.E.
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery N.E
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Drive
Downtown Subscription
130 W. Palace
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo
NEW YORK
Albany
Clark Music Audio
Wolf Road Park
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E. Main Street
BInghampton
JSG Audio
1437 Front Street
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main Street
Stereo Emporium
3407 Delaware
Colonie
Mom's Music Systems
1593 Central Ave
Goshen
Long Player Stereo
60 N. Church Street
Huntington Station
Audio Breakthrough
129 Route 110

ELECTROCOMPAMET

If music really matters
AUDIOPHILE NEWS BULLETIN #4: .Let's talk about reliability. Let's be
candid about a problem that causes criticism of many high-end component
producers. That complaint holds that the cost of high-end equipment should
assure the customer of long term reliabilty. It should, but it sometimes does
not. And then there are those expensive shipping costs and long waits before
the repaired unit is returned. Electrocompaniet addressed those problems headon when it recently upgraded both the topology and quality control of its
products and began to introduce some new ones. Notable is the new AW200
amplifier which can easily handle those "impossible to drive" full range ribbon
or electrostatic speakers. Proof of Electrocompaniet's (otal commitment to
reliability is their full FIVE YEAR WARRANTY covering parts and labor—a
guarantee virtually unparalleled in this industry. Not only that, but in the
unlikely event any of your EC units requires fast service, EC has factoryauthorized service stations, fully-stocked with replacement parts, conveniently
located near you.

30 Snowflake Road, Huntingdon Valley, P.4 19006

• (2151 357-7858

SOLE U.S.A. & CANADA DISTRIBUTOR

STRAIGHTER THAN THE REST
MUSIC RIBBON 16
.14A
.11A .12A.11A 0A-

MUSIC RIBBON 32
THE MUSIC CONDUCTOR

OKs

111s

tilz

Ms

Ink

2011s

IMPEDANCE VS. FREQUENCY OF 10 FT. SPEAKER CABLES

Several other cable manufacturers claim to provide sonically neutral and
accurate products. TOO BAD THEY HAVEN'T BEEN STRAIGHT WITH YOU
STRAIGHT WIRE designs and manufactures the only cables that conduct all
audible frequencies uniformly. We support our claims of accurate phase and
amplitude response with measured data and controlled listening tests. NO ONE
ELSE CAN!
We now introduce anew series of cables far more expensive than our existing
products. We are confident that they adhere to our value concept, outperforming all other cables...regardless of price.
"THE MUSIC CONDUCTOR" (TMC series)
Speaker Cable ($10.00/ft.) and I
nterconnect ($145.00/meter pair) are our ultimate statement in audio cable design.
Both utilize concentric tubular conductors of separately insulated OFC strands
to provide the most uniform response
through perfect dynamic symmetry of
electromagnetic and electrostatic fields.

MUSIC RIBBON 32 ($5.00/ft.) & MR-16
($2.50/ft.) supercede the widely acclaimed MR-24 and MR-12 as the leader in
performance per dollar and versatility
among speaker cables. Refinements
include even more accurate tonal balance, superior soundstaging and focus,
and greater low-frequency weight and
extension.

P.O. BOX 78 • HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA 33022 • (305) 925-2470
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Bailey's Crossroads
Audio Buys
5177 Leesburg Pike
Skyline Mall
Danville
Aeolian Products Svcs
215 Main Street

Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Lynbrook
American Audiophile
373 Sunrise Hwy

Shelby
RHODE ISLAND
Sound Advice-Custom Stereo Providence
1180 Scenic Drive
Ocean State Audio
Wilmington
304 Thayer Street
Atlantic Audio
4127 Oleander Drive
SOUTH CAROLINA

Manhasset
Audio Breakthrough
1534 Northern Blvd
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Highway
Mount Kisco
Fox and Sutherland
15 South Moger Ave
New York City
Audio Breakthrough
199 Amsterdam Ave
Leonard Radio
55 West 44th Street
Lyric Hi -Fi Inc
1221 Lexington Avenue
and 2005 Broadway
Stereo Exchange
687 Broadway
Sound by Singer
165 East 33rd

OHIO
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
9464 Montgomery Road
Pete's News Shop
308 Ludlow Ave
Sotenc Audio
4611 Montgomery
Stereo Lab
11419 Princeton Rd
and 4582 Montgomery

Greenville
Sound Source
941 Haywood Road
Wise Audio
1001 N Pleasantburg Dr
Suite B
West Columbia
Upstairs Audio
200 Meeting St

Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad Street

TENNESSEE

Columbus
Custom Stereo Electronics
1391 South Hamilton Road

Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave

Virginia Beach
Digital Sound, Inc
6519 College Park Sq

Dayton
Audio Etcetera
3864 Dayton Xenia Rd

TEXAS

Rochester
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander

Findlay
Audio Specialties
229 North Main St

Roslyn
Select Sound
1345 Old Northern Blvd

Heath
Threshold Audio
409 S. 22nd St.
Kettering
Hauer Music
3140 Far Hills Ave

Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc
590 Central Park Avenue
Smithtown
Audio Enjoyment
11 Caroline Ave
Syracuse
Superior Sight and Sound
2780 Ene Blvd East
Thornwood
Definitive Hi Fi
920 Sherman Ave
Wappinger Falls
Sound Odyssey Inc
55 Route 9
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Highway
White Plains
Harvey Electronics
236 East Post Road
Lyric Hi Fi
146 East Post Road
Woodside
Leonard Audio
69-34 51st Avenue

Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W Dublin Granville Rd

Miamisburg
Stereo Showcase
Prestige Plaza 5
Sandusky
Audio Force
521 E Perkins Ave
S. Euclid
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
13861 Cedar Road
Toledo
Audio Center
1546 Alexis Road
Jamiesons'
3417 Dorr Street
OREGON
Beaverton
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th
Grants Pass
Casey Distributing Co.
1201 Jaymes Dr.

Amarillo
Sound Systems Ltd
2502 Paramount
Austin
Audio File
9041 Research 0200
Austin Booksellers
2200 Guadalupe
Cochran Corp
2830 Real Street
Beaumont
Beaumont Sound
5925 Phelan
Omni Sound
4833 Keller Springs
Preston Trail Audio
17390 Preston Road 0320
Dallas
Audio Abode
5526 Dyer #1119
Krystal Clear Audio
5330 Longview
El Paso
Soundquest Inc
6800 Gateway East 1D
Houston
Audio Prophiles
4532 Hwy 6 North
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Highway
San Antonio
Bill Case Sound
4319 Medical Dr #106
Concert Sound
7103A Blanco Road

Fredericksburg
Contemporary Sounds
1236 Jefferson Davis Hwy
Leesburg
High C Stereo
212 East Market St

WASHINGTON
Seattle
Bulldog News
4142 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
The How To Do
Anything Store
209 Broadway East
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
Spokane
Hal's Stereo
W 313 Sprague Ave
Tacoma
The Stereo Shoppe
11007 Bridgeport Way SW
Walla Walla
Tiger Todd Productions
1509 E Isaacs
WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
Sound Investments Inc
467 High Street
Video Den
148 High Street

WISCONSIN
Cudahy
Cudahy News Hobby
4758 S Packard Ave
Glendale
Sound Investments
2500 W Silver Spring Dr
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon IAudio
2031 W Grand Ave

UTAH
NORTH CAROLINA
Chapel Hill
Select Audio Systems
1502 Smith Level Rd
Charlotte
Sound Systems
3748 East Independence Blvd
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Road
Greensboro
The Book Collection
117 N Greene Street
Sound Systems
2148 Lawndale
Hendersonville
Pro Sound Co
1322 Ashville Highway
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
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PENNSYLVANIA
Butler
Audiophile Accessories
119 E Wayne Street
Hershey
Stereo Barn
251 W Chocolate Ave
Philadelphia
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 North 3rd
Discovery Discs
3417 Spruce St
PUERTO RICO
Puerto Nuevo
Laser Sound
de Diego Ave #272
Rio Piedras
On Top Audio
332-8 Ave Jesus T. Punero

Ogden
The Hi Fi Shop
2236 Washington Blvd

CANADA

Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Drive
Discriminator Music
1788 S 1100 East

Calgary
KW Audio
1039 17th Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St

VERMONT
Burlington
City Stereo
207 College St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
VIRGINIA
Alexandria
Excalibur
323 S. Washington

ALBERTA

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Coguitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Vancouver
Big Bird Audio Visual
740 Manne Dr.
British Sound
2423 Granville St.
Music Works
4740 Main At

2(0

HIGHER PERFORMANCE -McLICOMŒB
Although unfamiliar to some audiophiles,
Orpheus has been designing and
manufacturing loudspeakers since 1978. A
great deal of our research has been devoted
to phase and time analysis and its
relationship to cabinet/crossover designs.
driver interaction, distortion, diffraction
effects and most importantly, imaging and
soundstaging. The 808 is the culmination
of this research, and the knowledge
gathered from our previous loudspeakers —
the S505 mini and the model 8. Using the
finest components and materials. each 808
is hand-built to achieve aHIGHER level of
performance and quality. Experience it.
44 1/
2 x 15 1
/
2 x8
1
/
2
51400/pr.
NEW YORK AUDIOPHILES

Audition the 808 in our private
listening/reference room. Jour our
unique workshop. Come discover the
magic of Orpheus.
ORPHEUS
87 S. 6th St.. Locust Valley, NY 11560

(516) 676-5082

OMNI
SOUND
For the sound mind.

DALLAS, TEXAS
214/931 6664
4833 Keller Springs Road (75248)

ASC Tube Traps
Audible Illusions
Audioquest
Chicago Speaker Stand
Clearaudio
Duntech
Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology
Forte' Audio
Grado
Harman-Kardon
Kimber Kable
LAST
Martin-Logan
MIT
Monster Cable
Nifty Gritty
Onkyo
Proton
PS Audio
Rowland Research
SOTA
Souther
Spectrum
Spica
SME
Thiel
Threshold

Stereophile

LOWER
SUBWOOFER
DISTORTION
VMPS manufactures three low cost.
high performance Subwoofers designed
to fulfill every audiophile's particular
requirements for bass extension, physical size, and first octave output levels.
The 3.5f t3 Smaller Subwoofer
($229ea kit, $299ea assem) features
92d8/W/1m input sensitivity, -3d8
points of 28Hz and 600 Hz, and THD not
exceeding 1.5% for 1W drive. Our
highly acclaimed Original Subwoofer
($299ea kit, $375ea assem) achieves a
-3d8 point of 19Hz, with 94d8/ 1VV/ 1m
sensitivity and 0.5%THD/1W in an
enclosure of only 5.6f t
3 total volume.
The 8.25ft 3 Larger Subwoofer, with
its -3d8 point of 17Hz, 95d8/1W/ 1m
sensitivity, and 0.4T/0 THO /1W drive,
provides performance unsurpassed by
any competitor, and approached only by
one or two regardless of price. As noted
audio writer E. Brad Meyer comments in High Fidelity (Ap 87): "Everyone who makes a subwoofer claims
that it goes cleanly down to 16Hz. We
carried around Eat Winter CES) an
organ CD with plenty of bass below
25Hz to test these claims and heard
many interesting excuses when they
didn't stand up. Two speakers did the
lob: one was the Nelson Reed ProSystern, whose woofers sell for $1200ea.
... The other was the Larger VMPS
Subwoofer, available for $549ea
assembled or $439ea in kit form."
Hear VMPS at the dealers listed below,
or write for brochures and test reports
Other models include the MiniTower
Il ($329ea kit, $439ea assem), the
Tower II ($439ea kit, $599ea assem),
the Super Tower/ R ($699ea kit,
$969ea assern), and the 6ft tall, 300lb
Super Tower 11a/R, now available in a
Special Edition with premium tweeters,
crossovers and wiring for $1399$1499ea kit, $1838-$1938ea assem.
Kits are supplied with fully assembled
cabinets and all prices include free shipping in USA.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS

div. ltone Audio
3412 Eric Ct El Sobrante CA 94803
(415) 222 4276

MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne Si S

NEW BRUNSWICK
Fredricton
Magic Forest Music Store
546 Queen St

NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morns St

ONTARIO
Hamilton
Globe Audio
552 vy Upper James St
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
London
Multi-Mag
116 Dundas Street
The Power Station
1073 Wellington Rd S.
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
160 Bruyere Unit 7
Euphonics
687 Bank Street
Stereo Trading Post
242 V2 Bank St
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St. N
Richmond Hill
Linear Sound
10176 Yonge St
Toronto
Audio Empire
1011 Albion Road
Classic Audio
1894 Lawrence Ave E
Great National Sound
402 Queen St. W.
High End Audio
2216A Queen St. E.
Pages Bookstore
256 Queen St. W
Thorn Audio Video
770 Queen St E
Waterloo
Sound Stage
56 Regina St. N.
Whitby
Whitby Audio
400 Dundas St. W

Ste-Foy
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St

AUSTRALIA
Thornbury, Victoria
Audio 0 Imports
649 Burwood Road
Hawthorn 3122

ENGLAND
Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane

HONG KONG
Aeroplax Limited
Room 201 Canton House
54-56 Queen's Road Central
The Sound Chamber
Suite 1001. Dina House
11 Duddell Street

ICELAND
125 Reykjavik
Stein, HF, S Danielsson
Skulagata 61

ITALY
Lucca, 55100
Sound Music
Via Mazzarosa 125

NEW ZEALAND
Christchurch
Dunce Engineering
PO Box 2650

NORWAY
N-0134 Oslo 1
Audio Import Ltd
Box 9193 Vaterland

TAIWAN
Taipei
Taitu Electronics
Chung Ching South Road

QUEBEC

THAILAND

Longueull
Paquin Audio
985 Rue Cure Poirier O.

Bangkok
Future Land
496-502 Amann Plaza
3rd Floor, Ploechit Rd

Montreal
B N. Sound Studio
6891 Rue St. Hubert
Cinqphonie
6479 Rue Beaubien E
Kebecson
6555 Rue St. Denis

WEST GERMANY
6 Frankfurt/M. 56
Audio International
Gonzenheimer SD. 2b

Hear VMPS at The Listening Studio. Boston. Par Troy
Sound, Parsippany NJ. Audio by Caruso, Miami Fi
Dynamic Sound, Washington DC. Arthur Morgan. Altamonte Springs Fi,The Long Ear. Coeur d'Alene. Id.Shadow
Creek Ltd, Minneapolis Mn. Mountaineer Telephone
Beckly WV. Efficient Stereo, Torrance Ca. Reference
Sound, Eagle Rock Ca. Ulumate Sound, San Francisco Ca.
Sounds Unique. San Jose Ca. Custom Audio. Novato Ca.
Eclectic Audio. Livermore Ca. 'tone Audio. El Sobrante Ca
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SIMPLY, THE BEST.
The BEST Audio Equipment.
•AR •Acoustat •Adcom
•Alphason •Apogee
•Audible Illusions •Audio Research
•Bang &Olufsen •B&K •B&W
•Counterpoint •Dahlquist
•Eminent Technology •Grado
•Hafler •Janis •Koetsu •Live Wire
•Magnavox •Monster/Alpha
•NAD •Nakamichi •NEC
•Polk Audio •PS Audio
•Shure/Ultra •Signet •Spendor
•Stax •Straight Wire •Systemdex
•Thorens •Ultra •VPI •Yamaha
The BEST Video Equipment.
•NEC •Canon •Kloss NovaBeam
•Sony •Pioneer •NAD •Proton
•Magnavox •Shure •Yamaha
The BEST Service.
Delivery and custom installation

available from all three stores.
Technician on premises in New York
City location.
The BEST Advice.
Our personable staff is not composed
of "Sales People," but of long time
"Audiophiles" who love MUSIC as
much as you do.
The BEST Locations.
199 Amsterdam Ave.
New York City 212-595-7157
1534 Northern Blvd.
Manhasset 516-627-7333
129 Route 110
Huntington Sta. 516-423-7755
All locations open late Monday,
Thursday, Friday, all day Sunday.

Audio Breakthroughs
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AUDIO MART
'Cates, Private, 50 cents per word no minimum; ommercial $1.25 per word, $45.00 minimum. Multiple insertions must be prepaid; we do not bill for Audio Mart. Visa or MasterCard
accepted; send card number and expire date with ad. Send classified ads to: Stereophile,
Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502. Ads must be received for
Volume 10, Number 5by June 12, 1987; for Volume 10, Number 6by July 13, 1987.
SIDEREALKAP. The SiderealKap was designed from
its inception to be the finest sounding capacitor
available for audio today. Find out what the music
lover's capacitor doesn't sound like. Call (610)
722-7707 or write to Sidereal Akustic, 1060 Outrigger Way, Oceanside, CA 92054. Free literature
and information upon request. Dealer inquiries
invited.

BECAUSE OF MOBILE FIDELITY, Sheffield Lab,
Reference Recordings and Wilson Audio, audiophiles can choose to hear the finest recordings
available. Sound Advice appreciates these quality
oriented organizations and the quality of our
customers also. Thank you! Sound Advice, (816)
361-2713 for catalog. UHQRs, out-of-prints, some
Nautilus, etc.

KLYNE SK-5 PREAMP, $1995; SK-1 pre-preamp,
$140; Counterpoint SAI preamp, $600; SA2 prepreamp, $425; NYAL 600 amp, $900; Audio Research D79B amp, $1395; B&W 801F2 speakers,
$1295; Linn Sondek LP-12 turntable, $450; Breuer
Arm, $390; Miyabi Ivory cartridge, $498. (509)
946-1529 evenings, West Coast.

NEW ENGLAND AUDIOPHILES, Stereophile sound
at reasonable prices. Acoustat, Adcom, AIWA, Apature, Chicago, Fried, Grado, Hafler, JBL TI, 'Umber
1Cable, Parasound, Paradigm, Sonographe, Spectrum, Spica, Sutniko, more. HBS Stereo Systems,
237 First St., Pittsfield, MA 02101. (413)443-3434.

ELECTRON TUBE SALE: Matched pairs, 12AX7,
12BH7, 6FQ7, 6L6GC, EL34, KT-88, 6550A. 4000
types stocked, since 1947. GE, Amperes, itlefunken, Gold Lion (original), Sylvania. Military grade,
same day shipping. Write or call for prices: ARS
Electronics, 7110 DeCelis Place, PO. Box 7323Dept Se Van Nuys, CA 91406. In California, 800422-4277. Outside California, 800-422-4250.
SALES—MONSTER CABLE. If you are energetic,
hard working and love audio, we need you! Small,
fast growing audio accessories company is looking
for bright sales minded individuals for management
positions. Insert your ideas in sales, marketing
strategies. Must be familiar w /audio industry and
have sales exp. Growth opportunities abound. Call
Julie at (415)777-1355 between 2-4 pm Pacific
Standard Time.
KLYNE SK-I MC PRE-PREANIP, mint, $185. NAK
BX-1 cassette deck, 2 head, black, perfect, $165.
(619)223-2941 California.
OUT-OF-PRINT MOBILE FIDELITY and other
brands at wholesale cost; also direct to disc, Japanese pressings. Cbad, 213 South 2nd, Apt. 3, Salina,
KS 67401. (913)825-8609.
MAGNAN INTERCONNECTS: an ultimate, handmade cable, unique patent pending design. Free
literature incl. price list. oaf Audio, PO. Box
42187, Point Mugu, CA 93042. (805)484-9544.
SME TYPE V, brand new in box, $1395. Sumiko Virtuoso Boron, also brand new in box, $600. Call
Neal evenings, weekends (408)723-7110 (CA) PST,
or leave message.
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Reduce wear and static, improve tracking. See
Audio Cheapskate review December 1986. $21.95
per kit. Check or MO to Rozoil Lubricant Ca, Box
19003, Las »gas, NV 89132.

Stereophile

NAKAMICHI OMS -7 $900, CA-5 $400, ST-7 $400,
Dragon $1100. DBX 10/20 equalizer, $500; 4BX
range expander, $300; 224X tape noise reducer,
$125; 400X program route selector, $100. Stax SRLambda earphones, $150; SRD-X headphone jack
adaptor, $65; Fosgate 3601 surround sound, $350;
Carver digital time lens, $100. (305)583-4934
evenings.
AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS AT WHOLESALE COST.
Brands like Mobile Fidelity, Nautilus, Sweet Thunder.
Running out of good titles fast. Example MFSL
Stones collection, $174; UFIQRs $25. Cbad Kassem, 213 S. 2nd, Apt. 3, Salina, KS 67401. (913)
825-8609.
AFFORDABLE HIGH-END IN BOSTON. "Best in
Boston," said Consumer Electronics Magazine.
Apature, Aragon, British Fidelity, Creek, Fried,
Grace, Grado, Luxman, Mirage, Mordaunt-Short,
Parasound, Spendor. Used components bought and
sold. Encore! Audio, 225 Newbury Street, Boston,
MA 02116. (617)236-4646.
SPICA, B&K, MUSICAL CONCEPTS & MODS, Superphon, Chicago Stands, Straight Wire, Echo-Muffs,
Others. Competitive pricing. Serving Indiana and
areas without product representation. Auditions by
appointment. Mobile Recording Company, Carmel,
IN 46032. (317)846-0766 eves & weekends.
AUDIO BEST: LA, Orange, San Bernardino, California.
Demonstrates preamp best buys: conrad Johnson,
Audible Illusions, PS, Adcom, Superphon, B&K,
Moscode, Music Reference. CD best buys: Sonographe, PS, Audioquest. Also Acoustat, Palantir,
Spica, Spectrum, Rauna, Soundlab, Velodyne, Premiere, Grado, Alphason, Garrott, vdHul, MIT,
Monster, Randall, Straight Wire. (714)861-5413, by
appointment.
STEREOPHILE MAGAZINE ORIGINAL COPIES:
'plumes Ithru V. All or separatelerry, (414)421-4630.
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There is a talent
t>
required to create music.
11
4
/
e
There is, also, a talent
required to create exceptional
music systems.
•o

1912B Round Barn Rd.
Champaign, IL 61821
217-356-5456

Glee,
Poors

Ideo

We tell the truth.

106 E. Beaufort
Normal, IL 61761
309-454-1493

Another Reason Inc. Magazine Named
Austin The #1 Hot Spot In The U.S.

uchbgle
FEATURES
Adcom •Athena •Audioquest •California Audio Labs •Conrad Johnson •CWD •
Dual •Fosgate •Grado •Janis •Kimber Cable •Last •Luxman •Magnepan •Martin
Logan •Mirage •MIT •Mod Squad •Monster Cable •NAD •Nakamichi •Nitty
Gritty •Ortofon •Proton •Sonance •Sota •Spectrum •Spica •Straight Wire •
Sumiko •Systemdek •Threshold •Th iel •Tube Traps •Vandersteen •VPI

•we turn any budget into music
•professional sales staff

•monthly newsletter
•complete service department

(The best sights &sounds in clavas
(512) 834-0244

Mon. Thru Sat. 10a. m. To 7p.m.
Sun. 1p.m. To 6p.m.

9041 RESEARCH #200 AT BURNET ROAD AUSTIN, TEXAS 78758
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FOR SALE: AR TURNTABLE W/ARM, mint condition, still under warranty, 1250. Call (815)223-5490.
SOTA STAR SAPPHIRE TURNTABLE, oak finish
with vacuum clamping & electronic flywheel, complete with SME V tonearm & Alchemist Ill high output moving coil cartridge. (Ilirntable & arm were
featured in June, 1986 issue of Audio.) Entire unit
was purchased in August, 1986 and rarely used.
Original purchase price 14200, will sell for 12400.
Brand new condition. Call (914)934-2056 anytime
UNDERGROUND SOUND HAS PURCHASED the
remaining quantity of AR ETL-1 top of the line
armless turntables (retail 1700). The ETL-1 consists
of push button electronic speed control, outboard
power supply, counter balanced subchassis, sapphire bearing, heavy zinc platter system. Once in a
lifetime buy, $345 while supply lasts. The MAS 282
tonearm matched with this turntable, $169. We
recommend the Garrott P77 cartridge. Call for
more details, modifications, and price. Underground Sound, 2125 Central Ave., Memphis, TN
38104. (901)272-1275.
SONUS CARTRIDGE OWNERS! Looking for a replacement stylus? Call 1(800)243-2673. Also complete reconditioning of all Sonus cartridges with a
new 2year factory warranty. Pixoff refills available.
Ask us about literature on Audio Pro.
PERREAUX 2150B AMP, 200 watts per side, bridgeable, factory updated March 87, 1675; Nyal Super
It, 1month old, $135; DBX 224-DS, $100; all mint.
Ezra, (803)327-4849, any time.

AUDITION NESTOROVIC LOUDSPEAKERS and
electronics along with other premier quality high
end audio equipment at Alpha One High Fidelity,
Inc, 5016 North Bipelo 71drrs, Wilmington, Delaware 19808. Call or write for appointment. Tel.
(302)738-3681, 7ivx. 910-240-7788, Fax. 302239-2904.
LARGE JBL SPEAKERS with powered subwoofer,
model L212, 4-way system consisting of two 38"
high 3-way floor standing speakers and one subwoofer, excellent sound loud or soft. Cost new
$2200, for sale, $875. Call CT (203)469-2121 days,
(203)397-8266 weekends & evenings.
BUYING PRECISION MATCHED TUBES is usually
considered asound concept, and when acompany
offers not only matching in aconventional sense,
but tube characteristic curve tracing and a30 day
return for full refund, this company takes tubing
seriously and our prices will surprise you. We are
Audio Resource 108 Bonnabel Blvd., Metairie, LA
70005. Catalog (504)833-6942. Visa/MC.
INFINITY RS IIBs, one year old, mint condition,
12100 or best offer. (717)374-2106.
MERRILL MODS. AR: (A11)--Acrylic lead outer platter with clamping ring, $135; acrylic subchassis,
$95; replacement motor, 165; spindle, $25; spring
kit, $8; and more. Linn: acrylic lead outer platter
with clamping ring, $135; acrylic arm board, $48;
acrylic subchassis with integrated arm board, $185.
Underground Sound, 2125 Central Ave, Memphis,
TN 38104. (901)272-1275.

Diva
always
leaves
something
oremember
her by!
You can't help but remember asoft and subtle voice like Diva's. Lord knows how.
but it stays with you. Sultry and sad or burning with desire....it really doesn't matter.
It's no sin to be seduced by a siren this pure, a moan this plaintive or a shout so
riveting! Call us today and ask for Diva. Apogee's newest ribbon of pleasure. We
promise you'll love what she has to say!
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Adcom + Apogee + AR + Aragon + Audioquest + Belles
B&W + California Audio + Carnegie + C-J + CIND
Duntech + ET + FMS + Jadis + JSE + Koetsu + Krell
Krell•Reference + Kyocera + Lurne" + Meitner + Melos
Meridian + Mission + MIT + Pro Ac + SME IV & V
Souther + Spica + Sumiko + Veritas + VPI

1060 Massachusetts Ave., Arlington, MA 02174 617 648-HIFI
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FINALLY...
ASERVICE CENTER
FOR MUSIC LOVERS

OXCALIBUR
TECHNICAL
SERVICES

If Music is Important

The Last Great
$399 Preamp?
Announcing the exclusive limited edition
Superphon Revelation Basic Dual Mono PLUS'

The Original Superphon Revelation Basic Dual Mono
was hailed in Stereophe (Vol. 8. No 5) as "one of the
greatest preamps ever produced and one of the greatest
audio products ever made" Ken Kessler. in Britain's Hi
Fi News (2/871 called it "one of the very best preamps
around" for under $1500
Audio Advisor. Inc has bought up the first, last and
only production run of the Revelation Basic Dual M0110
PLUS!!! Not sold elsewhere, it features asingle volume
control, balance control (new), and lower gain for the
high-level input gain to better match CD players The
standard Revelation Dual Mono last listed at $45900
Our exclusive Dual Mono PLUS is yours for $399 A
limited number will be made Satisfaction guaranteed
Order now! Shipping: $695 within continental LIS

C
,6'c-3

CHARGE IT, VISA /MC /AMEX

(616) 451-3868

SPECIALIZING

audio
advisor; inc
225 Oakes SW •Grand Rapids. Ml 49503

IN THE
MAINTENANCE,
RESTORATION
AND IMPROVEMENT
OF QUALITY

AUDIO
COMPONE
NTS

2817N DORR AVE.
FAIRFAX, VA 22031

703-698-7181

Best Sellers SL
Hard-to-Find
Accessories
1. Audioquest (AO) Tonearm Lifted
2. AO Super Reflex Clamp (Dekin)
3. AO Sorbethane Mat
4. AO Sorbethane Foot
5.
Set of Four
6. AO Sorbethane Sheet 6"x 6"
7. AC Record Brush
8. AO Wonder Solder-15 ft.
9. DB Systems Protrac
10. Sumiko HS-12 Headshell
11. Sumiko PIB-1 Cable Adapter
12. Sumiko Flux Buster FB -1
13. Sumiko TWEEK-Extra Special
14. Sumiko Acrylic Mat
15. Sumiko Reflex Clamp
16. Mod Squad CD Damper
17. Tip Toes/Counterfeet
18. VPI HW-5db "Magic Brick"
19, Terk 9500 FM Indoor Antenna
20. Magnavox CDB-650 CD Player
21. N.Y.A.L. Moscode Super It
Shipping one item
Each additional item

39.50
39.50
29.50
8 95
34.50
12.50
6 95
12.50
24.50
29.50
59.50
114.50
999
54.50
44.50
23.50
CALL
34.50
69.50
349.00
199.00
395
125

CHARGE IT! VISA /MC /AMEX

(616) 451-3868
Ec3,---c
«,audio
advisor, inc

225 Oakes SW •Grand Reds, Mi 49503
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AUDIO RESOURCE is an authorized McIntosh
dealer and service agent utilizing five technicians,
each specialists in their own field, including two
local professors who are PhD's in electrical engineering. We have access to consulting with all
McIntosh Laboratory engineers and a laboratory
facility with over $100,000 of sophisticated diagnostic and analyzing equipment. We offer refurbishing or modification on almost all tube electronics, from "vintage" McIntosh, Marantz, Citation, Fisher, etc. to modifications that will supress
the maintenance appetite of even the hungriest ARC
or CJs. We can quiet a noisy solid state amp or
preamp or provide optimized FM alignment. Performed by Dr. lérry Reimer, this procedure will
yield results far surpassing performance limits
regarding sensitivity, selectivity, and THD set forth
by their manufacturers. All work is guaranteed.
Audio Resource, 108 Bonnabel Blvd., Metairie, LA
70005. Catalog (504)833-6942. Visa/MC.
PRO AC STUDIO 3S, modified for bi-wiring, 81250/
pair; Snell Type A Ils, walnut, $875/pr; Nakamichi
Dragon w /remote, 8950; Audio Research SP-7,
$525; Luxman PD-300 (belt drive) turntable, $450;
Grace tonearm, 875; Syrinx PU -3 tonearm, $275;
Yamaha CD-2 CD player, $250; Revox B225 CD
player, $450; (702)452-3644 NV
FREE HIGH END KIT CATALOG. Power amplifiers,
preamps (tube/ic/JFET), active crossovers (tube/ic).
Resista ±1% MF Resistors, Gold RCA connectors,
Mogami cables. Old Colony Sound, Box 2435,
Peterborougb, NH 03458.

GOETZ SYSTEMS IS BUILDING anew loudspeaker.
It possesses Goetz Systems' usual clarity, truthfulness, and impeccable imaging, along with the solid
authority of an 18-inch woofer to achieve its very
high efficiency. For more information call (404)
441-2190 or (712)596-7653.
NEW REVOLUTIONARY RECORD CLEANER,
8145. Equals Nitty Gritty /VPI. Powerful vacuum,
guaranteed results, 15 day trial. New steel bricks,
audio spikes, and record sleeves. Factory direct
pricing. No dealers. Record Doctor; 1313 Nortb
Grand #388, Walnut, CA 91789.
AUDIO CLASSICS buys-sells-trades McIntosh,
Marantz ('llabe), conrad johnson, Audio Research,
and other precision audio components. Free catalog. 8am-5pm EST Mon.-Fri., POB 176S, Walton,
NY 13856. (607)865-7200.
REVOLUTIONARY NEW WELL TEMPERED table
and arm, Sonographe, VPI, Eminent Technology,
Acoustat Spectra-3, Rowland Research, PS Audio,
van den Hul, Magnum Dynalab, Respons, Kindel,
JSE, Spica, MIT, lumber. Great Lakes Audio, 502 N.
Harrison, E. Lansing, MI 48823. (517)332-8577.
MC/Visa, auditions by appointment.
HIGH DEFINITION TRANSMISSION LINE and
bookshelf speaker systems, superfast rieoflex woofers,
inverted fiberglass dome tweeters, highest quality
crosovers. Nonresonant cabinets, superbly handcrafted, reasonably priced. Write TNT Lines, 137
Mesa Verde, Santa Fe, NM 87501 or pbone (505)
988-2585.

We've Got S
LI 1•11 C)
That SIP' EA IKS For Itself
Spectral • Conrad Johnson • SOTA s Boston • Magnepan •
• Monster • Velodyne • Pierre Lurne • Kloss • SME • Adcom
Xylophile •B&W •Nakamichii •Grado •LAST •Nitty Gritty •Duntech
QUAD • Madrigal Carnegie is Stax • Infinity •Kyocera •Thorens
Thiel • M&K • NAD • Onkyo Grand Integra • Entec • PS Audio

Serving The Audio Community With
Fine EQUIPMENT And SERVICE Since 1968.

1001CUST0.11
ELEMIONIICS
7511 Pacific • Omaha, Nebraska 68114 • (402) 397-4434
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THE BEAT GOES ON
•
•
•
•
•

Audioquest
B&K Components
Convergent Audio
Counterpoint
Eminent Technology

• Grado Labs
• Harman/Kardon

•
•
•
•
•

Koetsu
Magnum
MIT Cables
Mod Squad
Nifty Gritty

• Oracle
• Polyphasors

•
•
•
•
•

Rauna
Rowland
SME V
Sota
Spica

•
•
•
•
•

• Stax
• Straightwire

Superphon
Tube Traps
Vacuum Tube Logic
van den Hul
Vandersteen

• Virtuoso
• Well Tempered Lab

Please come and visit our
unconventional audio salon,
located between Los Angeles
and San Diego. New products
include Mod Squad 650 CD
player, Rowland Research
electronics and Sota Series Ill
turntables.

542 Coast Highway 101 • Leucadia, CA 92024
(619) 436-7692
Tuesday-Saturday 11 am to 6 pm
Call for your MUSICAL NOTES newsletter

•

II

Known by the company we keep.
MAJOR AUDIO
ADS
Audio Research
Bryston
Cambndge
Counterpoint
CWD
DBX
DCM
Duntech

Eagle
Eminent Technology
Grado Signature
Magnepan
Martin-Logan
Meitner Aucho
Meridian
Mission
MIT
Monster/Alpha

NAD
Nakamichi
Nelson-Reed
Oracle
SME
Signet
Sonographe
Snell
SOTA
Spica

Stax
Sumiko
Talisman
Tandberg
Thiel
Thorens
Threshold
VPI
Vandersteen
Velodyne

Wilson /WATT
Yamaha
VIDEO
NAD
NEC
Nova Beam
Pioneer
Sony
Yamaha
and more!

Modern Demo Facility, Specialty Accessories, Records and CDs
In-store Service, Custom Design Service, No Mail Orders Please

105 Whitney Ave., New Haven, CT 06510
Mon.,Tue.,Wed.,Fri.,10 6,Thurs.,10 -8,Sat.,10 -5,

l8

MC/VISA/AMEX/TAKE 5Charge
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MAGNEPLANAR MG11B, $599.99; JBL B380 Subwoofer with electronic crossover, $499.99; (914)
699-1574.
NAKAMICHI CA-7A CONTROL PREAMP, $1800;
OMS -7A11 compact disc player, $1100; CR -7 cassette deck, $1000. WAYNE (809)778-5821.
PS AUDIO 5.0, minimal use, $850. Consider trade
for tube preamp ci or ARC. (503)698-4044 after
5pm EST
DCM TF -2000 SPEAKERS, latest model; Adcom
555 amp; Belles XLM preamp; Sharp RT-350 auto
reverse cassette deck; all like new (215)567-4626 PA.
COUNTERPOINT SA-5.1, $950 or best offer; Counterpoint SA-7, best offer. (813)962-8555.
BRISSON/MIT CABLES; customized Athena polyphasors; MI-330 in any configuration, including
tonearm sets, WI3T locking RCA, and Cainac terminations for Goldmund and Levinson. Brisson hookup wire for audio constructors; MIT wiring harness
for Infinity RS-1; custom threaded Tiptoes for any
component; ASC lithe Maps, Wonder Caps & solder;
Resistas, connectors, etc.; $1 catalog. Michael Rimy,
Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937. (415)669-7181.
PRESTO AUDIO—SAN JOSE: Audible Illusions,
BEL, B&K, Superphon, Magnum Dynalab, JSE,
Palantir, VPI, Well itmpered, Monster Cable, Vertias, VDH MCIO, Grado, and Audiophile Recordings: EMI, Decca, Chando, Harrnonia Mundi, Wilson, Lyrita, RR, Sheffield, OPUS 3, Chesky, etc.
3125 Williamsburg Dr, CA 95117 (408)866-1738.

e

KIMBER
KABLE "

ACCLAIMED
BY STEREOPHILE
AND OTHERS AS A
LEADING CABLE
PRODUCT LINE. SEE
OUR NEW FLAT
CABLE WITH 100%
TEFLON INSULATION
SUITABLE FOR UNDER
THE CARPET INSTALLATION.

e

VECTOR ELECTRONICS SUPPLIES top quality
audio products at competitive prices. B&K components, amps, preamps; Cramolin; Goldbug cartridges; GE 6SSOA (matched pairs); India ECC83/
12AX7; Kimber ICable; Kevek speakers; Michell
turntables; Micro Seiki turntables, toneanns; Narniki
AC direction finder; Orsonic side force checker;
Sheffield Lab; Sonex; itchnics stylus force gauge;
lelefunken (original) ECC82/12AU7; Zeta tonearm.
Visa/MC/Amex. Please call for price quote: (503)
233-2603. Vector Electronics, Portland, Oregon.
HELLO HOUSTON! THE ESOTERIC EAR offers high
end audio—by appointment. Featuring: Cambridge
Audio, Superphon, Lazarus, Music Referenc-e, Melos,
VTL, C.A.T., VPI, Discrete Technology, Focus,
Merlin, Rauna, Martin Logan, Premier, Eminent
itchnology, SME, Audioquest, Talisman, and more.
Expert advice. (713)537-8108.
MAGNAN INTERCONNECTS: an ultimate, handmade cable, unique patent pending design. New improved Type III available. Free literature incl. price
list. DIM Audio, PO. Box 42187, Point Mugu, CA
93042. (805)484-9544.
CASH PAID for used audio equipment. We buy and
sell by phone—paying over blue book prices. The
Stereo 7kading Outlet, 320 Old York Road, Jenkintown, PA 19046 Call for highest quote (215)886-1650.
OUT OF PRINT hard to find audiophile records.
Mobile Fidelity-Nautilus, Sheffield, M&K, Super
Discs, and others. Free catalog. Bill, 1331 Cessna,
New Brighton, MN 55112, (612)639-0119.

"...the first CD player
to crack the Class 1
sound barrier"
-

International Audio Review "
J. Peter Moncneff

KINERGETICS KCD-20
Gold Series
Compact Disc Player

MUSICAL • ACCURATE • FLAT

DYNAMIC • FLEXIBLE • STABLE
VALUABLE (but not too expensive)
4 PR-$1 /ft. 4 VS-$1B0/ft. 4TC-$4/ft.
Dealer inquiries welcome.

Audition this technological
breakthrough at your
Kinergetics Dealer

KIMBER KABLE
2675 Industrial Drive
Ogden, Utah 84401
(801) 621-5530
Telex 286 229 "KIMBERKABLE -

Stereophile
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INERGE TICS
INCORPORATED ,

Reseda Blvd •Tarzana CA 91356 •18181 345.2851
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CHESKY Records
An Analogue Historical First
THE REINER RECORDINGS OFF THE
ORIGINAL 3 TRACK MASTERS ARE IN D

RN

NELSON-REED
LOUDSPEAKERS

CR4 Scheherazode: Reiner /Chicago Symphony.
Lp only S14.98
CRS The Pines 8. Fountains of Rome: Reiner /CSO.
Lp only $14.98
OTHER RELEASES Records & Compact Discs
CRI Berlioz: Symphonie Fantosticlue: The Royal

Philharmonic, Massimo Freccia, Conductor.
Lp only $1298

CR2 Rachmaninoff: Piano Concerto No. 2: Earl
Wild, Pianist, The Royal Philharmonic, Jascha
Horenstein, Conductor. Lp $12.98. Compact
Disc (CD2) with "Isle of the Dead" added
516.98
CR3 Sibelius: Symphony No, 2: The Royal
Philharmonic, Sir John Barbirolli, Conductor.
Lp. 512.98. Compact Disc (CD3) $1698.
Available in fine audio and record stores or direct
mail order.
Send check or money order plus $2.00 postage and
handling (add 85% tan in New York State)

EXCELLENCE REALIZED
15810 Blossom Hill Rd.

Send to

Chesky Records
P.O. Box 1268
Radio City Station
New York, New York 10101

Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 356-3633

Dealer inquines invited

a

4JD -ffi

D iLeCtory_QLSpe_tally_AuelQi:_)_galuu
p2.51,12 includes over 500 "Upper
Mid-Fr to extreme High-End "home
audio dealers from all 50 states. Each listing
includes the dealer's name, address, phone
number, and up to 42 brands of
equipment offered.
II is great to read about "High-End",
but it doesn't compare to the musical
excitement of auditioning it. For example: If
you have always wanted to hear the beauty
of a Virtuoso n SME V. Sota Star combination,

A2 is the best way to find the nearest
dealer for an audition.

The premier issue (spring -summer 87) is
available for immediate shipping.

ECHOMUFFS
A GREATER IMPROVEMENT
THAN GOING FROM A $600
TO A $6,000 AMPLIFIER
Echo-Muff sound absorbers behind
your speakers eliminate rear wall
reflections and

make a startling

im-

provement in tonal quality, imaging and
ECheck •
Send to

D-SAD
P.O. Box 33331
Austin, TX 78764

Viso/MC

Money Order

Qty
Shipping
TOTAL

resolution. They also allow near wall
placement. Simply the greatest improvement per dollar you can make in
your

system.

Ex Date

Signature

per

pair.

please

write

WATKINS ENGINEERING

Ph #

Name

1019 E. CENTER STREET
KINGSPORT, TN 37660

Address

220

$300

or call.

Card #

City
(oir.r,o allow 2rAs)

Under

For further information,

St

Zip

•patented

PHONE 16151 246-3701

Ya, may use abiark sheet
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NEW PRODUCTS: Superphon Revelation II preamp, five inputs. Compare it with any under $1000
preamp, $699; Superphon DM-220, 100 wpc, (et
inputs, dual mono, detailed and liquid, $899;
Musical Concepts CD, Level II, excellent at $495;
Level IV with regulated outboard power supply,
$795; Mod Squad 650, an outstanding player,
$1100; Sonrise Audio Cabinets, handcrafted and
elegant. Also:
Adcom, Mission CD, VPI,
Premier tonearms, Talisman Alchemist, Grado,
llama, Straight Wire van den Hul, Aural Symphonies.
Northwest Washington DC, near Metro. Evenings
and weekends by appointment. Audio Alternalives, (202)333-6557.
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER IV amp, $1850;
Hailer DH500 amp, $375; Beira Ill turntable (blank) ,
$275; Linn Ittok tonearm, $350; 2 RH Labs SBII
subwoofers, $250 each; RH Labs ABM crossover,
$195; cj Premier Ill preamp, $1895; cj Premier VI
head amp, $695; PS Audio IV H preamp, $350; all
mint. (409)835-0940.
PACWBURrlo

AUDIO
NOISE SUPPRESSOR

The choke of recording industry, archives and collectors
around the world
Three processors for reduction of transient end steady -Stale
noises Plus special features tor optimum reproduction Of old
records, lateral or vertical
Model 323A: $2,650
Write for literature to
P.O. 60e 335. Dewitt, NY USA 13214-0335
Tel.: (315)472-5644

SELECT
SOUND

Illatoric Roblyn
Long bdand. New York
(516) 464-9299

Offering the Finest Audio Values..
•Well Tempered Table 8. Arm
•Carnegie, Grado &MIR
•Redwood Revolver & Bullet
•AO & Kinergetics CO Players
•Kindel PLS-A Loudspeakers
•Spectrum Loudspeakers
•Kindel Purist Loudspeakers

•Mondial Aragon
•135K Components
•Ono BRotel HIF1
•OED, FMS &LiveWire
•Target ilBarzilay
•ASC Tube Traps
&other select lines

With the Finest Service & Setting
SELECT SOUND — Where you'll hod the purchase ol
music system to be an enjoyable and very rewarding
experience. Free delivery dset-up in the Tri -Stale area

LINN DMS ISOBARIICS: mint, teak w/stands. cables.
$2200 obo. (313)662-4289.
1987 TWEAK MANUAL-150 pages of the best
audiophile accessories and components from around
the world, plus more editorials, how-to articles,
technical white papers, product reviews, and helpful hints than you'll ever find in one publication.
From interconnects to capacitors, magic bricks to
damping materials, platter mats to headshell wire,
tube amps to tonearms, beer budget to lunatic
fringe, we've got 'em all. Just send $7 to The liveak
Shop, 3700 Montecito Avenue, Santa Rosa, CA
95404.
PS AUDIO ELITE PUJS, mint, rated world's best integrated, $495, originally $970. Call (812)789-2339
after 6pm.
PS AUDIO CD-1, new with warranty, $495. (
813)
962-8555.
ARIZONA AUDIOPHILES, used specials: Eagle 2A
amp, $650; Alphason HR-100S arm, $450; Acoustat
TNT-200 amp,$560; Koetsu M/C step-up, $250.
Demo Sale: Klyne SK5A, $2275; Sota II M/C headamp, $195; Superphon Basic preamp, $199. SOTA
T/T special, call for pricing! More new, used, and
demos arrive daily. Esoteric Audio, Scottsdale,
(602)946-8128.

1

.1I
WORKS

Gasworks brings experience and attention to detail to the modification of
classic audio components.
Retain the original sonic signature
of your equipment while removing its
rough

edges.

Modification

now

available for Adcom GFA-555.
Write for free brochure.
5563 Kendall

•

Boise, Idaho 83706

(208) 323-0861

1348 Old Northern Blvd. Roelyn ‘'illuge, NY.
An Easy Drive to Long Island's North Shore

CHeelysteleiCAIWO
„le
Upgrades for Thorens turntables & Grado cartridges
Corktone platter mat, interconnecting cables,
speaker cables and more. .
Complete catalog S300, refundable with purchase

Carries

Pita SI 50

4 CD's without
handling
jewel boxes
PA residents odd 6% in
• Light • Durable • Soft Velour Lining •

Chadwick Modifications, Dept S, 1925 Massachusetts Aenue, Cambridge, MA 02140 (610354-8933

Stereophile
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The Most Knowledgeable
Audio Dealership
Many audiophiles who want high quality audio systems are
misled by well meaning—but misinformed—salesmen, magazines, and friends whose understanding of sound reproduction is
superficial or incomplete. As aresult, many expensive "mistakes"
are made.
During the past 10 years, Gala Sound
has distinguished itself as the preeminent
high quality audio dealership in the
United States.
Founded by pianist-acoustician
James Gala, audiophiles, musicians, and
recording engineers throughout the U.S.,
Europe, and South America, rely on Gala
Sound for audio systems tailored to their
specific needs, listening environments and
budgets. These systems are second to none.
If you're serious about sound, you can own the finest:
adefinitive audio system from Gala Sound. Phone (do not write)
Jim Gala at (716) 461-3000.
MARK LEVINSON •THRESHOLD •McINTOSH •KEF •8&W •ACOUSTAT •MERIDIAN
CONRAD-JOHNSON •REVOX •BRYSTON •BELLES RESEARCH •NAKAMICHI

--(-61-TA SOUND
3122 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, New York 14618 •(716) 461-3000

VMPS .Scan-Speak. Dynaudio •Morel
The Dahlia/Debra •Nelson-Reed .Jordan
Focal •SEAS. Euphonic Audio •Falcon
Featuring: The Bill Reed 6-02 A Kit

A&S SPEAKERS
Mail order source for high fidelity loudspeakers, speaker kits and drivers.

Free literature:
Box 7462 P, Denver, CO 80207, (303) 399-8609
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SONY TC-353D OPEN REEL, $75; deleted LPs,
reels. Chuck, (714)828-8485, 6-9pm Pacific
APOGEE, ARAGON, ASC, AUDIOQUEST, Aural
Symphonics, Classe, Hanson, Klyne, Livewire,
McLaren, Meitner, Mod Squad, Museatex, Rauna
Siltech, Straight Wire, Tangent, and more! Inquiries
welcome, auditions by appointment. Serving Michigan residents and areas without product representation. Performance Systems, (313)342-2475. Call
if you really love music.
BRITISH FIDELITY ELECTRONICS, Sonographe
CI) players and turntables. Newest exciting offerings from Audio Nexus, NJ, (201)464-8238.
USED AMPS: Audio Research SP 10 & 11, Krell,
Rowland Research, Threshold. Please call John,
01149-89-6421198 (West Germany). Will call you
back and refund long distance costs. COD New
York.
NAICAMICHI DRAGON AUDIO CASSETTE DECK.
Unit was purchased November 1986 and rarely
used. Original purchase price $2000, will sell for
$1400. Like new. Call (914)934-2056 anytime.
YAMAHA CD PLAYER MODS, refined sonics. Details: 1,15, 6IO2A Georgetown, Indianapolis, IN
46254.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-8 MKII, $1200; Audio Research D-70 WM, $1350, D-70 only 4months old.
RTRD Legacy 1/S speakers, $850; Sound Craftsman
tuner, newest, $100. All mint. Pioneer R-R 1011,
$100. (803)327-4849, Ezra, anytime.

MUSIC
CUSTOM

DESIGN

BY
HOME

STEREO

WHEN YOU'RE READY
TO OWN THE BEST
The most exciting and revolutionary
components in the world. Featuring:
Audio Research •Vandersteen
Oracle •Apogee •Krell •Rowland
Counterpoint •PS •Spica
Audible Illusions •Athena
Koetsu •New York Audio Lab
and many others

(415) 332-2142

MCINTOSH TUNERS & tuner-preamps modified by
Richard Modafferi, the designer of the MR77 &
MR78. For details contact Audio Classics, POB
1765T Walton, NY 13856 (607)865-7200, 8asn-5pm
EST Mon.-Fri.
THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERICA. Stackable,
portable, oak units; holds LPs CDs and tapes. Free
mailorder brochure (please mention Stereophile).
Per Madsen Design, (415)928-4509, PO Box 330101,
San Francisco, CA 94133.
AUDIOPHILES: AUDITION JSE Infinite Slope loudspeakers on our 7day no risk auditioning program.
Authorized JSE, Spectrum, Fried, Kinergetics, Hatler,
B&K, Thorens, Parasound, Apature dealers. Est.
1959. Sound Unlimited, 169 Church St., Bristol,
CT 06010. (203)584-0131. We pay shipping.
EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS—Adcom, Alphason, AR, Arcarn, Audioquest,
AudioSource, Audire, British Fidelity, Chicago,
Creek, Dual, Grace, Grado & Signature, Fried,
Heybrook, Kcnwood Basic, Kyocera, Lazarus, Linn,
Logic, MAS, Michell, Monster, Mordaunt-Short,
Nitty Gritty, Premier, QED, RATA, Rega, Rotel,
Shinon, Spectrum, Superphon, Supex, Systemdek,
Talisman, Target and more. EARS, PO. Box
658-S, W Covina, CA 91793-0658. (818)961-6158
evenings, weekends. VISA/MC, monthly specials,
trade-ins.
QUICKSILVER MONO AMPLIFIERS, best offer;
Melee preamp $749 or best offer. Oracle Alexandria
$495. (813)962-8555.

SPENHIER Slh'IOP
UNCONIPROMISED STEREO VIDEO
(ESTABLISHED 1977)

716-837-1557
3604 Main St., Buffalo, NY 14226
KNOWN for QUALITY, SERVICE
and FRIENDLY ADVICE.

AKG • ALPHASON • APOGEE • AR • BRYSION
CANON • CHICAGO STANDS • COUNTERPOINT
DAHLQUIST • DEA • DUAL • GRADO SIGNATURE
HAFLER • JBL TI • KEF • KLOSS • KOETSU • KRELL
MAGNUM DYNALAB • MISSION • MONSTER • NAD
NAKAMICHI • ORACLE • ORTOFON • POLK • PROTON
PS AUDIO • QUAD • ROBERTSON • SHURE ULTRA
SIGNET • SONRISE • SONY ES • SUMIKO • VPI
WELL TEMPERED • XYLOPHILE • YAMAHA

107 Caledona Street
Sausalito, California 94965

Stereophile
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Speaker Builder
the quarterly enabling ordinary mortals to
build extraordinary Loudspeaker Systems
$15 /year

$25 /2years

SPEAKER BUILDER MAGAZINE
PO Box 494, Dept. K24
Peterborough, New Hampshire 03458 USA
CHARGE CARD ORDERS: (603) 924 9464

Audipmmi

Cdnnection

TURNTABLES:

E3as,s. Heybrook. Merr,ll
Well Tempered

TONEARMS:

Enfinent Tech
Tempered

CARTRIDGES:

Decca. Garrott P-77. Grado.
vdH MC-10

ELECTRONICS:

(sold state) Boush Fldefity.
Belles. Jordan, The MOD Squac
Magnum Dynalab
Itubel Auchble lllus,Ons KIlmo.

CO PLAYERS:

Ca',forma And») Lab. Melos
Awl°. Harman Kardon

SPEAKERS:

Emment Tech. Focus. Heybrook
Ponceton Acousocs Rauna

ACCESSORIES:

AuCoGuest. GhIcago Sp Stand
Lwevere. Klmber Kable. MIT.
Peterson, Slms V,b Sonek.
T)ptoes Torufluld. ASC Tube
Traps. Tweek. VPI

Stay, Well

Melos MFA.Oulcksher. VIL

Spendor. Vandersteen

The above listing is selective
201-239-1799
615 Bloomfield Ave

Verona NJ 07044

Also for sale
occasional close-outs, used equipment
Hours: M OR Tues. Fo 12-7. Thurs 12-9. Sat 11-6
Closed Sun .Wed
Please, call for an appomtment)

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
"Central PA's high end audio shop
for the discriminating listener."

VANDERGTEEN *Amu MPRT111
Threshold

JD

Locian

ET

conradlohnson

... Phone for evening appointment.

THE
Seat
lOPPE

21 N. Market St., Selinsgrove. PA •717-374.0150
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C. E AUDIO

QUALITY EQUIPMENT
HELPFUL SERVICE
WE CAN SHIP TOO
VISA, MC. COD

FREE LITERATURE
PLEASE BE SPECIFIC

P.O. BOX 2305, 90632-2305
415 W. IMPERIAL HWY.
LA HABRA, CA 90631
(213)691-0967
(714)671-5670

1

AUTHORIZED
DEALER FOR:

ALPHASON
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
ARCICI INC
BENNETT SOUND CORP
CONVERGENT TECHNOLOGY
COUNTERPOINT
DISTECH
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY
FRIED
GRADO SIGNATURE
HIGHPHONIC
HITACHI LC-OFC
KINERGETICS
MICRO SEIKI
MONSTER CABLE M-SERIES
MUSIC REFERENCE
NITTY GRITTY
QUAD
RAM TUBE WORKS
ROTEL
SAEC
SHINON
SONOGRAPHE
SOUTHER
SUPERPHON
TWEEK
vPi
MILITARY TUBES

WHEN YOU'RE GOING TO SPEND THE EXTRA MONEY,AT LEAST GET YOUR MONEY'S WORTH
LIST
CONVERGENT TECHNOLOGY St.- IPreamp
MUSIC REFERENCE (ModasioiRM•9 Amp
QUAD ESL -63 Speakers
BENNETT SOUND Subwoolers w, amps $69500 ea
API HW-I 0MK II ACRYLIC Turdlable
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY II Tonearm
SHINON RED SIGNATURE Cadrage
TOTAL SYSTEM LIST PRICE
•••••••”,•114iiti.,

53495 00
52150W
$2950 00

51390 00

$1900W
S 850 00
S 999 00
$12 824 00

1•••111,«Melffl1411.1M1•1•11M4

The Most Effective
Pain Reliever
Money Can Buy

AUDI® NEXUS

My our prescription for fast relief
from headaches caused by
poor stereo performance.
• SOTA Sapphire & Star
Sapphire turntables
• COUNTERPOINT tube pre-amplifiers
& hybrid amplifiers
• VAN DEN HUL MC-ONE & MC-10
moving coil cartridges
Alphason • Argent • Audioquest • BEL
B & K • CJ Walker • Counterpoint
Dayton Wright • Eminent Technology • Fried
Grace • JSE • Kimber Kable • Klyne • Melos
Meridian • Merlin • MIT • Monster Cable/Alpha
Nitty Gritty • Premier • PS Audio • Rauna
Robertson • Rotel • Rowland Research
SME • Sota • Spectrum • Stax
Systemdek • Talisman/Alchemist • Tube Traps
Van Den Hul • Vendetta Research

CALL US FOR THE EXTRA-SPECIAL
TREATMENT YOU DESERVE
201-464-8238
Berkeley Heights, NJ

Ster eophile

COTTER SYSTEM 2PREAMP, all modules & cables,
mint, 81600; Koss IA Electrostatic Speakers, near
mint, 8650. (213)391-8785.
CARVER RECEIVER, 130/wpc, excellent tuner section; Polk RTA-12C speakers w /Monster Cable;
Soundcraftsmen DC-2214 unity-gain equalizer; all
in excellent condition, with boxes, and still under
warranty. $1100, will separate. Call Cbris, (301)
667-1024, afternoons & evenings.

WANTED
DYNACO C-100, energy storage (cap) banks for
ST-416 amp. Will pay top dollar. Call Jeff Goldman
(215)628-2000 during working bouts.
CASH, PAYING TOP DOLLAR for used high-end
stereo in San Francisco area. Will come to your
house to collect. Call Alex, (415)661-0247.
SONY TC-766- 2 TAPE DECK in well maintained
condition, will pay COD including shipping. Call
Dennis at (214)321-6735, 5-8pm central time,
eves, and weekends, or (214)987-6386, 8-11:30am/
1-4:30pm central time, weekdays
LOOKING FOR ACCUPHASE T-100 tuner or Manna
150 with scope. (9/4)6994574.
ARC D76 OR D76A, or conrad johnson MV75A.
Call after 6pm EST (201)420-8650.
DYNACO MARK VI, vacuum tube amps or parts,
complete or incomplete kits. Need badly output
transformer and choke, will pay top dollar. Call Jeff
Goldman, (215)628-2000 during working hours.

DALLAS
WON'T
BELIEVE
ITS EARS

P
RESTON TRAIL AUDIO
INTRODUCES

WE ALSO REPRESENT THESE
FINE PRODUCT LINES.
.
KRELL•SOTA-KOETSU.MARK LEVINSON
VPI-SYRINX.APOGEE•CONRAD-JOHNSON
MEINTER•SILTECH-CANTON- CARVER
HAFLER-AR'DENON•LUXMAN•CWD

PRESTON TRAIL AUDIO
17390 PRESTON RD. SUTE 320
DALLAS, TEXAS 75252 (214) 249-9104
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price Advertising that does
not conform to these standards. or that is deceptive or misleading is never knowlmgly accepted If any
Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards please write Nelson 8, Associates.
62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705,

ADVERTISER INDEX
A & S Speakers
Accuphase
Adcom
Altec Lansing
Apogee Acoustics, Inc
Arcici
Audio Advisor, Inc.
Audio Breakthroughs
Audio Connection
Audio File
Audio Nexus
Audio Research Corporation
Audio Stream
Audio Studio
Audio Today
Audio Vision
Audiophile Accessories
Audioquest
Aural Symphonics
B & KComponents
Boulder Amplifiers
British Fidelity
C.F. Audio
California Audio Technology
Carnegie
Carry Disc
Carver Corporation
Chadwick Modifications
Chesky Records
Classe Audio
Cogan Hall Instruments
conrad-johnson design
Counterpoint
Custom Electronics
Custom Woodwork & Design
Definitive Hi -Fi
Denon
Directory of Specialty Audio Dealers
Discrete Technology
Electrocompaniet
Eminent Technology
Energy
Esoteric Audio
Euphonic Technology
Excalibur Technical Services
Fosgate
Fostex
Gala Sound
Gasworks
Glen Poor's Audio
Gold Aero
David Hafler Company
Christopher Hansen Ltd.
Hi Fi News & Record Review
Infinity
Janis
KEF
Kevro Electronics, Inc.
Kimber Kable

22C .
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222
146
60
40-41
18
188
216
212
224
214
225
27
11
182
78
215
206
79,190
165
201
162
196
225
50
30
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164
221
220
202
71
16,21-22
148
217
51
212
56
220
24
208
64
155,156
198
165,206
216
172
58
222
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Stereophile

clntosh ...no other transisto arplifier
is capable of reproducing as well.
"All the sounds, even those different one from
another, remain separated and distinctive. There
results a sensation of contrast, precision, and uncommon clarity.
... A close analysis of different frequencies
reveals an extremely deep bass, very rich in
spatial detail ... The upper bass region is very
linear testifying to an extraordinary richness of
information. The very structured mid-range contributes enormously to listening pleasure.
The feeling of power is never refuted and instead
of stunning the listener, the 7270 recreates an
audio environment of a majesty that no other
transistor amplifier is capable of reproducing as
ivell." Need we say. more?
—REVUE DU SON, Foremost French stereo magazine.
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formation on the McIntosh MC 7270
and other McIntosh products write:

McINTOSH
BORATORY
P.O. Box 96
T SIDE STATION, DEP
BINGHAMTON, N
3904-0096
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' The ONKYO Grand Integra
P-308 and M-508
For the serious audiophile searching for musicality, transparency and
control flexibility at an affordable cost, Onkyo presents the
Grand Integra P-308 pre-amplifier and M-508 power amplifier.
The M-508 delivers the promise of power and musicality, using the
same design concepts first offered in our remarkable M-510 amplifier.
Incorporating Onkyo's Real Phase technology, the dual mono
200 watt per channel M-508 impressively drives even
the most complex speaker systems.
The P-308 disproves the axiom that pre-amplifiers can offer either
control flexibility or superb sound quality, but not both. The P-308
offers unmatched system control flexibility, together with technological
refinements such as shielded power supplies, special signal path
routing, and passive tone equalization with full bypass capability.
Audition the separates that are in aclass by themselves at your Onkyo
Grand Integra Dealer today, or write to Onkyo for detailed
information about these remarkable new components.
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